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AN ACOUSTIC EMISSION STUDY OF THE
INTERGRANULAR CRACKING OF AISI 4340 STEEL
A. NOZUE AND T. KISHI
Abstract
Fracture toughness and acoustic emission (AE)
tests of AISI 4340 steel were performed in order to
correlate intergranular cracking to AE characteristics.
The intergranular (IG) cracking is a result of hydrogen embrittlement. The fracture surfaces of the test
samples revealed both ductile dimples and brittle IG
microcracks. We conclude that the dominant source of
AE is attributable to the microscopic IG fracture,
since the cumulative AE event count is found to be
proportional to the number of the IG microcracks
during stable crack gro~h. Further, the energy
of an AE event was nearly proportional to the area
of the IG microcrack and the cumulative energy was
found to increase linearly with the total area of
the IG microcracks.
1.

Introduction

Fundamental research and development efforts in
acoustic emission (AE) have grown in the last decade.
More recent works can be found in several conference
proceedings, including Ono (1979) and Dunegan and
Hartman (1981) in the U.S., Proceedings of 4th and
5th AE Symposia (1978, 1980) in Japan and Bad
Nauheim Conference (1979) in Europe.
In the field of hydrogen embrittlement (HE), AE
analysis has been applied to study the characteristics of crack propagation. Gerberich and Hartbower
(1969) made a detailed study on the slow crack growth
for D6ac steel tested under the hydrogen atmosphere.
Dunegan and Tetelman (1971) applied AE technique to
determine the crack growth rate of AISI 4340 steel
due to HE, making it possible to predict failure in
certain structural components undergoing environmental cracking. Chaskelis et al.,(1974) employed
a commercial system to detect and count AE emanating
from the aqueous stress-corrosion crack propagation
in 4340 steel. Hartbower et al., (1973), Okada et al.,
(1974) and Honden et al.,(1978) also reported on other
aspects of HE related AE. In this connection, Ono
(1979) evaluated AE due to cracking in relation to
amplitude distribution analysis on the basis of the
modified Malen-Bolin theory. Evans (1979) also
examined the sources of AE in brittle solids,
especially microcrack sources and sources that
accompanied macrocrack extension.

Although the crack growth due to hydrogen has
long been recognized to be due to the coalescence
of discontinuous intergranular (IG) microcracks
(Steigerwald et a1., 1959), no systematic study
linking the unit of cracks due to HE and the
characteristics of AE signals has been made. The
purpose of this paper is to establish quantitative
relations between AE event count and the number of
IG microcracks, and between AE energy and the area
of the microcracks.
2.

Experimental Procedures

2.1 Specimens
Chemical composition and mechanical properties
of the specimens of AISI 4340 steel are respectively listed in Table 1 and Table 2. Figure 1
shows the geometry of the compact tension specimen,
of which thickness is 10 mm. All specimens were
austenitized for 3.6ks at l123K and tempered at
various temperatures in the range of 473K-873K.
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the specimens were in accordance with the ASTM method
E399-78 (1978). Fracture toughness testing vas carried
out at the loading rate of 0.517 CPa ml/2 s-l. Stress
intensity factor K was calculated using the following relation from ASTH E647-78T (1978).
K .. P f(aM) I B

wl/2

Table 2

Mechanical properties of the specimens used
*indicates that J 1C was obtained from the
J1-R curve

where P .. load. B .. thickness. W.. width, and f(a~J)
is the geometrical factor. respectively. The 5% offset K values obtained were valid K in the ASTM
Q
standard, except for the case of 87~R tempered specimens. The humidity level in test atmosphere was about
35%.
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tivity is defined by the ratio of the output opencircuit voltage to the vertical components of the
displacement velocity at the point where the transducer is to be placed (Hatano and Mori, 1979). The
overall system gain was 80 dB. AE event counts and
AE energy, defined as a value proportional to the
square of the peak voltage of an AE event, were recorded.

A schematic diagram of AE measuring system used
is shown in Fig. 2. Two PZT transducers with a
resonance frequency of 170 kHz were employed to remove mechanical noise, by means of a coincidence
circuit. Figure 3 shows the reciprocity calibration
curve of the transducer used. The absolute sensi-
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Experimental Results and Discussion

~chemati(:3l explanation of the quantitative
estimation of the distribution of intergranular brittle fracture.

The cUl:mlative AE energy increased with a
decrease in K
except for the case of the Specimens
tempered at 5'~K. This result suggests that the AI.
energy is aSSOCiated with microscopic fracture
characteristics (Nozue et a1., 198Ib).

A typical experiClental result on load, crack
opening displacement and cumulative AE energy is
given in Fig. 4. In the as-quenched sample, AE was
generated at very low K. This K level did not
correspond to Kf max' but was close to the threshold
stress intensity factor K
of 10 HPa ml/2 (Noz1le
Iscc
et al., 19810). As the tempering temperature of the
sample increased, the K level, above which AE was
observed, increased. In the specimen tempered at
873K, no AF. was observed until the maximum load was
reached. TIlis implies that the ductile crack growth
which proceeds in this sample produces no discernible AE. It is reasonable to expect that
ductile dimple fracture is a ....· eak AI. source and
cannot be detected at present.

Photo. 1 shows a typical scanning electron
micrograph of the fractute surface ahead of 3
fatigue precrack. As shown in this fractograph,
the fracture surfaces of this material consisted
of dimples and IG cracks. In the sample tempered
at 873K, no IG crack was observed. The ratio of
the area of the IG cracks to the total crack area,
¢IG' was estimated in the region of stable crack
growth of about 300 Ul:I length (listed in Table 3).
Figure 6 shows the met~od of obtaining the area of
IG cracks. The values of ¢rG decreased with the increase of tempering temperature; that is, ¢l
dete
creased with the increase of K
. The K
data 1s
IC
Ic
given in Fig. 5.

Figure 5 shows the re13tion between the
cumul3tive AE energy during stable crack growth of
approxilll.:ltely 300 Um length and K
v3lues (listed
1c
in Table 2). As the effective cr3ck extension at
the 5% off-set point in different specimens wos not
necessarily equal to 2% crack extension (or 400 um
length), the values of AE energy in Fig. 5 were
corrected to correspond to a fixed crack area.

Both the distribution of the area of IG cracks
and the distribution of AE energy of discrete events
\.Iere estimated in the region of stable crack growth
of the specimen tempered at !,73K, in order to reveal
the relationflhlp between A£ energy and the cracking
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where N
• AE event count, k
AE
energy, and m :: -0,9.

B

constant, E

AE

figure 9 shows the relationship between the total
number of IC microcracks l:N
and cumulative AE
TC
event COunt l:N
detected at" thl:! saml:! rl:!gion of
AE
the specimen. Thl:! following relation can cleilrly
represent the observed data;
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This result l:Ieans that 20% of !':IC can be detected as events. The threshold voltage of SD uV
waf; employed in this experiment, Combining equation
(4) with equation (2) and (3), under the assumption
that equation (4) is valid in the limited region,
and that the mlIximul:I lISre: corresponds to the maximum E , the relation between E
and liSle can be
AE
AE
obtained from Fig. 10. The relation can be expressed as,

o

o
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AE energy spectrum of A151 4340 steel in the
region of stable crack growth.

where C" const.1nt, and n

3

::I'/m ~ 1.4.

This is the relation during stable crack gro"'th
of one specimen, tempered at t.731<.
In ordcr to
verify the above relation in l:lOre detail, the
measurement!! of cumulative EE
and Q
I.'ere !:lade

unit. As. shown in Fig. 7, the distribution of the
area of IC cracks can be represented by the following relat ion,

AE

rc

using several specimens with different tempering
conditions tempered at t.73K-873K.
Figure 11 shol.'s
the relation between cumulativl:! l:E
:lIId ¢Tr; thus
AE
obtained from five specimens. Good proportionillity
exists between cumulative l:E;\E ;lnd flC; th;ll is,

(2)

where Nrc. • the number of the individual Te microcracks, k' • constant, liS! - the area of an IC
,
G
microcrack, and m :: -1.3.On the other hand, the AE
energy distribution in Fig. 8 can best be fitted by
the following relation,

(6)
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If exponent n in equation (5) could be considered
to be one, it may indicate that AE energy is proportional to the area of IG cracks individually.
Cumulatively, the proportionality appears to hold
as shown in equation (6). These experimental
results demonstrate that the dominant AE source can
be attributed to the microscopic IG cracking. The
following considerations can be cited in support of
our contention:
(a) AE is generated at very low K, which nearly
corresponds to KI
'
(b) The specimen~C€empered at 873K produce
only dimple fracture surfaces and no AE during
ductile crack growth,
(c) Cumulative AE event count is proportional
to the total number of IG microcracks.

Fig. 11

4.

Relation between AE cumulative energy and the
fraction of the area of the intergranular
cracks ¢rG in the same region of stable crack
growth of four specimens.

Conclusions

AE event count N and AE energy E were
AE
measured during stable crack growth of ~acture
toughness testing in AlSI 4340 steel, and the
correlations between these parameters and the number
N and the area 68
of intergranular (IG) microlG
IG
cracks, were experimentally obtained as follow:
(1)

Evans (1979)indicated that the stress wave
amplitude can be expressed in terms of the area
swept out by the crack and the applied stress.
Ono (1979) explained that the peak value of AE
signal due to a crack extension is proportional
to applied stress and to a volumetric term, and that
the relation between E and ~SIG can be repreAE
sented as,

(2)

(7)

These theoretical predictions disagree with our
experimental results. Further works dealing with
this discrepancy should be performed.

(3)

Finally, we wish to comment on the metallurgical
source mechanism of IG ~racking. High strength
steels such as AISI 4340 steel are highly sensitive
to HE (Beachem 1972). Stavros and Paxton (1970) and
Carter (1970) suggested that the residual water
vapor in air diffuses to the austenitic grain
boundary, and that 10 cracking due to HE appears in
the plastic zone ahead of a crack tip. Their explanation can account for our observations on the
IG cracks. Therefore, we conclude that the detectable AE signals in 4340 steel are produced during
the formation of IG microcracks.

5

During stable crack growth of a specimen,
cumulative AE event count EN
is proAE
portional to the total number of IG microcracks EN , and from the additional result
IG
of fractography it was verified that AE
energy is nearly proportional to the area
of IG microcracks 68 •
IG
With the use of several specimens, of which
tempered conditions were different, it is
shown that cumulative AE energy is proportional to the total area of IG cracks
of each specimen.
The formation of IG microcracks is the
dominant source mechanism of AE signals
during stable crack growth of this material.
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ACOUSTIC EMISSION BEHAVIOR
OF A LOW ALLOY STEEL
R.J.LANDY AND K. ONO
Abstract
The acoustic emission response of a pressure
vessel steel, ASTM A533B, strongly depends on the
variations in its microstructure. In order to enhance the understanding of acoustic emission sources
in martensite and bainite during deformation, we examined the acoustic emission during tensile tests
using RMS voltage level, event counts, and on-line
amplitude distribution. The acoustic emission parameters evaluated show separate trends with tempering
temperatures following quenching or normalizing. It
was observed that acoustic emission signal intensity
is less for martensite than bainite, but tempered
bainite produces weaker acoustic emission intensity
than tempered martensite. A model was used to analyze
the observed behaviour and achieve some success in relating acoustic emission source characteristics to
microstructural variables.
1.

Introduction

Generation of acoustic emission (AE) occurs during
plastic deformation and must intrinsically arise from
dynamic dislocation behaViour. Studies of AE sources
have used both single crystals and polycrystalline
materials. Several reviews on this topic appeared
recently. (Carpenter and Heiple, 1979; Kishi and
Kuribayashi, 1979; Ono, 1979; Scruby et al., 1979).
Results of the work on single crystals of LiF, NaC1
and Zn suggested that AE count rate is proportional to
the time derivative of the mobile dislocation density
(James and Carpenter, 1971). Dislocation breakaway
from pinning points was considered to be a reasonable
physical model for AE generation. One AE pulse results from several simultaneous breakaway events and
the propagation of these events triggers others. This
proposition provides rationale for explaining discontinuous slip, jerky dislocation motion and slip band
formation. Internal friction measurements, along with
AE, were used to analyze the deformation of copper
single crystals (Imanaka et al., 1973). Continuous
type of AE was recorded at the macroscopic yield point.
From the frequency dependence of ultrasonic attenuation
and by application of the Granato-Lucke theory of dislocation damping, parameters such as the dislocation
density and segment length were calculated.
Received 20 April, 1981: in revised form, 7 August,
1981. Based on the M.S. dissertation of R. J. Landy,
distributed previously as an ONR Technical Report
No. 79-02, Hay, 1979. Supported by the Office of
Naval Research, Physics Program. Professor Ono is
affiliated with Department of Materials Science and
Engineering, University of California, Los Angeles,
California 90024. Mr. Landy is now at Sale, Victoria,
Australia.
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From these studies, the process of plastic deformation may be described as follows. As the external stress increased, the dislocations tend to
be freed from foreign atoms and the segment length
of mobile dislocation begins to increase to a critical
value. As this critical value is reached, multiplication of mobile dislocations takes place suddenly
and crystal yields macroscopically. After yielding,
the segment length remains almost constant at small
plastic strains. During unloading the AE signal
intensity decreases, while measurements show the dislocation density remaining constant while segment
length decreases. Hence, AE generation is dependent
on segment length for constant dislocation density.
The AE pulses are generated when the multiplication of mobile dislocations takes place and a
possible source may be the dynamical activation of
Frank-Read sources. The existence of discrete AE
pulses strongly suggests that yield and plastic flow
occur discontinuously. It was also shown that the
strength of pinning points determines at what stress
AE appears. The effects of solute concentration and
orientation dependence on AE have been studied using
single crystals of Ai and Ai-Mg solid solution
(Kuribayashi et al., 1976).
In Kiesewetter's work on pure Ai single crystals,
the root mean square (RMS) voltage level of AE was
established as being linearly dependent on the square
root of the strain rate (Kiesewetter and Schiller.
1976). This AE strain rate dependence has been found
in Ai polycrystals, Cu single and polycrystals.
Continuous AE was also found to be a decreasing
function of flow stress. For the parabolic range of
the stress-strain curve the continuous emission of an
annealed and an 'as-machined' specimens was found to
be about the same. This coincidence of the two curves
shows that the dislocation defect structure is the
main parameter for the acoustic emission. Kiesewetter
and Schiller (1976) suggested a linear relationship
between the square of the RMS level and the mobile
dislocation length.
Using concurrent internal friction measurements,
Higgins and Carpenter (1978) showed for pure polycrystal line iron, that the source of acoustic emission at
yield is most probably dislocation breakaway. AE in the
elastic region was shown to be consistent with magnetomechanical effect. most probably irreversible domain
wall movements.
The Bauschinger effect has been studied using AE
and as yet there is no agreement on the detail of dislocation related AE sources during the unloading
(Siegel, 1977; Kishi, 1976). The effect on AE of the
grain size of polycrystalline materials (e.g. aluminum)
has been explained generally in terms of internal source
lengths and influence of grain boundary sources (Frederick
and Felbeck, 1972). These studies have yielded the
FJ"-OO:iQlrZiHOCHI9JVZ. DO
CUPjr:;;hl © lq:n o1rQl:stlc
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general dislocation behaviour which generates AE although
In addition to the usual AE parameters, on-line
the specific details are still elusive.
amplitude distribution will be used to characterize
AE signals from tests using tensile specimens. RePrevious AE works have evaluated the effect of heat
sults are to be correlated with the variation of microtreatment on AE response of aluminum (Frederick and
structure of A533B steel, including phases present,
Felbeck, 1972; Schmidt-Thomas, 1975; Siegel, 1977) and
types of second phase particles and the dislocation
copper alloys (Masuda, 1978; 1980) and steels (Sano
pinning effect.
et al., 1974; Wadley and Scruby, 1977; Hartbower et
al., 1968). The aluminum alloy selected for study by
Experimental Procedures
Schmidt-Thomas (1975) was an AtCuMg 2 alloy. The speci- 2,
mens received a solution heat treatment (49S0C, 2 hours,
2.1 Materials
quenched in ice water) and a subsequent aging at 180°C
for times up to 14 days. During tensile testing, two
The materials used in this study were sectioned
maxima were observed in the AE RHS voltage recording.
from a 163 mm (6") thick plate supplied by Nippon
The first maximum occurred at yield and the second
Steel Corporation which meets ASTH specifications
maximum appeared during the initial work hardening
as
A533B Class 2 steel. The ladle analysis of the
stage. The signal intensity of maximum I was determaterial is given in Table 1.
mined by the median free distance (i.e., average
distance between particles), covered by the slip dislocations. The second maximum was influenced by the
formation of microcracks in connection with the intermetallic phases and not by the coherent or partially
Table 1 Qlemical composition of A533B C~ 2 steel
coherent precipitation phases formed during the
artificial ageing. The Cu-Ni-Si alloy upon heat
treatment, precipitates a solid solution of Ni SSi2
C
SI
Hn
P
S
.c.
NI
Cr
Ilo
intermetallic compound and copper without G.P. zones
forming (Masuda, 1978). The specimens received a
0.20
1.43
0.23
0.001 0.004
0.03 0.60
0.10 0.53
solid solution treatment (850°C, I hour, water
A,
Sn
Sb
Co
At
8
H
V
quench) then an ageing treatment at 350°C for times
up to 100 hours. These treatments produced large
0.001 0.005 0.001
0.018 0.024
0.0005 0.000" 0.0063 0.006
variations in the average number of precipitated
particles per unit volume, average radius of the
particles, and average distance between edges of two
neighbouring particles. The maximum value of the
continuous AE signal was found to increase than deThe processing of the as-supplied plate started
crease with ageing time. Acoustic energy per unit
from a 90 ton pour from a 100 ton basic oxygen
particle increased as the square of the distance
converter. The slab ingot was forged in an 8,000 ton
between the centres of two neighbouring particles
press from a 1050 x 3000 x 4170 slab into a 539 x
increased.
4100 X 2940 mm plate. The cross rolling in a 4 high
reversing plate mill resulted into a 2940 mm plate
The AE behaviour of quenched and tempered steels
after the first step and then cut in half and rolled
was found to be complicated by the various processes
into a 163 x 2860 x L mm plate. The mill heat treatthat occur during the tempering of martensite (Sano
ment included a quench after 6-1/2 hours at 915°C and
et al., 1974). These processes included internal
followed by a stress-relief temper at 650°C for 86
stress relief, formation of Cottrell atmospheres
hours.
around dislocations, precipitation of epsilon and
rod-shaped carbides, formation of cementite and
2.2 Test Specimens
alloy carbides, spheroidization of carbide present,
recovery, and recrystallization. The maximum AE
Half size (0.25" diamater), cylindrical test
signal intensity was found to increase, decrease,
specimens per ASTM standard ES-69 were used to study
then increase for increasing tempering temperatures.
the effect produced by various heat treatments, on
In short, AE were found to be very sensitive to the
the tensile and acoustic emission properties of this
microstructure formed by heat treatment.
base material. Most specimens were machined with the
axial direction parallel to the transverse direction
Before practical applications of AE can be fully
of the supplied steel plate.
exploited, a systematic evaluation of the AE respon~e
to the heat treatment of the steels used in con2.3 Heat Treat~ents
struction of, say, pressure vessels, needs to be
completed. The material to be used in this study is
The tensile specimens were austenitized at
a high strength low alloy steel of the ASTM A533B
930°C (1706°F) for I hour in a vertical three-zone
specification. This is an At-killed steel, which. to
controlled resistance wound furnace with a vacuum of
satisfy the strength requirements. receives a quench
less than 1 x 10-4 torr. The vacuum was necessary
and temper heat treatment. When Quenched in thick
to reduce the degree of surface oxidation.
sections, the surface microstructure consists of a
tempered martensite and at mid-thickness a tempered
After a one hour austenitiZation at 930°C, the
bainite microstructure results. Therefore. the main
specimens were water quenched (WQ) or control-cooled
investigation will center on the AE behavior of
to room temperature (i.e., normalized, N). The period
tempered bainite and tempered martensite specimens of
during which the control-cool was executed lasted 60
A533B steel.
minutes resulting in a nominal cooling rate of l5°C/min.
Over the temperature range 850°C to 200°C. the cooling
rate did not significantly vary from 15°C/min.

"
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caution the threads were wrapped with Teflon tape to
reduce extraneous noise.

The specimens were then tempered in the same
furnace at temperatures in the range of 300·e to
7S0·C for a period of 24 hours, then furnace cooled.
For tempering conditions at 100·e and 200·e, an oil
bath and a salt bath were used respectively. The
specimens were air-cooled after these treatments.
2.4

3.

Results

Common engineering parameters such as yield
(ayS ) and tensile strengths (OUTS)' and reduction in
area (RA) for various tempered specimens are shown in
Figures I, 2 and 3. The observed values of yield
strength, tensile strength, and reduction in area
agree very well with those published preViously in
the literature (NSe, 1976; Enami et al., 1974). The
softening in the tempered martensite is caused by
the loss of solid solution of the carbon. At higher
tempering temperatures, the recovery of dislocations
and recrystallization cause the yield strength to decrease rapidly. TIle increase in the tensile strength
at 70Q·e is not observed in the literature. The microstructure is a two phase mixture of ferrite and coarse
carbide part icles. This suggests that the Orowan loop
mechanism is occurring during deformation and the
resultant high work-hardening rate would produce a

Testing Methods

All tensile tests were conducted on a floor
mounted Instron Universal testing machine. Results
were recorded as load vs. time curves (which. through
cross-head speed and chart speed is eqUivalent to a
load deflection curve). Tests were conducted at room
temperature and cross-head speed of 0.021 mm/sec.,
(0.05 in/min), or a nominal strain rate of 6.7 x
10-4 sec. -1.
Acoustic emission tests were performed using a
combination of AE transducers. In the initial tests,
two transducers, one resonant type and the other a
broad band type, were attached to a specimen.* The
former is a narrow band resonant type transducer Ae
175L (175 ~Iz fundamental frequency manufactured by
Acoustic Emission Technology Corporation (AET),
Sacramento, California). The latter was based on a
UCLA design using a 3 MHz compressional mode PZT-5
element (6.3 mm diameter). Both were mounted on each
end of the round tensile specimen with a viscous resin.
Preamplifiers (Model 160, AET Corporation) with 125250 kHz and 30-2000 kHz filter plug-ins were used for
the narrow band and broad band transducer, respectively. The input noise levels were 1.2 ~V and 3.2 ~V,
respectively. Other signal processing units included
a Hewlett Packard 3400A RMS volt meter monitoring the
preamplifier output and a video tape recorder (Sony
AV-3650. modified by AET for AE signal recording), for
signal storage and play-back. On-line amplitude distribution analysis of AE signal was performed using an
analyzer (Model 203, AET) from which the outputs for
the event counts summation and amplitude distribution
were taken for display on an HP 2FA two pen recorder
and HP l7SA cathode ray oscilloscope, respectively.
The amplitude distribution was permanently recorded
by an oscilloscope-mounted camera. Some tests were
also recorded on a 7-channel Bell and Howell VR-3700A
instrumentation recorder (FM mode, 0-500 kHz). The
RMS and load vs. time curves were displayed on a twopen Soltec recorder. The event-counts and load vs.
time were displayed on a two-pen 2FA recorder. Scale
on both time axes was 0.4 rom/sec. (1 inch/min.).
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Total amplification between transducer and inputs
to amplitude distribution analyzer (AET Model 203) and
RMS voltmeter is 60 dB for all tests. The amplitude
distribution analyzer obtained event counts eliminating
the effect of the large count associated with the ringdown of a high amplitude event. Observed event count
rates were always below the maximum count rate of the
analyzer (2.3 kHz). The threshold level was set at
10 mV for all tests.
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Fig. 1

TEMPERATURE (·Cl

Tensile properties of martensitic A533B
steel as a function of tempering
temperature

larger ultimate tensile strength. The tempering at
750·e holds the sample in the a+y field and upon the
slow cool the y present decomposes into morlerately
fine pearlite. This results in a stronger microstructure than the spheroidized carbides and defect
free ferrite that are formed during the tempers at
650°C and 700·e. Accordingly, the yield and tensile
strengths should be and are higher.

In an attempt to eliminate any sources of extra- •
neous emission, such as the distortion of the threads
and surface oxidation formed during heat treatment,
the specimens were polished with grades 320 and 600
silicon carbide paper, and the threads cleaned by
application of a 1/2 inch die. As a further pre-

Normalized and tempered samples showed no signifof the tests reported here used the resonant trans- icant decrease in yield strength until 550°C as seen
in Figure 2. This is due to the persistence of the
ducer only. However, the loading due to the second
acicular bainitic ferrite grain and the formation of
transducer was negligible because of its small mass.
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Mo 2 C precipitates 1n these grains. Since recrystallization produces similar microstructures above 600·C.
the yield and tensile strength data are comparable
for both tempered martensite and bainite at 600·C to
700·C. The results of the reduction in area follow
the usual increasing trends with decreasing yield
stress (see Figure 3). A yield point and LUders band
were observed for the tempering temperatures at 600·C
and 650·C for the normalized and tempered samples and
at 500 to 650·C for the quenched and tempered samples.
All others showed continuous yielding. except after
300·C and 400·C tempers following quenching. The
latter showed a knee upon yielding.
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AE RMS voltage and stress against time for

the normalized plus SOO·C temper condition
of A533B steel
Typical experimental curves of stress and RMS
voltage against time are shown for various heat
treatment conditions in Figures 4 through 7. (The
RMS level is referenced to preamplifier input). The
RMS voltage curve assumes a particular appearance
depending on the type of yielding that occurs.
Specific examples are the continuous yielding and
broad AE peak in Figure 4 and the yield drop and
many small peaks of the AE signal in Figure 6. This
will be discussed later.
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had the Vrms curve corrected for noisp and the integration of these curves prOVided a qualitative view
of the total intensity of AE signals produced in each
test, This parameter, V, is shown in Figures 11
and 12. The integrated ~alue was necessary as count
rate saturation was experienced in tests with very
high RMS levels. The onset of detectable AE is
signified by the stress level, 0AE' When the corrected
V reaches an arbitrary value which is defined here as
r
VBkgd , the stress level is denoted as 0B' The V~s
level for Vr to equal VBkgd is ~VBk d' Figures 13
and 14 show a comparison of the param~ters 0YS' 0p'
0AE and 0B for the samples tested.
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To investigate the early stages of deformation,
two samples were normalized and one was further
tempered at 600 0 e for 24 hours, In the normalized
and tempered sample, mobile dislocation density is
low before yield and the yield drop is the result of
the breakaway of heavily pinned dislocations and
nucleation of fresh dislocations. These two samples
were instrumented with strain gauges so that the RMS
voltages and stress against micros train curves should
be obtained. These curves are shown in Figure 15 and
16. The important features include the coincidence of
the rapid rise in AE with the first deviation from a
linear stress-strain curve. Also the 0AE and 0B values
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Fig. 7

AE RMS voltage and stress against time for
quenched plus soooe temper condition of A533B
steel

The definitions of new parameters are made with
reference to the schematic drawings shown in Figure 8.
As both continuous yielding and yield drop phenomena
were observed, Figure 8a and 8b define the parameters
for the respective case. The maximum RMS level
(~:;) occurs at a stress (o),
The values of ~ax
p
~s
were corrected for the presence of noise and these
corrected values, V~ are displayed against tempering
temperature in Figure 9 and la, Selected tests also

are lower for the normalized sample, exhibiting continuous yielding, Here, the dislocations are easily
generated by cross-slip and unpinning with grain
boundary source activation probably at higher stresses.
These experiments clearly demonstrate that the initiation of plastic deformation is accompanied by acoustic
emission, and that 0AE or 0B signifies the activation
of dislocation sources and the unpinning of locked dislocations.
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4.

Discussion

et al., 1974). The decreasing v~ over the 500·c to
6S0·C tempering range is related to increased pinning
strength and the localized effect of the ~ders band.
Both effects cause a reduction in the number of possible
dislocation sources. The increase in v~ at 70Q·C is
accompanied by further decreases in a
and aD sugAE
gesting that this increase is the result of the dislocation generation not being restricted to a localized
volume, as with LUaers band.

The variation of AE behavior with tempering
temperature following normalization treatment
obviously depends on dislocation density and strength
of pinning. The broad AE peaks found at room temperature to 200·C appear to be the results of a high
density of dislocations very weakly pinned. From
Figure 14, the 0AE and 0B are among the smallest
values for this range of tempering temperatures.
The AE peak increases in height and in sharpness
for the temperature range 300·C to SOO·C, where
and 0B continue to increase. Here, the dislocati~s
are pinned more strongly but not as heavily pinned as
those of the 600·C and 6S0·C temper conditions. Since
the dislocations cannot move until higher stresses
are reached and the yield strength is roughly constant up tQ SOO·C temper, the RMS voltage curve
tends to become more and more a sharp peak as shown
in Figure S. In 600·C and 650·C tempering range,
there is a low dislocation density and these dislocations are pinned very strongly. Since the microstructure is a ferrite-carbide mixture, and very large
stresses are needed to nucleate dislocations probably
from the sources at grain boundaries, the AE curve is
a series of small peaks which coincide with load drops
on the stress curve. The low level of AE is the result
of sources being confined to a localized VOlume around
the Luders front, instead of the complete gauge length
of the specimen as is the case with continuously
yielding samples. For the 700·C temper condition, the
AE is a broad peak very similar to the normalized case.
The large AE levels are from the large number of mobile
dislocations since the nucleation stresses are very
low (see
and 0B)' The large scatter in the 0AE
results is~ue in part to the fact that 0AE is more
open to personal interpretation than other parameters
such as 0B'

°

In all heat-treated conditions, the dominant AE
signals were of a continuous nature. Therefore, the
present results will be examined using a recent model
of Ono (1979) which was developed from the model of
Mal~n and Bolin (1974). The new model uses an approximation to the source step function by use of the Gauss
error function with a rise time of 4T. This function
is given as
u(t)

where t is time.
given as

The stress pulse at a distance r is

(3)

In Eqn. (3), ~ is the shear modulus and A is the Lame"
constant, while 6e 1 and V* are plastic strain increment and volume, r~spectively. The complete source
function Sk1 is given by

(4)

SH (SU)m· u(t).

For a plastic strain, the second term of Eqn. (3)
vanishes. As with Halln and Bolin (1974), only the
components of Sk1 contributing to the length of
extension are considered. Thus, 0k1 is also limited
to the normal component and the stress wave is only
longitudinal. As the orientation dependence is ignored in this treatement, the subscripts are dropped
from stress, strain and source strength function.
The resultant stress pulse is bipolar, and for the
results described here the peak stress 0msx is given
as,

·4·

°

(1)

where c is the sound velocity (ignoring the difference
between the longitUdinal and transverse velocities).
(S.)
is the source strength function, namely,
k", m

The low AE level for as-quenched martensite is
related to the very high dislocation density present
and the small mean free flight distance moved by
these dislocations. The effect is also found in
heaVily cold-worked material. Yield drops and
tUders band were observed for tempered conditions at
SOO·C 600·C and G50·C. Discontinuous stress-strain
behavior was also observed for the 300 C and 00 C
tempers. The absence of a yield drop in these cases
arises from the low effective stiffness of the load
train and testing machine. The AE characteristics
are similar for all tempers from 200·C to 6S0·C.
These included two peaks appearing close to either
the conventionally defined offset yield strength or
the yield drop when present. Since the dislocation
density, P, in tempered martensite is roughly constant up to the 400·C temper (Speich, 1972), the
variation in ~ must be related to the stress required to nucleate mobile dislocations whether
through activation of sources or the breakaway of
pinned dislocations. During the tempering range,
the precipitation of the e-carbide, rod-shaped
carbide and cementite takes place (Speich and Leslie,
1969). The effect of these processes is seen in the
trends 0 f AE and 0D' The AE increases up to 500· C
while
appears to be constant. For tempering
conditiHns between 500·C and 650·C, the stresses 0YS'
a and 0p are all comparable. Therefore, the disloc~tions are very strongly pinned. The dominant mechanism to emit AE in a tempered msrtensitic steel has
been established as the nucleation of fresh mobile
dislocations by multiplication and unpinning (Sano

°

+ 1]

(2)

°

,

1
= Z[erf(t/2T)

_ S
0max - -m
2-

(5)

r T
A narrow band transducer's electrical response to a
mechanical stimulus, such as Eqn. (2), is given by,

R(t) =

°

f

(6)

o(n) r(t-n) dn.

Here Rmax or peak output voltage of the transducer,
V , may be approximated by
p

vp

R

max

'::0

S

max

·T"'-.!!!-

r

(7)

T

when T is less than the inverse of the center frequency
of the transducer (Ono, et al. 1978).
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To assess the random summation of numerous AE
events, N events are considered to occur over the
R
averaging time, t\t of the RMS voltmeter.
Since each event produces an average plastic strain
increment, t\c, the strain rate ~ of the test is related
to the rate of the events, NR, by t c ~R' t\c. Each of
the events produces a bipolar stress pulse with the peak
sensor output, V ' at a given position according to
p
Eqn. (7); Le.,
V
p

a:

(8)

t\c/t

(9)

In this case. the probability distribution of the output voltage, V. is Gaussian and is expressed as (Nihon
Sugakkai, 1977)

This is, of course, the well-known characteristics of
continuous type AE signals (Ono. 1976).
In the above development, it was assumed that each
stress pulse contributes to the output only during one
cycle at the peak value. This is certainly an oversimplification. However, since the transducer
resonance gives rise to trailing oscillation decaying
exponentially, the output voltage is expected to be
proportional to Eqn. (9) when the entire waveform of
each event is taken into account. The resonance of
a sample also is expected to contribute in the same
manner as the transducer resonance. That is, the
waveform due to an individual event is modified, thus
affecting ret) in Eqn. (6). Further study using
computer simulation techniques will be needed to
predict effects of the transducer and sample resonances.

(11)

Eand

V

r

6c, the influence of rise time on V
r

a:!t

. and

The effect on NR or 6c for constant C
given as
V a:
r

&

a:

I

In tempered martensites, the dislocation density
remains roughly constant up to the 400°C temper. Precipitation of c-earbide is expected during tempering
at 100 to 200°c. Cementite forms in the tempering
range of 2S0 0 to 700°C, whereas rod-shaped alloy carbides appear above 300°C. In martensite tempered up
to 200°C, the vP increased with tempering temperature.
r
The values of 0AE also increased more than twice. while
0YS was nearly unchanged, suggesting that the dislocations were pinned more effectively with tempering.
Extremely high AE levels appear to result from the
rapid unpinning of dislocation sources, i.e., the
rise time T is reduced. Because of the pinning effect,
NR is reduced, also favoring higher AE levels.
It should be evident from the present observations that the AE level can vary significantly even
though the flow stress level is almost identical.
Models of AE generation that depend on the release
of stored elastic energy or on the plastic strain
density cannot account for such AE behavior and must
be discarded. A model that correlates the mobile
dislocation density to the AE level is also contradictory to the present findings. Similarly. a model
based on the energy dissipation of moving dislocations
can not be supported because more dislocation pinning
via tempering (thereby reducing the mobile dislocation
density) led to higher AF levels •

The above results yield the commonly observed
strain rate dependence. With 6c and t constant. the
V is given as
r

For constant

This model will be used to examine AE behavior,
for selected heat treatment conditions. These
conditions include quenched. normalized and quenching
or normalizing pIes tempering conditions. The discussion will also attempt to assess the effect of
microstructural features on ~R' 6~ and t.
The as-quenched sample exhibited a lath-type
martensite, frequently found for steels with low
carbon content. The martensite laths are grouped
in larger sheaves or packets. The dislocation density in martensite is quite high, estimated to be of
the order of 1012 cm- 2 • The low AE level for asquenched martensite is due to the very high density
of dislocations. Since the martensite forms well
above room temperature, much rearrangement of carbon
atoms is expected. Nonetheless. the density of mobile
dislocations is substantial. such that the mean free
path of mobile dislocations is low. In terms of the
above model of AE, N is large and 6E is small. Since
the mobile dislocati~ns need not be unpinned. t is not
expected to be short. According to Eqns. 9 through 13,
we expect low AE levels in martensite. Evidently,
this is analogous to cold worked materials, in which
mobile dislocations are abundant and AE level is quite
low.

These events are uncorrelated and thus the resultant
stress pulses arrive at the sensor randomly in phase.
This problem was originally considered by Raleigh
(1894) and more generally as random walk processes
(Chandrasekhar,1943). The mean output, Vr ' produced
by N (~N '6t) random events of the magnitude. V • is
R
R
P
given by

is found to be

The rise time t is expected to be a function of the
applied stress level and the type of unpinning processes that occur. The influence of the applied
stress level on t is thought to result from the greater
acceleration of dislocations to higher velocities at
larger unpinning stresses.

(12)
T can be

Tempering at 300 to soooe decreased 0YS by 10%,
but tempering above SOO·C accelerated the reduction
of 0YS' indicating the initiation of recovery and
recrystallization. Discontinuous yielding was found
after 300 and 400°C tempers. Yield drop and LUders
elongation were observed in samples tempered at SOO to
6S0°C. Tempering temperatures between 300 and soooe

(3)
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resulted in essentially constant 0AE and OR' but the
peak AE level was reduced by three-fold over the
temperature ranRe. Tempering above 500°C reduced the
peak AE level further and made stress values of 0B'
0p and 0YS comparable to each other. This implies
very strong dislocation pinning in agreement with
the observation of discontinuous yielding behavior.

In summary, the trends of N, ~t and T with
tempering were used followin~ E~n. (10) to predict
the o~served variations in Vr • It was suggested
that NR and he are related to the microstructural
features found, and T is closely coupled to the
strength of dislocation pinning.

When the strength of dislocation pinning increases,
we expect very low N • However, when few dislocation
sources operate, the Rmultiplication of fresh mobile
dislocations accounts for the bulk of mobile dislocations, rather than the unpinned pre-existing dislocations. Thus, low AE levels are expected via
larger T, even though he is large and N is small.
R

During tensile deformation of a C-~m steel, Ono
et al. (1978) showed that m equal to 4 in the follOWing
relationship represented the peak amplitude distribution
of AE signals from plastic deformation at yield very well;
N

c

=

A exp (-8

vM)
p

(14)

where A and B are empirical constants and N are event
e
counts. Burst emission generated by decohesion
of the
MnS inclusions during the other parts of the same
tensile tests had exponent values, m, in the range
0.3 to 0.4 (Ono et a1., 1978). Generally, burst
emissions produce lower valued exponents than the
continuous signals generated at yield. TIlese findings
were confirmed in recent studies by Yamamoto and Ono
(1980), Okajima and Ono (1980) and Ono and Yamamoto
(1981).

For tempered bainite, the ~ increased in comparison to that of the as-normalized sample upon tempering
at 300°C, but decreased at 650°C. The microstructure
of the normalized and the 300°C tempered conditions
are mixtures of acicular bainitic ferrite and carbides.
For bainite tempered at 650°C, the same processes of
recrystallization apply as for the tempered martensite
so the microstructures are similar between the normalized and quenched samples. The variation of V~
with tempering temperature in normalized samples is
not of the same magnitude as tempered martensite.
The v~ level of the as-normalized condition is comparable to a quenched sample tempered at 600°C. The
broad shape of the RMS voltage curve suggests that
there is less pinning. This is indeed reflected in
the values of 0AE and 0B for the respective cases.
For the normalized case, 0AE and 0B are 16% and 28%
of the yield strength, respectively, while for the
as-quenched plus 600°C temper, the figures are 797and 91% respectively. In both the as-normalized and
as-quenched plus 600°C temper, the microstructure is
acicular ferrite and carbides (Emani et al., 1974),
but the dislocation density of the former condition
is expected to be greater as the latter condition
is the result of recrystallization. Therefore,
the initial mobile density of dislocations is thought
to be larger. From this, N is considered to be
R
greater thus dictating that 6£ is much smaller for
the as-normalized case than the as-quenched plus 600°C
temper condition. Since the avalanche effect is not
likely to occur as the initial p is larger than the
as-quenched plus 600°C temper caWe, the rise time,
T, for the as-normalized case is believed to be
smaller. This is apparently able to produce
comparable V~ levels for both cases. For the normalized plus 300°C temper condition, both 0AE and On
are 67% of the yield strength indicating tne dislocations are pinned more effectively than the asnormalized case. Therefore, ~£ is increased as the
initial p and thus the NFL decrease because of this
pinning. mA larger h£ shou~d yield an increased v~
level as is observed in Figure 10. The same arguments for the as-normalized plus 650°C temper apply
as previously discussed for the same tempering
condition on martensite. It is important to note
that the lower values of vP at the 200°C tempering
condition ( cf., Figure lof has eluded explanation
as optically there are no discernible differences
in the microstructures up to 600°C. Transformation
kinetics also predict limited changes in the microstructure for this tempering range.

In some cases, the amplitude distribution of
burst emission can be expressed successfully using
power law relationships (Nakamura et al., 1971;
Pollock, 1974; Yamamoto and Ono, 1980). Continuous
emission has been established as following a Gaussian
distribution with an exponential relationship between
counts and Vp (Ono, 1976; Pollock, 1974).
The experimentally derived amplitude distributions
were fitted with curves of the form of Eqn. (14) and
the exponents, m, evaluated. The values of m from
these tests are listed in Tables 2 and 3. At yielding,
the exponents' values vary from 2 to 4. The value of
2 describes the Gaussian nature of continuous emission.
The value of 4 arises from the truncation that occurs
at high RMS levels in the event count analyzer. The
yielding in both tempered martensite and bainite produced similarly valued exponents. The conditions which
are marked with an asterisk, are the results which
were taken with a broadband transducer not the resonant
transducer. This appears to result in the lower value
of the exponents. In the initial work-hardening regions,
the amplitude distribution is made up of two distinguishable parts. Figures 17 and 18 show typical amplitude
distributions from yielding and the work hardening
regions of a tensile test. The value of the lower
amplitude region indicates that its origins lie in
the same processes as yielding. The higher amplitude
region has exponents of the range 0.5 to 4. These
are lower than those due to yielding but are larger
in exponent value than those distributions that are
known to originate from inclusion decohesion (Ono
et al., 1978, Yamamoto and Ono, 1980). A possible
source for the second distribution with m in the
range of 0.5 to 1 is the cooperative movement of
dislocations in cell walls (Takeuchi, 1971). Table
4 lists the exponents from tests on the tempered
as-received samples and others. The exponent
values from samples with a broadband transducer
(i.e., marked with *) are smaller as before. The
RMS voltage signal from the as-received (thickness)
sample contained many burst emissions. The
amplitude distribution exponents are similar to distribution arising from inclusion decohesion. This
has been observed in thickness direction samples of
other low alloy steels (Ono et al., 1978).
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Table 2 Amplitude distribution exponents, m, from
tensile tests of quenched and tempered
steels
EXPO/IENTS
HelO

"""yle. o

As-quenched

--2.5

-4 , 1

Q • l00·C

4 +1

4

4

Q • 200·C

3·

4 • 1

3

Q • 300·C

4

4 + 2, 4

4, 3

1.5·1

4, 3

4 • 1

Q • SOO·C

1.25·

4

4 + I, 4

Q • 600·C

1.5·

4

Q • 65O·C

3·4

4 + 3

3

4, 4

4

4

4

Q • 1S0·C

4

m" 4

20

,

2

\.
\

~

\

10

Fig. 17

• denotes the experlC1l!ntal curve Is better fitted by • straight
line ar _ r la.
A • B Indlc.tes a""lltude distribution can be separated Into
two CO<:".jJonen ts

Table 3

\.,

200

Q • 400·C

Q • 7OO·C

",

2000
In tla I work
Hardening

Hut T..... ~nt

Typical amplitude distribution from yielding
during a tensile test
8000

........

\.

mb " 1

-"

800

Initial distribution exponents, m, from
tensile tests of normalized and tempered
steels

lila " 4

i'," ,

"-

\~

\

EXPCNEIlTS
Neat Trea.nt

NoI'Q4I1 zed

Preyleld

Vleld

---

--

initial \lork
Hardening

10

4

4 + 0.5

4, 4

4, 4

N • l00·C

4

" • 200·C

4

4

4' 0.5

N • 3OO·C

4

2. 4

4

M • 400°C·

1

I, 2

4 + 0.5

N • 500·C·

Fig. 18

N • 600·C

1.5··

1.5

1.5 • 0.5

2

1

N • 700·C·

2

2, 4

4

N • 750·C

4

4, 4

4 • 0.5

·

"corded by a broad band transducer

"denotes elqlGrl...ntal curve better fltted by a straight line
or ~_r 14w

A • B Indicates _Iltude distribution can be separated Into
two cOlll'Onents

Table 4

Amplitude distribution exponents, m, from
tensile tests of miscellaneous heat
treatment

He. t Treatmllnt

Preyleld

EXFQNENTS
Vleld

-2

0.4

0.5

4 • 0.5;
4 + 0.4

0.5

.,.. rec~t ved*
• 650·C

1

0.35

As·recelved·
• 1OO·C

4

4; 0.3+0.4

As·recehed"
(transverse drn)
As·....celved
(thickness dm)

Full Anne.l·
"athemally'
tronsfaned
at 6S0·C

2
1

• I'1!corded by a bro.d band

1

"

Typical amplitude distribution from initial
work hardening region of a tensile test

It should be noted that the use of AE event counts
in the analysis of continuous AE signals is not meaningfUl. The signal analysis method employed in the
particular analyzer (AET Model 203) provides nearly
periodic sampling with the emphasis of high amplitude
excursions. Consequently, we can obtain an AE event
count output and a characteristic AE event amplitude
distribution even with the input of continuous AE
signals. While the event count data is of little
value for quantitative analysis, the amplitude distribution data is valuable in separating the contributions of continuous and burst emissions from each
other.

Initial \lork
Hardening

--1

10,j!

Some emissions were collected during the necking
of the tensile specimens. Table 5 shows the results
of the tests from the same heat treatment. In tests
on the same microstructure, the emissions were found
in one test, but not the others, and this occurs
frequently. Burst emissions have been observed during
the necking of tempered low alloy steel specimens and
have been thought to arise from fast shear of linkage
interinclusion voids (Wadley and Scruby, 1977). The
latter reqUired a low work haPtlening capacity. The
yield to tensile strength ratio, n • which is used
to estimate work hardening capacitJ, is listed in
Table 5 also. There appears no correlation between
nand AE behavior during necking. This combined
wIth the inconsistency of results on the same
microstructure suggests that much of the emissions
may be spurious in nature.

1

N • 650°C·

I

8

0.5

tr.nsducer

A • B • Indicates "",lItude distribution can be sep.r.ted Into two
c~anents.
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Table 5 Acoustic emission during necking in the
tensile tests

Heat Treatment
N

N + 100
N + 200
N + 300
N + 400
N + 500
N + 600
N + 650
N + 700
N + 750
Q
Q+

100
Q + 200
Q + 300
Q + 400
Q + 500
Q + 600
Q + 650
Q + 700

Q + 750
As-received
As"received + 650
As-received + 700
Full anneal
Isothermal transformed
at 650°C
As-received (Z drn )

Remarks

-L
0.75
0.77
0.72
0.76
0.79
0.80
0.81
0.79
0.55
0.64
0.75
0.78
0.81
0.88
0.93
0.92
0.89
0.86
0.51
0.70
0.72
0.76
0.44
0.74
0.60

None; none
Some continuous signal
Considerable burst; none. none.
Few burst
Few burst. few burst
Considerable burst; none
Some continuous signal
None; none
Small continuous signal; none
None
Considerable burst; some burst. none
None
Some continuous signal
None
None
None
None; none
Some small continuous signals; none
Some continuous signal from a11 three
tests
Some continuous signal; none
Few bursts; none
Few bursts; none
None from all tests
None from all tests
None from all tests

0.76

Burst emission; none

N = Normalized
Quenched

Q=

6•

Conc Ius ions
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AN ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT OF BOILING
INSTABILITIES IN A SOLAR RECEIVER
ALAN G. BEATTIE
ABSTRACT

Acoustic emission generated by nucleate boiling was
used to measure boiling instabilities in the prototype receiver for the Barstow 10 W~ Solar Thermal
Pilot Plant. Instabilities, consisting of movements
of the transition zone that separates regions of nucleate boiling from regions of film boiling t were observed. The periods of these fluctuations ranged between three and fifteen seconds with no indications
of preferred frequencies. The peak to peak amplitudes
of the fluctuations averaged 0.4 meters under steady
state conditions. Transient fluctuations with amplitudes greater than 2.0 meters were also seen. It was
not possible to determine the cause of these transients.
1.

Introduction

The solar receiver for the Barstow 10 ~~ solar
thermal pilot plant differs in several significant
ways from a conventional steam boiler. This receiver
is heated from one side only and heat transfer is
strictly by the absorption of radiant energy. The
intensity of this radiant energy is not constant and
can have fluctuations on a relatively short time
scale. Convective and radiative cooling of the
receiver occurs simultaneously with the radiative
heating. Furthermore, this cooling can change abruptly as the wind changes direction or speed. The
possible interactions of these and other conditions
with the inherent instabilities in small diameter
heated water-filled tubes cannot be accurately predicted (Wolf et al., 1978).
Two different experiments on small heated tubes
(France et al., 1977; Tobin, 1976) indicated that the
position of the transition region between nucl~ate and
film boiling could fluctuate along the length of the
tube under steady state conditions. A theoretical
study of Wolf et al. (1978) supported these observations. fhi.s study also showed that the life span of
the receiver could be reduced by thermal fatigue
caused by these fluctuations in the transition zone
position. The exact life span will depend both on the
fatigue characteristics of the metal and the amplitude
and frequency of the fluctuations.
The prototype receiver for the Barstow 10 MW plant
was scheduled to be tested at the Albuquerque Central
Receiver Test Facility to determine the necessary
control criteria. It was decided that a measurement
of these possible boiling instabilities should be
made at the same time, if possible. For high frequency fluctuations (periods of two to ten seconds)
such as those seen in the two experiments (France et
.Received 29 April t 1981; in revised form 1 October,
1981. Dr. Beattie is affiliated with Sandia National
Laboratories, Nondestructive Testing Technology
Division 1552, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185.
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al., 1977; Tobin, 1976), the temperature variation on
the outside of the tubes will be much less than the
variation on the inside of the tubes because of the
effective thermal time constant of the tubes. Rather
than breaching the integrity of the tubes to place a
thermocouple on or near the inside surfaces, other
methods of measurement were investigated. Calculations
with a computer model of the receiver indicated that
an acoustic technique would have a good chance of
measuring the position and movement of the transition
zone in the receiver. Based on these calculations,
the decision was made to attempt this acoustic measurement during the testing of the prototype receiver.
This paper describes the acoustic measurement of
the boiling instabilities in the prototype Barstow receiver. The measurement and data analysis is somewhat
novel and will be described in detail. Experimentally,
the amplitude of the continuous acoustic emission produced by nucleate boiling was measured at twenty locations on the receiver. Mathematical modeling of the
receiver as a two-dimensional extended source of the
emission then allowed the calculations of the position
of the transition zone. These calculations were made
for ten data sets a second over a four-minute period.
This allowed a determination of the position of the
tH:nsition zone as a function of time and from it,
the amplitudes and frequencies of the fluctuations.
Such fluctuations were indeed found to be present in
the predicted frequency range and some had what appear
to be significant amplitudes. The data presented here
should allow a good theoretical estimate of th~ receiver life span.
2.

Physical Principles

Water flowing through a heated tube quietly absorbs heat until the water reaches a temperature, depending on the pressure, where nucleate boiling starts.
This is normal boiling, characterized by the formation
of small steam bubbles. The inside surface of the
tube continues to be wet by the water. At some critical point, the combination of water temperature and
heat flux produces a film of steam on the inside surface of the tube. While there still may be liquid
water inside the tube, the surface is no longer wet.
This film boiling then proceeds until all liquid
water is converted to steam, after which the steam
begins to superheat. The transition between nucleate
and film boiling is not sharp in space as there will
be filaments of water wetting the walls in the film
boiling region and bubbles of steam next to the walls
in the nucleate region. Still, it is reasonable to
assume that the transition region should not be a
large number of tube diameters in length. Thus, even
for ten or twenty tube diameters (7 to 14 cm), the
extent of the transition region is quite small compared
to the dimensions of the receiver.
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The difference in heat transfer rale between a
wetted surface and one with a film of steam between
the metal and the water can be quite large. Wolf
et al., (1978) estimate the difference of the inner
tube wall temperature between adjoining areas of nucleate and film boiling to be as high as 80°C for the
operating conditions of the Barstow Receiver. If a
boiling instability causes the transition region to
move up and down the tube, the changing temperature
will cause thermal fatigue. To determine whether this
could have a serious effect on the life span of the receiver, one must have some knowledge of the amplitudes
and frequencies of any fluctuations in the position of
this transition region.

Ai

2

= Ao

2

JC

Y (y)e

-2S(y-V i )

dy

(1)

o

where Ai is the measured signal amplitude at the i-th
transducer, which is located at the coordinate~ Vt , B
is the acoustic attenuation of the tube and A Y (y) is
a function describing the distribution of theOacoustic
signal power along the tube from the start of the tube
to the location of the transition region, C. For n
transducers, we have n equations of this form. If we
can guess the shape of the function Y(y), then the two
unknowns are A and C. These equations contain the
implicit assum~tion that no acoustic signal is transmitted into the tube beyond the point C. either because
it is not generated beyond that point or because of the
verY'poor acoustic coupling of the water-steam-metal
interface.

For a single tube, the transition region is well
defined but for a receiver composed of many tubes,
it is not obvious that there is such a region for the
receiver. The two limiting cases of this type of
boiling instability in a receiver are first, the
position of the transition region in each tube moves
totally independently of the motion in any other tube,
and second, the transition regions in all the tubes
move together in a coordinated motion. While both
types of instability will be considered. the acoustic
measurement technique assumes that there is a transition zone in the receiver which implies that the movements in most of the tubes are in phase.

The simultaneous solution of these equations will
give the location of the transition region. The exact
calculated position of the transition region, C, will
depend on the specific shape of the acoustic power
distribution function Y(y). However, determination
of the relative position as a function of time of the
transition region, which is the goal of the measurement, should be essentially independent of the exact
shape of Y(y) as long as it is reasonably close to the
actual power distribution.

It is well known that nucleate boiling produces
acoustic noise. Simple experiments at one atmosphere
showed that the frequency content of this acoustic
emission extended to above 400 kHz. Acoustic signals
are easily transmitted through a water-metal interface. However. much less acoustic energy is transmitted through a water-steam-metal interface. A
simple calculation, based only on relative acoustic
impedances. shows that the acoustic intensity transmission coefficient for the steam film interface is
six orders of magnitude less than that for the wetted
metal interface. While this calculation is far too
simple for the frequencies and geometry involved in
the receiver. it does indicate the qualitative difference between the two interfaces. With this difference in mind. we can model a heated tube with
water flowing through it as an extended acoustic
emission source, starting at the point where nucleate
boiling begins and continuing to the transition region.
In the area where there is nucleate boiling, the
acoustic coupling between the water and the tube is
large. Beyond the transition region even though
acoustic emission may be generated, there is effectively no coupling between the water and the tube.

The solar receiver has the form of a plate composed of 70 tubes lying side by side and welded together. Equation (1) can easily be extended to two
dimensions. However, the design of the receiver
suggests strongly that the acoustic attenuation will
be anisotropic. The two dimensional equations then
become

AZ
i

A 2 J+a JCX(X)y(y)
o

-a 0
(2)

where +a are the horizontal (x) dimensions of the receiver: X(x) is the horizontal acoustic power distribution function, a is the horizontal acoustic attenuation in the receiver and W~ are the horizontal transducer coordinates. The y direction is the vertical
direction and the origin of the coordinate system is
at the bottom center of the receiver. It can be seen
that while this extension to two dimensions does not
increase the number of unknowns, it does complicate
the equations. Unlike Equation (1), Equation (2) cannot be integrated analytically. It is assumed, by decoupling the power distribution functions, X(x) and
Y(y), that the locus of the transition region is a
horizontal line on the receiver.

The acoustic emission produced by nucleate boiling
consists of many small impulses caused by either
bubble initiation or bubble collapse. If the boiling
is vigorous or extended, these impulses overlap and
the signal has the characteristics of continuous
emission. The only information contained in such a
signal is its power. Amplitude, phase and time information of the original acoustic impulses are lost in
the physical summing of the impulse signals.

While this set of equations is still physically
correct, the assumptions seriously limit their use~ul
ness in a real experiment. The locus of the trans1tion
is likely to be a curved line. Two power distribution
functions must be determined. Finally, if only two
equations are used to solve for two unknowns, the
random fluctuations in the acoustic amplitudes must be
averaged out. However, this averaging may remove the
very information sought.

For a single heated pipe with water flowing
through it, we ca~ locate the transition region by
sampling the acoustic amplitude at two locations. We
will assume that steady state conditions have been
reached and that the circuitry measuring the acoustic
amplitudes has an averaging time that is long compared
to the period of the random variations in the acoustic
amplitude. The equations which must be solved are then
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The best approach to these problems is to calculate a best fit solution to an overdetermined set of
equations. With this procedure, small errors in the
form of the power distribution functions and random
noise in the measured acoustic amplitudes can be
present without having any large effect on the solution to the set of the equations. Further, the locus
of the transition zone now becomes an average vertical
position. After some computer modeling, the number of
the equations (or the transducers) for this experiment
was selected to be 20 as a compromise between expense
(both of computation and equipment) and accuracy.
3.

The sensors were designed specifically for this
experiment (Dunegan-Endevco, San Juan Capistrano, Calif.,
available commercially as lbdel S9205-M4). They have
a frequency response of 100 to 300 kHz and no change
in sensitivity up to 810K. The sensitivity decreases
between 540°C and their rated maximum operating temperature of 650°C due to increasing electrical conductivity in the ceramic. Nineteen of the twenty
sensors survived a year on the receiver with many
temperature excursions to over 750°C. The other sensor failed, because a crack in the stainless steel coaxial cable allowed the magnesium oxide insulation to
absorb spilled ethylene glycol which shorted the cable
upon heating.

Experimental Details

A drawing of the prototype receiver is shown in
Fig. 1. This receiver consists of seventy tubes
welded together to form a plate 17.0 m long and 0.9 m
wide. The tubes are Incoloy 800 with an 0.0. of 1.27
em and an 1.0. of 0.69 em. These tubes are connected
by manifolds at both ends of the receiver. The actual
pilot plant receiver will be 12.5 m long so the bottom
4.5 of the prototype receiver were shielded from the
sun. For the purposes of these experiments, the receiver was assumed to be 12.5 m long with the bottom
taken to be the point where it was first exposed to the
sun.

The sensors were distributed over the back of the
receiver in the pattern shown in Fig. 3. The originally
planned symmetric pattern evolved into this distribution because of the necessity of avoiding the receiver
support structures. After the sensors were in place,
six inches of spun saphire insulation were placed over
the back of the receiver. The integral 60 cm stainless steel coaxial cables on the sensors were brought
through this insulation. A 3 m length of RG-196/U
cable took the signal the rest of the way from the
sensor to the preamplifier. The use of microdot
connectors at the stainless steel-teflon cable junction
eliminated any soft solder joints in the signal path
before the input to the preamplifier. The preamplifiers have 40 db gains and 125-250 kHz bandpass filters
(Model 140A, Acoustic Emission Technology Corp.,
Sacramento, Calif.). These preamplifiers survived a
year of exposure to extreme heat and cold and other
abusive treatment including several being filled with
water.

The acoustic sensors were mounted on the rear of
the receiver tubes. Small Incoloy studs were welded to
the tubes and the sensors screwed into them as shown in
Fie. 2. To insure a good acoustic bond, a paste of 50%
In and 507. Ga was applied between the transducer and
stud surfaces. This paste wet both surfaces and
easily lasted the life of the experiment.
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The data acquisition employed an acoustic emission
source location system (Acoustic Emission Technology
Corp., Sacramento, calif.). This system measured the
signal level at each transducer and recorded the data
set on digital magnetic tape. All data was taken at a
sampling rate of 10 data sets per second. A data set
consisted on the signal levels of the twenty transducers and the time at which the set was taken. An
experimental run consisted of about 3000 data sets
taken over a five minute period. The experimental
runs were made after the receiver appeared to reach a
steady state for a given set of operating conditions.

both between channels and at different times. With
the introduction of a gain-coupling coefficient, K.,
.
l.
the equation used in the data ana 1YSl.S was

(2)

where i varies from 1 to 20, corresponding to the transducers used.

The averaging time during the signal level measurements was approximately 30 ms and the total system gain
was usually 94 dB. The background acoustic noise level
at this gain (the noise level with hot water flowing
in the receiver but without the heliostats focused
on it) was usually less than 10% of the signal level
during operation. Occasionally, outside sources of
noise such as air leaks in the solar flux gauge cooling system, would necessitate a gain change for that
day's run. The gain was set to keep the background
noise at a level low enough in relation to the signal
level so that it would not have to be included in the
data analysis calculations.
The diameter of the focal spot for most of the
heliostats was on the order of 2 m at the position of
the receiver. As the receiver width was 0.9 m, full
power could not be deposited on the receiver. To
remedy this, two sets of concentrating mirrors were
-installed along the edges of the receiver. With
these mirrors, over 3 MW of solar energy could be
absorbed by the receiver. Unfortunately, the concentrators could not provide even illumination across
the face of the receiver. The intensity at the center
was greater than at the edges with the edge intensities also differing from each other. On the last
test, to allow the absorption of 3 ~!~ of power,
orifices were pulled out of the center tubes, giving
higher water flow rates in the tubes near the center
of the receiver.
4.

The acoustic power distribution functions, X(x)
and Y(y), were developed empirically to give a reasonable fit to the data. For the experiments before the
concentrating r.tirrors were used, the flux density was
essentially constant over the horizontal dimension of
the receiver since the focal spots were wider than
the receiver. For this case, the simple approximation,
X(x) = 1.0 was used. With the concentrators in place,
the horizontal flux density was quite nonuniform and
this was complicated by the removal of the orifices in
the central tubes. Here the best fit to the data was
obtained with the function
3
X(x) '" 1 + (1.5x) •

(4)

For the vertical acoustic power distribution function,
reasonable fits to the data were found with the
function
Y(y) '" 0.5 + 0.5 tanh(r(y -

Data Analysis

Twenty sensors provide a greatly overdetermined
data set for the two unknowns in Equation 2. However,
the random fluctuations in signal amplitude which are
characteristic of continuous emission and the unknown
shape of the locus of the transition zone require an
overdetermined set of equations to achieve any accuracy.
Under these conditions, the solutions of two equations
in two unknowns produce essentially random numbers
which show no correlation between successive data sets.

(5)

where rand s are adjustable parameters. The function
Y(y) is assumed to be zero above the point C so that
there is no contribution to Ai from the region between
C and the top of the receiver. The parameters rand s
lay in the ranges 0.1 < r < 20.0 and 1.5 < s < 20.0.
Physically, small values of r correspond to the start
of nucleate boiling at different levels in different
tubes while a large value indicates that the boiling
started at a sharply defined vertical level on the receiver. A large value of s would indicate that the
region where nucleate boiling occurred extended a long
way down the receiver from point C. This occurred at
the lower power levels as might be expected. The
function Y(y) is shown for two different sets of experimental conditions in Fig. 4.

10
-

8

The solution of the set of equations used a nonlinear least squares fitting program. This program
was one of several available. However, when computer
models showed that it worked, no others were tried.
In these models, the program proved to be capable of
giving the correct answers to a set of equations
similar to Rquation 2 when 10% random noise was superimposed on the inputs using drastically wrong initial
guesses for the unknowns. In addition to calculating
the best values for the unknowns, the program gives
an estimate of how well the data set fits the equations.
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One modification of Equation 2 was made to account
for the variations in the amplifier gains, transducer
coupling efficiencies, and transducer sensitivities,
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To solve Equation 3, the attenuations a and B
and the gain-coupling coefficients, K , must be known.
i
The attenuations were experimentally measured
on the
receiver when it was filled with hot water. Solutions
for Equation 3 were then calculated using several
apparently good data sets. In these solutions, the
attenuation values were varied around the measured
values. The values which gave the best fit to the
data were used in the final analrsis. These values
were a c 2.0 m- l and 8 = 0.27 m-. The horizontal
attenuation, a, was much higher than the vertical
attenuation, B, as expected. Ifhile the accuracies of
these attenuation values are not high, the uncertainty
being on the order of .!:20:~, variations of the values up
to .!:50% had only minor effects on the solutions of Equation 3.
The gain-coupling coefficients, K , had to be
determined from the data. To do this, i the following
assumptions were made. First, that the gain-coupling
coefficient, K , would remain constant throughout
i
one day's experiments. Second, that the acoustic
power distribution functions would not change during
that day's experiments and third, that the attenuations were independent of temperature. Using these
assumptions, the following procedure was used to
analyze the data.
First, the raw data sets from all the experimental
runs for one day were examined. For each run, ten
consecutive data sets (one second of running time)
were selected from an apparently calm period. The ten
readings from each transducer were averaged. The
averaged data set from what was thought to be the most
typical of the day's runs was selected. Equation 3
was solved for this data set with all the K = 1.0.
i
The values of rand s in Equation 5 were varied until
the best fit was obtained. These values of rand s were
used to calculate the values of C and Ao for the
averaged data set from each experimental run. For each
run the calculated values of C and An were put back
int~ Equation 3 and the values of Ai for each transducer were calculated, still with K = 1.0. A set
i
of K. were then defined for each experimental
run for
the aay from the equation
K

i

c

i(experimental) IA i(calculated ).

A

To smooth this output, first all points were
removed where the least squares program indicated
a very poor fit to the data. Nineteen points were
removed from Fig. Sa for this reason. Second, examination of the outputs of many runs showed that
there were usually 50 to 100 points which were much
higher or lower than the adjacent points. To remove
these isolated points, a running average was taken
of the five preceding points. If the point differed
by more than 10% from this average, it was replaced
by a value which was 5% higher or lower than this
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After r, s and the K were determined, the first
i
2500 data sets collected as an experimental run were
selved for A and C. This calculation was done on a
CDC 7600 com~uter. Because of the numerical integrations required in the solution of Equation 3, the solution for each data set took between 0.75 and 1.0
seconds of computer time. Figure Sa is a plot of
these solutions for C as a function of time. Spectral
analysis of this type of raw output from the calculation
showed that few of the spectral components with periods
shorter than two seconds contained appreciable amounts
of energy. Therefore, several smoothing techniques
could be used to make the data more usable without
distorting the information contained.

,

'0;

(6)

The K for each transducer were averaged over the experim~ntal runs for that day and this final set of Ki
along with the values of rand s, were used to analyze
all the data collected on that day. It should be
stated that this rather laborious procedure was made
feasible by the ability to make the calculations in a
reasonable time on a time-sharing computer terminal.

,
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seconds

The calculated position of the transition
zone as a function of time for one
experimental run. Fig. Sa shows the
results as calculated and Fig. 5b shows the
same curve after using the smoothing
procedures described in the text

average. This procedure still allowed rapid changes
in the position of the curves formed by the points
but removed the points which had no relationship to
the preceding points. Finally, a running average of
nine points, the point for that time and the four preceding and following points, was substituted for that
point. These procedures changed the presentation
shown in Fig. 5a to that shown in Fig. 5b. As can be
seen, large excursions which were the result of many
data points were not effected by the smoothing procedure but the obscuring grass was removed. ~mny
variations of these procedures were tried on different
experimental runs. The ones described here gave the
best smoothing with the minimum effect on the shape
of the transition zone position versus time curves.

than this can easily be read directly from the curves.
Figure 6a is a plot of the peak to peak amplitudes
of the fluctuations as a function of time for the
curve presented in Fig. 5. The Fast Fourier Transform
of Fig. 5b was also calculated and the amplitude of
the frequency components determined. Figure 6b is a
graph of these amplitudes plotted as a function of the
period; that is, the inverse of the frequency. Both
of these programs were checked by going back to magnified plots of the original curves and directly
measuring the peak to peak amplitudes and estimating
the frequency components present.
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Results and Discussion

This experimental measurement is based upon a
rather simple physical model of acoustic emission
produced by nucleate boiling. If the model is wrong
or incomplete, then resulting measurements may be
meaningless. In addition to the physical model, the
measurement also relies on a long series of mathematical
calculations and manipulations. These also have the
capability of distorting the measurement. To make a
judgment on the validity of the measurement one must
compare the final output with other independent
measurements on the receiver. Figure 7 shows a plot
of the position of the transition zone as a function
of time for one of the early experiments. On this
run, operating personnel reported wet steam coming
from the receiver, indicating that the transition
region had reached the top of the receiver. This is
in agreement with the measured positions shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 6a is the calculated peak to peak
amplitudes for the experimental run shown
in Fig. 5. Fig. 6b is the amplitude of
the frequency components of the curve in
Fig. 5b as a function of period
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In addition to the effect of the smoothing procedure there was a major question as to how model
dependent these curves were. Calculations were made
on the same experimental run with different values of
the parameters rand s, changes in the attenuations,
a and B, different horizontal acoustic power distribution functions, X(x). These calculations showed
that the calculated average vertical position of the
transition zone could vary as much as a meter with
different values of these parameters but that the
shapes of the position versus time curves appeared to
be independent of the parameter values. The peak to
peak amplitude, frequency content and fine structure
in general, were almost totally independent of moderate changes in the values of the fitting parameters.
Once the smoothed versions of the transition zone
position curves were calculated, the amplitudes and
frequencies of the movements of the transition zone
could be determined. Computer programs were written
to measure the peak to peak amplitudes of the curves
and also to measure their spectral composition. The
peak to peak amplitudes of the faster fluctuations in
position were the data of interest so the computer
program ignored periods longer than 20 seconds; that
is, the frequencies lower than 0.05 Hz. Periods longer

o

100
Time

Fig. 7

200
second s

The transition zone position as a function
of time for an early experimental run. Wet
steam was obtained from the receiver near
the end of this run

In the experiment shown in Fig. 8. the receiver
controller was oscillating with a period of about 48
seconds and these oscillations caused the control
valve to produce the observed variations in the feed
water flow. Figure 8 shows both the transition zone
position obtained from data analysis and the flow
rate. Note that the oscillations are in phase and
that the transition zone moves up the receiver with
increased flow. Thus, the transition zone again
moves as expected. It should be noted that the
acoustic emission data and the water flow were recorded by completely independent data acquisition
systems. The conclusion dra~ from Figs. 7 and 8
as well as from the other 40 experimental runs analyzed is that this acoustic emission measurement is
locating the position of the transition region and
measuring its movement in time.
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occurrence. All analyzed runs for one day's experiments
were examined. This comprised forty minutes of receiver running time. For fifty-four percent of this
time, the fluctuations had peak to peak amplitudes
of less than 0.5 m. Amplitudes were between 0.5 and
1.0 m for thirty-four percent of the time and were
greater than 1.0 m twelve percent of the time.
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For each run, the plot of frequency component
vs. period (e.g., Fig. 6b), had a few prominent peaks.
To determine whether these peaks were a characteristic
of the receiver, frequency data from nine separate
runs on the same day were averaged. The result is shown
in Fig. 10. There is no prominent peak at any period.
This result strongly suggests that the receiver does
not have a set of resonant frequencies but that the
periods of any set of fluctuations in the transition
zone position depend in large part on the details of
the stimulus which produced them. However, the data
does show that most of the fluctuations, where peaks
in the spectrum indicated well defined frequencies,
have periods between 3 and 15 seconds in this receiver.

,

200
seconds

The transition zone position and the feed
water flow (in gallons per minute) as a
function of time. The oscillations in the
water flow were caused by the receiver
controller
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Another question that needs to be addressed is
whether the transition region fluctuates independently
in each tube or whether the regions in most of the
tubes move together so that there is a transition
zone defined for the whole receiver. The experiment
was designed with ten transducers mounted on one of
the center tubes and five transducers each on two outer
tubes. The transition zone position for the experimental run shown in Fig. 5b was recalculated using
the data from only the ten transducers in the center.
This result is shown in Fig. 9. If the transition
regions in each tube were moving independently, one
would expect the curves in Figs. 5b and 9 to be quite
different, especially since the high horizontal attenuation tends to decouple the acoustic emission signals
measured by these three sets of transducers. Instead,
we see that Figs. 5b and 9 are very similar. This is
strong evidence that the individual transition regions
in each tube move in phase with the others and that
the calculated position is indeed the average vertical
position of a transition zone extending across the
whole receiver. This calculation was made for some
ten other experimental runs taken at different times
during the testing of the receiver and the same conclusion was reached for each run.
All of the analyzed acoustic emission data showed
fluctuations in the vertical position of the transition
zone. Predominantly, there were low level fluctuations
with a rather constant amplitude. These we called
background fluctuations. At random intervals, larger
amplitude fluctuations would start and then rather
quickly die out. For absorbed power levels above 2 MW,
the average peak to peak amplitude of the background
fluctuations was about 0.4 m. This average amplitude
decreased somewhat at lower power levels. The larger
fluctuations had peak to peak amplitudes that occasionally exceeded 2m. In geneal, these outbreaks of
large amplitude fluctuations could not be correlated
with other data recorded during the experiment. While
the number and intensity of the large amplitude fluctuations are undoubtedly dependent upon both the receiver
operating conditions and the local weather conditions,
it is instructive to make some estimate of their
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The results of this experiment show that periods
of high amplitude fluctuation in the transition region
position do exist and have relatively high frequencies.
However, it has not been possible to identify the events
which produce these high amplitude fluctuations. It
can only be speculated that the high amplitude fluctuations can be initiated by some of the following events:
solar flux distribution changes produced by clouds or
sudden jumps in the heliostat positions; sudden changes
in the convective cooling of the receiver produced by
wind gusts; transients in the feed water flow produced
by valve movements. Any or all of these may be responsible for initiating periods of large amplitude
fluctuations seen in this experiment.
6.

Summary and Conclusions

The acoustic emission produced by nucleate boiling
in a solar receiver has been used to track the position
of the transition zone separating regions of nucleate
and film boiling. Despite many approximations and
mathematical manipultions, the results show good correlation with other independent measurements on the receiver. While the position of the transition zone calculated from the data is somewhat model dependent, the
time variation of this position appears almost independent of the details of the model. Thus the amplitudes and frequencies of the movement of the position
of this zone are thought to have been measured with
good precision despite the moderate uncertainty in
the zone's actual location on the receiver.
The anal sis of the data agrees best with the
premise that the receiver has a transition zone in
which the transition regions in a majority of the individual tubes move in phase with each other rather than
moving independently. This movement of the transition
zone can best be described as fluctuations rather than
oscillations since there is no indication of preferred
or resonant frequencies. The periods of these fluctuations appear to fall at random in a band between three
and fifteen seconds. The peak to peak amplitude of
the background fluctuation during steady state op~ra
tion of the receiver is about 0.4 m for absorbed power
levels about two MW. OCcasionally the receiver breaks
into higher amplitude fluctuations for reasons which
could not be identified in this experiment. These
fluctuations have peak to peak amplitudes up to 2.0 m
and gradually die down. No particular frequencies
could be identified with these high amplitude fluctuations. These results should allow a good theoretical
estimate of the life span of the Barstow receivers.
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A BROADBAND ACOUSTIC EMISSION TRANSDUCER

MARK B. MOFFETT. THEODORE J. MAPES
AND ARTHUR T. GRODOTZKE
Abstract

1.

A broadband acoustic emission transducer under
development at the Naval Lnderwater Systems Center
consists of a Type I piezoceramic thickness element
which is bonded to a brass acoustic-delay line.
Typical dimensions are 3.2 mm diameter by 0.4 mm
thickness for the piezoceramic, and 3.2 mm by 150 mm
for the delay line. Because of the longitudinal
wave impedances of the piezoceramic and brass are
closely matched, little reflection occurs at the bond
if the bond is kept sufficiently thin. Three of these
transducers have been calibrated at the National
Bureau of Standards.

The preparation of a specimen for acoustic
emission (AE) source location measurements usually
requires a "structural calIbration" technique
[Pollock, 1977) in which the various propagation
paths through the structure are identified by injecting simulated AE signals. For these injected
signals, a source is desired that produces short
clean pulses, i.e., a broadband source. This
requirement rules out the usual piezoelectric AE
transducers because they are highly resonant
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spring constant of solid medium
thickness of piezoceramic
distance along solid medium surface to source
farfield source response, see Equation 7
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current into transducer
first-order Bessel function
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active area of transducer face
radius of circular transducer face
length of side of square transducer faces
clamped capacitance of piezoceramic, A/B t
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cable capacitance
longitudinal-wave propagation speed of
piezoceramic
Rayleigh-wave propagation speed of solid
medium
diffraction factor, see Equations 3, 4
voltage at transducer terminals
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piezoelectric constant
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Fig. I

Schematic of transducer.

narrowband devices incapable of providing good time
resolution. Instead. the breaking of glass capillaries [Breckenridge et al •• 1975] or pencil leads
[Hsu, 1976; IIsu et a1., 1977; Hsu and lIardy, 1978:
Nielsen, 1980] is employed to produce short pulses.
Such sources have a number of drawbacks, such as low
repetition rate, triggering difficulties, and the need
for a transient capture capability to record the waveform. 1I0wever, it should be possible to design a
broadband piezoelectric source that would overcome these
difficilties, producing repeatable pulses at a high
repetition rate, with output observable on a standard
oscilloscope.
2.

Theory

Any piezoelectric transducer can be made. broad-_
band if sufficient damping is provided on the back ot
the transducer clement. This is often done with
medical ultrasonic transducers. However, finding
a suitable damping material is usually a cut-and-tr~'
process. Our approach is a little more straightforward. As shown in Fig. I, the piezoelectric
element is backed with a delay line. This is made
of a material whose impedance closely matches the
impedance of the piezoelectric material. Then, any
wave impinging on the interface between these two
G73~-j)OC;O

[O;»71·jlt
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the rear of the element. Two more little steps
follow because the impedance match at the back is not
perfect. If the ceramic were backed with air (as in
many commercial AE transducers) instead of the delay
line, the dashed velocity waveform would obtain. It
can be seen that the pulse has been shortened and the
bandwidth broadened by the use of the matched-impedance
delay line.

materials is transmitted into the delay line without
reflection. Of course. the low-frequency limit of
this device will be determined by the length of the
delay line. which should be great enough so that reflections frpm the end of the line occur outside the
time window of interest. This basic idea has been
used before. Oliver [1957] used similar transducers
of barium titanate in a rod-dispersion study. Beyer's
students at Brown University have used hydrophones
consisting of X-cut quartz crystals backed with fusedquartz delay lines [Ryan et al •• 1962; Smith and Beyer.
1969; Moffett and Beyer. 1970]. In the transducers
to be described here. PZT-4 (i.e •• Navy Type I ceramic) was the piezoelectric material and it was backed
with a brass delay line. (Proctor [1980] has recently used these materials for a broadband receiving
transducer). It is important to keep the bond between the piezoceramic and the brass delay line as
thin as possible; so a low-viscosity epoxy is used
and the excess is squeezed out with a press. Initially. an expanded-metal screen was placed in this
bond to ensure good electrical contact. However, it
was determined that the mesh was unnecessary and the
bond could be made thinner without the mesh. Apparently there is some point-to-point contact between
the brass and the plating on the ceramic.
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Mk I, IV, V, and VI transducers

Experimental Transducers

Bulk Wave Experiment

A preliminary experiment is shown schematically
at the top right of Fig. 4. A 350-ns dc pulse was
applied to a transducer similar to the Mk IV transducer. transmitted through a 5.l-cm aluminum slab,
and received with the Mk I transducer. It should be
noted that as receivers of plane waves at normal
incidence, transducers of this type are essentially
flat in velocity response, i.e •• an incident step of
velocity implies a step of voltage output. The received waveform is shown in the middle of the figure.
The first two peaks are much higher and much narrower
than the entourage of pulses that follows. (Some
of the latter can be identified as multiple reflections within the slab). The first arrival is a
compressional wave. indicated by the letter p. It
approximates I cycle at 1.7 MHz. This is about what
one expects to receive. since the response to a voltage step is a velocity pulse (see Figure 2). Here,
the input was a voltage pulse which is two steps of
opposite sign in succession. Therefore, one expects
to receive two pulses of opposite sign and that is
essentially what occurred.
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Figure 3 shows several transducers of this type
that have been constructed at the Naval Underwater
Systems Center (NUSC). The one on the l~ft, Mk I.
was 22 mm in diameter. The next one, Mk IV. was
about 5 mm and the third one. Mk V, 3.2 mm in diameter. The one on the right, }~ VI, had a rod
diameter of 3.2 mm, but the element was a 1.6 mm
square. (The Mk II and III models had a design
deficiency and are not discussed here).~ The element
thickness of the three smaller transducers is about
0.4 mm. Such an element has a free thickness resonance of about 5 ~lz. The delay line on the Mk IV,
V. and VI transducers is about 15 cm long. which gives
a time window of at least 65 us. Since these are
reciprocal transducers. they are broadband receivers
as well as sources.
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Fig. 3

Figure 2 illustrates the pulse-generation principle. On the left in the figure, the transducer is
shown somewhat simplified. without the bond or the
couplant fluid. operating into an aluminum medium as
an example. A step of voltage is applied to the
PZT-4 element. Steps of velocity then propagate in
both directions from each of the element faces
[Redwood. 1961]. with the faces moving in opposite
directions. This is shown at the lower left of
Fig. 2, where the particle-velocity wave is plotted
as it looks a short time after application of the
voltage step. Because brass has such a good impedance
match to Type I ceramic. almost no reflection occurs
at the back of the element. The resulting velocityversus-time waveform in the aluminum medium assumed
for this example is shown at the upper right of the
figure as the solid waveform. This is just the result
of adding the series of velocity steps that come out
of the projector face [Cook. 1956]. The first step
is positive in this case and it is followed by a
negative step of almost equal amplitude generated at
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Pulse generation.
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[Breckenridge and Greenspan, 1981]. The capacitance
gage presents a very low impedance to the surface
wave and, therefore, presumably does not affect the
wave significantly. Thus, the standard sees v
(the
ff
velocity in the absence of any receiver) and the unknown is calibrated in terms of that. By analogy with
the case of sound waves in a fluid (Bobber, 19701, we
assume that the average velocity, v, of the transducer
face can be represented by [Hatano and Mori, 1976].

1.1 em .ru:mlnum

T

O.01Y

1

(1)

where Z22 is the mechanical impedance looking into the
(open-circuited) transducer, i.e ••

tt

p

•
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Fig. 4
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t

011

(2)

It

3. lie

and D is the diffraction factor [Henriquez, 1964;
Bobber, 1965] which results from averaging the incoming
free field vertical velocity, v ' over the transducer
ff
aperture. The factor D v
in Equation 1 is the
ff
average velocity that would obtain if the transducer
were free, i.e., if Zff~' For a circular aperture
of radu1s a,

Transmission through aluminum

Equivalent Circuit

To perform a detailed analysis of the transducer.
we consider the frequency domain. The transducer
is assumed to operate in a thickness mode and the
equivalent circuit [Berlincourt et al., 1964] is
shown in Fig. 5. On the electrical end is attached
a cable. represented by a capacitor, Ccable' Co is
the clamped capacitance of the element itself. The
transmission-line characteristics of the element are
represented by the impedances containing the factor
Zo (the ceramic characteristic impedance) and the
trigonometric functions of the phase factor, W(the
wave number times the thickness of the element). The
impedance presented by the bond and delay line to the
element is indicated as Zback' It is possible to

(3)

and for a square aperture of side b,
D = sin(~b/2cR)/(~b/2cR)'

where c

T = 20 log (F/Ae)

_

(6)

It should be noted that the source response of
Equation 5 1s a near field response since it involves
the force at the transducer face. In discussing
source transducers, it is useful to define a farfield response,
1/2
(7)
S = 20 log (v
R /e)
far
vff=O

Co

relating the farfield Rayleigh-wave vertical velocity,
vf ,at the distance R from the source, to the
ar
applied voltage. e. Hatano and Mori (1976) have defined a reciprocity factor which enables one to calculate S if, for example, ~ is known. It turns out that

'" =.. lIe

10 : pc A D : Diff,aetlon Conllan,

Fig. 5

(5)

where e is now the output voltage. Both sensitivities
depend on the radiation impedance of the medium. Thus,
a transducer calibrated on a steel block would not be
expected to have the same free-field sensitivity when
on an aluminum block.

_

= A/P»t

0

M= 20 log (e/vff) i=O

1 :hue.
Co

vff =

where FIA is the output average pressure over the face
of the transducer, and e is the input voltage. When
the transducer is used as a receiver, the voltage
source is removed and the current source of D times
vff is applied. The receiving sensitivity is then
defined as

.r\r-":"'DJ'
-Co
•
I
L

is the Rayleigh wave speed.

The equivalent circuit of Fig. 5 was used to
calculate source and receiver responses. For a source,
the voltage source at the left is in place but the
current source at the right is removed. Then, we
may define a source response as

incorporate a finite bond thickness in our computer
model [~roffett et al., 1981} of this circuit. This
will appear as a compliance in parallel with the
characteristic resistance of the delay line. If the
transducer is used as a source, it is loaded by the
medium which is represented by the radiation impedance Zrad' It should be pointed out. that even when
the transducer is used as a Rayleigh-wave receiver
the impedance of the medium has to be included [Bobber,
1970J. This is because we want to calibrate the receiver in terms of the free-field velocity vff' that
would be measured if the receiver did not affect the
wave in any way. That is, we don't want to know the
actual velocity of the face of the pickup but, rather,
what it would be if the pickup weren't there. For
example, calibrations at the National Bureau of
Standards (NBS) [Breckenridge et al., 1975] involve
comparison of the signal received by the unknown
pickup with the output of a capacitance gage

-'rc'_

R

(4)

Equivalent circuit
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although the diffraction factor D does not enter 1nto
the nearfield response T, the farfield response S is
proportional to D.

50

MKV

The radiation impedance of a solid surface is very
interesting. At sufficiently low frequencies, the
impedance of a solid surface driven over a small area
is springlike [Miller, 1954]. At first thought, that
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Figure 7 shows the response for the Mk V transducer, the 3.2-mm diameter one. Again. the light
line is the NBS calibration and the heavier solin

Mk IV receiving response; light line is
measured, heavy curve is completed for
an ideal bond.

curve is computed for an assumed perfect bond between the element and the delay line. The effect of
assuming a 10-~ bond thickness is shown as the
dashed curve. The measured response appears to fit
the finite bond-thickness calculation somewhat better.
This thickness is the equivalent of 0.0004 in. and
is not at all unreasonable to expect for our bonds.

is surprising because one might expect it to be similar to the radiation impedance of a fluid, i.e., a
mass in parallel with the radiation resistance, which
at low frequencies looks like a mass. The springlike result for Rayleigh waves can be more readily
understood by recalling that the displacement waveform produced by a step of force excitation consists
of a sharp peak followed by a step [Mooney, 1974].
That is, as far as the low frequencies are concerned,
a step of force produces a step of displacement.
Therefore. the medium is springlike. It turns out
that the spring constant for a circular aperture is
proportional to the shear modulus of the medium and
a, the radius of the source (e.g .• for steel,
K = 5.l4~a). We have modeled the Rayleigh wave
impedance as this spring in series with the normal
compressional characteristic resistance. Thus,
at low frequencies we have a spring and at high
frequencies a resistance. The effect of the spring
on the receiving sensitivity is to lift up the low
frequency response.

o.

Mk V Receiving response; light line is
measured, heavy solid curve is computed
for an ideal bond, and dashed curve is
computed for a lO-~m hond thickness.

Figure 8 illustrates one of the failures. This
is the Mk VI transducer which had the small square
element. The response can be seen to be on the order
of 15 dB less than predicted. even if we assume a
large bond thickness of 50 ~m, or about 0.002 in., as
represented by the dashed line. Impedance measurements
suggest that poor electrical contact exists between
the element and the brass rod, and this could explain
the poor response of the Hk VI transducer.
7.

Rayleigh Wave Experiment

Our goal is to make a broadband source of Rayleigh
waves. Figure 9 is the displacement waveform produced
by the Hk IV transducer and received by an NSB broadband receiving transducer [Proctor, 1980]. The drive
in this case was a 300 ns, 50 V dc pulse. What one
expects here. based on the springlike nature of the
medium, is a first derivative of the input pulse and
that is approximately what is seen as the largest
signal. The trail of lower-amplitude cycles folloWing
the main pulse is not really understood at present.
This pulse is probably useful for structural calibration as is, but we intend to continue work with the
smaller-sized Hk VI transducer in an attempt to obtain
cleaner pulses with a smaller aperture.

Calibration Results

Figure 6 shows the receiving sensitivity of the
IV transducer (the 5-mm diameter one) as measured
by Proctor and Breckenridge at NBS. The measurement
is indicated by the light line and the computed
response is the heavier smooth curve. The agreement
appears to be reasonable. The falloff of response
and the sidebands above 0.5 ~mz are the result of the
finite aperture. i.e.,the effect of the diffraction
factor D.
~~
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transducer can be driven to useful source levels however, and the use of polymer may be restricted t~ receiving applications.
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A SIMPLE TAPE RECORDING SYSTEM
FOR ACOUSTIC EMISSIONS
P.G. BENTLEY AND A. PLEVIN
How oftp.n have you detected an acoustic emission with some digital
equipment, which only summarises its characteristics, and then thought
"I wish I could go back and look at that one in more detail"? We have
found ourselves in this position, particularly in steel vessel testing
where the emissions are few in number and also in on-line weld monitoring where only a very small proportion of the total signals are of
interest. We had previously used multichannel analogue tape recorders
but these are expensive and add significant complexity if one is already
using a multichannel digital location system. With some trepidation,
because of anticipated problems, we decided to use a single channel television video recorder and to synchronise this with our multichannel
acoustic emission equipment so that individual emissions could be reexamined. The problems evaporated and we found it possible to do this
at modest cost, using commercially available equipment, with only slight
modifications.
The scheme in Fig 1, shows that one needs a television video recorder,
a time code generator with search facility and a transient recorder. The
technique should work with most types of equipment, including instrumentation tape recorders, but we use a Systron-Donner 8154 time code generator
with a Sony AV-3670ACE video recorder. In order to synchronise the
acoustic emission location system and the time code generator it is
important that they are fed from the same clock oscillator. In our two
location systems (one of which is a commercially available product) we
were able to do this by feeding the external input of the time code
generator with the acoustic emission equipment oscillator. Desirably
there should be a switch in the oscillator line so that the two clocks
can be set to the same start time.
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In operation, acoustic emission data is recorded on the video
recorder with the time code generator sending its sequential code to the
speech channel. The digital acoustic emission location system is used
to analyse the acoustic emission data in the usual way and any events
of particular interest are identified by their.time-of-day occurrence.
In our system, and probably most others, this allows events to be identified with an accuracy of 10 ms.
The video recorder is then set to playback and the required time of
day is set by thumbwhee1 switches on the time code generator in search
mode. This can be done to an accuracy of 1 ms in 24 h. When the required
time is recorded. the time code generator trips the transient recorder and
captures the acoustic emission event. Then it can be examined visually or
perhaps in more detail with a digital analyser.
In practice we find that the arrangement works very well. and is
easier to use than the above description perhaps implies. The clocks set
to the same start time can be kept perfectly in synchronism with the basic
accuracy of the clock period. 1 ms or less. over periods of at least a day.
Individual events can be identified with an accuracy of 10 ms and only
rarely are there two overlapping acoustic emission in such a short time
frame. Points to note are that the video recorder may have non-linear
recording or sync. circuits, which can be removed by clipping the right
wires, and that the computer or microprocessor in the acoustic emission
system should have its clock fed from a non-maskab1e interrupt. so that
no clock pulses are lost by conflict with an acoustic emission. We
acknowledge the advice of Mr 0 Prine and colleagues of GARD, Chicago on
the former point.
As an example. Fig 2(a) shows a section of the total acoustic emission
record obtained during on-line fusion welding of a ferritic plate, in which
a hot crack defect was deliberately induced by adding extra carbon in the
form of high carbon steel wire. The welding process was very noisy and
produced some 1000 acoustic emissions in total. The acoustic emission
location system identified 10 events as probably coming from the defect
and these were listed according to the time of day of occurrence. The
precise time search facility then allowed us to select these particular
signals from the welding process noise on the video recording and to
capture them in the transient recorder.
Figure 2b shows one such event and Fig 2c another event selected at
random from the process noise. It can be seen that there are significant
differences, which are being further investigated with a view to improving
the discrimination between defect and process noise signals.
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ACOUSTIC EMISSION RECORDED
DURING WELD ING

EARTHQUAKES AS ACOUSTIC EMISSION - 1980
IZU PENINSULA EARTHQUAKE IN PARTICULAR
KIYOO MOGI
Abstract
The tem "Acoustic Emission" was originally used
for audible sounds emitted by deforming solids. Today.
however. it is generally applied to elastic waves
radiated from the deformation and fracture of solids
irrespective of the frequency and amplitude. Both MHz
vibration of microfracture and medium to long period
seismic waves are classified as acoustic emission.
This paper presents interesting features regarding the
occurrence of earthquakes. Since the beginning of the
1970's, abnormally high seismic activities have continued in and around Izu Peninsula in Central Japan.
These activities are described. followed by a detailed
report of our observations of high frequency vibrations
at the epicentral region of the 1980 Izu Peninsula
earthquake. The measurements were performed in the
audible frequency range using a hydrophone.
1.

of the large earthquake. Figure 1 indicates,
however. that the wide area surrounding the Izu
Peninsula was very calm. Thus, it appears more
appropriate to consider the quiescence to the
premonitory seismic gap not only for the 1974
earthquake but also for a series of earthquakes
that followed. The beginning date of the active
period has generally been theorized as the large
earthquake of 1974. However, we may trace it
back to 1972, when earthquake swarms began to
occur in the area between Izu Peninsula and Izu
Ohshima. From this viewpoint. the seismic activity started gradually in 1972 and continued
to the 1974 earthquake.

1964.1965 ( 2 yeaTS )

1966-1971 ( 6 yeaTS )

Recent History of Seismic Activities in
Izu Peninsula

Izu Peninsula is located about 120 km (80 miles)
southwest of Tokyo. and has numerous spas and re-

sort areas.

In recent years, large earthquakes

and earthquake swams have occurred in succession.
However, since the North Izu earthquake of 1930
(magnitude, M = 7.0), very few seismic activities
had been observed for more than 40 years and this
region hardly attracted the attention of seismologists. After the occurrence of a large earthquake (M = 6.9) in 1974 off the coast of Izu
Peninsula. the seismic activity of this region
has suddenly increased and continued to the
present. Figure 1 shows the seismicity before
the recent active period. Notice that significant activities were observed in 1964 and 1965
in the region between Izu Peninsula and Izu
Ohshtma and that the entire area was extremely
quiet for the following six years. 1966 to 1971.
Seismically active areas since 1972 are shown in
Figure 2.
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Fig. 1

Epicenter distribution. 1964-1972. Large
circles: over MS. Hedium ci!"cles: M4-U5,
Small circle: MJ-M4.
1972-1981.8 (-10 years )

It has often been recognized that the seismicity in the focal regions of large earthquakes
temporarily become very low before the main
shocks. Such a seismic quiescence has been considered as a precursory change to a large earthquake (e.g. Inouye, 1965; Mogi. 1969). Sekiya
(1974) and Ohtake (1976) have pointed out that
the observed seismic quiescence prior to the
1974 Izu earthquake is a premonitory phenomenon
Received 3 December. 1981. Presented as the Keynote
Lecture at the 1981 National Conference on Acoustic
Emission, held in Tokyo, Japan on 21 and 22 October
1981. Translated from Japanese. published in the
Proceedings, pp. 154-164. Professor ~wgi is with
Earth~~ake Research Institute, University of Tokyo.
Tokyo 113, Japan.
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Fig. 2

Seismically active areas since 1972.
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Fig. 3

Top: Chronological changes of seismic
activities at Izu Peninsula since 1972
(Karakama et al., 1980). Bottom: Mantle
uplift of the eastern Izu Peninsula. Shades:
Earthquake swarm; Arrows: Strong quakes.

Several hypotheses have been proposed to explain the appearance of the seismic gap before
a strong earthquake. In order to account for the
subsidence of seismic activity over a large area
for an extended period, as noted above, my
current interpretation is to attribute it to the
behaviour of ground-water that must exist in open
cracks in the earth's crust. That is. when the
volume of the fluid-filled open spaces of the
earth's crust tncreases slightly caused by increased
stresses in the earth's crust, the pore pressure
drastically decreases. This leads to an increase
in the relative fracture strength of the earth's
crust, thereby reducing the seismic activities
of .the region. Such a decrease in the pore pressure
hardly affects the seismic wave velocity, but is
expected to influence the seismic activity significantly. This point will be discussed in detail
elsewhere.
Time dependence of seismic activity since 1972
is shown in the top graph of Figure 3, where N
indicates the daily count of small earthquakes observed at the eastern part of lzu Peninsula
(Karakama et al., 1980). The values of magnitude,
H, of large earthquakes are also given. The bottom
graph shows abnormal uplift of eastern Izu Peninsula
since 1974 as a function of time (Geographical
Survey Institute, 1980). Arrows indicate large
earthquakes, while the shaded regions correspond
to the periods of earthquake swarms that occurred
within the same area. Large earthquakes of M7
class were observed not in the area of uplift but
in the surrounding regions. Relations between
large earthquakes and uplifts are interesting
by themselves, but will not be discussed further
here (Hogi, 1981).
2.

1980 Earthquakes off the East Coast of lzu
Peninsula

Fig. 4

The fault of Izu Peninsula earthquake on
29 June, 1980. Shaded region covers the
A.E. observation area.

June 1980, off the east coast of lzu Peninsula.
The seismic activity suddenly increased and the
main shock of M 6.7 occurred on 29 June. This
earthquake caused land slides in the eastern
coast of the peninsula. The seismic activity
continued for a month, then terminated.
When the earthquake swarm was initially reported, ~e immediately planned to detect the high
frequency vibration of the earthquakes. With the
cooperation of the Hydrographic Department und its
surveyor ship, Takuyo, we departed for the sea
area of the earthquake swarm in 28 June (see Figure
4). The observation using a hydrophone was started
by the evening of 28 June, and continued to the
morning of 30 June for nearly two days. During
this period, a strong earthquake (M c 6.7)
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These earthquakes occurred as the extension of
the seismic activity that began in early 1970's.
It had been quiet since the beginning of 1979, but
an earthquake swarm activity started at about 25
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Top; Changes of the seismic activities during
A.E. measurements. Bottom; Sea shocks felt
on the ship.

forced an interruption of our observations for
several hours preceding the main shock. However,
we resumed the operation immediately after the
main shock and captured over 1000 high frequency
seismic vibrations.

occurred at 1620 (4:20 pm) on 29 June, as shown
in Figure 5. which plots the number of earthquakes per every 10 min. observed at the Shiroyama
seismographic station (60 km to the north). The
bottom graph of Figure 5 shows the time dependence
of sea shocks, felt on the surveyor ship. Figure
5 indicates the main shock of M 6.7 and the aftershocks (regularly decreasing part), as well as
several peaks in the number of earthquakes lasting
one to two hours.
These peaks represent the
earthquake swarm activities.

Figure 7 shows the traces of the Ship's path
after the resumption of our observations. I
specified the range of the ship's movement relying
on the submarine topographic features showing an
active fault and limited information on the small
earthquakes. The ships trolled at slow speeds
(at 3 to 5 knots). The position of the ship was
determined every 30 min. to an accuracy of about
100m. As will be described later, the earthquake
fault bisected our area of observations along the
north-south direction. The success of our mission
owes much to the timing and the selection of the
observation area.

Figure 6 shows the daily frequency of earthquakes over the 40-day period, using the data obtained at Kamata in eastern Izu Peninsula (Japan
Meteorological Agency, 1981). The darkened parts
represent the number of stronger earthquakes felt
on the land area. It also shows the period of our
observations which coincided with the most active
period. Unfortunately, however. foul weather
N

Let uS now examine the results. Figure 8 shows
the rate (per every ten minutes) of high frequency
vibrations detected by the hydrophone (the top
graph), that of earthquakes (the middle graph) and
that of vibrations coincident to the detected
earthquakes on the ground (the bottom graph).
These are for a IS-hour period follOWing the main
shock of M 6.7. The high frequency we consider
here is 50 to 300 Hz and is relative to the usual
seismic frequency of 0.1 to 10 Hz. Noise from
the observation ship became too high above 300 Hz
and the signal-to-noise ratios deteriorated
drastically. In this report, we refer to the high
frequency vibrations from the hydrophone as AE
and distinguished them from earthquakes, recorded
on a conventional seismograph. The 'Waveforms of
AE varied much as shown in Figure 9. Numerous AE
events were simultaneously recorded also on a
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Paths of the observation ship follOWing the
main shock (M6.7).
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Top; A.E. detected by the hydrophone.
Middle; Seismic activities. Bottom; Earthquakes recorded by the hydrophone and by the
seismographs.
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seismograph. This fact assures that the waveforms
shown in Figure 9 are the high frequency components
of weak earthquakes. The middle graph of Figure 8
shows that the number of earthquakes decreased
monotonically after the main shock. On the other
hand, it is interesting to note that the number of
AE decreased rapidly, followed by several sharp
peaks of diminishing peak heights.
We reproduced AE signals from the hydrophone,
which had been recorded on a tape recorder, using
both an oscillograph and a transient recorder.
The reproduced AE signals exhibited various waveforms. We classified them into three types, A,
B. and C, according to the sharpness of the rising
part of the signals (see Figure 9.). A-type has
the most rapid initial increase. B-type has a
slower rise time and C-type reaches the maximum
amplitude after an even longer time. Such
differences in the rise time of an AE signal
is expected to depend on the distance of travel
within the earth's crust, implying that the Atype AE with a short rise time is emitted
directly under the observation ship in the near
surface region of the earth's crust. On the
contrary, the C-type AE is believed to originate
at some distances away and, indeed. it is often
recorded simultaneously on a seismograph on the
ground.

Fig. 10

Ship's path immediately after the main shock
and A.E. types observed at the positions.
Filled circles: Type A, Half-filled circles:
Type B, Open circles: Type C.

location while it was cruising the area back and
forth. The upper graph indicates the time dependence of the AE activities, with those of Atype AE indicated by the blackened bars. The lower chart shows the locations where A-type AE was
observed using broad lines along with the rest of
the courses of the ship. It can be clearly seen
that A-type was detected in high concentrations at
limited locations. From the finding, it is inferred that an earthquake fault is situated at
these locations and that the fault is shallow and
reaches the surface of the sea bottom. The
analysis of seismic data obtained at several observation stations at the land area has indicated that
the earthquake fault of 20 km length and of leftlateral shear type runs along the north-south
direction with a nearly vertical fault plane (e.g.

Figure 10 shows the geographical distribution
of the three types of AE for the two-hour period
after the main shock; i.e., from 1630 to 1830
on 29 June (the main shock was at 1620). These
are shown by filled circles (A-type), halffilled circles (B-type) and open circles (C-type),
superimposed on the course of the ship. Initially, few A-type and mostly C or B types AE
were observed, but the event rate of A-type AE
increased dramatically as the ship travelled in
the northeasterly direction. Figure 11 shows
that the number of A-type AE increases strongly,
whenever the observation ship passed particular
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Shimazaki, 1980). According to the AE data, the
precise location of the fault is found to be 8 km
to the east off the coast of Izu Peninsula, as
shown in Figure 12 by the shaded area.

35·IO.r----.---:-:-..,..,r=r
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Several other estimated locations of the fault
on the basis of seismic observations at the land
area are also shown in the same figure (e.g. Karakama
et al., 1980). These have been reported by different
research organizations. While still preliminary,
these results indicate large discrepancies and also
spread over wider areas. The discrepancies arise
from different networks of seismic stations and
different assumptions on the seismic velocity
structures of the earth·s crust in this region.
In the past, the location of a submarine earthquake fault has been estimated only from the distribution of the aftershocks. Its accuracy is
uncertain, however, unless the distributions of
vertical and horizontal seismic wave velocities
are well characterized in the regions surrounding
the fault.
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In contrast, the present AE method allows us to
determine the fault location with a greatly improved accuracy, by the use of spatial distribution
of sharply rising A-type AE signals. The fault
location via the AE method relies on the precise
positioning of the observation ship. In the
present study, the ship location is known within
100m, contributing to the high accuracy achieved.

IOkm

Fig. 12
N

The position of the earthquake fault estimated from
A.E. measurements and ground seismic observation
records, shown by the shaded area. The other areas

enclosed by solid and dotted lines indicate the
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epicenters reported by various seismic observation
networks.
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Top: Changes of Type A A.E. activities with
time. Bottom: Ship paths and the locations
where Type A signals were observed (heavy lines).
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The accuracy of the fault location can be
further examined using an independent set of data.
Compare the two waveforms in Figure 13. The upper
waveform shows a single burst, whereas the lower
waveform indicates multiple echoes; i.e., three
echoes follow the main burst with an equal interval
and diminishing peak height. This multiple echo
pattern is likely to emerge from repeated reflections between the sea surface and bottom. The
condition of the sea bottom is the only possible
explanation for yielding a single burst or a
multiple echo pattern. To test this concept,
let us evaluate the observed AE data. Figure 14
illustrates the spatial distribution of single
bursts (filled circles) and of multiple echo
signals (open circles). The plot indicates a
clear demarcation between two areas. The filled
circles are distributed primarily on the coastal
slope, whereas the open circles are found on the
offshore plain. These findings agree with our
hypothesis.
On the coastal slope, the sea
bottom is quite complex as indicated on the
topographical map, thus having a low reflectivity.
Consequently, the single bursts should predominate
as AE signals. On the offshore plain, in contrast, waves are reflected well, resulting in the
multiple echo patterns. The fact that these distributions of waveforms agree well with the submarine topographic features implies the good
accuracy of the fault location via the AE method,
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Another interesting point is that the observed
waveforms were dominated by the multiple echo
patterns. This indicates that the earthquake fault
is located on the offshore plain. It is significant
to note that the active fault location suggested
by the submarine topographical features is
definitely shifted to the west of the fault location
determined by the present AE method.

Following
earthquake swarm

,..

Fig. 15
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Summarizing these results. we propose the initiation mechanisms for the 1980 Izu Peninsula earthquakes as shown in Figure 15. Initially, an
earthquake swarm started at several km off the east
coast of Izu Peninsula at the depth of several km
on 25 June (the top figure). The depth was estimated from the absence of A-type AE during the
period preceding the main shock. On 29 June, a
large scale fracture rapidly grew from the active
zone of the previous earthquake swarm. reaching
the surface of the sea bottom. This caused the
main shock of H 6.7 (see the middle of Figure 15).
Aftershocks were generated on the fault plane and
its vicinity, but their activities were diminished
gradually with time. However. the earthquake
swarms remained active intermittently until the end
of July with gradually decreasing activities.
These fractures were apparently caused by the
crustal stress acting compressively along the
northwest-southeast direction.

o~

Fig. 14

A schematic model of fault movements of 1980
lzu Peninsula earthquake •

Spatial distribution of single and multiple
A.E. signals.

Results of AE observations also produce important information on the depth of a fault plane. In
the present case, various organizations have estimated the depth of the aftershocks to be 10 to 20
km, according to their preliminary analysis of
aftershocks observations. It is rather deep.
Specifically, one model has suggested the earthquake fault to be rectangular with the upper edge
at 15 km, the lower edge at 20 kin and with the
length of 20 km. These estimates are contradicted
by our AE observations. We observed numerous Atype AE signals with sharp rise times, which
suggest the fault to be quite shallow, essentially
reaching the surface of the sea bottom. Our
findings are consistent with previous observations
on large M7 class earthquakes in the vicinity. In
all the recent large earthquakes, their origins
were shallow and the earthquake faults have been
confirmed on the earth's surface.

3.

~e

Regularity of Earthquake Occurrence at lzu

We have learned of abnormally high seismic
activities at Izu in recent years. and of the
successive occurrences of large earthquakes of M7
class. It appears that a certain regularity can
be recognized in the temporal and spatial distributions of the seismic activities before and
after the large earthquakes. Figure 16 shows the
distributions of earthquakes of the magnitudes
greater than H = 3 that have occurred in this
region since 1968 (through August 1981). The
basic data was taken from the Seismological
Bulletin of the Japan Meteorological Agency.
Time durations of 12 distributions in Figure 16
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were not identical and were divided according to
the activities before and after the large earthquakes. For example, (3) in Figure 16 covers
the period including the Izu Peninsula earthquake of 1974 (M 6.9) and its aftershocks, (7)
covers the 1978 earthquake (M 7.0) and (11)
covers the 1980 earthquake (M 6.7). The earthquake faults are shown by solid lines. For
each period including a large earthquake, we
recognize a sequence of the generally quiet
period (I, 5 and 9), the active period immediately before the main shock (inclusive of the
preshocks) (2,6 and 10), the main shock (3, 7
and 10) and the singular period following the
main shock (4, 8 and 12). It is significant
to note that during the periods of (4) and (8)
in Figure 16, the focal region of the subsequent
large earthquakes are gaps of a seismic activity.
FUrthermore, the seismic activities during these
periods appear to surround these seismic gaps.
It has been noted in the case of other large
earthquakes that such a doughnut-shaped pattern
in the seismic activity emerges preceding the
main shock (MoRi. 1979). With this
predisposition, (12) in Figure 16 seems to reveal
a similar doughnut pattern north of the area where

the 1980 earthquake of H 6.7 occurred. The
period covered for this distribution is rather
short, only about one year, but an even clearer
pattern can be recognized when we include earthquakes of smaller magnitudes, as shown in Figure
17. Here, one can recognize the seismic gap,
surrounded by the partially completed doughnut
pattern. The above discussion implies that a
large earthquake may be forecasted in this area.
However, this forecasting should be viewed with
a strong reservation, because the strain energy
of the earth's crust in this region may have been
mainly released by the occurrence of the 1923 Kanto
earthquake (~8) which occurred in the adjacent
region. Yet, the large earthquakes since 1974
have occurred with the epicenters migrating from
the south to the north as indicated in Figure 18.
Thus, the possibility of another large earthquake
in the northern offshore region of Izu Peninsula
cannot be lightly discounted.
In recognition of the importance of continuously monitoring the seismic activity in the
region, we have constructed a hydrophone monitoring
station at the northern edge of the earthquake fault
of the 1980 earthquake. For this purpose, a hydro-
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Distribution of seismic activities in the
area since 1968 to the present (Aug. 1981),
shown chronologically from (1) to (12).
(3) includes 1974 Izu earthquake (M6.9),
(7) includes 1978 Izu Ohshima earthquake and
(11) includes Izu Peninsula earthquake (M6.7).
Note the similarities of the seismic activities
before and after these strong earthquakes.
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phone in a protective cage was placed on the sea
bottom at approximately 1200 m depth, about 7 km
off the east coast of Izu Peninsula (see Figure
18). It is connected to the ground station via
submarine cable. The construction started
immediately following the 1980 earthquake and the
monitoring began in May 1981. Some examples of
detected AE signals are also shown in Figure 18.
The selection of this monitoring site was quite
appropriate in comparison with the recent seismic
activity shown in Figure 17. We are monitoring
this region for the prediction of a possible large
earthquake, using various ground facilities as
well as the AE monitoring system. Results of
this ongoing AE study will be described in a
future report.
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CONFERENCES AND SYMPOSIA
THE FIFTH INTERNATIONAL ACOUSTIC EMISSION SYMPOSIUM,
Tokyo, Japan

The Fifth International Acoustic Emission (AE)
Symposium was held in Tokyo, 18-20 November, 1980.
More than one hundred and fifty participants gathered
from eleven countries. Fbur invited lectures and 43
papers were given. The proceedings volume can be obtained (VIO,OOO!copy plus shipping) from the Japanese
Society for Nondestructive Inspection, Hashimoto
Building, 5-4-5 Asakusabashi, Taito, Tokyo, Japan.
The Society was the sponsor of the symposium, as well
as The Third Pan Pacific Conference for Nondestructive
Testing which followed.
The symposium was organized under the chairmanship of Prof. M. Onoe, and Prof. K. Yamaguchi headed
the program committee. Both of them are affiliated
with University of Tokyo.
We shall briefly review the subject matter presented at the symposium. Invited talks by Prine and
Nakasa concerned on-line weld flaw monitoring and the
progress and current status of Japanese AE technology.
In two other invited lectures presented at a joint
session, Dau and Holler (read by Lottermoser) discussed nondestructive evaluation programs of the
Electric Power Research Institute in the United States
and the Institut Fur Zerstorungsfreie Prufverfahren
in West Germany, respectively.
National Bureau of Standards signal analysis study
was sUllllllarized by "su, who showed successful characterization of simulated AE sources. Problems facing practical applications of the National Bureau of Standards
method also were reported as tough. Works of Waschkies
and Rindorf were on wave propagation and suggested ways
of avoiding pitfalls on source location. lligo discussed a method of transducer calibration.
A systematic study on stress corrosion cracking
of 304 stainless steel was reported by Yuyama, who
clarified the nature of AE from several corrosion
mechanisms. Hydrogen gas evolution and cracking were
the most prominent AE sources. Kusanagi discussed
stress corrosion cracking of 304L stainless steel in
simulated boiltng water reactor piping, indicating that
60 vm cracks can be detected. Ohira presented a
comprehensive study of fatigue induced AE, correlating
peak load AE to plastic zone volume. A review of AE
from fiber composites was presented by Duke with 89
references, followed by two papers on refractories
and works on fracture of plastics and adhesive bonds.
The two papers on fire bricks Should be of interest
to ceramists, as AE can tell the quality of the bricks.
In the area of deformation and fracture, my group
at the University of California, Los Angeles, presented four papers based on Office of Naval Research
sponsored research. Yamamoto described effects of
nonmetallic inclusion on the fracture related AE.
Anisotropic AE characteristics are traced to MRS inclusions, which cause a great difficulty in detecting
the onset of ductile crackin2. A similar behavior in

A533B steel under tension was presented by Okajima,
who varied deformation temperature from -150°C to
+150 o C. Temperature effect was minimal on burst
emission from MnS inclusions, but continuous AE from
plastic flow increased with temperature. TWo papers
by Hsu detailed the AE behavior of many metals and
alloys in tension over wide temperature ranges. Pure
metals, solid solutions with or without solute segregation and short-range ordered alloys all behaved
in characteristic manner.
Iwasaki showed the fracture of 304 stainless steel
produced AE from martenstitic transformation, which
also was the topic of Takashima's presentation. Sano
correlated the separation in linepipe steels to AE
events, which originate from intergranular weakening
but not necessarily from MnS inclusions. Effects of
MnS inclusions were also discussed by Jaffrey and by
Lottermoser. Khan presented an extensive study of AE
from J
testing of several steels and established an
ic
inverse relation between AE energy sum and tearing
modules. This is important as the crack instability
may be determined by AE measurements. Niitsuma
successfully applied a multiparameter analysis method
to fracture toughness testing. Kuribayashi considered
brittle cracking and constructed a statistical model,
whereas Ringshall analyzed crack propagation via
amplitude distribution.
Fukuzawa showed AE behavior of iron single and
polycrystals, indicating the usual AE peak at yielding
to be due to grain boundaries. Masuda studied AE from
precipitation hardened copper alloys and found AE behaviors to be quite complex.
Nakasa presented a new approach in AE instrumentation, While Takaba showed a successful remote monitoring system. Yamaguchi introduced energy moment
in a source location system and also discussed the
methodology of performance evaluation of AE systems.
Takahashi described AE applicatins to geothermal wells,
while Sato presented a telemetric AE monitoring system
and its application to rotating machinery. Its application to spinning breakdown tests was successful.
Mori reported fatigue induced AE of 304 stainless
steel and found that peak load AE activities were high
during the transition from plane strain to plane stress
conditions and also during MOde I to MOde III transition.
Kanno and Yoshida described AE monitoring of large
welded samples and 304 stainless steel weldments, respectively.
In the area of pressure vessel testing, Nakano
presented an extensive testing program on a specially
prepared steel vessel with artificial flaws. By imbedding materials of different toughness, it was demonstrated that AE cannot locate the incipient failure
at a low toughness region. This would seriously
hamper the use of AE and further studies are urgently
called for. Vogelsong of the Naval Underwater Systems
Center discussed corrosion related AE in aluminum
vessels. Both structure-borne AE and underwater AE
picked up via hydrophone were detected and traced to
bad welds. Kawaguchi reported AE testing of mild
steel water storage tank structures with successful
conclusions.

Rodgers described various applications of AE to
aerospace maintenance and structural integrity
assessment, based on United States Air Force and
National Aeronautics and Space Administration programs. Corrosion monitoring, weakened bond. in-fl ight
(fatigue) monitoring, and composite evaluation were
covered indicating superior cost-benefit performances
of AE testing. Fujita discussed a statistical approach
of AE monitoring while Obata reported AE from weld
defects in a high strength steel vessel testing.
Defect severity parameter was employed and compared
to the NIAS method for the pressure vessel testing.
Finally. AE from welding defects was reported by Huang.

niques in geomechanics have been highly successful.
The concept of "working meetings" such as these, involVing a small, select group of participants, offers
not only a unique format for presenting individual
work to a group of one's peers. but also serves to
offer an atmosphere in which discussions are easily
generated.
In general the third conference was restricted
to engineers and scientists who are ~ctively and
personally engaged in AE/MA research in geologic
materials. The program consisted of a series of
short formal presentations, each followed by an extensive discussion session. The meeting had an
excellent international flavor with the follOWing
participation: U.S.A. - 15, Japan - 6, Germany - 5,
Denmark - 2, Spain - 1, France - I, Great
Britain - 4, South Africa - 2, Australia - 1 and
Canada - 3.

Overall, this Symposium again demonstrated substantial AE research and development activities in
Japan. Increased participation of overseas workers
reflects the growing influence on studies elsewhere.
The Pan Pacific Conference also attracted a sizeable
participation and 36 papers were presented. About
one-third of the papers covered acoustic and ultrasonic methods.

At present the conference proceedings are being
edited and put in final form. A preliminary list of
the papers can be obtained upon request. These proceedings, as in the case of the previous two conferences. will be published in hard cover form by
Trans Tech Publications, Clausthal. West Germany.
The address of their American office is listed below.

K.ONO

Trans Tech Publications
16 Bearskin Neck
Rockport. ~lA 01966

THIRD CONFERENCE ON ACOUSTIC EMISSION/MICROSEISMIC
ACTIVITY IN GEOLOGIC STRUCTURES AND MATERIALS

It is expected that the proceedings of the Third
COnference will be available in May. 1982. The proceedings of the two earlier conferences are presently
available from 7rans Tech.

The Pennyslvania State University
University Park, Pennsylvania
October 5-7, 1981

If further information on thiS conference series
and the associated proceedings are required, please
contact the undersigned.

During the period October 5-7, 1981. the Rock
Mechanics Laboratory of the Department of Mineral
Engineering at The Pennsylvania State University
sponsored the Third Conference on Acoustic Emission/
Microseismic Activity in Geologic Structures and
Materials. The objective of the conference was to
bring together the expertise of various workers involved in the development and application of acoustic
emission/microseismic (AE/MA) techniques in the geomechanics area. The first two conferences in this
series were held at Penn State in 1975 and 1978; this
third conference provided an opportunity to continue
critical evaluation of various aspects of the subject,
and to review recent developments in this rapidly expanding field. Co-chairmen for the conference were
Dr. H. Reginald Hardy, Jr •• director of The Penn State
Rock Mechanics Laboratory, and Mr. Frederick W.
Leighton, U.S. Bureau of Mines, Mining Research Center,
Denver.

Dr. H. Reginald Hardy, Jr.
Professor and Director
Rock Mechanics Laboratory
Room 117, Mineral Sciences Building
The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, Pennsylvania 16802
U.S.A.
(Phone: 814/863-1620
814/865-3437}

H.R. HARDY,JR.

The rationale for this conference is based on the
fact that there are a considerable number of persons
throughout the world who are actively engaged in basic
and applied research in which AE/MA techniques are
utilized to evaluate the behavior of geologic structures and materials; and on the fact that the normal
symposia and conferences in areas such as mining,
civil engineering, rock and soil mechanics, etc.
generally cover a very wide range of topics, and as
a result do not provide a suitable forum for a detailed presentation of developments in the AE/MA
area. In contrast there is little doubt that this
series of conferences dealing specifically with the
applications of acoustic emission/microseismic tech-
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reviewed with examples from punch press monitoring.

TIlE TENTIl EUROPEAN WORKING GROUP
ON ACOUTTIC EMISSION

Session II.

(Xth EWG.~) ~~eting. Winterthur, Switzerland

AE Monitoring of Fiber Reinforced Thermoplastics,
by R. Bardenheier. Uniaxial, cyclic and creep
loading of short-fiber reinforced styrene-acrylonitril
was monitored. A parabolic relation between cumulative AE energy and mechanical hysteresis loss was
observed. The lack of Kaiser effect was noted.

The tenth meeting of EWGAE (pronounced as You-Gay)
held at the headquarters of Sulzer Brothers from
14 to 16 October, 1981. The participants numbered
about 130 and 38 papers were presented. A separate
meeting was held on 13 October by the EWGAE Code Subgroup. It was their seventh and attended by 36 participants. The main meeting included a business session, during which new members of the executive committee were elected as follows:

\~as

Chairman:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
}Iember:
Hember:

Structural Testing of Composites by M. Bentley
and J. Mitchell. Brittle and ductile liners of composite pressure vessels were clearly distinguished by
AE counts vs. pressure curves. A zone location method
was used.

P. Dumousseau (replacing P. Bentley)
(replacing J. Hickman)
B. Audenard
(a new position)
L. Rogers
E. Votava
P. Jax

Practical Applications of AE involving Composite
Structures by M. Peacock. Discussed CARP document on
recommended test procedures with examples.
Testing of Graphite/Epoxy Composite Parts with AE
by M.A. Hamstad (presented by J. Rodgers). Parabolic
dishes were hydrotested with AE in order to minimize
damages due to the hydrotesting. An AE criterion
was established to give a good survival probability
in the subsequent hydrotest.

The next meeting will be scheduled early October, 1982,
at elSE 0 f Milan, Italy. It is also probable that a
CARP meeting is held there either jointly or consecutively. In the following, the title, author(s) and a
brief description of each presentation are given:
Session 1.

Corrosion (Chairman:

Glass-fiber Reinforced Plastics (G.S.
Whalley)

K. Ono)

AE Testing of Composite laterials by J. Withers.
Presented the capabilities of E~n6300 System. using
three-point bending of composites as examples.

The Use of AE to detect Corrosion Phenomena in
by A. Culpan. AE of aqueous SCC of an aluminum-Mg-Zn alloy with three different heat treatment
conditions was characterized with AE counts and
energy, which vere correlated to da/dt and KI • Selective corrosion of Ni-AI-bronze was detectable upon
stressing as numerous bursts due to the cracking from
corrosion voids.
~Ietals,

Session III.

Instrumentation (K.D. Hohloch)

A Software System for Computerized AE Analysis
for the Support of a Commercial AE Device. by!.
Bilgram and L. Fehlbcrg. Microcomputer-based data
acquisition/display system was described, with some
examples.

Inspection of Turbine Blades for Intergranular
Corrosion (IC) by AE, by W.D. Feist. IC of Udimet 700
turbine blades were made detectable using a thermal
shock method. AE was measured during oil quenching
from 340·C. Higher total AE counts corresponded to
larger crack sizes.

Localization of AE Sources by H. Crostack and
A.H. Engelhardt. A four-sensor grouping was shown to
indicate the source direction independent of the signal amplitude, velocity or the propagation mode.
Computer simulation demonstrated the capabilities.

Detection of Corrosion Fatigue by AE, by P. Jax.
AE from a ship steel in seawater was monitored under
cyclic loading. Stress-AE-time diagram was most
effective in detecting crack growth, which provided
friction-based AE sources. Four discrimination
criteria were discussed with examples.

Optical Detection of AE by D. Emmony. Several
techniques were reviewed. ~lirau interferrometer was
described as a promising approach for AE applications.
A Computer-based AE Recording and Replay System,
by D.L. ~ad. An AE system was described. Special
care for electromagnetic noise discrimination was
needed for use near a radar station.

AE monitoring during SCC tests on Ni-Cr-Fe ~lloy
600 in Tetrationic Acid Solution by C. Rinaldi and
G. Buzzanca. Time dependence of AE rate was used to
discriminate the presence of intergranular SCC and
diffuse grain boundary attacks. With the former, AE
rates had a distinct peak. while a broad peak of
lower height uas found for the latter.

Modified AE Technique for Condition Monitoring
of Rotating Equipment by G. Buzzacci, C. DcMichelis
and C. Sala. Demodulated resonance analysis used, in
which the envelopes of narrow band AE signals were
analyzed, for anomalous friction in bearings.

Fatigue Crack Detection in Mechanically Noisy
Specimens, by G. Whalley. For fatigue crack
detection in bolted components. special filtering
was found effective in removing mechanical noise. It
consists of a 530 kHz high-pass filter and discriminators based on the rise time (about 20 ~s) and the
event duration « 1.6 ma).

Session IV.

L8B

Applications I (E. Votava)

Defect Detection during Welding by P. Bentley.
Three welds (5Omm thick, 20m long) were monitored for
natural and intentional defects, and AE indications
were compared to other NUT results. Cracks and slug
inclusions were always detected by AE. but many AE
signals were uncorrelated. Because of process noise,
only high amplitude AE can be analyzed.

AE in ~talworking Applications. by S. Vahaviolos.
Feasibility and problems of these applications were
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Detection of Cracks during Submerged-Are-Welding by P. Jax. Two AE systems were used in monitoring
a large weld of pressure vessel steel (1.5 x 1.5 x
0.25m). Using empirical discrimination criteria, all
the intentional micro-and macrocracks were detected
by AE. However, many small indications were observed
while no cracks were introduced.

A La Carte 1981 - Proof and On-Steam Testing by
P. Cole. Samples of Incoloy 800 with stress corrosion
cracks emit AE upon loading. In hydrotests of mild
steel vessel with hydrogen blistering, blistered and
heat affected zones were located at later stages of
the hydrotests.
Session VI.

Weld Defect Detection - PWR by A. Sinclair. The
status of AE methods for pressure vessel qualification was reviewed. Outlook appears positive, but more
data from welds testing must be obtained to achieve
improvements.

Magnetomechanical AE. by K. Ono. MAE behavior of
various materials was reviewe~systematic study of
Fe-Ni alloy series revealed two types of sources; that
is, from magnetostriction and domain rotation.

Experience with Loos~ Parts ~nitoring in Nuclear
Plants in FOR, by W.H. Dio and C. Stipsits. A
monitoring system developed by KWU was described.
Primary pressure vessel, primary loop and steam generators are monitored for loose parts, using frequency range below 20 kHz.

A Synthetic Hodel for Continuous and Burst Type
AE Analysis by D. Rouby and P. Fleischmann. A dislocation based model of AE source was presented. providing separate low and high frequency responses due
to source characteristics. An experiment detecting
the initial waveform with a piezoelectric element was
described.

Po~er

Loose Parts Monitoring in Nuclear Plants by D.
Benard. A monitoring system of Framatom was described.
Three PWR's out of ten examined had major loose parts
and a minor part was located in one of the PWR's. A
200g piece was located in one of them. This part
would have damaged a steam generator.

Effect of Heat Treatment on AE from PreViously
Loaded Steel by 1. Roman. and K. Ono and H.B. Teoh.
Burst type AE due to MRS inclusions in A533B steel
vanishes upon quenching, but returns with tempering.
with or without prior deformation. This effect was
attributed to interface embrittlement. The findings
also implied the absence of Kaiser effect with intervening heat treatment.

Recent Results in the Development of an Acoustic
Leak Detection and Locations System by G. Stipsits,
B. Thiel and K. Fischer. Acoustic attenuation was
essentially linear over 30m in an actual nuclear plant
without much effect of major components. Leakage noise
and leak rate were correlated experimentally.
Session V.

AE from A533B Steel by K. Ono. AE behavior of
A533B steel under tensile and fracture testing was
summarized. Effects of orientation. test temperature,
heat treatment and inclusion content were discussed.

Applications II (P. Dumousseau)

Wave Modes from Point Sources by H.E. Hjelmroth
(presented by A. Nielsen). Attempts to separate the
surface wave components from artificial AE sources
were described. Rings of various geometries failed
to suppress them adequately.

Selected Topics from Veritas Research Activities
by G. Ansok and O. Forli. Two hydrotests on API-X65
linepipes (84cm~, 20 rom wall thickness, 6m long) showed
precursors to failure. One was dented and notched, and
failed at 45 MPa, showing changes in the amplitude
distribution; i.e., the slope changing from 3 to 1.3.

Session VII.

Applications III (J. Kasser)

Adhesion Developments by Use of AE. Analysis by!!.
Hansmann and Professor MosIe. Organic coatings on
steel (for use in paint developments) were evaluated
using AE.. Differences between powder coating and
liqUid coating with or without various exposures were
clearly revealed only by AE.

AE Inspection for Pipeline Corrosion by D.L. Parry.
Four linepipes (L-80 pipe. 30' long, hydrotested to
2400 psi) were monitored (at 110 kHz using 5 transducers) for corrosion pitting of inside wall. Both
pitting and intergranular cracks were detected. Oxide
movement was concluded to be AE sources.

AE from Filled Polyester by M. Hval, T. Anderson
and C. Thaulow. Polyester was reinforced by 40 w/o
chopped E-glass, 20% E-glass flakes, 20-6070 quartz
meal (fine powder) and 40% quartz sand. The AE. responses under tension were reported together with
possible explanation.

Initial Operating Experience with the Redcar
System by L. Rogers. ICSCC of the steel domes of air
heating furnaces can be detected using AE. but the
location accuracy was poor (though it can be improved
using a calibration source). Attenuation was high.
Observing
S. Vahaviolos.
presented. AE
from AE counts

Fundamentals (J. Baram)

Laser Material Interactions with AE by
AE responses due to laser radiation were
can detect the focal spot and melting
and waveforms.

AE Analysis from Superconducting Magnet by M. Pappe.
AE during the training of superconducting magnets were
described. Event rate vs. current and amplitude distributions suggest mechanical hysteresis to be the
likely source of AE.

New Results of AE Applications by G. Stipsits,
V. Streicher and E. Votava. Effects of attenuation
on the accuracy of AE location were discussed,
especially for water filled piping. When the product
of frequency and wall thickness is over a critical
value, sharp hE signals can propagate over a long
distance, providing a better definition of the arrival
time.

AE. Detection in Stressed Concrete Specimens by
D. DePrunele. C. Birac, P. Jamet, M. Astruc and M.
Kavyrchine. Compression and four-point bend tests as
well as full size tests of concrete with or without
reinforcement were conducted. AE can indicate the
beginning of microcracks, plastic deformation of reinforcement and the development of macrocracks. High
frequency (200 kHz) was usable, but attenuation was
high (40 dB/ill) •
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Operational experience with the l44-transducer
acoustic emission location system installed at
British Steel Corporation Redcar Works will be
described. The system is designed to detect and
locate any cracking which may arise in the domes
of the hot blast stoves during normal operation and
is interfaced with process control parametrics. Details of the principle of operation of the system,
including measurement and analysis procedures, data
storage and presentation, will be given. Several
acoustically active sources have been detected since
the system became fully operational in early 1980.
\~ilst some of the original activity has ceased new
sources continue to be detected. These have been
found to coincide closely with weld defects indications as detected ultrasonically. However, manually
applied ultrasonics have to date been unable to resolve tha expected small changes in defect dimensions
corresponding to the observed acoustic emission. None
of the observed acoustic emission has given rise to
concern regarding the structural integrity of the
stoves and may simply be the characteristic sounds
from minor structural defects, typical of an initial
'settling down' period for a structure of this size.
Projection scan computerized ultrasonic inspection
has been carried out on some of the acoustically
active parts of the structure. It is planned to
repaat these measurements at, say, three monthly
intervals, so that the expected small changes in
defect, with resolution dimensions of 3mm, which
may have occurred between successive inspections,
can be reliably detected. The next stage in the
DU program is to seek correlation of the observed
acoustic emission with crack growth rate determined
ultrasonically in selected areas of the plant permitting determination of defect significance.

Characterizing Concrete Damage by M.S. Reymond
(presented by A. Raharinaivo). AE was monitored during setting of concrete and during fracture mechanic
testing of large hardened samples (3.5 x 1.1 x 0.2m)
using a low frequency range (0.1 _ 20 kHz). TIlree
characteristic frequency spectra were observed corresponding to shrinkage or debonding, stable crack growth
and unstable cracking, irrespective of sample geometry
or size.
In addition to these sessions, two side trips
were organized after the sessions. One was to the
Swiss Federal Institute for Reactor Research in
Wuerenlingen, and the other was to the Winterthur
facilities of Sulzer Brothers.

K.ONO
ABSTRACTS FROM X-EWGAE
The Effect of Heat Treatment on Burst-Type Acoustic
Emission of Previously Loaded AS33 B Steels
I. ROMAN, Graduate School of Applied Science, Hebrew
University, Jerusalem, Israel
and
K. ONO and H.B. TEOR, School of Engineering and Applied
Science, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA 90024 U.S.A.
Acoustic emission characteristics of ASTM 533B
steel were determined during tensile testing. The
orientation dependence of acoustic emission and
mechanical properties were studied by employing
tensile specimen with various heat-treatment histories.

The types of acoustic emission signals

j

signal levels

*This

paper was first presented at the British
Institute of NOT Annual Conference, Cambridge,
14-16 September 1981.

and amplitude distribution analysis were investigated.
Two distinct types of acoustic emission signals
were identified. One, the continuous type, was observed when testing both L and S direction samples,
and is due to plastic deformation of the ferrite
matrix. The other was observed up to the yield stress
when testing S direction samples, and has the
characteristic Weibull fu~ction as its amplitude
distribution. The source of this burst type acoustic
emission is attributed to the debonding of manganese
sulfide inclusions, a phenomena common to typical
structural steels. Re~heat treating and loading
resulted in reoccurring of the burst-type acoustic
emission in the elastic region (in contrast to the
Kaiser effect). This study is continuing in order
to establish our proposed model that reheat treatment
is causing embrittlement of MRS inclusions/matrix
interfaces that did not debond upon the first loading.

A CONTRIBUTION TO THE PROBLEM OF DETECTION OF
SUBCRITICAL CRACK GRa.1TH OF STRUCTURAL STEELS*
C. Rinaldi, F. :'ooo11ni
ClSE, Milan - Italy

The precise characterization of the AE associated
to the process of subcritical crack growth in structural steels is a still relatively open research task,
in spite of the considerable efforts made. In fact this
matter has an obvious relevance for the ndt applications
of AE, in particular for the AE monitoring during
pressure vessel hydrotests.

Supported by U.S. Office of Naval Research.

This paper presents the results of a work based
on AE measurements on notched specimens of A 533 gr. B
steel during FM tests, purposely aimed at determining
which type of AE signal analysis is the most suitable
to detect the ductile crack growth process.

Operational Experience with the Redcar System *
L.

M. Rogers

Manager
Technical Development
Unit Inspection Co. Ltd.
Sketty RaIl Swansea

AE event count and event rate of LT, TL, ST
oriented ICT samples showed the known trends. AE
counts and amplitude spectra of LT and TL specimens
resulted very alike; on the contrary ST oriented
samples emitted about ten times more signals than the
other two groups in each test.

and
P. Stevens

Principal Research Officer
British Steel Corporation
Teesside Laboratories
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The cumulative amplitude distributions of the signals
emitted by samples of this orientation can't be
fitted by a power law; they fit quite well a
Weibull distribution with the shape parameter equal
to 0.5. Scanning electron microscopy observations of
crack surfaces tend to prove the attribution of the
emissivity dependence on the orientation of the MnS
inclusions.
Among the various AE parameters, peak amplitude
distributions was confirmed to be the most sensitive
to the presence of crack growth process in LT and TL
samples: these spectra become richer in high amplitude signals after yielding. A quantitative evaluation of this effect was tried: on groups of signals
emitted in successive and partially superimposed time
intervals of equal lenbth (T) mean amplitude value
(a ) and slope of cumulative distributions (b T ) were
calculated and plotted against time. For most samples
these curves show a statistically significant (a~O.Ol)
b -decreasing and
-increasing in the region between
T
T
yielding and failure of the sample.
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24th

OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION WOKRING GROUP

5-9 September 1982. Knoxville. Tennessee
The next meeting will be held at Knoxville Hilton.
while the city hosts the 1982 World Fair, Knoxville
International Exposition on Energy. Further details
will be announced soon by co-chairmen, Drs. Jerry W.
Whittaker and William F. Hartman.
XIth MEETING OF EUROPEAN WORKING GROUP OF
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
Early October, 1982, Milan. Italy
Th~ next meeting will be sponsored by elSE.
Exact
meeting dates are not available. Inquiry for further
information should be sent to Dr. C. Panzani, C.I.S.E.,
39 Segrate (Hilano), P.B. 12081, 1-20100, Italy.

Another less common type of analysis was made:
time intervals between subsequent signals were
measured and elaborated to study the properties of
their statistical distributions. No significant
deviations from the generally found Poisson model
could be fou:1d.
Implications of the results on the problem of
interpretation of AE signals monitored during hydrotest are discussed.

~IEETING

COVER PHOTOGRAPH
New and former members of the Executive Committee
of EWGAE are featured on the cover photograph. From
the left, Dr. P. Dumousseau, Dr. L. Rogers (standing),
Dr. P. Bentley, Mr. B. Audenard (standing),
Mr. J. lIiclanan. Dr. P. Jax (standing) and Dr. E. Votava.

*This work was supported by ENEL on a research
contract.

FUTURE MEETINGS
TIfE 6th

INTER.~ATIONAL

ACOUSTIC EMISSION SYMPOSIUM

31 October - 3 November 1982, Susono, Japan
The 6th Symposium will be the latest of the biennial
symposia held in Japan. It is being organized by
Professor H. Onoe (Chairman. Organizing Committee), to be
held at Fuji Educational Training Center. Susono City.
located at the foothill of Mt. Fuji. about 100 km west
of Tokyo. Japan Society for Non-Destructive Inspection
is its sponsor.
Papers on all subjects pertaining to acoustic emission
are solicited. Suitable topics include, but not restricted
to. At in rocks. metals and composite materials; instrumentation; propagation of AE waves; bonding and calibration
of transducers; applications to proof testing and continuous
monitoring of structures such as pressure vessels, nuclear
power plants, bridges and pipe lines; in-process monitoring
of welding and casting. The subjects of loose parts
monitoring are also included.
The authors are requested to submit an abstract of
200 to 400 words by 15 June 1982, to the symposium
secretary. Dr. T. Kishi. at Institute of Interdisciplinary
Research, Faculty of Engineering. University of Tokyo,
4-6-1 Komaba, Meguro, Tokyo 153. Japan. The manuscripts
of the accepted papers are due on 31 August 1982.
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You can do all this and more with the AET® 5000@l
Above are just 4 of many exclusive
capabilities the computer-based AET
5000 offers. Its combined capabilities
can give you more valid AEdata - and
more ways to process it - than any
other system. Quickly, easily, and at low
cost.
For example: The two following features permit you to view valid data only
- free of confusing clutter. You can
quickly make critical test decisions in
real-time.
Complete real-time
discrimination.
In addition to spatial discrimination,
you can discriminate - independently
or simultaneously - all event characteristics (counts, peak'amplitudes,
etc.) and up to 3 parametric inputs
(load, pressure. etc.).
You can record data for further discrimination and analyses.
Screen out unwanted noise.
With this feature you can select independent fixed, or automatic
threshold - for each channel - to
eliminate confusing, unwanted noise
from incoming data.
Monitor up to 8 tests independently or simultaneously.
In source location tests, independent
sensor operations also let you obtain
either first hit or all sensor data, in
real-time.
Simple to complex
source location.
Source location algorithms, written
for linear or planar-calibrated zone
array applications, are available for use

on various specimens and structures.
You can use these algorithms, independently or simultaneously, with other
AET 5000 setups.
Test and sensor data can be displayed
in real-time for all arrays, and up to 7
separate spatial regions. Spatial discrimination doesn't require guard sensors. Location solutions can be
achieved with either leading edge or
peak·amplitude delta-t's.
The linear program allows ei ther
open or wrap-around tests with up to
four independent test capabilities.
Location algorithm
independent of velocity.
The planar'calibrated zone pr~ram
is an adaptive learning algorithm which is indl'Pendent of velocity - and
suitable for linear. planar, or volumetric
location. Sensors may be placed arbitrarily.
50 or more real-time
displays per channel.
The basic two-channel ringdown
counting system (expandable to 8
channels) can provide more than 50
on-line, real·time data displays per
channel. These include distributions.
time, and parametric histories. You can
call up 9displays at the touch of a single
key.
Change displays without
interrupting processing.
User pre-set real-time displays
with or without discrimination - can
be changed during tests without inter·
rupting data processing. Full annotation and titling can be done before hard

copy is made.
No programming necessar)'.
Easy to use.
The AET 5000 is completely pre'
programmed with simple English language commands. Self-prompting
software simplifies operation.
Processes faster than
8-bit systems.
16-bit, 64K word micro - with 32K
PROM and 32K RAM, plus incoming
data buffer - processes 3 times fa'iter
with less data loss during high event
rates. Optional RS232C Port.
Eliminates disc problems.
Minicartridge tape permits uninterrupted data recording; is more resistant
to dust, temperature and vibration than
discs. Self-contained 8085 provides
additional data buffers and minimizes
processing time.
Therets so much more ...
Above is just a mere fraction of the
AET 5000's total capabilities. For the
complete story call toll-free 800·8245847. (In Calif. 916-927-3861) Telex:
171-356.
In Europe: AET Corp., 27 Manor
Drive. Fenstanton H~ntingdon. Cam·
bridgeshire. UK. PE189QZ (0480)
64094. Telex: :J2496. AU: C. Rowland.
AET Corporation. Dept. N-I ,1812 J
Tribute Road. Sacramento. California 95815.
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" ...This is a book which is welt worth reading, both by the enthusiast for acoustic
emission and by the skeptic. It is very readable, does not trouble one with too much
mathematics, and concentrates on applications... " -British Journal of NOT
Contents: Introduction. Techniques and systems. Metallurgical effects (fracture mechanics, fatigue
conditions). Application to pressurized components. Monitoring the welding process. Offshore
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FUNDAMENTALS OF
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
Edited by K. Ono. University of
California, Los Angeles, CA 1979.
ix + 349 pp., subject index.
This collect h>o or ten review papers on the fundamentals or AI' is the proceedings
frolll a special session presented at the Acoustical Society of America and the
Acoustical Society or Japan Joint Heeting. held November 27 through December 1.
1978 in Honolulu. Hawaii. The papers were carefully chosen to emphasize various
baSic concepts in AE. covering both theoretical and experimental investigations
in topics including source and signal characterization, transducer calibration,
and AE behavior of physical and mechallical processes. This publication provides
a research review and current status report on these subjects.
Only Microfiche Edition is available at $10.00 (add $2 for overseas delivery)
from Acoust ic Emission Croup. 6532 Doelter lIall, University of California,
Los Angeles, CA 90024.
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RECIPROCITY AND OTHER ACOUSTIC EMISSION
TRANSDUCER CALIBRATION TECHNIQUES
ROGER HILL
Abstract
A variety of techniques are being used to calibrate and characterize the performance of acoustic
emission transducers. The purpose of these evolving
procedures is identified and the theoretical basis of
one of the methods, reciprocity calibration. is discussed. Face-to-face calibration. a derivative of
reciprocity calibration, is described and calibration
results by three methods are presented which suggest
that unresolved discrepancies still exist, but that
qualitative information from these methods can be useful to the user of acoustic emission systems.

1.

Possible Calibration

}~thods

A comprehensive list is not possible as a calibration method can be devised combining various possible
methods; however. the main techniques can be identified.
See Table 1.
Seismic simulation is basically the technique
developed by Breckenridge et al. (1975) • Here, a
transient acoustic signal is generated on a "semi-infinite" metal block and standardization is established
using a high fidelity capacitance detector.
Laser interferometry measures a surface displacement input to an acoustic emission transducer using a
displacement reference point in the wavelength of light.
Reciprocity calibration is somewhat more unusual in
that a high fidelity transducer is not involved and the
fundamental input necessary to achieve calibration is the
theoretically based reciprocity parameter.
Processes involved in establishing industrial
standards are identified in Table 2. The maximum number
of steps likely to be involved in production line calibration are shown. although it might be less in certain
instances.
Received 10 February, 1981, in final form 3 December,
1981. Prescnted at the 21st meeting of thc U.S.
Acoustic Emission Working Group June 1980, Cornell
Lniversity, Ithaca, New York. The author is at School
of Physics, Robert Gordon's Institute of Technology,
St. Andrew Street, Aberdeen, ABl lllG. Scotland. At
the time of writing. he was on sabbatical leave at
Acoustic Emission Technology Corporation, Sacramento,
California, U.S.A.
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Seismic simulation

i.e. NBS surface
wave calibration
-good simulation of A.E. condit ions
_measurement made absolute by using
capacitance transduction as a
reference measurement

1.

Introduction

A variety of transducer calibration techniques seem
to be developing in various countries, each one striving
to characterize the sensitivity and behaviour of the
primary acoustic emission sensing element. the acoustic
emission transducer. In this paper, I will identify
these techniques and look at reciprocity calibration
in the light of other proposed methods.

2.

ACOUS TIC EMISSION TRANSDUCER
CALIBRATION METHODS

1, NUQber 2

2

Loser interferometer
- measurement made absolute using a
displacement measurement referenced
to the wavelength of light

3. Reciprocity method
- measurement made absolute using
a theoretical rec iprocity parameter
Table 1

Acoustic emission transducer calibration
methods

BASIC INPUT

PRIMARY
STANDARD

SECONDARY
STANDARD

INDUSTRIAL
STANDARD

1. Seismic

simulation

~:::~~I:~C:~CI to"'c~.~~;'=;=':;;;;.J

.""'oce _0"••

3. Reciprocity
calibration

Table 2

Comparisons to achieve production line
transducer calibration
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3.

Reciprocity Calibration

Reciprocity calibration is a method for the calibration of e1ectroacoustic transducers first proposed
by MClean (1940) which relies on the electrical or
e1ectroacoustic reciprocity theorem involving the reversibility of inserted e.m.f. and generated current
at two points in a network.
A textbook statement on reciprocity calibration
(Kinsler and Frey, 1962) defines the need for reciprocity
parameter, J. However, the physical meaning of this
parameter is not clear.

r ---------------~---~

In establishing reciprocity calibration, three
transducers have to be used, one of which is reversible (see Fig. 1). Another one of the three is the
transducer to be calibrated, which always acts as a
receiver. Thus, the microphone sensitivity M2 of this
transducer is given as (Kinsler and Frey, 1962):

I

Japanese reciprocity calibration system
due to Hatano et a1.

Fig. 2

(1)
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Read pulse

for A. 0

Conventional arrangement of transducers
for reciprocity calibration

Fig. 3

Reciprocity calibration of acoustic emission
transducers was first proposed formally by Hatano
and Mori (1976). In order to be valid for acoustic
emission monitoring,they obtained a calibration using
surface waves. However, there is a problem in exciting surface waves independently of other waves
and the Japanese A.E. workers have since adopted a
technique using pulsed sound fields. The basis of
the experimental system is shown in Fig. 2.

(A)

i ~~

conv.~~ t"m = waiting

time for
data reading

Signal gating arrangement used by Hstano
et a1. to measure signal voltages

E·'W---------C'r--:·,,,
I.
d~
SsW

The calibration block is of such a size that the
first intertransducer signal will be the surface
travelling longitudinal wave/shear wave/surface wave
combination. Theory indicates, and it is likely in
practice, that the surface wave has the greatest vertical displacement amplitude so that the calibration
can be regarded as a surface wave reciprocity calibration. The signal used to excite the sender transducer is a tone burst of width 0.2 ms. The appropriate
voltages are measured by gating out and measuring the
amplitude of the appropriate signal (see Fig. 3).

Ca)

E.'~---------~"J
55(2)

(e)

M o (3)

E."~---------E]:3.'"
Ss(3)

Fig. 4

704

M o (2)

MoO)

Transducer arrangement used by Hatano et a1.

Their method of interchanging transducers is more
complex than the one proposed in Fig. 1 and is indicated in Fig. 4. Hatano and Mori work in terms of
voltages only and require that two transducers be
reversible rather than one. They quotr. the receiving
voltage sensitivity of transducer 1 as:
0.5
Zf(l) Zf(3) Eo (2) Es (2) Eo(l) ~ 2
1
Mo(l) " [ ii'
Zf(2)
E (1) E (3) E (3)
()
s

0

3.1

Reciprocity calibration can be used to calibrate
electroacoustic transducers in a variety of measurement arrangements and it has found widespread use in
the sonar field. Reciprocity parameters for various
geometrical arrangements are given in Table 3 (Bobber,
1966). All symbols have their previously defined
meaning.

s

Hill and Adams (1979) studied the theoretical
basis of the reciprocity technique and the reciprocity
parameter. Generally, the reciprocity parameter is defined by either quoting an equation or quoting a definition, neither of which gives any physical insight
into the meaning of the parameter. The literature on
acoustic reciprocity calibration is also confusing although the measurement procedure is relat"1vely straightforward.

where they have used the symbol H for what I define
later as X in equation 5.
It can be seen that the number of quantities to be
measured has increased over those quoted in equation l.
The Z quantities are electrical impedances for transducers I, 2 and 3 as seen at the transmitter electrical
terminals. These impedances are a strong function of
frequency near the transducer resonances. 5 s (n) and
Mo(n) are sending and receiving transducer sensitivities,
respect ively.

11111 and Adams (1979) defined the measurement
procedures in terms of transfer functions. The
measurement arrangement and transfer functions are
summarized in Fig. 5, where Tn is the transfer
function of the n-th transducer, Cn is the transfer
function of the coupling medium and G is the preamplifier gain.
Mathematically,

H is the inverse of the usually quoted reciprocity
constant J indicated in equation 1. For Rayleigh waves
HR

where k

= K2lrf [
c

2nfY [

1

Reciprocity Parameters

~ 0 ] k[1r~l/2

(3)

2(1 + 0)0]1/2
E

(4)

-

and K and Yare numerical solutions to Lamb's equation
for specific values of Poisson's ratio, o(Lamb, 1904).
E is Young's modulus, d is the propagation path distance,
p is the material density, f is the calibration frequency
and k is 2n/'A.
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Table 3

Reciprocity parameters for various geometrical arrangements of transducers
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Transducer arrangement proposed by lIil1
and Adams
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where each quantity is a function of frequency.
equations 5, 6 and 7, it can be shown that
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In formulating the theory in this way, we have the
complete transducer pre-amplifier transfer function
(C2 T2 G) in terms of measurable quantities including
the preamplifier gain and the quantity l/x, which,
it appears, is the reciprocity parameter. We have
also circumvented a large volume of complex theory.
By including the preamplifier in the derivation, we
have largely avoided discussions of open circuit voltages and thc effect of preamplifiers on transducer
output terminal voltages.

YULTS

Vcr,-I.

VELOCITY

;; ,-I

\-"CI-'.e'

ACCELERATION

c.";

ffiOCffi

\'OLTS

FORCE

IKPULSE
UR Q1AJlCl
IN lIlKEllflJ!1

ACCEURATIOlll

Table 4

For acoustic emission transducer calibration,
Hatano and Watanabe (1979) quoted reciprocity
parameters for both surface-wave and longitudinal
wave calibration (see Table 3). The surface wave
reciprocity parameter is obtained from the basic
theory of surface wave propagation on a semi-infinite
half space (Lamb, 1904) and Hill and Adams (1979) have
shown that this is derived by considering a point force
driving the surface, yielding the vertical velocity a
distance d away.

3.2

N

N.

Possible input and output quantities for
the inter-transducer propagation medium

Smoothing and Reversibility

The original work by Hatano and Mori (1976) on
surface wavc reciprocity carried out calibration using
continuous wave sound sources, but this caused problems
when trying to maintain surface wave excitation of the
receiving transducer. In their more recent work,
Hatano and Watanabe (1979) have tried to avoid these
problems using tone burst excitation. This is a valid
It should be noted in deriving the reciprocity
compromise but the use of finite time span Bine wave
parameters that the dimensional constraints of the esignals (0.2 ms) will result in smoothing of the caliquations (we are transforming a current into a voltage)
bration by a filter approximately 5 kHz wide. This is
require that the medium is excited by a force and the
acceptable but it will result in broadening of high
receiving transducer is excited by a surface velocity.
This is consistent with the transformation of electrical Q resonances.
to acoustical quantities resulting from the normal
transduction equations. However most of the theories
In equation 5, the first TI transforms current 113
into a force and T3 transforms a velocity into a voltage.
relating to the calibration of ultrasonic transducers
While these transformations are different, the T
in fluids use volume velocity (for the source output)
quantities are dimensionally the same. In considering
and acoustic pressure as the received quantity. Dimensional analysis indicates that other input and outtransducer reversibility. we have the situation shown
put quantities for the propagation medium are possible
in Fig. 6, where the reversibility of transducer 3 is
and these are summarized in Table 4.
indicated. If reversibility is not assumed when de-

T/

riving equation 8,[ :::nE G T
12
t3

Work on calibrating acoustic emission transducer
by the reciprocity technique has also been performed
by E.v.K. Hill and Egle (1980) using diffuse field
calibration. They do not use the diffuse field reciprocity parameters specifically as indicatcd in Table
3, but their method is a derivative of this method.
Diffuse field calibration on small specimens appears
useful when using acoustic emission transducers on
finite metal specimens such as tensile test specimens.
Their theory relies on establishing a diffuse sound
field in small metal specimens and the validity of the
calibration may be called into question whcn a transient source is unable to establish or maintain this
field.

(T r2 G C2 ) "

-J

E 1
XT
l3 32
r3

2
(9)

where the subscripts t indicates the transmitting transfer function and r represents the receiving transfer
function.
Verification of reversibility is impossible as it
would need access to the sound field and this would
involve another transducer being used, which of course
has not solved the problem. Document I.E.C. 565 (1977)
recommends reversing the order of a pair of "reversible"
transducers and comparing the transfer impedances. If
the difference is less than 10% then at least one is
reciprocal. This is not an absolute test.
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The flat response transducer can now be used to
give a good indication of the relative response of the
receiving transducer under calibration, and using a
reference transducer the absolute level can be
established. The reference transducer has been calibrated at its resonant frequency by the far field
under-water reciprocity technique thus establishing
a sensitivity scale in dB with respect to 1 V per
microbar (a pressure sensitivity).

1
3

in

F
--

1
3

3

!F

= T3

Dimensions of T
3
kgms-1C-1
amplifier
standard

out

uncali brated
transducer -

x-Y recorder

/

3

source
transducer

tv
Fig. 6

Transducer reversibility
Fig. 7

The reversibility of a couplant layer is easily
demonstrated using the equation for transmission across
an intermediate layer 2 between two layers 1 and 3. The
transmission coefficient at is given by (Kinsler and
Frey, 1962)
(10)

(P3 c 3 + Plc l )

2

cos

2

k21 + ( P2c 2 +

Face-to-face calibration
source transducer output

pcpc 2
2
3 3 1 1) sin kzl
"2 c 2

0"'0
-Co
CDI

It can be seen that if layers 1 and 3 are reversed, the
expression remains the same.

3.3

Arrangement for transducer face-to-face
calibration

OlN

lJ)

Face-to-Face Calibration

One of the standard transdu(~er calibration techniques
used by acoustic emission equipment manufacturers hns
been the face-to-face calibration. Face-to-face calibration is a derivative of reciprocity calibration and could
be fitted in the lower right hand corner of Table 2 in
the industrial standard column.
The method used is what is known in acoustics as
"calibration by substitution" and a schematic diagram
of the technique is indicated in Fig. 7. The technique
uses continuous wave, swept frequency excitation of thp.
standard transducer. The sweep oscillator drives a
flat frequency response ultrasonic transducer. The
flatness of its response is established by using it to
drive a like transducer placed on its face. Both arc
heavily damped to have a flat frequency response with
deviations of typically - 7 dB over a range 100 kHz to
2 }rnz. Divergences from flatness are exaggerated by
this method of verification using like transducers.
A typical corrected calibration curve is given in Fig.
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2·1

Frequency calibration of face-to-face
calibration source transducer

4.

Seismic Simulation
RECIPROCITY CALIBRATED TRANSDUCER
IWASAKI et 01. d:8·Smm,t=2mm

The seismic simulation method relies on the excitation of the surface of a large metal block by a
short duration transient source. The waves generated
by this type of source are well understood theoretically
and experimental measurements have shown (Breckenridge
et al., 1975) that the physical and theoretical waveforms are in good agreement. Using high fidelity
measurement of this waveform and measurement of the
transducer waveform from the transducer under calibration a calibration curve can be produced. Fuller details of the application of this method are given in
Product Information Note 9, Dunegan/Endevco, San Juan
Capistrano, California (1979).

5.

15

o

Calibration Curves

50

Transducer calibration curves are usually presented as sensitivity on a decibel scale versus frequency, and serve as a useful guide for the user in
identifying resonances and relating sensitivities
between a group of transducers.

f LJlJL
200

Fig. 9

A limited amount of data has become available
using the surface wave reciprocity method, face-toface calibration and seismic simulation. Some of the
information was provided by Iwasaki et al. (1979).
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Reciprocity calibration of a Toshiba
transducer
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Figures 9-14 are presented in their "as received"
format as conversion to common scales presents considerable difficulty. Care should be taken in reading
these figures as the calibrations are for different
frequency ranges and have different units for calibration sensitivity derived from the different methods.
However, SOme general interpretations can be made.
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Figure 9 shows a Toshiba transducer calibrated by
the surface wave reciprocity technique. The piezoelectric element had a thickness of 2 mm and a diameter
of B.5 mm. In this figure it can be seen that the peak
sensitivity is about 1.3 kV per ms- l at a frequency of
approximately 2BO kHz. Face-to-face calibration
(Fig. 10) suggests a peak sensitivity of - 70dB at
about 300 kHz and surface wave seismic simulation
(Fig. 11) gives a peak sensitivity value of 59.3dB
again at 300 kHz. All spectra show a tendency to fall
to a minimum value at 400 kHz falling to another minimum at 700 kHz. The aperture effect will not be
prevalent for the face-to-face calibration, thus removing some of higher frequency spectral troughs.
A second Toshiba transducer was calibrated by these
three methods. The piezoelectric element in this case
was of diameter 8.5 mm and thickness 7 mm. Figure 12
shows the calibration for the transducer using the
surface wave reciprocity method. A strong response
peak exists at 95 kHz. A similar peak in sensitivity
exists in Fig. 14 for seismic simulation calibration.
A similar comparison is more difficult to make for
face-to-face calibration and it may be that the drop
in the response of the calibration standard has some
effect here. However, all spectra do have pronounced
spectral minima at 300 kHz and they also shaw a tendency
to go to a minimum value at 700 kHz.
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Fig. 11
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Face-to-face calibration of the same
transducer

-rismic simulation
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Some figures on absolute peak calibration levels
have been extracted from Figs. 9-14 and are presented
in Table 5. The figures have been converted to V per
ms- l where possible, for comparison. It can be seen
that discrepancies exist between the transducer sensitivities using different methods, in certain cases, but
that all comparable figures are the correct order of
magnitude.
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Sensitivity comparisons for Two Toshiba
transducers calibrated by 3 methods

Conclusions

Two basic techniques appear to be achieving some
degree of acceptance as industrial standards for the
calibration of acoustic emission transducers. One of
these techniques is surface wave reciprocity calibration
and the second is seismic simulation. Both methods
attempt to calibrate while reproducing operational
conditions for an acoustic emission transducer. While
the seismic simulation method appears to have a better
understood relationship to a basic physical phenomenon,
neither method can be said to provide a complete solution to characterizing a transducer which is used in
a variety of situations.
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Here the theoretical background to reciprocity
calibration is discussed including a simplified theory
for dealing with and understanding the calibration procedure. The calibration procedure used by Japanese
acoustic emission workers is described and some of
the limitations are indicated. A reciprocity derived
face-to-face technique is also described.

Face-to-face calibration of the sccond
transducer

Although accepted techniques for calibration appear
to be somewhat relative and these issues still need to
be resolved, comparisons of calibration curves for
transducers c~librated by each method suggest similarities between the calibration curves are surprisingly
good. As expected, because of the basic theoretical
problems underlying the use of each technique, absolute
~mp3risons of peak sensitivity do not show good agreemtnt although they do give the correct order of magnitude
for calibration sensitivity. It appears that any of
these calibration methods will give a user basic information about the operational frequency of a transducer
and enable comparison of calibration curves so that
equivalence of performance can be ensured between a
batch of transducers. Statements about absolute sensitivity become much more problematical and are a function
of the application as well as the calibration method.
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Exact numerical comparison of spectra is difficult
but comparisons of trends such as has been done above
suggests that similarities do exist. As most users of
acoustic emission transducers are looking for reproducibility of trends in the calibration curve coupled
with an absolute statement of peak sensitivity, from
the study done here, it would appear that any method
will give useful information on transducer response to
a potential user.

Face-to-face calibration

Fig. 13
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Reciprocity calibration of a second Toshiba
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Calibration by surface wave seismic simulation of the second transducer
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Calibration curves have been presented here which
draw attention to the fact that absolute calibration
of transducers is perhaps still not a reality for the
user of acoustic emission systems and, in any event,
acoustic emission test procedures are not sufficiently
advanced to make absolute calibration a matter or prime
importance. This is still a challenge for the future.
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PRODUCTION ACOUSTIC EMISSION TESTING
OF BRAZE JOINT
T.F. DROUILLARD AND T.G. GLENN

Abstract
A method for vacuum brazing a uranium alloy to
beryllium was developed at Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory and adapted for production at
Rockwell International's Rocky Flats Plant. To
'ninimi:l:e heat input and therefore keep below the
transformation temperature of uranium and to
minimize thermal stresses and distortion, a
silver-aluminum eutectic brazing process was
selected. Acoustic emission was utilized in the
development and optimization of the joining process
and as a production nondestructive testing method
to evaluate joints. Described is the silver and
alulninum coating processes, the formation of the
eutectic braze, and the procedure for performing
the acoustic emission evaluation during both
destructive and proof tensile testing. The types
of failures and the acoustic emission from each is
discussed relative to providing criteria for proof
test acceptance and determining the structural
reliability of the Joints.
1.

2.
Fig.
Fig.
end,
hole

Experimental
The specimen configuration is shown in
1. It consists of two components shown in
2: a cylindrical uranium stem threaded at one
and a beryllium disc. The boss and matching
are for alignment.

Introduction

This project involved the development of a
vacuum brazing process for joining a uranium alloy
to beryllium. It consisted of developing a eutectic brazing process while simultaneously developing
it nondestructive testing technique to support the
joining development and also provide a basis upon
which a proof test could subsequently be performed
to assure structural integrity of the joint.

Fig. 1.

Eutectic braze specimen configuration.

Fig. 2.

Component parts of eutectic braze specimen: uranium stem with silver coating on
end (left) and beryllium disc with
aluminum coating on top surface (right).

The eutectic brazing process was selected
because it offers a means of joining metals at
substantially lower temperatures than the more conventional silver base filier alloys which require
temperatures in the range of 800-900°C. The
silver-aluminum eutectic has II melting point of
566°C, well below the 634°C a - ~ phase transformation temperature of the uranium alloy used here.
Thus, excessive residual stresses in the joint are
avoided. lldherent coatings can be made of silver
on uranium and aluminum on beryllium substrates.
511 ver is compa ti ble wi th uran ium, forming no
intermetallic compounds, and provides a good
protective barrier to prevent aluminum froln coming
in contact with the uranium (they form very brittle
intermetall ic compounds). Finally, aluminum is one
of the few metals that can be bonded to beryllium
without forlning any intermetallic compounds.
Received 3 December, 1981. The authors are affiliated
with Rockwell International, Energy Systems Group.
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2.1.

Co~ting

Processes

2.4.

The end of the uranium stem is coated with 7 mils
of silver by the hot-hollow cathode method. It is
then machined back to 3.5 mils thick. TIle beryllium disc is coated with 10 mils of aluminum by
vapor deposition. The aluminum is then puddled in
place and machined to 2 mils thick.
2.2.

The acoustic emission instrumentation
consisted of a single channel of Dunegan/Endevco
3000 serles equipment. The PZT-5 transducer was
coupled with a viscous resin to the threaded steel
coupling which in turn was coupled wi th STI' Oil
Treatment to the uranium stem. The instrumentation
provided a system gain of 90 dB and a bandpass of
100-300 kHz. AE data were plotted as summation of
acoustic emission counts (EN) and as acoustic
emission rills voltage from a lIewlett- Packard 3400A
rms voltmeter versus load on an X-Y-Y' plotter.
Also acoustic emission rms voltage and load were
recorded on a 2-channel strip chart recorder.

Joining Process

The two parts are mounted in a holding fixture
(shown schematically in Fig. 3), placed in a high
vacuum, and heated to 580°C which is above the
Ag-.U eutectic temperature of 566°C. The parts are
pushed together with about 75 psi pressure. A
eutectic liquid forms when the silver and aluminum
touch. The specimen is quickly cooled to room
temperature so that no brittle intermeta11ics
form.
2.3.

Acoustic Emisslon Test

3.

Discussion of Test Results

Test results show basically two populations of
failures: Good and Bad. Specimens with good
joints typically fail by cup-cone fracture in the
beryllium (Fig. 5) at loads above 35,000 lb. Bad
joints usually start to fail below 10,000 Ib load.
Failure occurs in the joint by silver peel (Fig. 6)
or by crack propagation through the braze metal
from either a collection of contaminants in the
Ag2Al zeta phase layer (Fig. 7) or by overheating
which causes a thickening of the brittle Ag3Al beta
phase layer (Fig. 8). Unfortunately, acoustic
emission cannot differentiate the three types of
failure of bad joints.

Tensile Test

The problem then is to determine what klnds of
tensile strengths are possible to achieve in these
joints, what constitutes a defective joint, and how
do bad joints fail in contrast to good ones. A
good joint is defined by the design englneers as
one that wlll survive a 25,OOO-lb tensile load.
Therefore, tensile testing was selected to evaluate
joints. Acoustic emission was added to provide
additional information about deformation processes
and fracture relative to load. Figure 4 shows a
diagram of the specimen in the loading fixture and
the placement of the acoustic emission transducer.
Tensile testlng was performed at a load rate of
~5,OOO lb/min in a Tinius-olsen 60,OOO-lb universal testing machine. A pressure transducer in the
hydraulic system provided an output to record
load.

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF BRAZE SET·UP

SILVER COATING
1.0036IN.1

EUTECTIC
BRAZE

PEDESTAL

Fig. 3.

Schematic diagram of component parts
mounted in holding fixture used in making
eutectic braze.

Fig. 4.
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Diagram of eutectic braze specimen in
loading fixture to conduct tensile test
with acoustic emission monitor inn.

Fig. 5.

Typical good joint failure by cup-cone
fracture in beryllium.

Fig. 8.

Fig. 6.

Fracture surface of bad joint showing
failure through thickened brittle layer of
Ag3Al beta phase caused by overheating.

This then raises the question of how to
nondestructively test these parts in a production
situation. One obvious way to check the joint
would be to simply proof load it to 25,000 Ib and
see if it fails. This approach, however, has two
drawbacks. The major one is that the stem, in its
final eonfiguration, is permanently deformed by
loads exceeding about 15,000 lb and so all of the
proof loaded parts would therefore be subsequently
rejected. In addition, it becomes obvious that
simply to proof load to 25,000 Ib without acoustic
emission monitoring could be disasterous. A number
of joints that survived 25,000 lb had significant
cracks and were very close to failure. Upon
reloading it is anticipated that these joints would
have failed prior to reaching 25,000 lb.

Fracture surface of bad joint showing
failure by silver peel.

After reviewing all of the acoustic emission
data the solution to the NOT problem became quite
apparent -- simply perform a modified proof test,
e.g., proof to 12,500 lb load and monitor the
acoustic emission. Such a proof load does not
damage the part, but will successfully detect bad
joints. The joint is loaded and the acoustic
emission plotted versus load.

Fig. 7.

For a good joint the total amount of acoustic
emission as measured by the summation of counts
increases fairly evenly up to at least the proof
load as shown in Fig. 9. Of course, in a
production application the test would stop at
12,500 Ib, but for good parts the linear portion
continues well beyond the proof load. On the other
hand, for a bad joint the rise in acoustic emission
begins before the proof load (Fig. 10) and provides
a basis for rejection. For an exceptionally bad
joint the rise in emission begins almost
immediately, as shown in Fig. 11. Actual
recordings of total emission (EN) and acoustic
emission rms voltage from the failure of a bad
joint are shown in Fig. 12. Fracture initiated at
1,750 lb load and continued to propagate through

Fracture surface of bad joint showing
failure through collection of contaminants
in A82Al zeta phase layer.
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joint occurred at 21,150 lb. 1m excellent Kaiser
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cycles 1 and 2, and asa!n at 12,500 lb between
cycles 2 and 3.
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Using the acceptance criteria that the total
emission not be increasing faster than linearly at
the proof load, there has not been one joint
accepted by acoustic emission which has failed to
meet the required 25,OOO-lb load criteria. lo1ith
two exceptions, all rejected parts have failed to
meet the 25,OOO-lb strength level. However, in
all parts considered reject at the 12,500-1b proof
load, crack initiation started below proof load,
was well established and recognizable at proof,
and continued to propagate until fallure which, tn
all cases, initiated in and occurred wholely or
partially in the joint.
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Fig. 11.

Acoustic emission plots of summation of
AE counts (upper plot) and rms voltage
(lower plot) versus rising load to failure of a bad joint in specimen AE-ll23.
Plots show excellent Kaiser effect at
1000 lb and 12,500 lb loads.

Acoustic emission plot of summation of AE
counts for an exceptionally bad joint
loaded in tension to failure.
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4.

COnclusions

With regard to development of the joining
process, we were successfull in developing and
optimizing the eutectic braze process. We found
that braze joints can be made with strengths that
exceed those of the base materials. However, in
order to constantly make good joints this process
requires very close control of coating parameters,
of temperature, and of the cleanliness of parts
and the vacuum chamber.
With regard to the evaluation of joints,
tensile testing showed that they fall into two
populations -- Good or Bad. Acoustic emission
offered a way to predict the ability of the joint
to survive the design stress. COmbined with the
tensile test acoustic emission provided a
nondestructive testing technique to postoomonitor
the brazing process and to establish a high level
of confidence in the structural integrity of
joints at a test load of one-half the design
stress.
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ACOUSTIC EMISSION TRANSDUCER CALIBRATION
BY MEANS OF THE SEISMIC SURFACE PULSE
FRANKLIN R. BRECKENRIDGE
Abstract
A system for calibrating transducers as receivers
of elastic waves at the surface of a solid medium has
been developed and is now in use at the National
Bureau of Standards (NBS). The method provides the
voltage output of the transducer when mounted on a
surface whose motion is known. The measurement is
made over the range of 100 kHz to 1 ~Iz and is designed
with the calibration of acoustic emission (AE) transducers in mind. An error analysis is given.
Introduction

1.

We have developed and implemented a calibration
scheme that yields the frequency response of a transducer to elastic waves, at the surface of a solid body,
of the type normally encountered in acoustic emission
work. The calibration is absolute in the sense that
the transducer output voltage response between 100 kHz
and 1 MHz is measured for a given well-established
dynamic input displacement normal to the mounting
surface. This displacement is determined by two independent methods, which agree with each other within a
few percent. The calibration results can be given
either as a transducer impulse response, or as a
frequency response to a constant displacement (or
velocity or acceleration) input. In any case, the
units are output volts per meter (or per meter per
second or per meter per second squared).
We expect that most of the AE transducers submitted to us for calibration will be used as secondary
standards against which other transducers will be calibrated. The techniques used to transfer the calibration
to other transducers will, in most cases, be similar
to that which we use in our primary calibration.
Furthermore, using the techniques that we have
developed, it is possible for any laboratory desiring
calibrated transducers to design and build a system
to calibrate transducers directly against measureable
physical quantities without reference to any secondarystandard transducer.
2.

Basic Principles

The basic principles that make the calibration
possible were described by Breckenridge, Tschiegg, and
Greenspan (1975). The difficult part of any calibration is to measure the mechanical-motion input to the
transducer. In the NBS calibration scheme. this
quantity may be determined by two different means:
elasticity theory and standard transducer.
Received 1 October, 1981; in final form, 6 January,
1982. The author is affiliated with National
Engineering Laboratory, National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D.C. 2023Q.
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EZastidty theory: Using a body of theory
described by Lamb (1904) and augmented by Pekeris
(1955), one can obtain exact dynamic solutions to
certain problems involving an elastic solid body
driven by a point force. In one such problem, the
elastic body is an infinite half-space and the force
is a step-function of time applied normally at a
point on the surface of the half space. The solution
yields displacement as a function of time for other
points on the surface. This waveform is called the
seismic surface pulse.
The NBS calibration scheme utilizes this configuration except that the half-space is approximated by a
large steel circular cylinder. The step-function force
is generated by breaking a glass capillary against the
plane surface of the block and the displacement, versus
time, is calculated for the location, on the same surface, where the receiving transducer is located. This
calculation is valid until the time of arrival of the
first reflection from any of the block's other boundar les • In performing this calculat ion, we use a
measured value of the step-function force and elastic
constants that have been determined from speed of sound
measurements in the steel.
Standarod t1'QtU1duC!er: An absolute sensor of displacement has been constructed. This sensor is used as
a standard against which other transducers are calibrated.
It has been designed and built so that its absolute sensitivity can be calculated. For a calibration, the
standard transducer and the transducer to be calibrated
(unknown transducer) are both placed on the same surface of the block equally distant and in opposite
directions from the driving force. Symmetry dictates
that the standard and unknown transducers experience
identical displacements as functions of time. Comparison of the two outputs then yields the transducer calibration.

Geometrical configurations other than the one
chosen could have been used for the calibration apparatus. For example, a possibility would be to have the
driVing force and the transducer (either standard or
unknown) applied to opposite faces of a thick plate on
epicenters, but the same-surface geometry was favored
by the AE community because it vas felt that propagation of AE waves in a structure is mostly a surface
wave phenomenon, and that the calibration should reflect
primarily the transducer's response to such waves.
There is a problem in defining calibration as
applied to AE transducers. Piezoelectric AE transducers
respond to dynamic stress but are placed on normally
traction-free surfaces; the stress is the result of the
interaction of the mechanical impedances of the block
and the transducer in response to the motion of the surface. which would be stress free in the absence of the
transducer. Two transducers having the same sensitivity

07JO-oO~0/81/01087-094$02.00
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to stress but having different mechanical impedances
would, therefore, respond differently to the same motion.
The solution would appear to be to define the calibration
in terms of transducer output per unit of motion, the
motion being that which would occur in the absence of
the transducer. The free motion of the surface in the
absence of loading is what is determined by either the
elasticity theory calculation or the capacitive transducer measurement. Furthermore, this is a desirable
form of calibration, since one is usually interested in
the process taking place in the solid, and not in the
interaction of transducer and block. Since the calibration involves the interaction between the transducer
and the medium to which it is coupled, .it follows that
the calibration may be different for the same transducer
when coupled to different materials.
It is, therefore, important that the calibration
transfer block be made of a material that is similar to
that on which the transducer will be used. The material
chosen is a steel (ASTM A 508 class 2) with acoustical
properties not too different from those of pressure
vessel materials.

B

H

A
Fig. 1

Another problem in defining calibration of AE transducers arises because the diameter of the typical transducer is large compared to a wavelength in the range of
interest. The reference (input) motion to the transducer may be arbitrarily taken to be that at the geometric center of the mounting face, but this does not
solve the problem because, for surface waves, the motion
is not in phase over the mounting face, and destructive
interference occurs. The destructive interference, or
aperture effect is considered to be a property of the
transducer, and therefore, is a determining factor in
the transducer's frequency response. This factor could
be determined exactly if the transducer's distribution
of sensitivity over the mounting face were known, and
if the wave motion travelled with a single speed across
the mounting face. In the surface pulse, most of the
energy travels with the Rayleigh speed, and for this
type of wave, the aperture effect is uniquely determined.
However, for wave motion travelling at other speeds,
the aperture effect will be different. Since the surface pulse contains components travelling with different
speeds, the aperture effect is not uniquely determined
by the transducer, but depends on the composition of
the pulse, which, in turn depends on the distance from
the source. Hence, a calibration obtained by the surface pulse method will be, to some extent, a function
of the distance from the source to the transducer. This
and other conceptual problems inherent in the calibration
of AE transducers were discussed by Hsu and Breckenridge
(1981) •

Schematic diagram of the apparatus: A. steel
transfer block; B. capillary source; C. loading
screw; D. PZT disc; E. charge amplifier;
F. storage oscilloscope; G. standard transducer;
H. transducer under test; I. transient recorders;
J. computer

step function whose risetime is of the order of 0.1 ~s.
The magnitude of the force step is measured by the combination of the PZT disc, D, in the loading screw and a
charge amplifier, E, connected to a storage oscilloscope,
F. The standard capacitive transducer, G, and the
transducer under test, H, are placed equally distant
(usually 0.1 m) from the source and in opposite directions from it. It is obvious from the symmetry that the
surface displacements would be the same at the two
transducer locations if it were not for the loading
effects of the transducers. The loading effect of the
standard capacitive transducer is negligible and the
loading effect of the unknown transducer is part of its
calil>rat ion.
Voltage transients from the two transducers are recorded simultaneously by digital recorders, I, and the
information is stored for processing by the computer, J.

We have determined experimentally that, for a
typical transducer, if the source-to-receiver distance
is changed from 0.1 m to 0.2 m the calibration results
are changed by 10% or less. Therefore, the surface-pulse
calibration method characterizes transducers within about
±lO%. Furthermore, if transducer mounting faces were
made smaller than they are now (typically about 0.015 m
diameter), a significant reduction in the dependency of
the calibration results upon distance would be achieved.
3.

Description of the Apparatus

Figure 1 indicates the basic scheme of the apparatus.
A glass capillary, B, of diameter about 0.2 mm, is
squeezed between the tip of the loading screw, C, and the
upper face of the large steel transfer block, A. When
Fig. 2
the capillary breaks, the sudden release of force is a
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Photograph of the steel block with the calibration
apparatus in place

With this system it is possible to compare the
signal from the unknown transducer with that from the
standard transducer or with the displacement waveform
calculated by elasticity theory. A sUnilar result is
obtained either way.

bration accuracy to the time window depends on the
characteristics of the transient output of the transducer. and to know this would mean knowing in advance
how the transducer is going to behave.

Based on our understanding of how AE transducers
typically are constructed. it seems probable that if a
transducer were coupled to a steel medium and excited
with a fast transient, then the ensuing ringing would
The steel block was generously contributed to the
effort by Bethlehem Steel Corporation. It was specially decay to less than one-tenth of its initial value
within 100 liS. The calibration data we have collected
forged for the purpose from ASTH A 508 class 2 material.
thus far bear out this assumption. Fourier analysis
An ultrasonic examination of the block prior to shipment
of the first 100 liS of signal, therefore. yields a
from the Bethlehem plant revealed no indications of any
discontinuities. The block Is 90 cm in diameter by 43 cm result accurate to roughly 10 percent or better. The
working time prior to arrival of reflections for our
long and weighs approximately 2200 kg.
block is 100 ~s for source-to-receiver distances up to
apprOXimately 15 em.
Since the block is being used with a capacitive
transducer having an air gap of only 4 ~m. it is
3.2 The Step-Function Source
necessary that its faces have a high quality finish.
Furthermore, uncertainty about possible surface hardThe step-function force events are made by breakening in the prior machining operations dictated that
ing glass capillary tubing (Figure 3). The capillaries
we should remove some material from both faces to a
are drawn down from ordinary laboratory glass tubing
depth below the level of all machining marks. Lack
made
of borosilicate glass. Sizes of the capillary
of uniformity of hardness of the material might cause
range from about 0.1 mm to 0.3 mm outside diameter, with
anomalous behavior in the sound propagation and dis0.2 mm being typical. A bore size equal to the wall
tortion of the surface-pulse waveform.
thickness gives the best results. The force obtained
is usually between 10 N and 30 N. with 20 N being typical.
The opt ical shop at NBS removed the material and
flattened and polished the ends of the block. A
special lapping apparatus was constructed from a discarded boring machine. Careful attention to the laps
was necessary during the whole process to maintain
proper figuring of the surface and prevent galling.
The whole process of polishing both faces took eight
months of work--eight hours a day. Figure 2 is a
photograph of the finished block with the calibration
apparatus in place.
3.1

The Steel Block

Both the top and bottom faces are lapped to a
specular finish with an overall flatness of 0.1 mm and
local flatness better than 0.1 ~ over any 5-cm square.
Considerable effort was expended to determine
whether the block has any anomalies that might affect
the calibration waveforms. Uniformities of longitudinal
and shear wave speeds were checked by a series of
measurements at many locations using a pulse-echo
technique. All measurements were made through the block
in the vertical direction. i.e., parallel to its axis.
The average longitudinal wave speed is 5.9318 km/s.
and the average shear wave speed is 3.2390 km/s; the
Rayleigh wave speed calculated from theae values is
2.9976 km/s. The individual values of the longitudinal
wave speed differ from the average by no more than +6
to -5 parts in 104 and the individual values of the
shear wave speed differ from the average by at most
+2.6 to -2.0 parts in 10 3 • In every case. these
differences are less than the least counts of the
measurements. We conclude that these measurements do
not indicate any non-uniformity of the material.
The design of the calibration block is the result
of a compromise between the ideal infinite block on
the one hand and the expense on the other. In general.
it is not feasible to relate the accuracy of the calibration of an unknown transducer directly to the dimensions of the block. The calibration requires a Fourier
analysis of the transient output of the transducer.
and the time window available affects the accuracy of
the calibration. '~e time window can be related easily
to the block dimensions, but the relation of the cali-
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Fig. 3

Glass capillary source

The capillary is laid horizontally on a piece of
microscope cover glass (0.08 mm x 1.5 mm x 1.5 rom) which
is cemented to the top face of the steel block with salol
(phenyl salicylate). The force is applied to the capillary by a glass rod (2 IIllIl in diameter) which is laid
horizontally on top of the capillary and at right angles
to it. The rod is forced downward by the loading screw
until the capillary breaks. The loading screw contains
a ceramic force transducer which has been calibrated by
dead weights. Thus, although we cannot predict in advance the size of a source event. its magnitude may be
measured and used for the elasticity theory calculation.
Ideally. the capillary should rest directly on the
steel with no cover glass interposed. It was found
necessary to use the cover sli4g to prevent damage to
the block surface. The presence of the cover glass does
alter the waveform very slightly; a slight ringing
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4.

Treatment of the Calibration Data

The numerical aspects of the calibration are
basically very simple. The transient outputs of
both the standard transducer and the unknown transducer are collected simultaneously by two synchronized transient recorders having 8 bit accuracy.
The sampling rate presently used is 20 per ~s, and
the total number of points is 2048 per channel,
making a total record time of 102.4 ~s. These data
are stored on a floppy disc as a permanent record
and used to calculate the response of the unknown
transducer.

Fig. 4

Photograph of the capacitive transducer and
its reflection in the steel block

occurs due to reflections at the boundaries of the
cover slide. The ringing contains only frequencies above
2 ~mz. Furthermore, the effects on both standard transducer and unknown transducer are the same and therefore
the calibration is not affected.
3.3

The Standard Transducer

The standard transducer was described by Breckenridge and Greenspan (1981). Therefore, only a brief
description will be given here. The device (See Figure
4) essentially consists of an inertial mass (weighing

about 40 g) mounted on compliant supports and separated
from the top surface of the steel block by an air gap
of about 4 ~m. The inertial mass is a brass cylinder
with its axis horizontal. \lhen the block surface moves
at frequencies above the natural resonance (approximately
I kHz) of the mass on its compliant supports, the brass
Fig. 5
cylinder remains approximately stationary. The brass
cylinder is DC polarized (100 V) through a large-valued
resistor so that variation in capacitance results in
variation of the voltage on the brass cylinder.
For use as a primary standard, it is essential that
the sensitivity of the transducer be calculable. To
make the calculations tractable, the cylinder is treated
as a section of an infinite cylinder. Electrical guards
are attached to each end to eliminate end effects that
would otherwise be severe.
The sensing area of the transducer is 12.4 mm long
and effectively less than 1 mm wide. The long axis of
this area is tangent to an advancing wavefront from the
capillary source.
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The calculated frequency response of the
capacitive transducer based on its effective
aperture width and the deviation of the straight
aperture slot from the circular wavefront
at 0.1 m from the source

In respect to treatment of the data, the following
&ymbolism is used:
n = total number of samples in one channel,
lit = sampling time interval in ~s,
T = nAT = total record time in Us,
sk = the kth sample value in the standard
channel,
Uk = the kth sample value in the unknown
channel,
k = 0, I, 2, ... , n-l.
The units of Sk and Uk are volts multiplied by an
arbitrary constant which depends on the electronic equipment configuration.

The sensitivity of the transducer is in the
neighborhood of 12 x 10 6 Vim and the minimum detectable displacement is 4 x 10-12m rms. The calculated
frequency response of the transducer based on its
effective aperture width and its deviation from the
curvature of the wavefronts is shown in Fig. 5.
(See Breckenridge and Greenspan, 1981.)

We treat the data in the following way: Using a
Fast Fourier Transform such as that described by Stearns
(1975), we calculate the (complex valued) spectra,
n-l
~
12nmk/n
(1)
S(f m) = t.t.~ sk e

The estimated uncertainty in the calculated
sensitivity is approximately ±5%. Displacement
measurements made by the transducer are in agreement with displacements calculated by elasticity
theory within 4%. (See Breckenridge and Greenspan,
1981. )

k=O

n-l

t.tL Uk e
k=O
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i2nmk/n

(2)

where f m = mIT, m = 0, 1,2, •••• n/2-1 is the mth frequency in ~mz. The response of the unknown transducer,
with respect to that of the standard transducer. is
D(f )
m

frequency increases, D(fm) should cross the negative
real axis, then the phase would jump by 2rr. To eliminate
these jumps, a routine has been adopted which calculates
phases in sequence of increasing frequency such that
each phase value is the nearest one to the preceding one.
For transducers with well-behaved phase characteristics.
this routine works well. Sometimes, however, in the
case of a transducer with a wildly oscillating phase
characteristic or a response which goes very near zero
at some frequency, a phase ambiguity of ±2n~ exists.

= U(fm)
S(f m)

Magnitude and phase are calculated from U(f ), S(fm),
m
and D(f m) in the usual way; for example,
r

m

magnitude of D(f )
m
phase of D(f )
m

= ID(f m) I,

= -arctan

Various alternatives exist for the expression of
the calibration data. In the above-described form, the
unit of magnitude is volts of output per meter of surface displacement. This is true because the standard
transducer is a displacement sensor. One alternative
is to convert the response to volts per unit velocity
(Vs/m). This is done by multiplying the values of
S(f m) from the standard transducer by 2nif, which is
equivalent to differentiation of the original time
function.

I{D(fm) I
R[D(fm) I

Graphical representation of the foregoing steps in a
typical calibration is given in the Appendix. In absolute units, the sensitivity of the unknown transducer
is Arm' where A is the absolute sensitivity of the
standard transducer.

Conversion of the unknown transducer's frequency
response to a time domain waveform, or impulse response,
can also be done by means of an inverse discrete Fourier
transform. See, for example. The Fourier Transform and
its Applications, by R. Bracewell, pp. 24-50 (1965).--The impulse response of the unknown transducer can also
be calculated directly by deconvolution of the unknown
transducer's time waveform by that of the standard
transducer.

Several aspects of the calculations need special
mention.
The spectrum from the standard transducer is
corrected for the previously mentioned aperture and
wavefront curvature effects (Fig. 5).
A problem arises in doing a discrete Fourier
transform on a function of finite length if the
initial and final values of the function are unequal.
The transform treats the function as though it were
periodic with period equal to the length of the time
recorded. If initial and final values are unequal
then artificial steps are introduced at the times
when each successive period joins the next. The result
is the introduction of spurious frequencies in the
transform. A simple solution to this problem is to
add a linear function to the data as follows:
sk'

= sk +

5.

Error Analys is
There are three sources of errors that affect the

accuracy and repeatability of the calibration:
Unaertaint11 £f. the :!ensitivittt 9.I. the standaY'd
transduaer: The absolute sensitivity, A, of the
standard transducer is known within ~5i.. Breckenridge
and Greenspan. 1981). Hence, our calibrations, which
are tied to this value are uncertain by this amount.
This uncertainty affects the scale factor of a calibration curve. but not its shape (at least to the
degree of certainty to which we know the frequency
response of the standard transducer).

*

(so - sn_l)

Vlll'iabiZity in the aapture proaess: Each time a
calibration event is captured, two transient voltage
waveforms are committed to the memories of two transient
recorders. The transient signals of both channels contain some random electronic noise; the transient recording introduces noise owing to quantization of the
waveform in both time and voltage; the discrete Fourier
transforms of these waveforms only approximate the true
continuous transforms of the original continuous waveforms; and each calibration event originates from the
breaking of a glass capillary--a process which has a
degree of randomness. It is difficult to estimate these
errors a priori, but the combined effect of all of them
can be estimated experimentally. Repeated calibration
of a single transducer, without remounting in between
yields frequency response data that have a small point
by point statistical fluctuation. In the experiments
we have done, the fluctuation in the values of r m is
less than ±(0.05rm + 0.02) at least 95% of the time.

The modified functions sk' and u • introduce no
artificial steps. Waldmeyer (l9~0) showed that
this procedure and two other commonly used techniques for dealing with step-like functions are all
equivalent except at dc.
In the calculation of phase, a four-quadrant routine is used which finds tl~t value of -arg(D(fm» which
lies between -wand n. In the calculation of the phases
of S(f m) and U(f m) , the choice of time origin is all
important. Equations (1) and (2) involve the implicit
assumption that the origin is at ~t = O. This is the
time at which the recording began and is not related in
any meaningful way to the physical phenomenon of the
surface pulse. A better choice is the time of arrival
of the Rayleigh spike at the standard transducer. A
trigonometric transformation is performed on S(f m) and
U(f m) to shift the origin to this time. Obviously,
the phase of D(f m) is unaffected by this transformation,
because the phase of S(f m) and that of U(fm) are shifted
by the same amount.

VariabiZity in the mounting Qf. the unknouJn
Since phase is defined as the argument of a complex
transducer: If a transducer is repeatedly calinumber. it is uniquely determined only to within multiplesbrated with remounting in between, the repeatability
of 2~. The phase is that value of -arg(D(f m
say,
is seen to be much poorer than it is if the transducer
which lies between -n and n. This means that if, as
is not remounted. Difficulty in making reproducible

»,
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mechanical coupling of transducers qas been experienced
by other workers in the field. In this experiment,
variability of the seating has been fOUT,,1 to be due to
one or more of the follOWing causes: (a) lack of flatness of the mounting face of the transducer, (b) the
presence of burrs on the surface of the steel block,
(c) dirt in the couplant layer, (d) excessive viscosity of the couplant, or (e) variability in the amount
or point of application of the hold down force. With
proper attention to these details, the fluctuation of
the values of tmis less than ±(O.lrm + 0.02) at least
95% of the time. This fluctuation, of course, encompasses the previously mentioned capture-process
errors. Figures 6 and 7 show two calibrations of an AE
transducer that has been remounted in ·between.
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Conclusion

The data that we have accumulated since the inception of this calibration method demonstrate that the
frequency response of a transducer can be measured with
a precision of ±10%. This frequency response relates
the voltage output of the transducer to the motion that
the mounting surface would experience in the absence of
the transducer. To the extent that its mounting face
can be made small, the calibration will measure an exact
property of the transducer.

~

Fig. 6
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Appendix:

Results of a Typical Calibration

Figures A-I through A-8 illustrate the steps in
the processing of the calibration data from an acoustic
emission transducer. The frequency response of this
transducer is better than that of most commercial units.
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Spectrum magnitude as obtained by performing
on FFT on the data of Fig. A-I

A typical calibration: voltage versus time
waveform from the standard transducer as
captured by the transient recorder
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Spectrum phase corresponding to the spectrum
magnitude of Fig. A-3
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Fig. A-7

Hagnitude response of the unknown transducer
as obtained by division of the ordinates of
Fig. A-5 by those of Fig. A-3

Fig. A-8

Phase response of the unknown transducer as
obtained by subtracting the ordinates of
Fig. A-4 from those of Fig. A-6
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ACOUSTIC EMISSION TESTING OF FILAMENT-WOUND
PIPES UNDER REPEATED LOADING
LESZEK GOLASKI, MACIEJ KUMOSA AND DEREK HULL
Abstract

2. Loading and Failure Conditions

Acoustic emission tests were conducted during
pressurization of filament-wound pipes. The pressurization was performed with close ends, giving rise to a
biaxial stress condition, or alternately with sliding
ends, where only the hoop stress was present. Stress
state derived from Puck analysis was then correlated
to acoustic emission characteristics. Rms voltage
measurements were primarily used, supplemented by
waveform observation.

There are three basic modes of pipe loading as
shown in Fig. 1. These are:

Observed acoustic emission behavior indicated the
stress levels, at which the pressurized pipes started
to sustain various types of damages. When repeated
loading was applied, Kaiser effect was found only in a
limited number of cases. Generally, acoustic emission
was observed below the preViously applied load. When
the constraint was altered, Kaiser effect was absent.

1.

(a) Hode I: the ends of a pipe are r~strained so
that the axial strain is zero (the axial stress
depends on the elastic properties of the pipe).
(b) Mode II: closed-end conditions so that the
hoop stress aH is twice the axial stress aA•
(c) Hode III: both ends of the pipe are free to
slide on seals so that the axial stress is zero.
Under service conditions, the loading of pipe may be
any combination of these three modes and the aHlaA
ratio is often difficult to estimate accurately.

Introduction

Glass-fiber reinforced plastics have a number of
advantages over conventional materials. These are
high strength-to-weight ratios, superior corrosion
resistance and the ability to select an optimum design
under a particular service condition. Because of
their highly anisotropic nature, accurate prediction
of design limits is complicated. Fabrication processes
also involve numerous steps that must be monitored to
maintain the integrity of these materials. Thus,
adequate quality assurance procedures must be available
for safe utilization of glass-fiber reinforced plastics.
Acousic emission (AE) monitoring of filamentwound vessels has a long history, starting with the
work by Green, Lockman and Steele (196~). Hamstad
(1979) and Williams and Lee (1978) reviewed numerous
papers on this SUbject. It has become clear that AE
can detect failure processes, even those occurring far
away from the position of an AE sensor. 1I0wever, the
relation between observed AE and the nature of failure
process is not always clarified. Whether the Kaiser
effect exists or not remains to be ambiguous. In this
study, the mode of loading of filament-wound pipes is
introduced as an additional parameter. This allows us
to vary the stress state and provides an insight into
the AE behavior.
Received 21 July, 1981: in revised form. 3 February,
1982. Prof. Golaski and Dr. Kumosa are affiliated with
the Institute of Haterials Science and Hechanics,
Wroclaw Technical University, Wroclaw, Poland and
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of three modes of pressure
testing.
The failure processes, which take place in
filament-wound pipes, depend on the tensile stress a~
normal to the fiber direction as well as on the shear
stress TO para:lel to the fiber and only indirectly on
a H and a A• The analysis of stress and strain in a
laminate under biaxial stress conditions was developed
-'y Puck (1967). With the help of his theory, the
'rmal stress a~ as well as the shear stress TO at the
fl~er-matrix interface can be calculated.
For pipes
wound at the angle t/J = 55°114 I , these stresses are:
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The pipes were pressurized at a rate of 1.5 MPa
per minute. The pressurizing liquid was oil. The
loading modes were Hode II and III. To suppress
spurious AE activities, the closing ends of the pipes
were treated with special care. The caps were
preloaded and subsequently produced no AE.

If the cd tical values of tTl. and T: at fracture
are known. the critical loading can ge determined.
However, Hull and coworkers (1918) concluded that the
analysis is valid only to the elastic behavior of
pipes and therefore cannot be used for the analysis of
failures at higher load levels. Additionally. it is
difficult to determine tTH as well as tTA under service
conditions. because of unknown boundary conditions.
In pipes out of service, it is usually not known if
overloading has been applied and thus damages have
taken place. A method is therefore necessary to
determine the safe loading conditions independently on
these problems,

The AE from tested material was intense and the
signal levels were best indicated by the rms voltages.
A signal processor (Hodel 201. Acoustic Emission
Technology Corporation, Sacramento, California) was
used together with a sensor with the nominal resonance
frequency of 175 kHz and a preamplifier (Model 160.
AET). The time constant of the rms voltage measurement was 5 ms. In these tests, the total gain of 85
dB was used. All tests utilized the 125 to 250 kHz
bandpass filter. The sensor was attached in the
middle of the pipe on its external surface. using
epoxy resin as a couplant. A full description of the
procedures is given elsewhere (Hull and GolaSki,
1980) •

3. Materials and Experimental Methods
Pressurization tests were made on fiber-reinforced
pipes, in which glass-fibers were wound at the angle
of + 5ij 0 4ij' using Fiberglass, Ltd. Superwind 20/10 E
glass-fiber. 2400 tex roving, The glass-fiber had
been treated with a resin compatible size containing a
silane coupling agent, The resin was a terephthalic
polyester resin Impolex T400 mixed with HEK peroxide
catalyst and cobalt octoate accelerator (in ratio
100:2:1).

4.

Results and Discussion

The rms voltages of AE from tested pipes depended
strongly on the loading mode. For pipe tested in Hode
II, the rms voltages vs. hoop stress tTH is plotted
in Fig. 2 and for Hode III in Fig. 3. It was found
that all the pipes tested in a partiCUlar mode
exhibited the same C7 H dependence of rms voltages. The
two diagrams (Figs. 2 and 3) confirm the known fact
that the failure processes depend on the loading mode.

The Young's modulus of the fiber is 76 GPa and
the fracture strength of freshly drawn, undamaged
fibers is 3.1 GPa. The properties of the resin are
summarized in Table 1 (Hull. et a1., 1918>'
TABLE 1 Properties of Polyester Resin
Tensile modulus (E)

3700 MPa

Poisson' s ratio

0.365

(V)

Flexural modulus

3650 HPa

Ultimate tensile strength

48.5 MPa

Tensile strain at failure

1.6 S

Compressive yield strength

116 MPa

Compressive yield strain

6.0 S

Shear strength

63.5 MPa

To obtain AE corresponding to a single mode of
failure the hoop-wound pipes were tested in tension
or 1n torsion. The rms voltages and stress are plotted
against strain as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. respectively.
Since the fiber direction is normal to the pipe axis,
the tension test produces tTl. only and 17 = C7l.' In the
torsion test, only shear stress is apPlied and 7' = TO'

The pipes were made up of four complete laminations wi th the lay up sequence of + 1>, - t#l, + t#l, - t#l
with 50mm diameter and l,5mm wall thickness. The
volume fraction of fiber varied between vf = 0.5 and
0.56. The length of the pipe was approXimately 400mm.
The strength data of pipes for Mode II as well as for
Hode III are given in Table 2 (Hull et al •• 1978).
Table 2 Properties of Filament-Wound Pipe
Test Mode

C7 at
H
weepage

tTH at EA
nonlinearity

tTH
at burst

Hode II

101 HPa

38 HPa

460 HPa

Hode III

259
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Typical AE rms voltage and strain vs. hoop
stress for a pipe tested in Hode II.
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stress for a pipe tested 1n Mode III.
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AE rms voltage and stress plotted against
strain for a hoop-wound pipe tested in torsion.

same order as the failure stress in the hoop-wound
pipe under tension (Fig. ~). These results suggest
that significant AE arises form the separate of the
fiber-matrix interfaces, or cohesive cracking, induced
by the normal stress component. This failure mechanism was previously discussed by Jones and Hull (1979).
For pipes tested 1n Mode III, a weak AE was noted
at the hoop stress a of 50 to 60 MPa at the beginning
of the nonlinearity ~n the a H vs. fA curve. However,
well developed AE was observed only at H of about 100
MPa. The stress at the fiber-matrix interface
according to the Puck solution are:
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For a H = 50 MPa:
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for
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Fig. 1.1

008

at

all

= 100

MPa:

a~

=1

MPa, Tn

a~

=2

MPa, TO

= 17.5

MPa and

35 MPa.

The normal stresses are both very small and should
have no influence on failure. On the other hand, the
shear stresses are much higher than in Mode II. For
all = 50 MPa, the calculated value of T g is in good
agreement with the shear stress at the beginning of
AE. Furthermore, TO corresponding to a H = 100 MPa
agrees well with the shear stress at the beginning of
strong AE from the hoop-wound pipe tested in torsion.
present results suggest that the start of systematic
AE in pipes tested in Mode I I I is due to adhesive
cracks at the fiber-matrix interface as a result of
shear stress TO' The mechanism of the adhesive
cracks was prevIously proposed by Jones and Hull

~[%

AE rms voltage and stress plotted against
strain for a hoop-wound pipe tested in tension.

for pipes pressurized in Mode II, accidental weak
AE was observed at the beginning of loading (see Fig.
2). A systematic AE started to appear at a H of 1.10
HPa. At the same stress level, the nonlinearity in
the a H vs. fA diagram was observed. The predicted
values of a and T for this value of aH are 12.8 and
Q.4 MPa, re~pectivglY. This shear stress is insufficient to produce fiber-resin debonding, which was
observed at ~ = 20 HPa in the hoop-wound pipe tested
in torsion (Ff g• 5). On the other hand, a~ is of the

(1979>.
During AE testing, AE signals from pipes loaded
at different pressures were photographically
recorded. The signal from the acoustic emission
processor was fed to a Tektronix storage oscilloscope.
The gain of the processor was set at 65 dB. The AE
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signals were obtained for the pipes pressurized in
Mode II and Mode III. as well as for the hoop-wound
pipe tested under torsion. During loading to a given
level of pressure. different types of AE signals were
observed due to different failure mechanisms. Here.
most representative signals. which dominated in
number. are presented below.

Fig. 6

Acoustic emission signals for Mode II. Hoop
stress was (a) 50 MPa and (b) 130 MPa.
Vertical scale: (a) and (b) 2 V/division;
horizontal scale: (a) 0.1 ms/division and
(b) 0.5 ms/division.

For pipes tested in Mode I. no signals were
detected up to ~H of about qO MPa. The signal at a
of 50 MPa is shown in Fig. 6a. As suggested above, H
the cohesive cracks at the fiber-matrix interfRce take
pl~ce at this load.
For pipes tested in Mode III, the
AE signals were not detectable below ~H of 50 MPa.
.
Well-developed signals 1n Mode III tests were detected
at ~H of 130 MPa (Fig. 7a). Nearly the same signal
waveform was observed for a hoop-wound pipe tested in
tension at T: ~5 MPa (Fig. 8), Some regions on the
the rms voltage vs. ~H plots were separated by short
intervals where AE level was comparatively weak.
For
pipes tested in Mode II, the AE level uas significantly over the interval of ~H= qo MPa to 60 MPa, but a
decrease in AE activity took place at ~H= 60 MPa.
At
higher stresses (~H= 60 to 90 MPa), AE increased
again and a cracking noise was audible. The strongest
AE activity was observed at ~ : 90 to 170 MPa, when
the weepage began (Fig. 6b). ~t stresses above
H of
170 MPa. the energy of AE signal was lower. but the AE
events occurred more frequently.
For short intervals between the high AE activity
regions on the rms voltage vs. ~H plots, decreased AE
levels were observed in the pipes tested in Mode III.
The rms voltage level at ~H: 170 to 220 MPa exceeded
those in the region of ~ or above 220 MPa. However,
the waveform of AE Signa~s at ~H > 220 MPa differed
from the AE signals at the lower stress region. At
higher stresses. two burst signals were close to each
other (Fig. 7b). Because of different amplitudes of
these signals, it appears that two types of failure
occurred in succession and that the weak one triggered
the strong one.

Fig. 7

Acoustic emission signals for Mode III. Hoop
stress ~H was (a) 130 MPa and (b) 220 MPa.
Vertical scale: (a) and (b) 2 V/division;
horizontal scale: (a) 0.1 ms/division and
(b) 1 ms/division.

All the above observations show that the rms
voltage as well as AE signals from filament wound
pipes at the beginning of failure process can be
understood in terms of the stresses at the fibermatrix interface due to Puck analysis. At higher
loads, the Puck analysis is no longer valid and the
properties of pipe are closer to these predicted by
netting analysis (Hull. et al •• 1978).
The damages. which have taken place when a pipe
was loaded for the first time, alter the stress
distribution with the pipe, upon reloading. Thus. AE
behavior during repeated loading should be different
in comparison with the initial one. An attempt was
made to establish how the Kaiser effect manifests
itself in filament-wound pipes under repeated loading.
Effects of repeated loading under different modes were
also examined.
The pipes wound at the angle of +5ijo were pressurized at constant rate of about 1.5 MPa/min in Mode II
as well as in Mode III. The AE technique was applied
as previously. but the gain was increased to 92 dB.
This was to detect the beginning of
microscopic
failure with an improved sensitivity.

Fig.

8

Acoustic emission signal for a hoop wound
pipe tested in torsion. Vertical scale:
2 V/division; horizontal scale: 0.1 ms/division.

One of the pipes was tested in Mode II. It was
cycled six times. In each cycle, the minimum hoop
stress was equal to zero. while the maximum hoop
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Acoustic emission rms voltage for a pipe
under repeated loading in Mode III.
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Acoustic emission rms voltage for a pipe
under repeated loading in Mode II.

stresses were selected depending on the expected mode
of failure. The rms voltage vs. ~" plot for the pipe
during repeated loading in Mode II together with the
~H ranges are given in Fig. 9.
AE behavior expected
from the presence of Kaiser effect was observed up to
of 60 Mpa. In contrast, after a previous loading of
~I: 160 MPa, the AE activities can be seen from the
very beginning; i.e., the felicity ratio of zero.
ThUS, Kaiser effect is absent after the application of
high pressure.

24'

I

18~

a"

The pipe pressurized in Mode III was loaded in
five cycles. The criterion for minimum and maximum
stress in each cycle was similar to the test in Hode
II. In contrast to the pipe tested in Hode II, the
Kaiser effect was completely absent as can be seen
from Fig. 10.

Fig. 11

Acoustic emission rms voltage for a pipe
tested in Mode II after Mode III.

to say, no Kaiser effect was observed, indicating the
microscopic fracture mechanisms responsible for the
generation of AE signals were different between the
two pressurization modes and were independent of each
other. In contrast, when the pipe initially loaded in
Hode III was pressurized in Mode II , strong AE
activities were observed from the lowest load level
(see Fig. 12). Again, the Kaiser effect was completely absent. In this case, however, the preVious load
cycles produced damages in the pipe, giving rise to AE
activities upon the slightest pressurization in the
new loading mode, Hode II.

After cyclic loading in Mode II, the same pipe
(cf. Fig. 9) was tested in Mode III. The rms voltage
was tested in Mode III. The rms voltage vs. ~" plot
is given in Fig. 11. Similarly, the pipe cycled in
Mode III was tested in Mode II and the result shown in
Fi g. 12. When the pipe was loaded fi rst in r~ode II,
followed by Mode III loading, the observed AE activities (Fig. 11) were nearly identical to those found in
a pipe loaded in Hode III for the first time. That is
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delamination because of its potential to release a
large elastic energy. The second part may originate
from the spread of the delaminated area.
(b) Pipes Tested in Mode III: Although weak AE
was detected at UH of =50 MPa (i.e., U at the onset of
H
the nonlinearity), no visible damages were noticeable.
The normal stress U~ as well as the shear stress T,
at the fiber-matrix interface were too low to cause
the cohesive cracking or cracking of the resin matrix.
The nonlinearity is probably attributable to the shear
deformation of the resin (Hull et al., 1978).
However, this mechanism provides no source for the
observed AE, which seems to be due to microcracks
originated at places of high stress concentration.
These cracks are likely to be caused by the shear
stress. This stems from the equality of
in the
angle ply with the shear stress level in the hoopwound pipe under torsion at the onset of AE actiVities.

48'
i

42·

i

36'

T,

Fig. 12

The AE at U = 100 - 140 MPa was intense and the
H
visual signs of damages (the streaks parallel to
fibers) were evident. The failure mode and stress
components at the fiber-matrix interface obtained from
the torsion test on the hoop wound pipe suggest that
these AE activities originate from the adhesive cracks
due to shear stress. In fact, the AE signal from
pipes at uH= 130 MPa (or TO= 45.5 MPa) was similar
to that from the hoop wound pipe under torsion at
T= 45 MPa.

Acoustic emission rms voltage for a pipe
tested in Mode III after Mode II.

In these experiments, the term "Kaiser effect"
was loosely defined. For example, it was found that a
slight change in the gain level dictated the detectability of AE during the second loading cycle.
Although the matrix made of terephthalic polyester
resin was rather brittle with the tensile strain at
fracture of 1.61, the time factor undoubtedly influenced the Kaiser effect as discussed by Hamstad (1979),

At stresses of q, of =170 MPa, audible
cracking occurred and ~he shear stress was of the
magnitude of shear-failure stress for the resin.
Therefore, an assumption is made that the AE is due to
intralaminar cracks detected in the photomicrographs
of cross-sections of the pipes tested in Mode III.
For the hoop stress of UH of =220 MPa. large opaque
patches due to delamination became apparent. The AE
signal pattern resembled those in Mode II when delamination took place; i.e., two parts of the signal can
be distinguished. It is believed that this type of AE
signals is representative for the delamination regardless on the loading mode.

Jones and Hull (1979) have examined filament
wound pipes macroscopically and microscopically. The
appearances were correlated with different types of
cracking mechanisms. These results are taken into
consideration in discussion of the present AE results.
(a) Pipes Tested in Mode II: Well developed AE
started to appear at H= QO MPa, when the transition
from linear to nonlinear behavior occurred. At that
moment, very fine striations parallel to fiber direction were observed. These striations were due to
debonding of individual fibers. The normal stress at
the fiber-matrix interface appeared to be sufficient
to cause such a cohesive failure, or the decohesion at
the interface. The decrease of AE signals at U of
~60 MPa suggested that the intensity of the matr~x
fiber debonding was diminished.

(c) Repeated Loading: Under repeated loading in
Mode II, the Kaiser effect was basically observed up
to OM of =60 MPa; i.e., when the cohesive failure at
the frber-matrix interface occurs. At higher loads,
AE in the next cycle started at stresses slightly
lower in comparison with the preVious maximum stress.
After the delamination was detected, no Kaiser effect
was observed. The lack of Kaiser effect for pipes
loaded in Mode III is probably caused by the rotation
of fibers because the principal stresses did not
coincide with the fiber direction. This is supported
by the results where the pipe was tested in Mode II
after Mode III. A significant AE from the very
beginning was caused by friction when the fibers
rotated. On the contrary, AE from pipe tested in Mode
III after Mode II was of the the type obtained from a
new pipe tested in Mode III. This is due to the
absence of fiber rotation when the pipe was loaded in
Mode II. It was also because the shear stress in 110de
II was too low to cause the resin to failure in shear
or to produce the adhesive crack at the fiber-matriX
interface.

lihen the load was raised further, a transition of
the failure modes occurred. High amplitude AE signals
were detected and cracking noises were audible. White
streaks on the pipe became visible. These corresponded to the cracks in the lamina. The cracks were
transverse as well as oblique.
Very strong AE signals were given off at U of
H
=140 MPa, at Which the weepage occurred and opaque
areas on the pipe were visible. These effects
indicated that the delamination occurred (Jones and
Hull, 1979). The signals had different waveforms in
comparison with those at lower loads. Two parts of
the signals could be distinguished: the first part
was of high amplitude, while the second showed a
significant attenuation. It appears reasonable to
suggest that the first part of the signal is due to
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5.

Conclusions
From the above observations, it can be concluded

that:
1) AE from filament wound pipe depends on the
loading mode.
2) AE activity starts with the beginning of nonlinearity on the stress vs. strain curve.
3) With the help of AE, it is possible to define
the critical stress (or pressure), at which
the damages of a pipe take place independently
of the loading mode, or of the fiber winding
angle.
4) The AE signal depends on the mode of failure.
5) Kaiser effect 1s observed at low load in Hode
II, while it is absent in pipes tested in
Hode III, where the rotation of fibers is
prevalent. It is also affected by the mode
of prior loading cycles.
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SOURCE MECHANISM AND WAVEFORM ANALYSIS
OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION IN CONCRETE
MASAYASU OHTSU
Abstract
In this paper, methods of waveform analyses are
studied for the purpose of clarifying source mechanisms of acoustic emission (AE) in concrete. Theoretical treatments are based on Knopoff-de Hoop
representation theorem. These parameters which are
specified by location, kinematics, and kinetics are
deduced from the representation. They are closely
connected with AE parameters obtained from AE wave
motions. Analytical techniques for characterizing
kinematics and kinetics of sources are developed and
investigated by experiments.
The improved source location technique, which can
lead to the determination of the orientation of the
dislocation is developed. AE wave motions generated
by two basic types of sources, tensile cracks and dipslip shear cracks, are detected in the half space
model specimens, and are simulated theoretically.
Source time functions are determined by the deconvolution technique, in order to stUdy source kinetics of
AE wave motions.
1.

Introduction

AE phenomena are generally defined as elastic
wave emissions due to microfracturing or faulting in a
solid. Its characteristics have been investigated in
various fields with an attempt to correlate certain
empirical parameters pertinent to AE phenomena with
dynamic process of materials. The questions, however,
in regard to precise interpretations of relations
between AE wave motions and sources remain unanswered.
In order to utilize AE in materials research and for
nondestructive testing, considerable basic studies to
clarify mechanisms responsible for AE phenomena are
urgently required.
Some studies in regard to fundamental source
characterization of AE have been carried out by Hsu
and Hardy (1978). Lord (1981) reviewed other recent
works on the subject. Those works contributed much to
theoretical treatments of the system calibration and
AE wave propagations in metals and plates.
In rocks and rock-like materials such as concrete, where the creation and running of cracks are
proposed as major sources (Pao,1978), an investigation
on the relations between source mechanisms and AE wave
motions is required as a matter of course. In our
research, extensive studies (Niwa et al., 1977: 1980)
have been carried out correlating AE signals to mechanical behaviors of concrete. We also reported theoretical representations of AE wave motions In rock-like
Received 23 November, 19B1: in revised form, 18 february, 1982. The author is affiliated with the Department of Civil Engineering. Kumamoto University,
Kumamoto, JAPAtl
Journal of Acau.tic [ai •• ion
Voluac 1, NUClbor 2

materials, by applying the theory of dislocation and
linear system (Niwa et al., 1981a).
In this paper, the elastodynamic theory of dislo-cation is applied to study relations between source
mechanisms and wave motions of AE in concrete materials.
In order to determine source parameters from AE parameters, theoretical treatments of waveform analyses
are discussed and then investigated by experiments.
They include radiation pattern, simulation, and deconvolution.
2.

Theory of Waveform Analysis

In order to identify the source mechanisms of AE,
the aims of waveform analyses are to separate the
effects of transmission paths from detected AE waveforms and to determine source parameters. The relation between source parameters and AE parameters for
waveform analyses is represented in fig. 1. These
source parameters which are specified by location,
kinematics, and kinetics of sources can be deduced
from Knopoff-de Hoop representation theorem of Burridge
and Knopoff (196~).
If an area of a dislocation surface is regarded
as infinitesimal compared with a surrounding body and
if a displacement field is an elastodynamic state with
a qUiescent past, the equation based on the representation theorem can be classified into two cases
depending on the type of sources as follow:
(1)

u'" (x,1)

=I'o

G", j

(X.t-T:

~)fi(~.T)dT

(2)

where (u ) is the discontinuity in displacement components at i the source point ~, f i is the discontinuity
in traction which is normally associated with internal
forces or inhomogeneities. In this study, wave motions
subjected to an applied force are analyzed by Eq. (2).
Note that G i is Green's function and T i
indicates the trWction associated with the dTsplacement
field Gmi ,

where the comma means partial derivatives with respect
to the source coordinates ~'s. Vi is an unit normal to
the dislocation surface. and A and p are Lame constants.
In viewing Eqs. (1) and (2), it is known that
wave motions um(x,t) depend on type, orientation, and
time dependence of sources. The first two source
parameters are associated with the kinematics of the
sources, which are mathematically related with the
01J0-0050/82101103-112502.00
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Fig. 1

Relations between AE wave motions and waveform analyses.
to study the source kinematics by the aid of the
determination of T . and Gmi • The last parameter is
radiation pattern. The data of waveforms were plotted
which correspond t~ltime functions of [ui(t)] or fi(t);
and analyzed by computer programs in the simulation
i.e., the kinetics.
and deconvolution analysis.
Basic information concerning the location of the
source point can be obtained from the source location
technique. So we will mainly discuss the waveform
analyses with respect to radiation pattern, simulation
analysis, and deconvolution analysis.

3.

Radiation Pattern and Source Kinematics

~.

Sources can be mathematically described by the
dislocation models as [u.] and f i in Eqs. (1) and (2).
Elastic waves generated By various types of source
mechanisms are characterized with emphasis on features
of radiation patterns (Aki and Richards, 1980). These
are the spatial distribution of amplitude and polarization of first motions.

Experimental Procedures

A block diagram of the monitoring and recording
system of each channel is shown in Fig. 2. The monitoring system consists of a commercial transducer (NF
Circuit Block, Tokyo, Model 905s), a bandpass filter
selected for 10-300 kHz, and an amplifier unit with 60
dB total gain. In experiments of source location and
radiation pattern, the output signals of 5 cnannels
were fed separately into the transient recorder and
simultaneously recorded at 1 psec sampling time. In
the simulation and deconvolution analysis, the detected signals were recorded at 50 nsec sampling time.
The recorded waveforms were logged onto the digital
cassette tape. After tests had been completed, such
data of waveforms were read from the tape units,
transmitted via the time-sharing terminal to a large
computer (FACOH H200 at the data processing Center at
Kyoto University), and then stored on a disk.

We introduce here the far-fiyld P-wave, which for
Eq. (2) has the displacement um p given by
I
I
r
u(~:)(x.t)= --2-'Ym'Yi f j(t--).
41rpv p

r

(4)

vp

where r is the distance from the source point ~ to the
detected point x and 1m is the direction cosine for r.
The radiation p~t~ern for P-wave due to a point
force is given by u p Y. , which is the displacement
along a given direc~ion my' from the source. Radiation patterns due to a ten~ile crack and a shear crack
are also obtained by the same manner from Eq. (1).

0)

The arrival time differences and the peak amplitudes of P-wave were determined from the data in order

r

Xl

I

b)

n

L

r
Xl
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r
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~

l} Transducer
2} pre-amplifier

3} Discriminator
4} Transient recorder
5} Oscilloscope

. ) - - l - - + - - - Z l _-:':':~+-~'-------"'Xl

6} Pen recorder

7} Cassette memory
Fig. 2

Block diagram of the AE
recording system.

monitoring

and

Fig.
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3

Radiation patterns of P-wave for
force; (b) a tensile crack, and
crack.

(a) a point
a shear

(c)

Radiation patterns for P-wave obtained from Eqs.
Here. the radiation
patterns as shown below respective dislocation models.
In Fig. 38. a point force is applied at the origin in
the x~-direction. producing positive displacements for
x~ > O. as shown by the solid circle below.
Negative
dIsplacements found for x~ < 0 are represented by a
dashed circle in the lower graph of Fig. 3a. The
dislocation models representative of a tensile crack
and a shear crack are shown in the upper graphs of
Fig. 3b and Fig. 3c. and the corresponding. radiation
patterns are shown directly below them.

hole ( IOcm 0) as shown in Fig. 4b and by the uniaxial
compression test of the polymethylmethacrylate
(PHHA) slit specimen in Fig. 4c.
In each experiment,
wave motions were detected by the transducers mounted
on the specimen as shown in these graphs. Normalized
peak amplitudes of detected first motions with respect
to the direction of radiation are shown in Fig. 5.
Since AE signals in the uniaxial compression test were
detected during an unloading cycle as shown in Fig.
4c. the radiation pattern obtained from the experiment
corresponds to the fourth quadrant of Fig. 3c. Good
correlation between experimental results and theoretical curves denoted in fig. 3 are seen.

In order to verify the radiation pattern due to a
point force, the semi-cylindrical block of concrete
were used. The point force was produced at the point
o shown in Fig. 4a by a transducer, to which an electric step pulse was applied. The rise time of such a
pulse is less than 3 nsec and the voltage is approximately I V. Verifications of the radiation patterns
due to a tensile crack and a shear crack were carried
out by the split test of the concrete specimen with a

From these radiation patterns, the type of scurces
can be classified. In experiments of source location.
when first motions of P-wave at all receiving points
are everywhere of the same sign, AE wave motion is due
to a tensile crack. When they are not. other source
mechanisms are involved (Niwa et al., 198Ib). The
relation between the radiation pattern and the dislocation model. in addition. leads to the determination

(1) and (2) are shown in Fig. 3.
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Sketches of experiments for (a) a point
force; (b) a tensile crack. and (c) a shear
crock.
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Verifications by experiments due to (a) a
point force, (b) a tensile crack. and
(c) a shear crack. The symbols denote
experimental results.

of the orientation of dislocations. They are similar
to the technique, which is known as a fault plane
solution in seismology (Kasahara, 1963).

Experimental results due to the application of a
point force on a concrete block (lOcm x lOcm x 40cm)
are shown in Fig. 6. The point force was produced at
the points 1 through 9 using the same procedure as
employed in Fig. 4a. It is known that the vibration
mode of the transducer employed is of thickness compression in the detecting frequency range. AE signals
were detected by five transducers A, B, C, D, and E
mounted on the concrete block and recorded. The
locations of sources were determined on the basis of
arrival time differences (Niwa et al., 1978). The
accuracy of this location technique is within approximately lOmm for the three-dimensional problem. The
direction of forces based on the radiation pattern
were subsequently obtained from EQ. (S). In Fig. 6,
the top and bottom graphs represent the location and
the point force. In these graphs, a dashed arrow
indicates theoretically applied force, which is always
normal to the top surface of the concrete block. The
origins of the solid arrows indicate the locations
where the AE technique has identified as the sources.
The direction of each solid arrow represents the
experimentally determined force direction. The agreement between the experimentally determined locations
and the transducer positions is good. These were
within 10mm except for point 4. On the other hand,
the directions show generally a large discrepancy
between the expected vertical force and observed
forces. These discrepancies may result from the fact
that precise detections of P-wave at all channels are
difficult in the three-dimensional source location
because of incident angles, noises and others.

F?~)example, from Eq. (4) the first peak amplitude R
of the k-th transducer of the source location system is obtained as follow:
Rlk)

I
I
=- -rlk)
- (')'Ik)m n(k)m ) (')'I~) f·
41fpvj.
I

I

(S)

I

•

where n~k) is the direction of vibration of the k-th
transducer. A set of equations, identical to Eq. (5),
for all the transducers yield a system of linear
algebraic equations with unknown f. By solving this
system of equations, we can determine the direction of
the force. The orientation of dislocations in Eq. (1)
is also determined by a similar method.
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Radiation patterns from tensile and shear cracks
were analyzed in another series of experiments. A
similar AE technique was employed in uniaxial compression tests of slit specimens. These were PMMA plates
of dimension 1.Ocm x 10. Scm x 10.Scm. Each plate had
a slit at the center, which was inclined 45 0 with
respect to the loading axis and of dimension 20mm x
O.4mm. The fracture process of these specimens during
the compression tests is known by Kobayashi (1971) as
follow:

9

At a low stress level, a slit begins to be closed.
At a medium stress level, tensile cracks are
generated at each end of the slit. At high stress
levels, those cracks extend intermittently and
shear slips on the slit plane are generated.
Since both tensile and shear cracks grow uniformly
through the thickness of the plate, it is assumed
that results are valid for a two-dimensional
approximation.
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In the experiments, a four-channel AE system was
used for two-dimensional source location. The position of four transducers are indicated in Fig. 7a.
Three of them were placed on one side at x = 5.2Scm
and at y = a and ~3.03cm, respectively. The fourth
transducer was placed on the opposite face. The compressive force was applied along the y-direction. the
locations of AE sources were determined by the twodimensional source location technique. The orientations of dislocation surfaces and the directions of
discontinuities in displacement were determined in the
similar manner to the point force problem. Polarizations of P-wave were used to classify the type of
detected sources. AE signals due to tensile cracks
were detected mainly at medium stress levels. An
example of detected AE waveforms are shown in Fig. 8.
At high stress levels and unloading cycles, AE due to
shear cracks were detected.

X

,

t----+,----::,o---~---X

Fig. 6

Determined locations and orientations of
point forces, which are produced at the
points 1 through 9 by a transducer. The
coordinates of transducers and input points
are shown.
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(a) Slit model specimen and location of
transducers. (b) Determined locations and
orientations of sources for tensile cracks.

Fig. 8

5.

Observed tensile cracks are shown in Fig. 7b by
dashed lines emanating from the ends of the slit.
Results of analyses for the locations and orientations
of the sources obtained are shown in the same figure
by the filled circles and arrows. The dislocation
surfaces from the analysis were parallel to the
observed tensile cracks. These are shown to be in good
agreement with observed positions of the tensile
cracks. Similar results were obtained for shear
cracks, and are shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen that
the locations and directions of shear cracks correspond to the slit quite well.

AE signals detected from four transducers
located as shown in Fig. 7a.

Simulation Analysis of AE Wave Motions

Elastic waves travel from a source within a
medium and are detected as AE signals on the boundary
of the medium, where surface tractions vanish and rays
are reflected. Consequently. in Eqa. (1) and (2), the
solution at a free surface is required for the problem
of elastic disturbances resulting from a dislocation
or a point force in a half space. The problem of
determining the elastic disturbance resulting from a
point force in a half space is known as Lamb's problem
(Richards, 1979). Therefore, Green's function G is
the solution of Lamb's problem for the delta fuW!tion
time dependent force. It can be numerically computed
by using the programs prOVided for both CDses of
forces, Which are the surface pulse (Mooney, 1914) and
the buried pulse (Johnson, 1974). The spatial derivatives of Gmi are also calculated and T in Eq.
(1) can be obtained from Eq. (3).
mi

These results show that the determination of
source kinematics by the aid of the radiation pattern
is promising in concrete, although the directions of
the point forces in the first set of experiments
exhibited large discrepancies from the expected ones.

In order to study the wave propagation in a half
space, finite plates of dimension 6cm x 30cm x 30cm in
mortar and concrete were used as model specimens.
We
~nvestigated
AE waves due to two basic types of
fracture mechanisms, that Is, tensile and shear cracks
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(a) Slit model specimen and location of
transducers. (b) Determined locations and
orientations of sources for shear cracks.
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normal to the surface of the plate. Such fractures
were generated by the split tests and punching shear
tests of specimens. They are shown in the upper
graphs of Fig. 10 and the corresponding dislocation
models are shown directly below them. In these experiments, the source location system consisting of
four channels was additionally used and the location
of sources were determined.

: r - - - -..... Xl

lL-I---J-

In the simulation analysis, since the transducer
employed had a fairly flat response in the detecting
frequency range and the resonant frequency was at 1
MHz, it was assumed that physical quantities of AE
waves detected through our monitoring system are
considered as vertical accelerations at the free
surface (Niwa et al., 1981c). Since cracks are
considered as discontinuities in displacement components at sources, AE wave motions are calculated by
differentiating Eq. (1) twice and reducing an integration into a finite summation. In this analysis, it
was assumed that a form of the dislocation [u(t)]
starts with zero slope, approaches smoothly to a peak

X3
b)

Fig. 10

lOB

Sketches of (a) a split test, generating
tensile cracks in a half space model
specimen, and (b) a punching shear test,
generating shear cracks are shown in the
upper graphs. The corresponding dislocation
models are shown directly below them.
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Assumed source time function.

for a finite duration Tr. and remains constant as shown
in Fig. 11. The assumea waveforms [u(t») are shown in
Fig. 16 and are given by
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"

[u(t>l =-cosJI-t--:;-)sin(-t--::;-)
T,...
T,
_

(O~lq,l.

0.00

(6)

Fig. 12

T was determined so that the simulated waveform
fftted the detected one as much as possible. An
example of detected AE waveforms due to a tensile
crack is shown in Fig. 12a, while a simulated waveform
is shown in Fig. l2b. The precise ratio of electromechanical conversion is unknown, so that the vertical
scales of the two figures are relative. The time (at
22 ~sec) of initial wave motions in Fig. l2b corresponds to the theoretical arrival time. However, the
corresponding time in Fig. 12a is meaningless as it
depended on the triggering of the transient recorder.
Agreement between the computed vertical acceleration
and the detected AE waveform is fair within approximately 20 sec after the first arrival. Because we
used Green's functions for Lamb's problem in the simulation analysis, a computed waveform included P-wave,
S-wave, and Rayleigh wave. Therefore, it is considered that the later parts of the records consists of
reflections from the opposite side of the plate. A
similar comparison for a shear crack is shown in Fig.
13. A good agreement is also obtained in most
respects of waveforms.

0.16
0.32
0.48
Time ( x1<r'sec )

0.64

AE waveforms due to a tensile crack in concrete, (a) detected and (b) simulated one.
The source coordinate is (-1.5, -1.0, 3.5)
in Fig. lOa and deduced Tr = 14 ~sec.

The results of the simulation analysis show that
our assumptions concerning source mechanisms of AE,
which can be mathematically described by the dislocation models, are acceptable.
6.

Deconvolution Analysis and Source Kinetios

The results of the simulation analysis provide a
rational basis to determine the source kinetics
through deoonvolution procedures. In order to
evaluate such procedures, Lamb's problem was investigated. Wave motions due to the surface pulse of
Lamb's problem were detected by using the same ~late
as that employed in the above simulation analysIs. A
point force ~as produced at the center of the upper
surface of the specimen by a transducer, to which an
electrical step voltage was applied. Wave motions at
a distant point on the same surface was detected by
the identical system used in the previous analysis.
The detected waveform can be computed on the basis of
Eq. (2) and Green's function for Lamb's problem.
The comparison between the detected waveforms and
the theoretically constructed u (t) is made as shown
in Fig. 14a and Fig. 14b. By dTfferentiating Eq. (2)
twice and substituting u(t) with the detected
waveform, Eq.(2) becomes the linear integral equation
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Fig. 13

0.16

0.32

0.64

0.48

0.64

AE waveforms due to dip-slip shear crack in
concrete; (a) detected and (b) simulated. The
source coordinate is (-1.5, -1.0, 3.5) in
Fig. lOa and deduced T = 14 psec.
r

of Volterra type of the first kind solving for unknown
f(t). In this case, frequency spectra of the source
time function f(t) are obtained by a simple division
in the frequency domain. That is a counterpart of the
deconvolution in the frequency domain and f(t) can be
obtained by the inverse Fourier transform of source
spectra to the time domain. This procedure is preferable in case that f(t) is divergent in the time domain
deconvolution procedure as t increases.

0.32
0.48
Time ( x10- 4 sec )

0.0

0.16

0.0

0.04
0.08
0.12
Time ( xl 0- It sec )

0.64

~
0

In Fig. 14c, the solid curve was obtained by the
deconvolution of the waveform in Fig. 14a and the
dashed curve is the assumed f(t) in the theoretical
waveform. They are normalized with the first peak
amplitude. The initial part of the calculated
function is in agreement with that of assumed.
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After confirming the validity of the deconvolution, we applied the deconvolution technique to AE
waveform due to a tensile crack. The data were
obtained by the same experiment as that employed in
the above simulation analysis. The comparison between
the detected AE waveform and the simulated one is made
as shown in Fig. 15. The computed source time
function [u(t)] is shown in Fig. 16. The solid curve
was obtained by the deconvolution of the detected
waveform in Fig. 15a, and the dashed curve was the
assumed one for the period shown is obtained. This
shows the applicability of the deconvolution procedure
to studying source kinetics of AE.

0
I

Fig.
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14

0.16

Elastic waveforms due to the surface pulse
of Lamb's problem in mortar, (a) detected,
(b) theoretically constructed one for the
distance R = 6 cm, and (c) source time
function f(t) obtained by the deconvolution.

7.

a)

0.0

0.16

0.32

Time (

x10- 4

0.48

Concluding Remarks

Theoretical representation of AE wave motions in
concrete has been studied. In the beginning of these
studies. we expected difficulties that may arise from
the attenuation and dispersion properties of elastic
wave. Thus, we selected the frequency range for 10 to
300 kHz and used relatively small specimens.
According to results obtained from the analyses, these
apparently steered us out of trOUble. We have shown
that theoretical treatments of waveform analyses can
be applied to investigating relations between source
mechanisms and wave motions of AE in concrete. In
particular, the determination of source kinematics by
the aid of the radiation pattern is promising. The
simulation analysis shows that our concept concerning
source mechanisms of AE, mathematically described by
the dislocation models, is acceptable. The deconvolution technique can be applied to the study of source
kinetics of AE wave motions.

0.64

sec )

b)

The spectral analysis, which reflects the source
mechanisms in the frequency domain, can offer information of AE sources. It is known that the spectral
information also include effects of the kinematics and
kinetics of sources. While they are not discussed in
this stUdy, further studies on source parameters in
the frequency domain are in progress.
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AE waveforms due to a tensile crack in
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ACOUSTIC EMISSION IN AIRCRAFT STRUCTURAL
INTEGRITY AND MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS
JOHN RODGERS
ABSTRACT

2.

Acoustic emission is finding an important role in
four principal application areas on aircraft structure: corrosion detection, adhesive bond evaluation,
in-flight crack detection, and composites evaluation.
Development of methods for corrosion and degraded
adhesive bond detection in aircraft honeycomb panels
at McClellan AFB have proven very successful, saving
75~ in costs over previous inspection methods, while
improving inspection capabilities. A brief review of
past and present in-flight crack detection programs is
given. The success of the F-105 program in monitoring
stable fatigue crack growth, on a complex structure in
a high noise environment, has proven the adequacy of
current technology for application to the flight
environment. Use of acoustic emission for quantitative determination of damage and residual strength in
composite materials is being achieved both with
conventional monitoring concepts and with a new
acousto-ultrasonic technique developed at NASA-Lewis.

Rettig and Felsen (1974) of Lockheed-Burbank
reported their work on detection of corrosion
processes using acoustic emission. They found a
linear relationship between the free hydrogen gas
collected and the acoustic emission counts from an
active corrosion reaction. It was also possible to
study rate processes due to different chemical
environments, galvanic coupling, and temperature
influences. Lockheed subsequently patented this
process. See also Mansfeld and Stocker (1979).

1.

INTRODUCTION

It appears an inevitable trend that military and
commercial aircraft will be used in service beyond
their original design lifetimes. The refinements
which have taken place in the last ten years--the use
of fracture mechanics design principles, more corrosion resistant alloys, and higher sensitivity nondestructive inspection (NDI) techniques--have brought a
coherent life-extension approach closer to reality.
The two most expensive and worrisome problems that
afflict all current generation aircraft are corrosion
and fatigue cracking. To future generation aircraft,
protective measures must be added against environmental
degradation of adhesive-bonded and composite structures. These inspection problems have severely
challenged the NDI community to come up with an
increasing maintenance burden. It is into this arena
that a neophyte NDI technology has been injected-acoustic emission.
Prior to 1974, little use of hE was being made in
the aerospace industry save in material research.
Hithin four years, several major applications were to
appear which still have not reached their full potential. Corrosion detection, adhesive bond evaluation,
in-flight structural monitoring, and composites
evaluation are emerging as viable applications of AE
in the aerospace industry. The story of their
development, their benefits and future is the SUbject
of the remainder of this review.
Received 5 November, 1981. The author is affiliated
with Acoustic Emission Technology Corporation (Af.T) ,
1812J Tribute Road, Sacramento, California 95815
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Corrosion Detection

Takano and Ono (197ij) also noted AE from the
evolution of hydrogen gas during their study of
electroless and electroplating. Okada et al. (1974,
1976) reported corrosion and stress-corrosion induced
AE and were able to distinguish active path corrosion
and hydrogen embrittlement. High amplitude emissions
were detected from the stress corrosion cracldng.
In 1975, Rodgers and Moore at the Sacramento Air
Logistics Center (SM-ALC, McClellan AFB) began
investigation of the technique for application to
aircraft bonded panels. Moisture intrusion into aluminum honeycomb panels through breaks in sealing and
poor field repairs had become a particular problem on
the F-l11 fighter aircraft. Several vertical and
horizontal stabilizer leading edge panels had separated in flight due to corrosion and adhesive bond
degradation. A combination of X-ray, eddysonic, and
ultrasonic techniques were being used to attack the
problem, but these inspections were expensive and not
highly reliable. AE inspection offered a potential
solution. Initial studies were conducted with corrosive potassium hydroxide solution (10~) injected into
a honeycomb panel. The influence of system gain,
signal attenuation, and temperature were investigated.
They found it necessary to use very high system gains
(95-100dB) to detect the corrosion process. The
source of emissions was thought to be the formation
and bursting of hydrogen bubbles from the cathodic
half-cell of the corrosion reaction. The lack of
emissions from dried-out panels at least confirmed
that the process must be active for detection to
succeed. Attenuation rates were very hir,h; they were
on the order of 20 d8/inch (8 dB/em) on a painted
panel surface. A practical detection of 2-3 inches (5
-7.6 cm) from an active source using a 175KHz resonant
sensor was achieved in actual practice. This
frequency was high enough not to be affected by noisy
shop environments. The influence of temperature on
the rate of the corrosion process is dramatic. A
rough rule of thumb is that the rate will double for
every 10 0 F ( about SoC) increase in temperature. The
HcClellan researchers found it desirable to heat the
panel to 180 0 F ( about 80 0 ) just before inspecting
it. This made the corroded area more easily detectable
and the inspection proceeded faster (Fir,. 1).
0730-0050/82/01114-120502.00
Copyright @ 1982 Acoustic t:=ia&ion Croup

the aircraft, and is not bothered by other normal
maintenance activity.
3.

Stress corrosion cracking (SCC) of aerospace high
strength alloys has posed a particular problem with
increasing service age of airframe structures. This
phenomenon results from the combined action of static
tensile stresses in the material and a corrosive
environment. The stress component of the problems can
arise from quenched-in residual stress during heat
treatment or from misfit during structural assembly.
SCC exhibits a behavior of discontinuous flaw growth.
This is attributed to hydrogen charging of material
ahead of the crack tip which eventually becomes
embrittled and loses fracture toughness. A brittle
cleavage-like crack propagation then takes place as
the critical stress intensity factor for stress corrosion (K Is c) is exceeded at the crack tip. This
process or incremental brittle fracture is easily
detectable by AE monitoring, and has been studied by a
number of workers on aerospace alloys, including 4340
steel (Chaskelis et al.,1973), D6AC steel (Gerberich
and Hartbower,1967; Hartbower et al.,1972; Nakamura et
al.,1971), 7075-T6 aluminum (Hartbower et al.,1972) and
titanium alloys (Hartbower et al., 1972; Pollock,
1967). Researchers have reported a strong correlation
between AE rates, crack propagation rates, and stress
intensity factors.

".7_____._
Fig. 1

Stress Corrosion Cracking

AE Monitoring Technique for Corrosion Using
Hot Air Gun and Single Channel AE System.

From a practical maintenance viewpoint, there is
little published to suggest that AE is being used to
detect sce in service. However, I participated in

several studies at McClellan AFB (unpublished work),
Fig. 2

which suggested its practicality. One study in particular on a landing gear forging (7075-T6) proved that
SCC from internal cracks, which were otherwise difficult to inspect for, could be detected by AE as the
cracks advanced. Detectability was enhanced by
heating the part, thereby accelerating the chemical
process associated with SCC propagation. The major
problem with such a technique is the time required to
establish the presence of sec, which can vary greatly
in activity depending on environmental and stress
conditions. Monitoring the part under applied load
would be a more realistic alternative.

Honeycomb Corrosion Mapped with AE in F-l11
Horizontal Stabilizer.

Certain adhesives may respond to the heating
process and give false indication of corrosion
activity; however, these problems were overcome by
either repeating the inspection process several times,
or by using a lower stress heating method (heat lamp).
Adhesive response to heating will normally falloff
quickly with time after the heat source is removed (515 seconds), while the decay rate of corrosion emission activity is much slower, following the cooling
profile of the panel.

4,

Weakened Bond Detection

AE detection of inadequate or degraded bonding in
honeycomb panel assemblies has been demonstrated in
work by Rodgers and Moore (1976) at McClellan AFB and
by Weir (1973, 1974) at Rohr Industries. Weir was
concerned with determining the production quality of

Typical results of a honeycomb panel inspection
are shown in Fig. 2. The severe corrosion damage
resulting in core separation would have been detected
by X-ray, but the true extent of corrosion damage
(lighter gray shading of honeycomb core) was revealed
by AE. The ability to detect even the early stages of
corrosion activity, before extensive structural damage
has taken place, is clearly an advantage in the maintenance environment.
At McClellan AFB, AE has largely replaced other
NDI methods for corrosion detection in honeycomb
panels. On the F-l11 vertical and horizontal stabiliers, inspection costs have been reduced over 751, with
savings of $1,000 per aircraft inspection. The USAF
has recently purchased single-channel AE units to
equip its other four Air Logistics Centers with similar capability, and some inspections on the F-l11 are
being moved to field-level units. The inspection
technique can be applied to structure as-installed on

Fig.
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3

Moisture-Degraded Epoxy Bonding Happed with
AE on F-111 Vertical Stabilizer.

diffusion-bonded titanium honeycomb panels, while the
McClellan researchers were attempting to find
moisture-degraded epoxy bonding in the F-111 Vertical
Stabilizer. Both groups came up with similar techniques, and success, in applying AE to these difficult
inspection problems.
Weir's initial studies (1973) correlated AE
activity with flatwise tension mechanical loading of
diffusion bonded Ti-6Al-4V panels. Later work showed
that the equivalence of thermal and mechanical stressing for evaluating bond strength with AE. The thermal
method of stressing made possible automation of the
technique for continuous scanning of production panels.
The problem with moisture intrusion into F-111
vertical stabilizer leading edge panels was
particularly acute due to the large percentage of aircraft affected (approx. 60S). Moisture would enter
through production defects in the arrowhead bond at
the leading edge and progress into the panel. A hightemperature-curing epoxy had been used to bond
aluminum skin to Uomex honeycomb core, and it proved
to be very moisture sensitive. As the skin-to-core
bond degraded, the panel became susceptible to inflight failure at supersonic velocities. Such failures
occurred on several aircrafts.
The McClellan AFB study found that degraded
bonding responds very well to the standard AE inspection procedure prototyped for corrosion detection.
However, the process was more energetic (lower gains
could be used), and emission activity actually
increased more strongly on the cooling cycle. It was
theorized that heating stressed the bondline because
of the greater thermal expansion of aluminum skin
compared to the adhesive or core. On cooling, the
faster contraction of the skin placed more tensile
loading on the bond, which is its weakest strength
mode. The success of the technique can be seen in
Fig. 3. This area was not detected in a previous Xray inspection due to lack of standing water in the
core, yet was easily detected and mapped with AE. In
actual practice, finger-sized patches of degraded bond
have been detected and repaired, and the technique has
been credited with finding 25$ more defective areas
than the inspection techniques previously applied.
5.

In-Flight Monitoring

No other application more strongly excites the
imagination than the potential for real time in-flight
monitoring of aircraft structure. The safety and
economic benefits could be substantial if the techno-logy were refined to the required degree. Its attraction is responsible for the significant number of
studies attempted since 1974. Bailey and Pless
(1976a,b) of Lockheed-Georgia performed studies on CSA. Mizell and Lundy (1976) of the USAF designed an
in-flight system for the KC-135 tanker aircraft, which
Is flyIng today. Hutton and Skorpik (1918) of
Battelle Northwest have designed a prototype system
for the Royal Australian Air Force Machii trainer.
I managed a major in-flight monitoring program on the
USAF F-l05 fighter aircraft while stationed at
McClellan AFR. McBride and coworkers at the Royal
Military College (Kingston, Ont., Canada) is investigating applications on the Canadian CF100 fighter.
Ilorak and Weyhreter (1971) of Grumman Aerospace have
applied AE monitoring to complex aerospace structures,
and have the eventual goal of an in-flight system.

The primary goals of in-flight monitoring will
vary widely with the particular structure and problem.
Studies to date have been applied to specific fatigue
problem areas, and to a limited extent with general
monitoring of large structural areas in mind. The KC135 AE program was aimed at detecting local, destabilized crack growth of 1/2 inch (about 1.3 em) or
larger in the lower wing skin (7178-T6). By comparison the F-l05 program was d4rected ~t detecting
fati~e crack grow~~ of 10- to 10- inches/cycle (2.5
x 10
to 2.5 x 10
m!cycle) in a 4330V steel frame.
A 1/2 inch (1.3 em) crack extension in the KC-135
lower wing skin would not be structurally catastrophic, and the skin was slated for replacement in the
future anyway. The F-105 is an aging aircraft, on the
other hand, and the critical crack size is on the
order of 0.25" (6 mm) long by 0.12" C3 mm) deep. The
failure to find the crack in its early stages would
result in scrapping of the entire aircraft. The
sensitivities required, economics and safety issues
involved differ considerably in these two examples.
A variety of noise influences contribute to the
complexity of in-flight monitoring. Loose or rubbing
rivets, pins, and joints can cause transient acoustic
emissions which are difficult to distinguish from
crack growth. High flow and vibration noise may be
present near engine intakes, landing gear and on
pylons. Electromagnetic, radio frequency and powerline noise can get into the system if shielding and
line noise suppression are inadequate. A number of
techniques have been developed to deal with, and
defeat, these influences. For the suppression of
mechanical noises, the techniques include rise time
and spatial gating, coincidence detection, zone calibration, and master-slave arrays (Nakamura et al 1971;
Rodger~, 1979), whereas the discrimination of
pulse
duration, the use of differential sensors and preamplifiers, coincidence detection scheme and transient
line suppression devices are employed for electrical
noise reduction.
Mizell and Lundy (1976), Bailey and Pless (1976),
and Rodgers (1979) have conducted in-flight noise
surveys on the KC-135, C5A, and F-105 aircraft,
respectively. The mechanical and EMI noise environment on the KC-135 lower wing skin was very quiet, and
the acoustic frequency content was below 20 kHz (structural vibration noise). Very little transient data
was encountered which would interfere with AE crack
detection. Lockheed study by Bailey and Pless (1976)
revealed most of the frequency content of in-flight
noise to be below liDO kHz, but whether this noise was
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Placement of Sensors on FSlI1I2 Frame.

increase with increasing material strength and load
ratio. There was a linear log-log relationship between crack growth rate and event rate, which has been
corroborated in a study reported by Lindley et al.
(1978). The event rate appeared to be governed by the
maximum stress intensity at the crack tip, K '
max
which strongly influenced the crack p'ropagatlon
mechanism. Below K
of 50 ksi_in 1i2 (55 MPa_m 1/2 ),
a shear (tearing) m~~Aanism predominated and contributed few low amplitude emissions. At higher K
the mechanism of striation formation becomes
max'
predominant. \~ile the striation formation is expected
to be quiet from the view of AE generation, static
fracture modes that appear with increasing frequencies
at higher K
contribute more numerous highamplitude emf~sions. Fracture of nonmetallic
inclusions adds a significant part of the observed AE.

transient or continuous was not identified in their
analysis. The noise in the F-105 study as found to be
all transient, originating from mechanical fretting of
shear pins in the nearby wing attach lugs. The broadband frequency content of these signals was below
400 kHz, similar to the Lockheed study.
The F-105 study by Rodgers (1979) was unique in
several regards, and the successes of that program
were important in showing that AE monitoring can be
practiced in a severe noise environment on complex
structures. The F-105 aircraft's critical structure is
a closed-die forging of ~330V steel having the tensile
strength of 220-2~0 ksi (1.5-1.7 GPa). This is called
the FS442 frame and is shown in Fig. 4. The wings are
attached with shear pins to pairs of upper and lower
lugs on each side of the frame. The fatigue-critical
area is the root radius of the four lower wing attach
lugs.
The fatigue tests on laboratory specimens were
conducted on a Gilmore fatigue tester using a fourpoint bend test configuration per ASTM E399 specifications. The test specimens were machined from the same
forged plate stock and were heat-treated to the
tensile strengths of 200, 240, and 255 ksi (1.38, 1.68
and 1.77 GPa). Both precracked and as-notched specimens
were used in the tests. A multichannel AE system,
manufactured and modified by AET Corp. for independent
channel operation prOVided the means of data acquisition and analysis for the hE and other test
parameters, such as load and crack opening
displacement.
Four sensors were mounted with cyanoacrylate
adhesive on each specimen. Sensors used had nominal
resonant frequency of 175, 375, and 750 kHz (AET
Models AC175, AC375 and AC750), respectively. The
system gains varied from 70 to 95 dB in testing. The
linear sensor array formed a "spatial filter" that was
calibrated through software to accept only events
originating from the crack site. Additionally, the
system was gated through a software function to accept
events at the top 20~ of the load peak--this to eliminate emissions coming from crack closure or fretting
at lower loads.

Fatigue testing of three FSQ42 frames was
conducted by the Fairchild RepUblic Corporation
(Farmingdale, New York). Load control on the frames
was accomplished through a computerized, closed-loop
electro-hydraulic test system. Loading was symmetrical on both frame sides and was supplied by hydraulically-activated cantilever beams. The loading sequence was derived from a computerized random (Monte
Carlo) spectrum correlated with the most recent
load/exceedence data from F105D aircraft. Minimum
load per side was 75000 lbs.(338 kN), corresponding to
10 straight-and-level flight; maximum load was 74,000
Ibs.(333 kN), corresponding to 7G's. Load ratios
ranged from 0.1 to 0.5. Cyclic rates varied from 1
cycle/min on the highest loads to 20 cycles/min on the
lowest. The randomized load spectrum was repeated in
blocks of lOaD hours equivalent of flight service,
with 26 to 30 cycles comprising a flight hour.
Inspection of the lugs for cracks was performed
visually with a traveling-slide microscope.
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Sensor placement studies were conducted on the
FSQQ2 frame to determine their optimum location. A
new software concept was explored for this application--zone calibration. In this program concept, an
arbitrary array of sensors is placed on the structure,
and a pulsing sensor or other transient acoustic
source is used to establish calibration boundaries in
the areas of interest. These boundaries represent
ordered tabulations of the order-of-arrival of the
sensors and arrival-time differences between the
sensors determined by voltage threshold crossing.
A minimum of four sensors on each side were
required to achieve desirable acceptance and rejection
rates, as shown in Fig. 4. Valid event acceptance
rates were 90 to 99~ and invalid event rejection was
99+~.
Selection of zone size was important to
achieving these results. Valid events could be identified to their places of origin, or the specific lug.

10" ]

i:i

The optimum monitoring frequency was determined
to be 300-500 kHz from testing. High system gains
were necessary to detect stable fatigue crack growth
at lower stress intensities (K
less than 50 ksiin 1/ 2 ):i.e., 80-85 dB at 175 k~~~ 85-90 de at 375 kHz:
90-95dB at 750 kHz. hE signals from stable cr~ck ~rowth
had typically 0.5 to 3 V peak at these gains. As
the cr~ck approached failure, emissions greater than
10 V peak were observed.

CfVUUIC'CL[)

Relationship Between Valid Event Rate
for 4330V Specimen Tests.

Results of testing 17 specimens showed considerable variations in the rate of acoustic emission events
from stable fatigue crack growth. The scatter band for
the AE data is shown on Fig. 5. In spite of the spread
in the observed data, emission rates tended to

Intense transient structural noise was encountered in testing, and fretting in the lug pin holes
was the identified source. Noise emission rates were
116

The results of the F-105 study proved conclusively that real-time in-flight AE monitoring is feasible,
even in the presence of severe mechanical noise. The
major task which lies ahead is the design and
implementation of a practical instrumentation and data
processing concept. The ability to discriminate spatially (zone calibration) and on other parameters (rise
time, event duration, peak amplitude, ringdown
counts), and to record them along with load information (from an accelerometer or strain gauge), would be
required for a general-purpose system.

300-700 events/cycle. Noise rates declined to low
levels near load peaks, where emissions from crack
growth would be expected, similar to the results
observed in flight testing. These transient noise
influences were rejected 100S in testing on all three
frames.
Frame SIN 60-0519 was the only one monitored from
the start of testing to its failure at 3640 flight
hours. Valid acoustic events were detected on all
four lower lugs early in the test. ranging from 50 to
400 flight hours into testing. Multiple visual cracks
were sighted on all four lugs about 1000 hours before
failure. The history of valid events from the lugs
taken at all load values did not show any consistent
trend. When events in the top 1/3 of the load spectrum were compared against flight hours (Fig. 6), a

6.

Quality control and in-service inspection of
composite materials represent the most demanding
challenges facing the nondestructive inspection (NDI)
and maintenance communities. A number of conventional
1101 techniques have been explored--ultrasonic, radiographic, thermographic, etc. However, only limited
success has been achieved (Daniel and Liber, 1979).
The lack of an adequate failure model for composite
structures has also produced confusion over what it is
that needs to be measured or detected to define structural health (Vary, 1977), The present inability of
NDI to define where and when composite structures will
fail has led to an increased interest over a broad
industrial spectrum in the use of acoustic emission.
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Composite materials are prolific emitters of AE
due to the essentially brittle micro-failure processes
that comprise structural degradation: matrix crazing.
matrix-fiber separation, ply delamination, and fiber
breakage (Green and Landy, 1979; Jessen et al.,1975:
Ryder and Wadin, 1979; Williams and Reifsnider, 197111.
Amplitude distribution (Ryder and Wadin, 1979: Wldin
and Pollack, 1977), signal level (rms voltages) and AE
event rates are the primary techniques finding use in
the AE analysis of composite materials.
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Total Events vs. Flight Hours for
Loads> 50,000 lbs. Frame SIN 60-0519.

definite trend emerged predicting correctly the
failure of Lug ~2. Events at lower load values were
hopelessly muddled with crack fretting, establishing
the of load correlation in fatigue stUdies. Figure 7
shows a correlation of AE events and measured crack
length on Lug ff2 with flight hours. Amplitude distributions were also similar to those from specimen
fatigue tests.

Field testing of fiberglass "cherry-picker"
booms (utility maintenance vehicles, e.g.) is now
being routin~ly practiced, and prediction of residual
strength has been demonstrated (Wadi and Pollack,1979).
The plastics and petrochemical industries are making
heavy use of AE in evaluating designs for fiberreinforced plastic (FRP) pressure and containment
vessels, and for in-service testing of FRr vessels and
piping. A specialized group of workers in the plastics
industry--including representatives from such giant
corporations as Dow, DuPont, and Monsanto--have
formed the "Committee on Acoustic emission from
Reinforced Plastics" or CARP in short. Impressive
progress 1s being made, and the group has adopted a
code for FRP pressure vessel testing. Similar studies
are also being conducted in the automotive and aerospace industries. It is likely that the successes of
the CARP group will strongly influence the use of AE
in the aerospace industry in the near future.
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Another recently developed inspection technology
utilizing ultrasonics and AE together shows considerable promise as a quantitative NDI tool for composite
evaluation (Vary and coworkers, 1977.197A,1979a,h).
The test apparatus utilized by Vary is shown in Fig.
8. An ultrasonic pulsing sensor (2.?5HHz) is used to
create simulated stress wave (acoustic) emissions in
the composite material, which are received by an
acoustic emission sensor at some fixed distance away.
The AE signal is then amplified and processed through
a counter cirCUit. The counts generated for a selected
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Fig. 10

Stress Wave Factor as a Function of
Ultimate Strength and Strength-Modulus
Ratio for Graphite-Epoxy Specimens (after
Vary and Lark, 1978).
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Stress Wave Factor as a Function of Cure
Pressure for Graphie-Polyimide Composite
Panels (after Vary and Bowles, 1979).

number of ultrasonic pulses is designated the "stresswave-factor" (SWF). Vary found the SWF measurement to
be very sensitive to microstructural conditions that
govern the residual strength of composite materials.
In a sense, the SWF measures the efficiency of sound
propagation along the principal stress directions in
the material, and is sensitive to the interaction of
defect populations with sound waves. The sound wave
will bounce between the two surfaces of the panel
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numerous times before reaching the AE sensor. effectively yielding a material soundness measurement in the
process. Vary's work has shown a strong correlation
between the SWF and the inter laminar shear strength of
the graphite-epoxy tensile specimens (Figs. 9. 10).
He has also demonstrated the sensitivity of the
technique to cure pressure (Fig. 11), void content
and volume fraction of fibers.

A.T. Green and R.J. Landy, (1979),"Acoustic Emission
NDE for Advanced Composite Structures." Conference on
Advanced Composites, El Segundo. California.
C.E. Hartbower, c.r. Morais, W.G. Reuter, and
P.P. Crimmins. (l973),"Acoustic Emission from LowCycle High-Stress-Intens1ty Fatigue," Engr.Fract.
Hech.,2.765-789 [0-738].

With commercial acousto-ultrasonic instrumentation becoming available in 1981, practical application
of the SWF technique in production and maintenance
will not be far off. Many variables and problems are
undoubtedly left to be explored and solved, such as
the effects of coatings. thickness, resin systems,
complex geometries, and the like. But it remains the
most promising quantitative NDI technique yet devised
for composites.
7.

C.R. Horak and A.F. Weyhreter, (1977),"Acoustic Emission System for Monitoring Components and Structures
in a Severe Fatigue Noise Environment," Hat.Eval. 35,
59-63,68.
P.H. Hutton and J.R. Skorpik. (1978), "Develop the
Application of a Digital Memory Acoustic Emission
System to Aircraft Flaw Monitoring." Battelle Pacific
Northwest Laboratories, PNL-2873, Contract under ARPA
No. 3476, Code 7DLO.

Conclusions

E.C. Jessen, H. Spanheimer, and A.J. Deherra, (1975),
"Prediction of Composite Pressure Vessel Performance
by Application of the Kaiser Effect in Acoustic
Emissions. ASME Paper H300-12-2-037 (0-922].

The utility of acoustic emission as a practical
tool in maintenance and structural integrity of
aircraft has been proven. Effective industrial maintenance applications for detecting corrosion and
weakened adhesive bonding in honeycomb panels has been
demonstrated conclusively over the past five years at
McClellan AFB. An in-flight AE system is flying today
on the USAF KC-135 aircrafts. Other programs. notably
the F-105 study, have demonstrated the capability of
the current technology to detect fatigue cracking on
complex structures, even in a high noise environment.
Conventional AE monitoring and acousto-ultrasonic
testing are the only techniques presently demonstrating feasibility for quantitative strength evaluation
of composite materials in a wide variety of applications. Acoustic emission as a science and technology
has come to age, and it is time for the NDI community
to become more strongly involved in its application.
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CONFERENCES AND SYMPOSIA
In this report. we have developed a new approach
to experimentally determine a transfer function of PZT
type transducers and the commonly used specimens.
The following experiments were conducted:
1) The force-time function of breaking pencil
lead on a metal plate was determined from
waveforms detected by a special capacitive
transducer. Deconvolution was carried out in
the time domain using the t.heoret.ically
calculated Green's function for an infinite
plate.
2) With this characterized reference source.
the transfer functions for typical PZT transducers were obtained. and verified by the
source characterization of dropping of a steel
ball on the plate.
3) The reference source has been applied to
obtain the transfer function for a combined
system of PZT transducer and compact tension
specimen attached to a conventional fracture
toughness test machine.
AE waveforms were measured from the "pop-in"
events in 7075 Al-Zn-tlg alloy specimen. The AE
sources have been characterized by energy-time functions. The typical duration of events was 1.5 microsec. The maximum energy values have been examined
from the point of view of Linear Elastic Fracture
Mechanics, and agree well with the products of G value
(Energy release rate) and "pop-in" area that was
observed after test. The crack speed vs. time curve
was deduced from the results.

THE 23rd MEETING OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION WORKING GROUP
Toronto. Ontario. CANADA
The 23rd meeting of the Acoustic Emission Working
Group was held on 1-3 December 1981. in Toronto.
Ontario. This was the first AEWG meeting held outside
the U.S. Ontario Hydro sponsored the meeting and Dr.
John A. Baron was the program chairman. The attendees
numbered 75. mostly from the U.S. and Canada. but
included three visitors from Japan. Twenty-five (25)
talks were presented during the meeting and the field
trip to a CANDU nuclear power plant at Pickering was
conducted. The titles and authors of the presentations as well as their brief summaries (or the
abstracts when available) are given below.
The next meeting of AEWG is to be held on 5-9
September 1982. at the Knoxville Hilton. See the
announcement below. The following meeting has been set
for June. 1983 in Philadelphia.

SESSION!

=AE FUNDAMENTALS

(S.L. McBride, Chairman)

:1AGNETOMECHANICAL ACOUSTIC EHISSION (lfAE) III FeNi ALLOYS by Mamoru Shibata. May M. Kwan and Kanji Ono
Abstract
This paper describes magnetomechanical acoustic
emission OlAE) generated in ferromagnetic materials.
The relation between magnetic properties and MAE was
investigated using Fe-Ni binary alloys. It was found
that two different magnetization processes generated
HAE. These are 90 0 domain wall motion and rotation
magnetization. According to our HAE model based on
dynamic body-force generation in a solid, I~E due to
90 0 domain wall motion is controlled by the magnitude
of magnetostriction and magnetic induction of the
material. 11AE due to the rotation magnetization was
controlled by the magnetic crystalline anisotropy and
the saturation magnetic induction of the sample. This
work was supported by the ONR Physics Program.

ACOUSTIC EMISSION AND DIFFUSE WAVE FILTERS - A
PROGRESS REPORT by Davis H. Egle
Diffuse waves in sample blocks of various sizes
were examined in order to account for AE reponses that
show a wide variance among separate tests. The peak
mean square voltages and the decay rates of simulated
AE signals were found to depend inversely on the
volume of the blocks. Main effects are due to the
transducer sample interfaces.
AE SOURCE LOCATION WITH A SHALL ARRAY TRANSDUCER
(SAT) by Selcuk Sancar and Wolfgang Sachse
Abstract
The concept of a Small Array Transducer (SAT) for
locating AE sources is described. The array consists
of four point sensors. An algorithm has been developed which utilizes the arrival time of any two features
in the received waveforms to give directly the group
velocities of the selected features and the direction
and distance between the SAT and the emission event.
Measurements in plates and shells with simulated AE
sources located from 10h to 500h (h is the thickness
~f the structure) from the SAT are used to demonstrate
cne feasibility of this approach. This work is sponsored by the National Science Foundation through
grants to the Materials Science Center and the College
of Engineering at Cornell University.

IllVESTIGATION OF IMPACT USING AE DECONVOLUTION
TECHNIQUES by F.P. Higgins and M.C. Jon
Waveforms of ball impact were analyzed using a
di&ital deconvolution technique. Ball materials and
radii were varied.
ACOUSTIC EMISSION SOURCE CHARACTERIZATION FOR
DYNAIHC INFOR!1ATIDrI ON FRACTURE EVElITS OETECTED RY
COlIVEtlTIONAL TESTIlIG SYSTEM by T. Kishi. K.
Kuribayashi, T. Ohira, N. Ohisa. and K. Ohno
Abstract
Acoustic emission source characterization.
independent both of the transducers' characteristics
and of the shape and size of media. has been investigated to obtain quantitative dynamic information on
fracture event.s.

SESSION

l!

=CONTINUOUS MONITORING

(J.A. Baron)

AE AS A VALVE LEAKAGE DETECTOR by J.W. ltcElroy
Low freouencv (5-8 kllz) is beinlt used to indicate
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TIlE EFFECT OF MATRIX YIELD STRESS ON ACOUSTIC
EMISSION AND INCLUSION ON FRACTURE DURING CRACK GROWTH
by S.L. 11cBride and J .W. ~:acLachlan

the leakage of control values in nuclear plants
throught the U.S. The AE level is not a monotonic
function of the flow rate, but the presence or absence
of leakage can clearly be established.

Abstract
In this work constant amplitude loading was used
to produce crack propagation rates of about 0.2 micron
/load cycle in a series of overaged 7075 Al specimens
cut from a plate of Reynolds 7075-T651 material. It
was observed that, when crack face fretting noises were
removed. the acoustic emission activity decreased
monotonically with decreasing yield stress in the
range 300-500 MPa. These observations are in
agreement with our earlier work in 7075-T6 and 7075-0
Al and reflect the decreasing likelihood of 1-10
micron diameter inclusion fracture as the matrix yield
stress is reduced.

PLANNING AND INSTALLATION OF TWO CONTINUOUS
MCIIITORNG SYSTEMS by David Tiede
Installation steps of sensors for the AE monitorinr. of a spherical steel tank and a highway bridge
were shown.
SESSION II I - IlATERIALS/DATA COLLECTIOli AUD PROCESSING
(J.W. IlcElroy)
THE EFFECT OF HEAT TREATMENT ON BURST TYPE
ACOUSTIC EMISSION OF PREVIOUSLY LOADED A533B STEELS
by Kanji Ono. H.D. Teoh and I. Roman

EXPERIENCE WITH ACOUSTIC EMISSION MONITORING
OF AERIAL LIFT DEVICES by Henry Parker

Abstract
Acoustic emission characteristics of ASTI! A533B
steel were determined during tensile testing. The
orientation dependence of acoustic emission and mechanical properties were studied by employing tensile
specimen with various heat-treatment histories. The
types of acoustic emission signals, signal levels and
amplitude distribution analysis were investigated.
Two different types of acoustic emission signals
were identified. One, the continuous type was observed when testing both Land S direction samples, and
is due to plastic deformation of the ferrite matrix.
The other was observed up to the yield stress when
testing S direction samples, and has the characteristic of Weibull function as its amplitude distribution.
The source of this burst type acoustic emission is
attributed to the debonding of manganese sulfide
inclusions. a phenomena common to typical structureal
steels. Re-heat treating and loading resulted in
recurrence of the burst-type acoustic emission in the
elastic region (in contrast to the Kaiser effect).
This study is continuing in order to establish our
proposed model that re-heat treatment is causing
embrittlement of HnS inclusions/matrix interfaces that
did not debond upon the first loading. This work was
supported by the ONR Physics program.

Applications of AE to the evaluation of aerial
lift devices were discussed. Many examples of successful AE monitoring were shown for fiber glass renforced
composite booms and supporting steel components.
VARIABLE DEPTH SONAR (VDS) CABLE MONITORING
BY ACOUSTIC EMISSION by G.K. Schattschneider
Abstract
Submarine detection through the use of variable
depth sonar (VDS) is one of the Canadian Forces'
important naval functions. Premature failure of the
VDS towing cable due to fatigue fracture has caused
the periodic loss of the costly VDS bodies.
At the present time. the VDS operator receives no
information with regard to changes in the state of the
towing cable during the period between the launch and
recovery of the VDS body. Knowledge of fatiguing and
fracturing cable strands is essential if the operator
is expected to surely recover the VDS body.
DREP has addressed the problem by applying modern
acoustic emission (AE) techniques to the detetion and
analysis of the stress waves emitted by the VDS cable
during fatigue and fracture. Information acquired
from laboratory and field work has resulted in the
development of a specialized AE monitoring system for
VDS cables.
The AE monitoring system was operated under
actual t~wing conditions in January 1981, on HMCS
Gatineau. as part of a formal technical evaluation
raised by DMCS. The performance displayed by the AE
system during the trial amply met pre-trial expectations. The ability of the AE system to provide
advance warning of cable fatigue and strand fracture
was exhibited by the detection of every increasing
numbers of AE bursts in the period before cable
failure. Confidence in the accuracy of AE identification was encouraged by the excellent correlation between the detection of AE bursts and the measurement of
exreme peaks in cable load as displayed by the NRC VDS
Towing Monitor.
The AE monitor is currently undergoing a number
of final refinements before the commencement of construction of production units. It is hoped that the
information provided by the AE VDS cable monitoring
system will prove to be valuable in improving the
operational capability of variable depth sonar on CF
ships.

A MULTIPARAMETER APPARATUS FOR ACOUSTIC EMISSION
RECORDING AND ANALYSIS by S.L. McBride and M.D.
Pollard
Abstract
A microprocessor-based data collection and analysis system is described which permits the "simultaneous" recording of envelope-followed acoustic emission events together with several other slowly-varying
analog parameters. The particular parameters recorded
are the sampled acoustic emission event envelope.
applied load. number of load cycles and time of occurrence of the event along with other NDE information
including eddy current. ultrasonic and photographic
data.
The data analysis system can be used to generate
a variety of x-y plots and frequency distributions
with windowing on up to three of any of the recorded
variables. Some examples are presented to illustrate
the use of this apparatus for acoustic emission crack
growth monitoring in the presence of fretting noises.
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soil. Frequencies from 1 to 8 kllz were used. Onehalf inch waveguides were employed and the effect of
different soil types, moisture content. and often
times soil placement were investigated. Also investigated was the effect of wave generation mechanisms
(transverse or axial) and wave pickup (transverse or
axial> •
It appears from the study that waveguides allow a
significantly larger volume of the soil to be monitored and the frequency shifts are not large enough to
be detrimental to monitoring.

ACOUSTIC EMISSION TESTING OF BRAZE JOINTS
FOR QUALITY ASSURANCE by T.F. Drouillard and T.G.
Glenn
Abstract
A method for vacuum brazing a uranium alloy to
beryllium was developed at Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory and adapted for production at Rockwell
International's Rocky Flats Plant. To minimize heat
input and therefore keep below the transformation
temperature of uranium and to minimize thermal stresses and distortion, a silver-aluminum eutectic brazing
process was selected. Acoustic emission was utilized
in the development and optimization of the joining
process and as a production nondestructive testing
method to evaluate joints. Described is the silver
and aluminum coating processes, the formation of the
eutectic braze, and the procedure for performng the
acoustic emission evaluation during both destructive
and proof tensile testing. The types of failures and
the acoustic emission from each is discused relative
to providing criteria for proof test acceptance and
determining the structural reliability of the joints.

CAPABILITIES OF THE POST DISASTER SEISMIC
LOCATION SYSTEM by R.J. Greenfield
Low frequency AE detection systems for locating
the survivors in a mine disaster were discussed.
Clustered AE sensors were used and several advancved
signal processing methods were implemented. including
cross-correlation of successive signals detected. and
the reconstruction of very low frequency (DC to 30 Hz)
components lost during tape recording by means of
deconvolution.
APPLICATION OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION TO GENERAL
YIELDING AND LEAK DETECTION by M.N. Bassim

SESSION IV - GEOLOGICAL AND OTHER APPLICATIONS
(Kanji Ono)
---

AE during tensile and fracture testng of A517
steel samples were described. Also discussed were
preliminary results of air leak monitoring of small
diameter gas pipes, 3' and 18' long.

APPLICATIONS OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION TO THE STUDY
OF THE MECIIANICAL BEHAVIOR OF SALT by H. Reginald
Hardy, Jr.
Abstract
At present there"is considerable world-wide
interest in the use of bedded and domal salt for the
storage of such materials as compressed gases. hydrocarbons and radioactive wastes. This paper will
review a number of recent laboratory and field studies
in which acoustic emission (AE) techniques have been
applied as a means of evaluating the mechanical behavior of salt. In the Rock Mechanics Laboratory at
Penn State, AE techniques have been extensively
utilized in relation to the investigation of a number
of mechanical properties of salt. including studies of
creep, yield point and dissolution. Furthermore,
preliminary studies at Penn State and elsewhere indicate that under laboratory conditions some types of
salt exhibit the Kaiser effect. Although in the
field, AE techniques have only been utilized to a
limited degree in the stability evaluation of
engineering structures constructed in salt, their
potential application in this regard, a brief review
of a number of recent and ongoing AE field studies
associated with bedded and domal salt will be briefly
described.

SESSION

Y=STRUCTURAL

INTEGRITY (A.E. Lord)

LABORATORY AND FIELD TESTING OF FIBERGLASS
MATERIAL OF AERIAL LIFT DEVICES by J.A. Baron
Three point bend tests were performed on samples
cut from a number of fiberglass boom sections. AE
activity was measured whilst fixed incremented loads
were applied for a fixed time period. Curve fitting
to both the AE event rate and accumulated events was
successful. but the resulting parameters proved to be
poor indicators of ultimate strength.
Field test to failure of an 18-year boom showed
AE to be a reliable indicator of failure site and
damage load. Problems with the loading system effectively masked the "Non-Kaiser" point on-line but this
point became evident in post test analysis.
ON BOARD STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY MONITORING OF
MAN LIFT DEVICES by J.W. HcElroy
AE monitoring of fiberglass reinforced booms for
aerial lift devices was presented. indicating the
importance of preventing catastrophic tensile fracture, which often resulted from misuses and overloads.
Installation of an alarm device was shown to alleviate
much of the problems.

THE USE OF WAVEGUIDES IN ACOUSTIC EMISSION
MONITORING IN TilE GEOTECHNICAL AREA by Arthur E. Lord,
~. Robert H. Koerner and Charles L. Fisk
Abstract
The attenuation of elastic waves in the geological area can at times be prohibitively high for efficient use of acoustic emission. This is especially
true in monitoring soil structures at frequencies
above 500 Hz. For this reason waveguides (low attenuating media) have been used to conduct the waves to
the surface for monitoring.
A laboratory study was undertaken to ascertain
the attenuation and frequency shift of waves travelling along steel waveguides which were covered with

FRP TESTING WITH AE by J. Mitchel

General discussions on AE monitoring of fiber
reinforced plastic were presented.
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ACOUSTIC EMISSION Ill-FLIGHT CRACK
by S.L. McBride and J.W. MaoLachl~n

categorizing the AE with respect to the tlming of a
pulsed laser syste~. Work performed under the
auspices of the U.S. Department of F.nerr,y by the
Lawrence livermore National Laboratory under Contract
No. W-7405-ENG-48.

~lEASUREMEIlTS

Abstract
A dual channel acoustio emission recording system
was used to record in-flight data from pairs of symmetrically located components in each of seven airframes. The components under study contained cracks
of known lengths. Two impor~ant results emerged.
1) Under suitable loading conditions an airframe
component can be sufficiently quiet to permit
the detection by acoustic emission of crack
advance in aircraft aluminum alloys.
2) Symmetric locations can be used to account for
the maneuver dependence of in-flight noises
and provide a parameter proportional to crack
size. This permits in-flight crack length
deter~ination from a random flight profile.

IN-SERVICE INSPECTION OF PRESSURE VESSELS
AE by Gopala Krishna

USING

Experience with AE monitoring of spherical gas
holding tanks was described. Tanks were of steel, 36'
diameter typically. Pressure variations during regular
service were successfully utilzied for detected
cracks, missed by other NDE inspection.

K.ONO

COLLECTION OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION DATA all A
CS2F-l TRACKER AIRCRAFT IN FULL SCALE FATIGUE TEST
by M.A. Black
Abstract
Six acoustic emission transducers were mounted on
the lower wing skin of a CS2F-l tracker aircraft in
full scale fatigue test at the National Aeronautical
Establishment of the National Research Council of
Canada in Ottawa.
Data collection was begun at 14700 hours of simulated flying time and has continued periodically
through to 72000 simulated flying hours. Analysis
of this data indicates many large amplitude emissions
with energy concentrated around 100 kHz. The rate at
which these emissions are generated bas increased
gradually during the period of data oollection.
A similar acoustic emission data recording system
is being mounted in an operational tracker aircraft to
collect ambient background noise.

THE 24th MEETING OF THE
ACOUSTIC EMISSION WORKING GROUP
Knoxville, Tennessee
September 5-8, 1982
The 24th meeting of the Acoustic Emission Working
Group (AEWG) will be held at the Knoxville Hilton
Hotel in Knoxville, Tennessee, September 5-8, 1982.
It will provide participants a current review of the
slate of acoustic emission work and the unique opportunity to attend the Knoxville International Energy
Exposition - the 1982 World's Fair. This meeting
promises to be a memorable one due to the presentation
of the first AEWG awards, in addition to the Fair.

STATUS OF AE PATTERN RECOGNITION PROJECT
BY AIRBORNE APPLICATIONS by John M. Carlyle

PROGRAM NOTES
Registration will begin at 6:00 p.m. Sunday night and
continue through Tuesday in the upper lobby of the
Hilton. In order to allow suffioient time for presentations as well as a day for visiting the Fair, the
24th meeting will begin at 9:00 p.m. on Sunday.
Presentations will continue all day Monday and Tuesday
with the exception of time for the business meeting on
Tuesday afternoon.

Current status of a DARPA project on fatigue
crack monitoring via AE was reviewed. Several signal
discrimination techniques indicated promises,
including voice printing (frequency speotra vs. time
plots) and amplitude-event duration plots, but additional efforts are in progress for unequivocal AE
signal recognition.

In keeping with the AEWG philosophy, we urge speakers
to report current, even incomplete, work. It is hoped
this will stimulate discussion and spawn new ideas.
Presentations of recently completed work are, of
course, acceptable. Please send a title and short
abstract, as well as the audio-visual aids form, to the
following address prior to June 15 to enable us to
prepare an agenda:
J.W. Whittaker
Union Carbide Corporation, Nuclear Division
Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant
Building 9203, I1S-1
Post Office Box Y
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

SESSION VI - APPLICATIONS (Kanji Ono)
INVESTIGATION OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION RESPONSE
FROM LASER WELDS PHASE I AND II by C.A. Tatro, A.E.
Brown, G.E. Faulkner and S.J. Vahaviolos
Abstract
Initial attempts to correlate acoustic emission
(AE) response to the quality of a YAG pulsed laser
edge weld in stainless steel will be reported. The AE
record will be related to a video taped reproduction
of the weld surface, magnified 120 times by means of a
fiber optics microscope.
Initial attempts at monitoring AE generated from
laser welds indioated a correlation existed between
the AE and the weld. Phase II of this investigation
involved more sophisticated techniques in AE instrumentation. These techniques included windowing and

REGISTRATION FEE
A $31.00 registration fee will be required to cover
the cost of the social functions. The fee is payable
by cash or check during registration. No advance
payment. please.
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HOUSING AND DINING
A block of 100 rooms (singles, doubles. and suites)
has been reserved at the Hilton. These will be
assigned on a first come-first served basis. Due to
the limited accommodations in Knoxville during the
Fair. we strongly urge you to mail your reservation as
early as possible. and also to room with another
attendee. if possible. One night's room fee is
required to guarantee your room and should be paid
directly to the Hilton. After the 100 rooms are
taken, any attendees without rooms must arrange their
own accommodations. This also includes those attendees with Hilton rooms who may want to extend their
stay past September 8. The World's Fair Housing
Bureau [(615) 971-1000) or Knoxvisit [(615) 523-7263]
will be helpful in providing housing information.

AEWG AWARDS
Dr. Clement A. Tatro and Hr. Harold L. Dunegan will
receive the Gold Medal Award and the Achievement Award
of the AEWG. respectively at its forthcoming meeting
in KnOXVille, Tennessee. this September. They are the
first recipients of the newly established awards from
the AEWG. The Gold Metal Award is presented to a
member of AEWG for his many contributions and
outstanding leadership in the field of acoustic
emission. The Achievement Award is given to a member
or members for a particular significant accomplishment
in the science and technology of acoustic emission.
The Awards Committee of AEWG is chaired by Tom
Droui 11 ard.

Two restaurants are available in the Hilton. and a
number of other eating establisments are available
within walking or driving distance.
Luncheons are planned at the Hilton on Monday and
Tuesday for meeting attendees to facilitate the
meeting schedule and provide a forum for presentation
of the awards. Short talks will be given by the
recipients of the Gold Medal and Achievement Awards.

Dr. Clem Tatro is a pioneering researcher in acoustic
emission. Clem started his wide-ranging research at
Michigan State University in 1956 immediately after
completing his Ph.D. at Purdue University. He has
continued research and applications of AE technology
ever since. spanning nearly all aspects of AE fields.
After teaching at Hichigan State and Tulane University, Dr. Tatro joined Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory in 1966 as Leader of the Materials Test and
Evaluation Se~tion. He has published over 30 papers
and has also been active in furthering the AE technology through lectures and short courses. He is a
founder member of the AEWG and as the first chairman
of the AE committee of ASHT from 1974 to 1979. Host
recently, Dr. Tatro organized the AE Applications
Seminar under ASHT sponsorship. He is member of APS
ASTH, ASHT and SESA as well as Institute of Environ-'
mental Sciences. for which he served as President in
1980-81.

ACTIVITIES
Wednesday. September 8, is being reserved for Fair
attendance with no technical pesentations planned. A
number of Fair tickets, at a discount price, will be
available at the registration desk.
TRANSPORTATION
Knoxville's McGhee Tyson Airport is served by a number
of major airlines inclUding Delta. RepUblic. USAir,
and United. Connections are good through Atlanta.
Chicago, Pittsburgh, and Washington. D.C.
A 20-minute drive will bring you from the airport to
the Hilton in downtonwn Knoxville. Ground transportation including rental autos, limousine service, and
taxi service is available. A map showing the route
frorn the airport to the Hilton will be included in the
second mail ing.

Mr. Hal Dunegan is perhaps the most well-known figure
in AE technology. Hal was eminently successful in the
first commercial development of AE instrumentation.
when he created Dunegan Research Corporation in 1968.
Later. it was merged to become Dunegan/Endevco. He
continued as the president of that firm until 1978.
after which he has been an independent consultant.
Hal started his distingUished AE career at Lawrence
Livermore Laboratory in 1958. where he stayed for ten
years performing applied research in AE. ultrasonics,
and fracture mechanics. During this time, lIal received
the C.S. degree in ~etallurgical Engineering from San
Jose State University. He has published over 40
papers and reports and is a member of ASH. ASHT and
ASTH. Hal is also a founder member of AEWG.

GENERAL INFORMATION
Knoxville is located in East Tennessee and is
surrounded by several of the Tennessee Valley Authority's picturesque lakes. It is within an hour's drive
of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park and the
resort town of Gatlinburg. The American Museum of
Science and Energy is less than an hour's drive west
of Knoxville in Oak Ridge. The World's Fair site is
situated two blocks from the Hilton.
Tempreatures will range from 85-90 0 F in the day to 758S oF at night. The Hilton has outdoor swimming facilities for a refreshing late day break.
Once again, we urge you to get your room reservation
card in as soon as possible. Please direct any questions concerning this meeting to Bill Hartman [(615)
966-5856) or Jerry '~ittaker [(615) 574-0886].

K.ONO

We look forward to seeing you at the 24th meeting.

W. F. HARTMAN
J. W. WHITTAKER
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Third National Conference on Acoustic Emission
Tokyo, Japan,
October 21-22, 1981

3-2

SELF-RECIPROCITY CALIBRATION OF ACOUSTIC
TRAtISDUCERS
H. Yamada and M. Onoe

This series of biennial Japanese conferences was
inaugurated in 1977. As the same name implies. these
conferences are primarily for domestic information
exchanges and complement International Acoustic
Emission Symposia held in even years. This Conference
was sponsored by the Japanese Society for Nondestructive Inspection. Professor M. Onoe of University of
Tokyo, chaired the organizing committee. Thirty-six
contributed papers were presented at the two-day
meeting. In addition, Professor K. Mogi gave a
special lecture, the text of which was published in
the previous issue of Journal of Acoustic Emission. A
230-page proceedings volume (in Japanese) was published at the time of the conference, which attracted
about 120 participants from throughout Japan plus this
reporter. The titles and authors of the presentations
are given below.

3-3

CHARACTERIZATION OF PIEZO~LECTRIC TRANSDUCERS BY
USING A CAPACITIVE TRANSDUCER fOR ACOUSTIC EllISSION SOURCE WAVE ANALYSIS
N. Ohisa and T. Kishi

SESSION 4 Fracture (Chairman:

1-1

I. Sato)

4-1

ACOUSTIC EMISSION AND FRACTURE MODES IN STEELS
Y. FUkuzawa, T. Nakamura, N.W. Ringshall and A.
Adachi

4-2

SEPARATION AND AE IN ELASTIC-PLASTIC FRACTURE
TOUGI/NESS TEST OF SM50 STEEL
T. Ookouchi, H. Takahashi, H. Niitsuma and K.
Ichida

4-3

EFFECT OF HEAT TREATMENT OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION
BEHAVIOUR OF HOT ROLLED ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
RESISTING STEEL UNDER FRACTURE TOUGHNESS TESTING
K. Yoshida. J. Takatsubo and M. Mitsui

K.ONO
SESSION 1 Measurements (Chairman:

~IISSION

H. Niitsuma)

CALIBRATED AE FREQUENCY SPECTRUM AHALYSIS USING
PSEUDORANDOM NOISE METHOD
Y. H1go, K. Takashima, S. Nunomura, H. Nakamura
and A. Wada

SESSION 5 Structural Evaluation (Chairman:

H. Hatano)

5-1

EVALUATION METHOD OF STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY
AE TECHNIQUES
1. Nakajima

USING

1-2

ACOUSTIC EMISSION ENERGY MEASUREMENT BY RINGDOYN
COUNT
M. Nakano and H. Ueyama

5-2

ACOUSTIC EMISSION RATING PARAMETER AND
ITS
APPLICATION TO AE STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY MONITORING
M.A. Khan, T, Shoji, H. Niitsuma and H. Takahashi

1-3

ACOUSTIC ErnSSIOII SOURCE CHARACTERIZATION DURING
FRACTURE OF HIGH STRENGTH ALUMINUM ALLOY
T. Ohira and T. Kishi

5-3

1-4

PROPAGATION CHARACTERISTICS OF SIHULATED ACOUSTIC
EMISSION WAVES IN LARGE PLATE
11. Nakano, Y. Ohsho, H. Ueyama and T. Tsukikawa
and R. Saikudo

AE MONITORING IN FATIGUE TEST OF TYPE 304 STAINLESS STEEL TEE PIPING COMPONENT
K. Iida, T. Kishi, Y. Mori, Y. Obata, N. Nakasa,
Y. Sakakibara, T. lIakajima, S. Hashirizaki,
Y. Maruyama, K. Ishihara, K. Yamada, H. Iwasaki
and M. Izumi

5-q

A MODEL fOR IMPROVING SAFETY OF STRUCTURES BY AE
ON-LINE MONITORING
H. Suzuki, H. Fujita and K. Yamaguchi

SESSION 2 Rocks and Concrete (Chairman: K.
Kuribayashi)
2-1

ACOUSTIC EMISSION CRACK MONITORING IN FRACTURE
TOUGHNESS TEST OF ICE AND SNOW
H. Niitsuma, N. Chubachi, K. Sato and D. Okuyama

2-2

SOURCE MECHANISM AND WAVEFORM ANALYSIS OF
ACOUSTIC EMISSION IN CONCRETE
Y. Niwa, S. Kobayashi and M. Ohtsu

SESSION 6 SPECIAL LECTURE
EARTHQUAKES AS ACOUSTIC EMISSION - THE 1980 IZUHANTO-TOHO-oKI-EARTHQUAKE
K. Mogi
SESSION 7 Deformation and Fatigue (Chairman:

K. Sano)

7-1

MAGNETOMECHANICAL AE OF Fe-Ni ALLOYS
M. Shibata, M. Man-Kwan and K. Ono

7-2

AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION OF AE DURING MARTENSITE
TRANSFORMATION ON 304 STAINLESS STEEL
Y. I/igo, K. Takashima and S. Nunomura

7-3

FUNDAMENTAL STUDIES ON AE MONITORING
CORROSION FATIGUE PROCESS
S. Yuyama, T. Kishi and Y. Hisamatsu

7-q

DETECTING ACOUSTIC EMISSION DURING CYCLIC CRACK
GROWTH IN SIMULATED BWR ENVIRONMENT
T. Shoji, H. Niitsuma, M. Kikuchi, H. Takahashi,
M. Suzuki, H. Nakajima and T. Kondo

2-3

APPLICATION OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION TO QUALITY
I~ANAGE~IEIIT IN THE CURING PROCESS OF MORTAR
MATERIAL
Hyo Ung Li, H. Kitagawa, K. Negishi and
Y. Torikai
2-4 ACOUSTIC EMISSION MONITORING OF CRACKS IN FIRE
BRICKS USED FOR BLAST FURNACE
H. Yamaguchi, Y. Morita and K. Fujisawa

SESSION 3 Transducers (Chairman:
3-1

H. Fujita)

AN ACOUSTIC EMISSION SENSOR USING SHEAR MODE
PIEZOELECTRIC CERAMICS
Y. Tomikawa, Y. Ito, H. Yamada and M. Onoe
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DURING

SESSION 8 Ceramics and Polymers (Chairman:
8-1

Y. Higo)

8-2

EVALUATION OF FRACTURE STRENGTH AND QUALITY
CONTROL IN INSULATED HEAT SINK BY AE METHOD
J. Takahashi, N. Yasumura and H. Takahashi

8-3

ACOUSTIC EMISSION AND FRACTURE BEHAVIOR IN
FRACTURE TOUGHNESS TEST OF PIEZOELECTRIC CERAMICS
T. Tanaka, H. Niitsuma, N. Chubach1 and R. Sato

8-4

ACOUSTIC EMISSION DURING CRACK GROWTH
and A120~ CERAMICS
H. IwasaRi and M. Izumi

SESSION 9 Rock and Concrete (Chairman:
9-1

CARP - Sixth Meeting
San Antonio, Texas

MEASUREMENT OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION DURING TREEING IN
A PLASTIC INSULATION MATERIAL
H. Fujita, K. Yamaguchi, T. Nakanishi and H. Oyaizu

IN

The sixth meeting of the CARP (Committee for
Acoustic Emission Testing of Reinforced Plastics),
took place at the Hilton Placio Del Rio, in San
Antonio, on March 2-4, 1982. CARP, a subcommittee of
SPI (Society of the Plastics Industry), is dedicated
to improve safety and performance of reinforced plastic equipment through the use of Acoustic Emission
Testing. The group's membership includes representatives of the chemical industry, power utilities, automotive equipment, universities, governm~nt labs,
reinforced plastic (RP) equipment manUfacturers, AE
instrument manufacturers, resin suppliers and glass
CARP meetings are held at nine-month intervals and
interest has grown significantly.

S1 "4
3

M. Ohtsu)

ACOUSTIC EMISSIO" RATE CONTROLLED COMPRESSION
TEST OF ROCKS
M. Terada, T. Yanagidani and S. Ehara

9-2

DETECTION OF AE AND FRACTURE TOUGHNESS TEST OF
ROCK SIMULATING GEOTHERMAL RESERVOIR
S. Yuda, H. Niitsuma, K. Tamakawa, H. Takahashi
and N. Chubachi

9-3

ACOUSTIC EtlISSION DURING THERMAL CYCLING OF ROCKS
S. Ehara, T. Oshita, T. Yanagidani and ~. Terada

9-4

OBSERVABILITY OF SOURCE SPECTRUM OF AE IN ROCK
FRACTURE EXPERIMENTS
K. Kurita, H. Kakuta, T. Yanagidani and S. Ehara

SESSION 10 Fracture (Chairman:

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE CARP MEETING
Future Meetings
The Seventh CARP Meeting will take
place in Fort Lauderdale, Flordia in mid January,
1983 either prior to or following the ASTM E7 Meeting.
Tom Crump (DuPont) and Bill Swain (Independent Testing Laboratories), will host the meeting.
An International Meeting is being planned for June,
1983, in an Francisco. It is hoped that the meeting
will begin with a one-day tutorial seminar reviewing
the use of AE for testing of reinforced plastic equipment followed by several days of papers describing new
work. Marv Hamstad (Lawrence Livermore Laboratory)
and Stewart Slykhous (Physical Acoustic Corp.) are
organizing the meeting.

H. Takahashi)

Endorsement of AE Journal
The CARP Committee voted
unanimously
to endorse the Journal of
Acoustic
Emission. Future contributions to the Journal will
include: meeting announcements, technical papers for
publication
and also summaries of meetings
and
recommended practices.

10-1 STRENGTH AND ACOUSTIC EtlISSION OF Ti-6Al-6V-2Sn
ALLOY FOR MATERIALS OF ROCKET HOTOR CASE
Y. Mori, Y. Obata, T. Kishi, T. Kakimi and A.
Ilorimoto
10-2 DELAYED FRACTURE BEHAVIOR AND AE CHARACTERISTICS
OF 18 Ni MARAGING STEEL
A. Nozue, T. Ohkubo and Y. Abe

Recommended Practice for Acoustic Emission Testing of
Fiberglass Tanks/Vessels A final draft of the CARP's
Committee's first recommended practice has been approved and published by SPIt The document is available singly or in large number from:

10-3 AE GENERATED DURING COMPRESSIVE DEFORMATION OF
THE NODULAR CAST IRON AND ITS APPLICATION TO
EVALUATION OF FORGEABILITY
T. Uenoya

The Society of the Plastics Industries, Inc.
355 Lexington Avenue
New York, New York 10017
Attn: Joe McDermott (212) 573-9400

10-4 FRACTURE TOUGHNESS AND ACOUSTIC EMISSION IN
NODULAR CAST IRON
K. Kuribayashi, T. Kishi, M. Ito, P.B. Banyong,
T. Umeda and Y. Kimura
SESSION 11

To expand use of this well-tested procedure (over one
thousand tanks), the CARP is soliciting support
from ASTM, and has contacted two committees, E7 (NOT).
and 020 (chemical use of RP). It is hoped that D20
will support E7 to finalize the document as an ASTM
recommended practice.

Equipment Diagnosis (Chairman: Y. Mori)

11-1 JOURIIAL BEARING DIAGNOSIS BY ACOUSTIC EMISSION
TECHNIQUES
T. Yoneyama. I. Sato, T. Inoue. K. Hisano. T.
Koga and K. Ikeuchi

Short Course on Tank Testing A short course designed
to provide training for test personnel (and their
supervisors), has been arranged by SPI/CARP at ITL in
Searcy, Arkansas, on April 12-16. 1982. The course,
which is fashioned around "ASHT- TC- 1A, will offer a
basic of knowledge on fiberglass testing and acoustic
emission while focusing on strict adherence to the
steps outlined in the CARP recommened practice for
acoustic emission testing of fiberglass tanks/vessels.

11-2 AE MONITOR FOR DIAGNOSIS OF EQUIPMENT (CRACK AE
HONITOR)
S. Hashirizaki
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The XIth EWGAE Meeting

Laboratory demonstrations and actual tests ~n two full
sized vessels will be conducted. Those interested in
future courses should contact Joe McDermott (SPI)
(212) 573-9400.

The venue and dates for the Xlth EWGAE meeting
been set as follow:

Recommended Practice for Acoustic Emission Testing of
Reinforced Thermosetting Resin Pipe (RTRP)
This
document is currently being finalized by the Piping
Task Group. A significant accomplishment of this task
group has been the adoption of a new Acoustic E~ission
Parameter known as the PJ value (pipe joint). This
measurement "time averages" long duration AE activity
and provides maximum sensitivity to failure mechanisms
in pipe joints while rejecting classical burst events.
This document is expected to meet final approval in
the near future.

Venue:

C.I.S.E.
Via Reggio Emilia, 39
20090 SEGRATE (MILANO)

Dates:

29 September - 1 october 1982

Recommended Practice for Acoustic Emission Testing
Devices The need for a document describing the use of
AE for Aerial Device (Bucket Truck) testing has been
recognized. Task Group Chairman (Bill Swain - Independent Testing Laboratory) will coordinate this effort by editing a single draft compiled from existing
procedures used by various utilities and testing companies. ASTM participation is being solicited from F18 (Electrical Protective Equipment), which held a
seminar on AE Testing of Aerial Devices in Williamsburg on March 8. Seminar organizer was Al Bingham of
Georgia Power.

The organizing
schedule:

have

The Code Subgroup meeting will be held in the same
place on 28 September 1982. This meeting has been
arranged at the kind invitation of Messieurs F.
Tonolini and G. Russo of C.I.S.E. and the C.l.S.E.
administration.
committee has proposed the

following

• April

- first call for papers, registration

•

- second (and last) call for papers and
travel arrangements, announcement of hotel

Hay

• June

- release of provisional program, any
further notices of arrangements,
registration

• August

- final program and any further information

Technical Presentations
AE Attenuation
AE Tests of High Temp. Tanks
Test Specimen Design

T. Fowler (Monsanto)
M. Droge (DuPont)
P. McGowan (OwensCorning Fiberglass)
AE Tests of Free Standing Stacks B. Swain (Independent Testing Lab)
AE Tests of Walkway Grating
H. Adams (Monsanto)

The meeting is currently scheduled for three days, but
since this is dependant on the number of papers offered, will you please complete and return the enclosed forms as soon as possibl~.
The necessary charges for meals, transportation and
secrearial expenses are likely to be in the region of
italian Liras 110 000 (about1~0 - about FF.550 and
about DM 200) and are subject to the number of attendees and exchange fluctuations.

Averaging Signal Measurements

S. Vahaviolos
(Physical Acoustic
Corp.)
Storage Tank Testing Case Hist. D. Traleven (Monsanto)
Graphite Epoxy Sample Testing
J. Awerbuch (Drexel)
Testing of Oil Field Pipe
D. Scarpellini (Monsanto)
AE Used for FRP Pipe Design
F. Pickering (Fiberglass)
AE Testing Filament Wound Pipe
P. McGowan (Owens-)
Corning Fiberglass)
AE Characteristics of Pipe Joint T. Fowler (Monsanto)
Failure Mechanisms
AE for Failure Mode
Identification in Graphite Epoxy Y. Hinton (AMMRC)
AE for Fatigue Monitoring
Graphite Epoxy Samples
J. Awerbuch (Drexel)
AE for Bucket Truck Testing
B. Swain (Independent
Testing Lab)
AE Vendor Instrumentation
Interchangeability
T. Crump (DuPont)

We have been informed of the recent death of Dr.
Votava, one of the first members o( EWGAE and active
member of the Executive Committee since 1978. As you
will agree, we have lost an excellent scientist and a
friend. The Executive Committee on behalf of all the
members of EWGAE has transmitted the sincere sympathy
to Mrs. Votava.

B.AUDENARD

J.MITCHELL
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BOOK REVIEW

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd., Chichester, New York (1980)
ISBN 0~71 27836X
511 pp.

The book is essentially a theoretical text but a
theoretical text with a human face and the casual
reader can gain from browsing through the book as well
as using it as a reference and study text. Certain
areas of the book are slanted towards SAW devices but
there is much to interest and stimulate the acoustic
emission user.

As the names of the authors suggest, this book is
of French origin, originally published in Paris in
1974. The fact that John Wiley & Sons Ltd. have
translated it from French suggests we have a book
worthy of some attention.

One slightly offputting feature is what appears
to be the use of photolitho printing which is becoming
more common in textbook printing. After one's eyes
have adjusted to this format it presents no problem
however.

Of course, acoustic emission is exactly this
problem, the propagation of an elastic wave in a
solid, but I suspect that very few practitioners of
A.E. have little more than a general and qualitative
knowledge of this topic. For those who want to
rectify this deficiency, this book is a good starting
point.

The book pulls together much useful material
between two covers. If you are this way inclined, get
yourself a copy.

Elastic Waves in Solids - Applications to Signal
Processing
by
E. Dieulesaint and D. Royer

ROGER HILL

Chapter 1 of this book deals with general aspects
of acoustic wave propagation including wave guiding,
radiation patterns, signal spectrum and the process of
convolution and deconvolution, so much used by those
interested in the theoretical aspects of the acoustic
emission signal.
Chapter 2 provides a discussion of fundamental
aspects of crystal structure, leading to a discussion
of what the authors charmingly call "the structure
of some useful materials," which means a discussion of
the structure of typical piezoelectric and ferroelectric materials.
Chapter 3 deals with the applications of tensor
analysis to crystals and Chapter 4 goes on to apply
this theory to the static elastic behavior of
materials.
Chapter 5 discusses dynamic elasticity and wave
propagation in solids considering such things as wave
types and slowness surfaces, wave conversion at boundaries, concluding with a discussion of Rayleigh wave
propagation in isotropic and anisotropic media.
Chapter 6 deals with piezoelectricity and the
propagation of surface waves on a piezoelectric solid,
a topic of interest to exponents of surface acoustic
wave (SAW) deVices.
Chapter 7 moves logically to the theory of
piezoelectric devices used in the generation and
detection mode considering piezoelectric materials
operating into acoustic loads, equivalent cirucits and
a section discussing the design of SAW deVices.
Chapter 8 deals with the interaction of light
and elastic waves where an elastic wave in say a
liquid acts as a diffraction grating to a light beam.
Brief reference is made to the interaction of a light
beam with surface waves, which may, at some stage, be
relevant to acoustic emission practice.
The final Chapter deals with the practicalities
of acoustic "delay" lines in such areas as delay
element, pulse compression, filtering, memory. and
convolution; all devices of relevance as part of
electronic circuits.
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AE EVENTS OF INTEREST

CHARTER FELLOWS OF AEWG. Seating from left to right, C.A. Tatro, H.L. Dunegan
and A.T. Green. Standing from left to right, ~. Ono, R.B. Engle, P.H. Hutton,
S.H. Carpenter and T.F. Drouillard. In the photo below left, C.D. Bailey
receives his certificate of AEWG Charter Fellow from outgoing AEWG Chairman
W.F. Hartman.
At the AEWG AWARDS Luncheons, Mr. Harold
L. Dunegan received the Achievement
Award from Chairman Hartman ( photo
right ) and the Gold Medal Award
recipient Dr. Clement A. Tatro delivered
a witty acceptance speech ( photo below
right ). Mr. Dunegan urged us to expand
our basic understanding on AE and to
push on the developmental efforts.
Dr. Tatro asked every AEWG'er to extend
the horizen of AE applications and to
cultivate new fields where AE can thrive.
COVER PHOTOGRAPH features the newly
installed Executive Committee of AEWG.
W. Sachse, D. Egle, W.F. Hartman and
A.G. Beattie (from left to right).

LETTER

FROM

THE

EDITOR

1 am pleased to send you the third issue of the journal for the AE
communities around the globe. The mix of the papers so far pUblished
reflects the present state of AE science and technology and the
meeting reports and abstracts indicate the direction for the future.
As a brand new pUblication, this journal is making a measurable
progress; yet the goal of being a truly indispensable partner of the
development of AE is still far away. In order to make this pUblication
more useful to every AE worker, I solicit your active participation.
There are several areas you can help.
First, we are always anxious to receive manuscripts on every aspect of
AE. Please note that the manuscripts for initial review need not be in
the perfect form; send them in when you become confident fo the
technical contents. For illustrations, however, keep in mind that we
use 115 mm (4-1/2 inches) wide column. Those of you with word
processing, we can process CP/M ea or 5-l/4 a (Osborne and SuperBrain)
disks and soon IBM 3740 and Apple disks.
Second, contributions for reviews, tutorial papers, book reviews as
well as meeting reports are also requested. In these cases, however,
please contact me first to avoid duplicate efforts. At present,
reviews on AE from corrosion and stress corrosion cracking, from
martensitic transformation, from geological materials and structures
and on AE applications for leak testing are on hand. A couple of
reviews on instrumentation are being prepared.
Third, I can use a limited number of photographs for the cover and for
the new segment of DAE EVENTS D • I have used the pictures of leaders of
EWGAE and AEWG on the covers so far this year, but will diversify to
include some dramatic shots of AE testing sites or interesting
results. For the EVENTS section, any pictures with short commentary
may be accepted provided they are of general interest.
Finally, I need your criticisms and feedbacks regarding any feature of
this journal. If you feel a certain paper presents incorrect
information, please send me a Communication. If you are not
comfortable on the format or other features, let me know about them.
My fellow editors and Editorial Board members are just as well anxious
to improve this publication. So, you can direct complaints,
suggestions or compliments, if any.
As of now, 1 double as the pUblisher. From that perspective, I deeply
appreciate the overall support that has been extended to this Journal
by the AE communities. Yet, the journal is in need of an expanded
subscriber base. Your help in spreading the word about Journal of
Acoustic Emission is greatly appreciated.
1 look forward to hearing from all of you, readers, contributors and
supportors. Together, we can hope to make ACOUSTIC EMISSION and the
Journal a great success.
Listening attentively,

~~~-~

Kanj~
Editor-publisher
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TESTING FIBER COMPOSITES WITH ACOUSTIC
EMISSION MONITORING
MARVIN A. HAMSTAD
dispersion-strengthened composites, where restriction
of the motion of dislocations by the second phase
provides the strength enhanoement.

Abstraot
The accumulation and the rate of accumulation of
acoustic emission (AE) can be used to monitor early
damage in fiber composites, ohanges of composite
strength and correlations between different angle-plys
and expected changes in failure mechanisms. In
addition, AE can provide data for developing mioroand macro-failure models. However, reliable
monitoring is required before implementing AE testing.
To expedite this, extraneous AE noise, signal
attenuation, the Kaiser effect, speoimen variability,
the identification and interpretation of all potential
sources, and the location of the AI source must be
investigated. Problems associated with monitoring and
accepted meohanisms for handling them are found in the
literature. A guide for using acoustio emission
during testing of fiber composite materials based on
available information is presented here.
1.

The distinct microstructural difference of fiberreinforced composites is that the second phase (~
the fiber) has one dimension larger than the other
two. This characteristic leads to anisotropio
composite properties rather than the isotropio
properties of the first twO categories.
Sinoe little or no acoustio emission researoh has
been published on disperslon- and partiolestrengthened oomposites, this ohapter- will be limited
to fiber-reinforced composi tes ~_ .. In particular, we
will also ignore metal-matrix fiber composites,
because relatively little work has been done with AE
in that area (Harris et al., 1972; Pipes et al., 1977;
Grenis and Levitt, 1975). In general, the AE results
discussed in the rest of this review will apply to
fiber-reinforced plastic composites.

Introduotion

Hodern fiber composites are relatively new
materials. Some of the reinforoing fibers have been
available only about 10 years, and a substantial
amount of property characterization still is needed,
especially in oharacterizing failure oriteria for
fiber oomposites and determining the long term life of
the composite under either constant or variable load.
In addition, meaningful and quantitative nondestructive evaluation (NDE) for flaw determination and
quality control is not developed fully (Hamstad,
1978).

Composite materials can be divided into three
broad categories: dispersion strengthened, particle
reinforced, and fiber reinforced (Krock and Broutman,
1967). In each category, the composite is made of a
matrix material and a second-phase material distributed throughout the matrix.
Dispersion strengthened composite materials have
a small (0.01 to 0.1 J.lm diameter) and hard seoondphase (volume concentration < 15S) dispersed throughout the matrix. These composite materials are
distinct from precipitation alloy systems; for
example, they are made normally by powder-metallurgy
teohniques, and the second phase does not go into
solution when the material is heated near the melting
temperature of the matrix.

As a result of these deficiencies in NnE and
mechanical characterizaton, it will be shown in this
paper that AE can have a key role in the research
necessary to characterize time-dependent and fracture
behavior and to develop and implement NOE of fiber
composites.

There are a number of advantages to applying AE
to testing fiber oomposites. The classical advantages
of real time data, volume inspeotion and high
sensitivity oontinue to apply. These are partioularly
useful if we oonsider the present stete of the field
of fiber composites.

Particle-reinforced composite materials are distinguished from dispersion-strengthened composites by
larger dispersoid size (> 1.0 lim) and increased
concentration of the dispersoid volume (> 25S). In
addition, particle-reinforced composites are
strengthened by the inherent relative hardness
(compared to the matrix) of the dispersoid and by
dispersoid constraint of matrix deformation. This
strengthening mechanism is different from that in

Among the additional advantages of AE for fiber
composites is, first, it prOVides information on
damage accumulation as a function of time. Many fiber
composites (e.g., glass, revlar, and graphite) fail
under a constant load over time. This property is
often called a stress-rupture fallure. In developing
a physioal model to oharacterize this property, we ask
how the damage accumlates as a funotion of time and
load levels. 1£ oan ell per imentellY give us this
information (Laroche and Bunsell, 1980; Ramstad and
Chiao (1975; Rotem and Baruch, 1974; Lark and
Moorhead, 1978). A single test with AE monitoring oan

Received 28 June, 1982. Harvin A. Hamstad is presently
at Department of Physics, University of Denver, Denver
Colorado 80208 on leave from Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory, Livermore, California 94550
This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S.
Department of Energy by Lawrenoe Livermore National
Laboratory under Contract No. W-7405-Eng-48.
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during fatigue testing of fiber composites under
cyclic loading and for different matrix materials.

be the equivalent of hundreds of tests without it.
Also, AE may save a lot of time and samples in testing
the effect of other variables on time-dependent
properties. For example, if a set of experiments were
designed to determine the effects of different matrix
materials on the stress-rupture characteristics of a
certain fiber composite, AE could easily determine the
differences in rates of damage accumulation among the
various specimens with different matrices. Similarly,
AE could be used to characterize damage accumulated
104 (a)

8

103

6

102

4

second, AE can provide unique information essential to developing models for damage and microfailure
mechanisms in composites as a function of increasing
load. Fiber composites have many possible microfailure mechanisms, and in developing experimentally
based analytical descriptions of these, the ability to
distinguish matrix-related failures from fiber
failures during testing is very important. it was
clearly demonstrated that fibers as well as the fibermatrix interfaces are sources of AE (Harris and
Ankara, 1978). Thus, AE offers the potential to
distinguish between different types of micro failure
events. These ideas will be developed later in this
chapter. It is very important to determine the loads
or load ranges over which various microfailure
mechanisms act as well as to determine which mechanism
acts in particular material designs (e.g., different
angle-ply laminates). Also, the occurrence or the
intensity of the operation of various failure
mechanisms can change with material parameters (e.g.,
ohanges in the epoxy matrix system). Examples of the
application of AE to these types of changes are in the
literature (Visconti et al., 1980: Graham, 1980; De
Charentenay and Benzeggagh, 1980; Rotem and Altus,
1979). AE can provide the same information for
competing designs of structures as well.
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The accumulation of AE (which can be viewed as an
accumulation of damage) and the rate of AE
accumulation for a simple strand/epoxy tensile sample,
an elongated Naval Ordnance Laboratory (NOL) tension
sample, and a 10 em cylindrical filament-wound (NASAtype) pressure vessel (all specimens are Kevlar
49/epoxy) are shown in Fig. 1. The NOL ring and
pressure vessel have an early-damage mechanism that
apparently does not operate in the simple strand
specimen (Hamstad and Chiao, 1974). Without AE this
early damage (Fig. 2) may go undetected until very
detailed miorostructural research is undertaken.
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3.

Summation of AE and typical failed parts for
cylindrical pressure vessels (Kevlar Q9/epoxy)
that had low, medium, and high failure pressure
(Hamstad et al., 1976). The distinctive
differences in the accumulation of damage
are those that occur early in the test. a)
Summation of AE vs. internal pressure for
the three typical vessels shown in (b).

(a)

Fig. 2.
Micrographs of early
damage (Hamstad et al., 1974). a)
Typical cracks in hoop wraps of a
1000Qm Kevlar 49/epcxy vessel. b)
Cracks on outer hoop wraps of a 10em Kevlar 49/epcxy vessel.

(b)

I

I
0.16 in.

(b)

Fig.

3.

b) Typical failed Kevlar

49/epoxy 10.2-cm cylindrical
pressure vessels. (Average failure
pressures: Matrix No.7, 14.8 MPa;
Matrix No.4, 16.0 MPa; Matrix No.
I, 18.3 MPa.)
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vessels (Kevlar ~9/epoxy) that had low, medium, and
high failure pressures (Hamstad and Chiao, 1976). The
distinctive differences in the aooumulation of damage
are those that occur early 1n the test. The correlation of increasing early damage with decreasing
burst pressure lead the researchers to a more
fundamental correlation of decreasing bond strength
between the epoxy matrix and the fiber with increasing
burst pressure. This understanding would have been
much more difficult without using AE to obtain insight
into how the microscopic failure mechanisms operate as
a function of load.
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Another example of information obtained using AE
is shown in Fig. II; here AE is first detected
coincident with the change of slope (knee) in the
stress vs. strain curve for a laminate composite
(Henneke et al., 1973). Similar types of information
were obtained when AE generated during testing of flat
composite laminates of different angle-plys was shown
to correlate with the expected changes in the failure
meohanisms for the different angle-ply composites
(Visoonti et al., 1980). This topic will be expanded
when AE source identification and AE source location
are discussed at the end of this article.
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In addition, AE monitoring can provide data to
guard against simplistic assumptions in the
development of micro- and macro-failure models for
fiber composites. In Fig. 5, AE detected during
studies of the delamination process in a glasspolyester composite sample is seen (De Charentenay and
Benzeggah, 1980). This record, which was taken during
a mode I delamination experiment, clearly shows that
at ieast three separate stages are present in the
delamination process: microcracking initiation,
microcrack growth, and macrosoopic delamination
characterized by the sawtooth nature of the AE.

O.S
StraIn, "

Fig.

II.

AE count rate for boron/epoxy reinforced
aluminum (Henneke et al •• 1973). AE 1s
first detectable at the change of slope
(knee) in the stress vs. strain curve for a
laminate composite.
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5.

AE detected during studies of the
delamination process, load and counts rate
vs. displacement, in a glass-polyester
composite sample (De Charentenay et al.,
1980). This record, which Was taken during a
Mode I delamination experiment, clearly
shows that at least three separate stages
are present in the delamination process;
initiation of microcracking (point A),
microcrack growth (points A to B), and
macroscopic delamination (beyond point B)
oharacterized by the saw-tooth nature of
the AE record.
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An example of how the AE signature changes
as a function of matrix oontent for a
Kevlar 119/epoxy, NASA-type 11.5-em
spherical pressure vessel (Hamstad,
1980) •

For quality assurance, process monitoring, and
NDE, there are several examples in the literature that
describe the many advantages of using AE (Hamstad,
1973 and 1981; Houghton et al., 1980; Hamstad and
Chiao, 1973). However, we will not discuss the AE
application to large commercial composite tank
structures. For information on this application see
CARP/Adams, 1982.
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An example of how the AE aignature changes as a

function of matrix content for a Kevlar 49/epoxy,
NASA-type 11.5-cm spherical pressure vessel is seen in
Fig. 6. The potential application of AE for process
control monitoring of filament-wound pressure vessels
is clear here. These AE records for typical, high,
and low matrix content were gathered during proof
tests of the vessels (see Hamstad, 1980 for a more
extensive discussion).
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AE from frayed and unfrayed graphite/epoxy
cylindrical pressure-vessels (Hamstad et
al •• 1973). This is an example of how AE
can be used during a proof test to
distinguish changes in the fabrication process.
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2

AE during cooling of glass laminate
(Houghton, et al., 1980). This is an
example of the dependence of AE on the
cooling rate after reaching the maximum cure
temperature.
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monitor the cure process for fiber composites
(Houghton et al., 1980). For example, certain heat-up
and cool-down cycles will cause either cracking of the
matrix or fiber fractures due to induced residual
stresses. it may be possible to optimize cure cycles
and set limits on the permitted deviations frcm the
optimum based on results of AE monitoring of the cure
process. An example of the dependence of AE on
cooling rate after reaching the maximum cure
temperature in seen in Fig 7.
Figure 8 is another example of how AE can be
used during a subsequent proof test to distinguish
changes in the fabrication process, which otherwise
may go undetected. Here, we see the change between
the AE signature due to fraying of the graphite fiber
during the filament winding process and the normal AE
signature when no significant fraying occurred
(Hamstad and Chiao, 1973). The early AE is
significantly dependent on the fraying.
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An application of AE to filament-wound pressurevessel design provides unique design information. for
example, Hamstad and Chiao (1973) demonstrated that
the AE information for organic fiber/epoxy pressure
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AE from an Kevlar 49/epoxy cylindrical
pressure-vessel with band-pass frequencies
from 100 to 300 kHz and a gain of 70 dB
(Hamstad et al., 1973) a) For a vessel that
fails before the hoop wraps are highly loaded.
b) For a'vessel with hoop wraps that are highly
loaded before failure.

proper format and, finally, interpreted oorreotly.

vessels (Fig. 9) shows that the rapid rise in oount
rate and summation of oounts just before failure (Fig.
9a) is due to the highly loaded, uniformly stressed
hoop wraps. This results in a substantial number of
fiber failures before maorosoopic vessel-failure
(vessel failure does not always oocur in the hoop
wraps in such cases). The absence of this rapid rise
in the AE data (Fig. 9b) indicates that the hoop wraps
were not highly loaded before vessel failure and were
not used to their full potential strength. If we use
this AE information, we can reduoe the number of hoop
wraps until they are used fully. This technique
results in an increase in vessel performance (failure
pressure x volume divided by mass) with a minimum
number of experiments.

To implement reliable teohniques. the
investigator must first seleot the specimen and the
test oonfiguration. Often a oomposite test specimen,
previously used to obtain mechanical property data, is
available for the AE test. However, it may be
neoessary to design and fabricate a special sample.
There are usually two reasons why a special sample is
required, i.e., primarily, extraneous AE sources must
be eliminated, or, secondarily, some speoial composite
condition must be simulated. We used the standard
ASTH tab-type tensile sample and go through a series
of tests to demonstrate the need for a special sample.
The ASTH sample yielded evidence of substantial
extraneous AE noise that must be eliminated before
obtaining good AE data with the special specimen. The
following sequence is used to obtain this evidence
(Fig. 11): a) tension-proof loading to about onethird the failure stress of a virgin sample. b)
reloading to the same level Without removing the
sample from the test machine, and c) reloading the
sample after removing it from the test machine and
then reinstalling it in the machine. That removal and
reinstallation results in a severe violation of the
Kaiser effect, apparent in step b, above, clearly
demonstrates the existenoe of extraneous noise
sources. In Fig. 12. we see the test setup and in
Fig. 13 a closeup photograph of the standard jaws used
to grip the sample. The souroe of the extraneous
noise is the penetration of the glass/epoxy tabs by
the serrated jaws as the specimen is loaded. More
extraneous AE is not caused by reloading without
removing the sample from the jaws. because the grips
have already deformed the tabs. When the sample is
removed, reinserted. and reloaded, the jaw serrations
contact new locations, and there 1s extraneous noise
again.

In another case, AE data was very useful in
understanding the results of changing a filament-wound
pressure-vessel winding design. Here, there was a
reduction in burst strength when the hoop and
longitudinal wraps of an S-glass/epoxy vessel were
interspersed (Hamstad, 1973). The AE indicated
extreme fiber damage at low pressures, which resulted
in a loss of burst strength. This is shown
graphically (Fig. 10) by comparing summation of AE for
a typical interspersed and a typical non interspersed
vessel.

3.

Reliable AE Monitoring

It may not be useful to apply AE to testing with
fiber composites until reliable techniques for
monitoring the emissions are implemented. When good
data are obtained, they must be processed in the
20

Two other points are worth making for this test
specimen. First, if we examine the same sequence of
test records at a lower gain (see Figure 11), we
observe that virgin-cycle AE has significantly more AE
than either the reload or reinstall oyoles. Hence, we
conclude the AE from the jaws digging into the
tabs is usually of low amplitude oompared to other AE
present. If we reduce the AE gain significantly, it
"may" be possible to observe some of the AE generated
in the sample gage-section despite the extraneous
noise.
The reason we say "may" relates to the second point.
Namely, the test we did is not designed well enough to
help us evaluate all possible extraneous noise
souroes. For example, the adhesive that holds the
oomposite tab to the composite sample may oause firstoycle AE. To test this source, as well as any other
in the test system, we need to do the following test,
or one designed with the same principles: load the
sample onoe, remove the sample, out off its tabs and
apply new tabs. and reload the sample. If no
signifioan AE. compared to the first cycle, is
detected 1n the seoond loading, then we have a quiet
test-fixture, environment, and gripping system.
Therefore, we can oorrectly
attribute the observed AE to the sample gage-section.
Fig. 10.

Comparison of summation of AE for
interspersed and non interspersed S-glass/epoxy cylindrical pressure-vessels with
band-pass frequencies from 100 to 300 kHz
and gain of 65 dB (Hamstad, 1913).
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Fig. 11. Root mean square (HeWlett
-Packard 3400A) of AE vs. load for
tab-type Kevlar 49/epoxy unidirectional tensile-samples.
To implement reliable techniques, the second area
we must examine is the experimental determination of
possible effects of attenuation in the test sample.
Fiber-reinforced plastics often contain materials
having very high attenuation of propagating stress
waves. To demonstrate this, Hamstad and Patterson
(1977) performed an experiment showing that
attenuation can be so large that only an AE sensor
coupled tmmediately above the location of the AE event
will be able to detect the event. Briefly, we tested
the Kevlar 49/epoxy 11.5-cm diameter pressure vessels
using three sensors and three transient recorders and
observed that some AE events were detected only on one
AE channel (case I), while others were present on all
three (case II). In case I, this observation was made
even when the three sensors were right next to each
other. Further, the energy at the output of the
sensor for these so-called local events (csse I) was
found to be of similar magnitude to that for so-called
global events (case II) when all sensors recorded
significant AE burst signals from an AE event. Thus,
the combined effects of attenuation and spreading were
so large the AE signal disappeared after a short
distance.
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Hamstad (1979) and Wadin and Pollock (1977). The
latter reported signal-propagation losses in the range
of 45dB in AE amplitude during 50-em of propagation in
a glass/epoxy composite. In comparison, it is about
3-5dB over an equivalent distance in steel (Graham and
Alers, 1975). Thus, the propagation losses should be
investigated prior to starting an AE test. Probably,
the best procedure to evaluate the severity of
attenuation is to use simulated AE (e.g., Pentelpencil lead breaks) to measure actual AE attenuation
present in the proposed composite test specimen or
structure. Then, if necessary, one can add more
sensors to'monitor effectively the whole part, lower
the band-pass frequency to frequencies where AE
attenuation is lower, or use a wave-guide concept
(shown in Fig. 14) to couple through the pressurizing
fluid, which has low attenuation. The wave guide is
simpler, cheaper, and equivalent to the internal
sensor we evaluated (Hamstad, 1979).
High attenuation can also result in AE data not
showing the existence of a growing flaw. In Fig. 15
are the results from monitoring a proof test of a
11.5-em diameter composite pressure vessel. Two
different band-pass frequencies were used to process
the AE data. Clearly, the high frequency band-pass

A detailed discussion of AE signal attenuation in
composites is beyond the scope of this article. see
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Fig. 12. Test setup for determining the root
mean square of AE VB. load for
unidirectional tensile-samples (see
results in Fig. 11).

Fig. 14. Photograph of wavegUide and pressure
vessel used to evaluate the severity
of attenuation.

Fig. 13. Closeup photograph of
the standard jaws used
to grip the sample in
the AE test setup for
unidirectional tensile
samples (see Fig. 12).
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al., 1972). One reason for this has been the lack of
a quantitative definition of the effeot. leading
different researchers to define it differently.
Originally, Liptai et ale (1972), defined the Kaiser
effeot as "the immediately irreversible charaoteristic
of aooustio emission phenomenon resulting from an
applied stress. If the effeot is present, there is
little or no acoustic emission until previously
applied stress levels are exceeded." This definition
had two problems. The first was it did not make a
quantitative statement about the time period over
whioh the previously applied maximum stress was held.
Because many fiber composites have a viscoelastic
matrix, the deformation at any stress level is
signifioantly time dependent, as is the AE at a stress
level (Hotem and Baruch, 1973). Hence. one
experimenter may report the Kaiser effeot holding for
a given oomposite, while
another may state it does not hold. In essenoe, the
differences they see result from different hold times
at the maximum stress level on the first oyole.
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Effect of two different band-pass
frequencies on AE data for a low-matrix
content Kevlar ij9/epoxy vessel 11.5-em
diameter (Hamstad, 1980).

data (200 to 300 kHz) did not show the existence of a
local flaw that began to grow significantly at about
18 MPa. This growing local flaw is apparent readily
in the low-frequency AE record (5 to 25 kHz) and was
later verified to be the unwinding of the winding
strand of this low matrix-content part.

The seoond problem with the original definition
is that "little nor no aooustio emission" is not
quantitated. For example, the requirement for knowing
the amplitude of the AE relative to the detection
threshold during the first cycle is not mentioned.
For the most common types of commeroial AE systems
haVing threshold levels and measuring AE counts, an
experimenter's observation of AE counts on a seoond
oycle to a given stress level will depend directly on
the electronio gain level seleoted. If the gain is
set high enough so the amplitudes of AE are muoh
higher than the threshold on the first cyole to a
given stress. then AE could easily be seen on the
second oyole at levels below the first-cyole maximum
stress; but if the gain were low, AE might not be
observed on the seoond oycle below the first-cycle
maximum stress. Another example of the laok of AE
quantitation is related to "little or no aooustic
emission" and has to do with relative amounts of AE,
on the first cycle vs. the second or later oyoles. to
the same level of maximum stress. There is substantial
difference between materials exhibiting three AE
bursts on the seoond cyole to a certain maximum stress
when there were only six bursts on the first cycle and
materials eXhibiting three second-oyole bursts where
there were 100,000 bursts on the first oyole; yet by
the above definition, both could be said to exhibit
the Kaiser effect. Whether the Kaiser effect applies
in these oases is left rather arbitrarily to the
experimenter.

On the other hand, attenuation may not be a
problem for a composite test i f the goal is to monitor
a condition uniformly present throughout the test
specimen. For example, a higher frequency bandpass
may eliminate looal AE burst-type events apparent in
the low frequenoy bandpass record at pressures above
20 MPa (Fig. 16). Thus, a more straightforward correlation with processing variables oan be obtained from
an AE reoord not oluttered up by looal flaw AE.
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4.

Effeot of band-pass frequenoy on AE data
for stressed and heated Kevlar fiber vessel
(Hamstad, 1980),

The ourrent 18TH definition of the Kaiser effect
(18TH E610-77, 1977) does not solve all the above
problems for composites. The effect is defined as
follows: "The absenoe of detectable aooustic emission
until preViously applied stress levels are exoeeded."
This definition olarifies the term "little or no
aooustic emission," but nothing is said about the time
at maximum stress. In addition when a threshold
deteotion system 1s used, detectable AE must be 15 to
20dB greater in amplitude than when a root-mean-square
(rms) voltase system is used. Thus, this definition
is likely to lead to oontradiotions with respeot to
the existenoe or nonexistenoe of the Kaiser effeot in
certain fiber/epoxy composites.

Use of the Kaiser Effect

Although the Kaiser effeot in metals has been
well established, it is pertinent to put it into the
context of fiber composites. Often, both the fiber
and the matrix material of many fiber oomposites have
time-dependent properties under load. Thus, the
existence or laok of Kaiser effeot, whioh is sometimes
called the felicity effect in oomposite AE literature
(Conl1sk and Fowler, 1977). is very dependent on loadtime history for a particular test sample.

A quantitative definition of the Kaiser effeot
for oomposi tes is important, because data were
published that relate the degree of lack of the Kaiser

The Kaiser effect has led to a number of seeming
contradiotions in the published literature on AE from
fiber composites (Stone and Dingwall, 1973; Kim et
159

effect to the ultimate strength of the composite
structure (Jessen et al., 1975). The question at this
point seems to be, what exactly is observed in AE data
gathered during repeated proof cycles of composite
structures? Few if any of the following important
variables have been studied for their effeot on the
felioity ratio, i.e., Kaiser effect:

variability in the A£ testing technique, it is
desirable to use a test fixture to hold the specimen
and AE sensor(s), so the conditions are the same for
each specimen. A simulated AE souroe (e.g., Pentel
lead break) can then be applied to the speoimen to
oheck the total test set-up, as Hamstad and Patterson
(1977) did.

a) AE source mechanism, e.g., fiber vs. matrix
sources,
b) load history, e.g., length of hold at first
cycle peak or the loading rates,
c) time interval between first and second cycle
to the peak load,
d) composite environmental conditions between
load cycles,
e) proof load level relative to the expected
ultimate strength,
f) threshold of AE detection system.

6.

The interpretation of A£ from composites is
closely related to identification of the AE sources.
There are several questions we will address here:
1) what are the potential sources of A£ in a fiber
composite? 2) how were these sources identified or
how might they be identified? How can AE data be
interpreted when the sources cannot be unambiguously
identi fled?
6.1

A small amount of data exists for some of these
variables. Fowler and Gray (1979) investigated load
level (e) above, and found that the felicity ratio
decreased with load level. He used dumbell-shaped
glass composite test specimens, where it was not
possible to distinguish clearly what the source mechanisms were. Hotem (1978) studied effects of strain
rate in E-glass on the AE generated. He concluded
there were differences in AE dependency on strain rate
between fiber fracture AE sources and AE generated by
interaction of fibers and matrix failures. Golaski,
et al. (1982), showed changes in the Kaiser effect depending on whether the loading of filament wound
glass/resin pipe is uniaxial or biaxial. These
results indicate that there are many unanswered
questions about the Kaiser effect in fiber composites.
This state, combined with the use of the felicity
effect for currently used acceptance testing, points
out the need for a fundamental study to determine the
major variables which control the felicity effect.
5.

Interpretation of AE from Composites

Potential Sources

In Fig. 17 is a simplified schematic of a fiber
composite with a listing of the potential sources of
A£. There are three main areas here: fibers, matrices,
and interfaces. Within these areas, A£ sources of
fracture, cracking, plastic deformation, and friction
can generated AE when loads are applied.
Often a
number of these potential sources can be eliminated
based on previously completed research on fracture and
deformation in the particular composite of interest.
Others can be eliminated by a cursory examination of
the materials making up the composite.

Number of Test Specimens

One important aspect of testing fiber composites
with AE monitoring needs special emphasis, i.e.,
specimen variability. When AE is first applied to a
series of supposedly identical fiber-composite
specimens, the AE signatures may show that the
specimens are not identical, because "DE techniques
are largely undeveloped. In fact, several populations
may be present in an assumed single-population sample.
AE is a very sensitive materials evaluation technique,
and processing variations, assumed to have no effect
in the absence of sensitive material interrogation
techniques, will often show up in identical specimens
when monitored with AE. This can be a disturbing
factor, since the causes of the AE signature variation
are usually not readily apparent. Hamstad (1978,
1980) desoribed AE results before and after this
problem was corrected. The research necessary to
establish how these processing variations affect
composite properties still needs to be done; it is
expected that many variations affect long-term
properties. thus, this research will be costly and
time consuming. The oonservative approaoh in the
meantime is to make the processing more uniform and
use AE monitoring of test samples to verify when the
fabrication processing Is sufficiently repeatable.
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Fig. 17.

To be oertain that variations from speoimen-tospecimen are really due to specimen variation and not
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Construction of fiber composites. a) A
simplified schematic of a fiber composite.
b) A listing of the potential sources of
A£. Three main areas are: fibers,
matrices, and interfaces.
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6.2 Source Identification
There are some techniques that have been used to
attempt to identify and sort out the AE coming from
the various possible mechanisms in fiber composites.
Three primary approaches will be discussed: microstrucural correlations, amplitude descrimination.
and frequency discrimination. Since there is
insufficient published literature. pattern reqognition
approaches for composites will not be discussed.
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6.3 Microstructural Correlations

50

several researchers (Hamstad and Chiao, 1974;
Harris et al., 1972; Brockmann and Wolitz, 1978; Fuwa
et al., 1975) have pUblished results of microstructural studies. These studies can be most successful
when the particular source mechanism occurs throughout
the test specimen. then, one-to-one correlation between each AE event and a particular source at a fixed
location in the specimen is superfluous: it is,
therefore, not necessary to laboriously search for the
location of the microstructural source mechanism. A
correlation between microsructure and AE gives a very
clear understanding of what the source mechanism is
that causes certain AE; the other two approaches only
distinguish different mechanisms but do not identify
them.
6.4

Fig. 18.

Peak amplitude distribution of AE during
fatigue test (Wad in , 1978). The material
used contained 30$ glass as a chopped
strand mat and 70$ resin polyester.
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The use of amplitude techniques to identify AE
sources has been approached in two ways. Both
approaches assume that the source events result in
burst-type AE and different source mechanisms will
produce significantly different amplitude AE signals
from the AE sensor. One approach is to process AE
data according to a distribution of peak amplitudes.
In the case illustrated in Fig. 18, the three major
peaks in the distribution, from high to low amplitude,
are identified with mechanisms of fiber fracture.
interlaminar delamination, and matrix cracking, respectively (Wadin. 1978). The other approach is to use
cumulative amplitude distributions and relate changes
in slope of the distribution to significant
differences in the source mechanism. A typical
result. seen in Fig. 19. indicates the start of fiber
fractures by a slope change in the distribution
(Wolitz et al., 1978). Becht et al •• (1976) gave
different slope values for various mechanisms.
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The general usefulness of amplitude techniques
may be limited because more than one mechanism can
contribute to a single AE event. and there may be high
attenuation in fiber composites. Multiple source
mechanisms for one AE event really may not be a
problem. since failure processes having more than one
AE mechanism can be characteristics of a composite.
However. attenuation is more of a problem. for
example, when it reaches the sensor. a particular
source mechanism may have an amplitude characteristic
of a different source mechanism, depending on the
amount of attenuation. The ideal situation would be
to use such amplitude techniques when the majority of
AE events all originate at the same location. Failing
this. the next best condition is a uniformly loaded
structure or specimen; statistical arguments could be
made to show that the different mechanisms could still
be identified, but the distributions would tend to be
smeared by attenuation. The worst case is when stress
concentrations appear at locations. with respect to
the sensor. Here, amplitude distributions may give
fal se resul ts •
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Fig. 19.

Cumulative amplitude distribution for a
composite (Wolitz et al., 1978).

Three cautionary notes should be made here. The
first is that apparent attenuation may be different
for different AE source mechanisms, but we are unaware
of any data to support this. However. the argument
can be made that certain AE mechanisms may deposit a
larger proportion of their original acoustic energy at
lower frequencies, e.g., mechanisms with longer rise
times; other AE mechanisms may deposit a larger
proportion at higher frequencies. e.g., mechanisms
with shorter rise times. Therefore. the former
mechanisms may produce a higher relative amplitude AE
signal at a certain fixed distance from the source
161

than the latter at the same distance.
The second caution is that the peak amplitude of
an AE event is dependent on the paths and mediums
through which the AE signals travel to reach an AE
sensor. Thus, the peak amplitude will be the
superposition of AE signals from a single AE event
traveling over different paths and mediums as well as
the superposition of different modes of wave
propagation. Hence, peak amplitude is dependent on
other factors besides the source mechanism itself.
The third caution is in respect to source amplitudes. The same source mechanism can vary in size.
For example at a certain location, an individual fiber
may break or many, 1500 or more, fibers may break
nearly at once. At once is defined by time resolution
inherent in the AE signal. Since, by volume, many
fiber composites contain 65 to 70S fiber, the
neighbors of a fiber that fractures are very close.
Consequently, if the neighbor fibers fail when they
are forced to assume the load released by the first
fiber failure, the time increment between fiber
failures is very short, on the order of nanoseconds
for a Kevlar 49/epoxy composite with 65S by volume
fiber (diameter = 10 pm). This is considerably
shorter than the durations of AE signals in
composites, which are on the order of a minimum of
hundreds of microseconds. The net result can be large
differences in amplitude for the same failure
mechanisms.
6.5 Frequency Discrimination
Frequency or waveform approaches to AE
identification of source mechanisms in fiber
composites often are an area of considerable
disagreement among researchers in the field. There
are clear differences in spectrum or waveform
associated with individual source mechanisms reported
in some pUblished works, while 1n others these
differences are not noted (Brockmann and Wolitz, 1978;
Hehan and Hullin, 1971; Williams and Egan, 1979;
Speake and Curtis, 1974; Buhmann et al., 1975;
Henneke, 1978). The basic complicating factors to
these approaches are: time and spectral domains are
dominated by specimen geometry and AE sensor response;
attenuation as a function of distance is frequency
dependent; high-frequency information is very rapidly
attenuated in composites; and AE events may have more
than one fundamental source mechanism with changes in
proportion of these fundamental source mechanisms.
The result of these complications is that research is
still done to define this application to fiber
composite testing. An approach that seems to overcome
some of the complications is to compare the ratio of
AE energy at two or more disorete frequencies
(aotually two narrow frequency bands) when changes in
the AE mechanisms occur. Graham (1979) gives an
example of recent work using this approach.

different samples. Often in these oases, a general AE
signature can be associated with partioular
conditions. This signature also may be correlated
with certain processing ohanges, as desoribed earlier.
and can provide key input to the development of
analytical damage models for characterizing damage
accumulation in fiber composites.
7.

Source Location and Composites

Normally, most application of AE source location
are on large commercial-type structures. This applicstion and the related technique of zone or area
monitoring will not be discussed in depth in this
article. The discussion here will focus on two areas.
i.e., resolving difficulties with the NDE of fiber
composites and developing methods to locate the AE
source. First, we will consider a unique contribution
that AE source location can make to resolve the difficulties associated with the NDE of fiber composites.
The main difficulty is that often the detected anomalies in a composi te test specimen do not cause or
control the failure. Because the real controlling
naws are not known, there 18 a lack of an
experimentally based failure-criterion for fiber
composites. Since natural, and largely undescribed,
flaws often control failure of a fiber composite, the
capability of AE to locate the source has the
potential to aid in describing the nature of these
real flaws and how they grow during increasing load or
time. A fruitful use of AE would be to locate a
critical flaw prior to a catastrophic failure that so
destroys the flawed region that a post--failure study
of the region yields little or no information on the
description of the original flaw or its growth
mechanisms. Then, a careful microstructural
examination of the flawed region and a more accurate
physical description of the flaw and its growth
mechanism could be made.
second, since there are considerable difficulties
in locating the AE source in fiber composites because
of attenuation and the large dynamic range of AE
signals in fiber composites, there is still a
considerable amount of research to be done. For a
discussion of source location difficulties in
composites, see Hamstad (1979). The research in this
area will involve a large amount of testing. A
particularly useful technique will be discussed in
some detail here, because I believe it entails an
approach necessary to prove that an AE souroe location
system is prodUcing reliable source locations in fiber
composite structures or specimens. The technique
involves using Pentel lead breaks at fixed points in a
grid drawn on the test specimen. With different
lengths of Pentel lead, it should be possible to
develop sets of relative time differences for each
point on the grid, as well as the peak amplitude range
at the various sensors for which the values of time
differences are valid. To characterize the amplitude
would require transient recording devices for each
channel in the source location array or peak amplitUde
detection for each channel in the array. This
approach would provide the necessary calibration data
to prove the AE source locations. determined during
the subsequent tests, were correct. Thus, we could
prove the three main problems of source location in
composites, namely, velocity variation in different
directions (which leads to incorrect calculations of
locations) and the high attenuation and large dynamic
range of AE signals in fiber composites (Whioh both

6.6 Interpretation Without Source Identification
The interpretation of AE records for composite
tests when source identification is not possible or
not been done requires a different approach. The
major conclusions that can be drawn relate to the
loads and time periods AE or damage are accumulated
and how this accumulation changes as a function of
load or time for different composite materials or for
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lead to incorrect AE arrival times with typical AE
equipment used for source location work) had been
overcome.

L.J. Graham (1979), Proc. ARPA, AFH Review of
Progress in Qualitative NDE, AFML-TR-78-205, SCience
Center, Rockwell International. Thousand Oaks, CA,
pp. 285-292.
H.A. Hamstad (1978), Proc. Fourth Composites in
Manufacturing Conference. Paper EM 78-400, Society
of Manufacturers Engineers, Dearborn, HI.
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ON THE SPI/CARP RECOMMENDED PRACTICE
FOR ACOUSTIC EMISSION TESTING OF
FIBERGLASS TANKS AND VESSELS
c.
1.

Introduction

Its task groups are:

Acoustic emission (AE) is an important,
established nondestructive testing tool for fiberglass
reinforced plastic (FRP) composite structures. It is
uniquely positioned among NDT technologies as the
global system for evaluating the structural integrity
of FRP equipment. AE is widely used in acceptance
testing and for periodic in-service requalification
testing of fiberglass tanks. The SPI/CARP Recommended
Practice for Acoustic Emission Testing of Fiberglass
Tanks/Vessels was published by the Corrosion-Resistant
Structures Committee. Reinforced Plastics/ Composites
Institute, The Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc.
(SPI), 355 LeXington Avenue, New York, New York
10017. An abridged overview is presented here,
representing current and advanced state of the FRP AE
testing. This paper also gives historical and
technical background on the development of the
Recommended Practice.
2.

Tanks/vessels
Pipe
Pressure vessels
Structures
Microstructural emission
Defects
Instrument interchangeabilty
Personnel qualification
Research
3.

The need for an effective NOT tool to assess the
structural integrity of glass fiber reinforced tanks
was generated by an unacceptable level of tank
failures in the early 1970's. Individual companies
had investigated AE as early as 1972. By late 1977.
the technique had shown sufficient promise to warrant
an informal symposium involving some five or six
companies. This was followed by an organizational
meeting in 1978 at which time CARP, the Committee on
Acoustic Emission from Reinforced Plastics, was
formed. Its charge is "The promotion of knowledge to
advance the technology of acoustic emission and its
application to FRP engineering materials and
structures and the formulation of uniform requirements
for techniques, procedures, equipment, terminology,
and interpretation of results." CARP was and is
structured to encourage free now of information and
fast response to perceived needs. Thus. that the Task
Force on Tank Testing generated the AE procedure in
just under two years. It was published by the Society
of the Plastics Industry in January, 1982.

The tank sizes and pressure ratings to which the
Recommended Practice is applicable are typical of
commercial experience, These are representative of
what are in the field.
4.

Technical Basis

The procedures, instrumentation, and evaluation
criteria on which the Recommended Practice is based
reflect the results of extensive laboratory and field
test programs conducted by CARP members. Typical of
the approach used to establish criteria was the work
done by, Fowler and Gray at Monsanto and Owens-Corning
Fiberglas (OCF) in 1977. In this study, directed at
the "Development of an Acoustic Emission Test for FRP
Equipment," tests were first run on laboratory
specimens to establish baseline data and then on full
scale equipment including pipes, beams, and a full
size tank. One of the acceptance/rejection criteria
that appears in the Recommended Practice is total AE
counts. Figure 1, from the Fowler-Gray work, plots
counts vs. hydrostatic load for the 7'-7" diameter by
8'_9 11 high OCF tank. As can be seen, although 5000
counts has been selected as an appropriate criterion
(Table 1), a number in the range 2,000-10,000 would
give essentially the same results. Note that these
count data were obtained using Dunegan/Endevco 3000
series instrumentation.

CARP is an organization of the Corrosion
Resistant Structures Committee of SPI, the Society of
the Plastics Industry. In 1981, it had some 180
members with representation distributed as follows:
71
221
24S
8S
39S

It should be noted that there will generally be
some emissions from a new tank due to nonstructural
resin cracking. Amplitude distribution data from the
same test led to another criterion, i.e., less than 10
events greater than 70 dB. The criteria were further
corroborated by test results from some 1400

Received 6 April 1982: in revised form 19 August 1982.
C. Howard Adams is the Chairman of the CARP Task Force
on Tanks/Vessels, and is affiliated with Monsant~
Company, 800 N. Lindbergh Blvd, St. Louis, Missouri
63166
JoUrM1 of Acoustic EllIission
Vo1.- 1, !Iullber 3, pp. 165-112

Why the Recommended Practice?

In the early 1970's, as already noted, FRP
chemical tank failures were many and losses
SUbstantial. AE soon surfaced as the most costeffective way to flag structural problems in time for
corrective action. As its use increased, so did
concerns regarding proliferation of instrumentation,
procedural and interpretation of test results
differences. To resolve these differences the CARP
Task Group began work on standardization of AE testing
of FRP tanks in 1980.

CARP

Resin, fiberglass suppliers
Consultants, testing service
FRP fabricators
Instrument manufacturers
FRP tank/vessel users
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atmospheric storage vessels (new and in-service) and
50 pressure vessels. In addition to the OCF and other
atmospheric tanks, 15 new and used pressure tanks were
taken to failure.

6.

The test prooedUJPe oonsists of subjecting FRP
tanks/vessels to programmed hydrostatic load (Fig. 2).
pressure (Fig. 3). or vacuum sequences (Fig. 4) whil~
being monitored by sensors that are sensitive to
transient stress waves (acoustic emission) caused by
growing defects. Guidance on sensor location 18 given
for a number of tank configUJPations. Regions of
highest stress and/or those that are suspect for
fabrication or other reasons require special sensor
coverage. Maximum test pressure (or vacuum) for an
FRP vessel is determined by agreement between the
designer and the user. and in accordance with looal
codes and legal jurisdictions. For pressure vessel.
the test pressure will normally be 1.0 to 1.5 times
operating pressUJPe. Atmospherio storage vessels will
normally be tested at 1.0 times operating pressure.
whereas vessels with superposed pressure will normally
be tested at a higher multiple of operating pressure.

Further supporting data was generated by the
CARP Task Group on Haterial Characteristics (Crump,
1982). Its extensive series of complementary
laboratory tests included 243 laboratory samples
representative of typical FRP tank wall constructions.
The work showed that the criteria for acceptance of
FRP tanks and vessels of all glass mat construction
are applicable to other constructions, e.g., filament
winding, woven roving, etc. It further indicated that
no acoustic emission activity will occur when the
structure is below the critical strain level which for
FRP is 0.551.
5.

SUlDlllary of Method

Scope

The Recommended Practice provides guidelines for
acoustic emission (A£) examination for monitoring of
FRP tanks/vessels (equipment) under pressure or vacuum
to determine structural integrity. It can be used to
test both new and in-service equipment at pressures up
to 0.44 HPa (65 psia) above hydrostatic test pressure
and vacuum less than 0.06 HPa (9 psia). Here, HPa =
Hega Pascals. Pascal is a derived 81 (Internati02al
System of Units) unit of pressure and equals lH/m
In the Recommended Practice, it means absolute
pressure.

The Recommended Practice provides guidelines for
determining the location and severity of structural
defects using experimentally developed acceptance
criteria (Table 1) as a basis for assessing the
structural integrity of the FRP equipment. Among the
growing defects that are detected in FRP are: 1)
resin oracking; 2) fiber debondins; 3) fiber pullout;
4) fiber breakage; 5) delamination; and. 6) bond
failure in assembled joints (e.g., nozzles. manways.
etc.). Unstressed areas and passive defeots will not
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TABLE 1
ACCEPTANCE CRITERIAo
AN ACCEPTABLE VESSEL MUST MEET ALL THE CRITERIA LISTED BELOH:
NOTE, UNDERLINED CRITERIA CARRY THE GREATEST HEIGHT.

ATMOSPHERIC (LIGUID HEAD)
AND ADDITIONAL SUPERPOSED
PRESSURE OF UP TO 0.1 MPR
(14.7 PSIG) AND VACUUM
VESSELS
SUBSEQUENT
FIRST FILLING
FILLINGS
EMISSIONS NONE BEYOND 2 NONE BEYOND 2
DURING
MINUTES
MINUTES
HOLD
FELICITY
RATIO
TOTAL
COUNTS

1

NO. OF
EVENTS
GREATER
THAN
REFERENCE
AMPLITUDE
THRESHOLD

PRESSURE VESSELS
(ADDITIONAL·SUPERPOSED PRESSURE OF
0.1 TO 0.34 MPR)
(14.7-50 PSIG)

SIGNIFICANCE OF
CRITERION

NONE BEYOND 2
MINUTES

MEASURE OF CONTINUING
PERMANENT DAMAGE3

GREATER THAN

MEASURE OF SEVERITY
OF PREVIOUSLY INDUCED
DAMAGE

NOT APPLI CABLE GREATER THAN
0.95

LESS THAN N

LESS THAN N

LESS THAN 10

LESS THAN 10
THIS CRITERION
WILL SELDOM
GOVERN.

0.95

NOT EXCESS IVE 2

LESS THAN 10
IMPORTANT FOR
NEH VESSELS ONLY

MEASURE OF OVERALL
DAMAGE DURING A
LOAD CYCLE
MEASURE OF HIGH ENERGY
MICROSTRUCTURAL
FAILURES. THIS
CRITERION IS OFTEN
ASSOCIATED WITH
FIBER BREAKAGE

1. VARIES WITH INSTRUMENTATION MANUFACTURER#
SEE APPENDIX B OF THE CARP RECOMMENDED PRACTICE.
2. EXCESSIVE COUNTS ARE DEFINED AS A SIGNIFICANT
INCREASE IN THE RATE OF EMISSIONS AS A FUNCTION
OF LOAD. ON A PLOT OF COUNTS AGAINST LOAD#
EXCESSIVE COUNTS HILL SHOW AS A DEPARTURE FROM
LINEARITY.
3. PERMANENT DAMAGE CAN INCLUDE' MICROCRACKING#
DEBONDING. AND FIBER PULL OUT.
• ABOVE ATMOSPHERIC.
o BASED ON DATE FROM HIGH FREQUENCY SENSORS ONLY.
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ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
1. NO EMISSIONS BEYONQ 2 MINS. HOLD.
2. FELICITY RATIO CREATER THAN 0.95
3. TOTAL COUNTS LESS THAN H (SEE
TABlE l ) .
4. LESS THAN 10 EVEHTS CREATER TtlAH
REFERENCE THRESHOLD AMPLITUDE.
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generate stress waves.

A schematic of the AE instrumentation is shown
in Fig. 5. It consists of high and low frequency
sensors, preamplifier (unless sensors contain integral
preamplifiers), main amplifier, main processor,
recorder, and parametric processing circuitry.

The Recommended Practice is convenient for online use under operating stress to determine the
structural integrity of in-service equipment usually
with minimal process disruption. Defects located with
AE should be examined by other techniques and may be
repaired and retested as appropriate. Repair
procedure recommendations are outside the scope of
this Recommended Practice.
7.

The AE sensors are required to be temperature
stable
over the range of use which may be 4.50 C to
90 0 C (40 0 C to 19S oF) and to not exhibit sensitivity
changes greater than 3 dB over this range. Shielding
against radio frequency and electromagnetic
interference must be provided. several high frequency
channels are used for zone location of emission
sources. The resonant response of the high frequency
sensors is 100 kHz to 200 kHz. Minimum sensitivity is
-80 dB referred to 1 volt/microbar, determined by
face-to-face ultrasonic calibration. Sensors used in
the same test should not vary in peak sensitivity more
than 3 dB from the average. Low frequency channels
are less affected by attenuation; therefore, identify
defects in a large area. If significant activity is
detected on the low frequency channels but not on the

Instrumentation

The instrumentation used must be capable of
recording AE counts (ASTH D610) and AE events (ASTH
D610) above given thresholds within specific frequency
ranges and have sufficient channels to localize AE
sources in real time. It may incorporate (as an
option) peak amplitude detection and rms measurement
and operate on each input channel or groups of
channels. Event detection is required for each
channel.
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HIGH-FREO.
SENSORS

60 dB with 5 dB resolution over the frequenoy band gf
100 kHz to ~OO kHz and the temperature range of 4.5
to 520 C (40 C to 1350 F). Not more than 2 dB variation
in peak deteotion aoouraoy shall be allowed over the
stated temperature range. Amplitude values may be
stated in volts or dB, but must be referenoed to a
fixed gain output of the system (sensor or
preamplifier) • The prooessor as a minimum shall
provide outputs for permanent reoording of total AE
counts for high frequenoy sensors, events by ohannel
(zone location) and total events above the hiSh
amplitude threshold for high frequency sensors.

PROCESSOR

PREAIf'S ,-..;.;:.:;,,;.,:;.,;,..,

~

TOTAL
COUNTS }
LOW THRESHOLD
HICH-FREO.
SENSORS
TOTAL EVENTS
HICH THRESHOLD
LON-FREO. EVENTS OR COUNTS

LON-FREO.
SENSORS

~

CHANNEL EVENT ACTIVITY
IZONE LOCATION)

8.

Testing Prcoedure

Pre-test preparations inolude meeting all vessel
location safety requirements; assuring that a stable,
grounded power supply is available; arranging to
stress the vessel to the operating limit where
possible; instrumentation performanoe verification and
baokground noise check. The latter is done
immediately prior to stressing the vessel. It is
important that background be very low to avoid masking
true AE signals from growing defects during the test.

I
I
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ -JI
PRESSURE
CAUGE

SCHEMATIC OF AE INSTRUMENTATION
FOR TANK TESTING

Testing is begun by filling or pressurizing to
the first presoribed level determined by whether the
test is on a new atmospheric tank. an in-service
atmospheric tank, or a pressure vessel. The strain
rate should not exceed 0.005 peroent per minute.
Normally, the desired pressure is attained with a
liquid. Gas pressurization is not recommended. When
the first fill or presssurizing level is reached. it
is maintained for a period of four minutes. During
eaoh stress inorease segment and for eaoh stress bold
period, the number of AE oounts and AE event counts
from all high frequenoy sensors are recorded. The
testing continues until either the acoeptanoe criteria
are not met or the maximum load is reaohed. A rapidly
increasing AE count rate indioates uncontrolled,
continuing damage and is indioative of impending
failure. An exponential increase in AE counts or a
departure from a linear count vs. load relationship
should signal caution. At the maximum stress level, a
final hold of 30 minutes is imposed. 111e vessel is
oontinuously monitored during this period.

FICURE S

high, the high frequency sensors may be relccated.
The resonant response of the low frequency sensors is
between 20 kHz and 75 kHz. Minimum sensitivity will
be oomparable to, or greater than, oommeroially
available high sensitivity aocelerometers with
resonant response in that frequenoy range.
If a separate preamplifier is used, it is
oCllll1llonly mounted within four feet of the sensor.
Sensors with integral preamplifiers that signifioantly
reduoe set-up time are now available. If of
differential design, a minimum of 40 dB of common mode
noise rejection shall be provided. Unfiltered
frequency response shall not vary more than 3 dB over
the frequency range of 2& kHz - ~oo kHz and over the
temperature range of 4.5 C to 52 C (400 to 1250 F).
For sensors with integral preamplifiers, frequenoy
response characteristics may be confined to a range
consistent with the operational frequency of the
sensor.

9.

The main amplifier, if used, shall have signal
response with variations not exceeding 3 dB over the
frequency range of 2& kHz to 300 kHz and temperature
range of 4,50 C to 52 C (40 0 to 12SoF). It shall have
adjustable gain, or an adjustable threshold for the
deteotion of AE oounts and AE event counts.
The main prooessor(s) shall have a minimum of
two data processing circuits, through whioh high
frequenoy and low frequency sensor data will be
processed independently. If independent channels are
used, the prooessor shall be capable of prooessing AE
events and AE oounts on each channel. If a mixer is
used, it shall provide a minimum processing capability
for AE event detection on eight ohannels. Provisions
to mix or exclude any of the channel inputs will be
within real time operator oontrol. Total AE counts
will be processed from the high frequenoy sensors
only. The high amplitude signal threshold may be
established through signal gain reduotion, threshold
inorease, or peak amplitude detection. Comparative
calibration of peak amplitude levels is provided for
and must be established according to the prooedure
outlined. Usable dynamic range shall be a minimum of

Baokground on Pressurizing sequenoes

The pressurizing programs, one for atmospheric
storage tanks and one for pressure vessels, are
tailored to the requirements of each.
To expedite testing of atmospherio and vaouum
(Figs. 2 and 4) tanks, 50S was ohosen as the first
load point. Experienoe has shown that defects which
occur up to this stress level will be detected with
certainty. SUoceeding inorements are sized at onehalf of the remaining value to the final 100S load up
to the 87-1/2S level. 111e smaller increments above
50S load reflect the increasing critioality of the
higher stress levels and the related need for hold
data. The latter is a check on whether oreep and/or
microstruotural crack growth is ongoing at a given
test stress.
In the pressurizing oase (Fig. 3), the smaller
increments were arrived at from the results of an
extensive experimental program on water treatment
bottles. This was followed by destructive tests of
full size pressure vessels (Hagemeier. 1979). The
stressing sequence is substantially more severe than
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for atmospheric tanks. This is because it is
important to pick up weak areas early in a test to
minimize the risk of catastrophic failure.
10.

An important AE oharaoteristic of FRP composites
is the breakdown of the Kaiser effeot (ASTM E610). In
metala, acoustic emission does not generally occur
until a stress higher than the previous maximum is
reaohed, i.e., Kaiser effeot. In oontrast,
signifioant emission is frequently observed with FRP
at stress levels below those preViously applied. This
phenomenon is known as the Felicity effeot. Studies
have shown that the ratio of stress at onset of
emission to the previous maximum stress, known as the
Felicity ratio, is an indication of the severity of
damage. It is of partioular value in ongoing AE
testing programs involving in-service vessels. A low
Felioity ratio, e.g., 0.75, ia indicative of
substantial damage. A high Felioity ratio, e.g.,
0.96, is indicative of minor but aooeptable damage.

Acceptance Criteria

The acceptance criteria are based on data from
high frequenoy sensors only and are listed in Table 1.
High frequency channels (100 kHz to 200 kHz) are used
for zone location of emission souroes. Emissions in
this frequency range are more highly attenuated and
thus detectable at significantly shorter distanoes
than those in the 25 kHz to 75 kHz range. The high
frequency sensors thus examine the structural
integrity of a limited area. The low frequency
channels are less affected by attenuation and may pick
up emissions from several defect souroes including
baokground noise. If significant activity is detected
on these, and little to none on the high frequenoy
ohannels, the latter are relocated to the defeot or
aotive emission souroe zones. In effect, the low
frequenoy channels operate as a fail safe system.

Amplitude distributions of AE events provide
useful information on failure mechanisms in FRP
composites. Plots of differential peak amplitude
distribution at four pressure levels are shown in Fig.
6. Note that, at low stress levels, most AE events
are In the lower amplitude range. As the stress Is
Increased, higher amplitUde events are observed.
Amplitudes in the lower register are generally
indicative of matrix crazing, fiber pullout, and
debondlng. The 50-70 dB range signals indicate
delamination while emissions greater than 70 dB are
identified with fiber breakage. The criterion based

The or iter ion based on emissions during load
hold is partioularly signifioant. Continuing
emissions indioate oontinuing damage. Fill and other
baokground noise will generally be at a minimum during
a load hold. Aooordingly, this or iter ion is
relatively easy to apply and interpret.
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on high amplitude events greater than 70 dB is
important for new vessels. It is less likely to
govern for in-service and previously loaded vessels,
where emissions during a load hold and Felicity ratio
are mere important.
Experience has shown that numerical criteria
based on total counts are valuable for atmospherio and
vaouum tanks.
Pressure vessels, particularly on
first loading, tend to be noisy and it is not possible
to define a specific number of AE oounts. Because the
emissions on first loading of pressure vessels may be
of minor structural significance, the criterion based
on AE oounts is less rigidly defined.
Excessive AE counts are important for all
vessels. These are a warning of impending failure.
11 • The Future
The Reoommended Practioe for AE testing of FRP
Tanks is the first of several prooedures for
evaluating the struotural integrity of glass fiber
polymer matrix composites. In process, under the
aegis of CARP, is a Recommended Practice for
Reinforced Thermoset Resin Pipe. A third procedure,
this one for FRP Aerial Lift Devices, is now in draft
form in ASTH Committee F-18. The latter two are
expeoted to be published within two years.
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SOME DETAILS ON THE NBS CONICAL
TRANSDUCER
THOMAS M. PROCTOR,Jr.
Abstract

2.

We have developed a piezoeleotric transducer that
responds with a high degree of accuracy to normal
surface displacement over the frequency range of 50
kHz to 1 MHz. Although it does have some drawbacks
(size and durability), this transducer design has high
sensitivity over this band and relative ease of use.
If care is taken, the fragility is not a problem.
Recent developments on this transducer indicate that
the backing size can be reduoed to as much as 1/4 of
the volume of the backing discussed in this paper
without appreciable loss of response quality. We have
also found it extremely useful for the purpose of
investigating transfer functions in AE work. Its
faithful time wave response opens many new avenues for
investigation.

We have designed an improved AE transducer (NBS
conical transducer), using the following criteria as
a guide:

1.

1) The design has been kept simple.
2) The transducer contact area has been kept as
small as possible.
3) No wear plate has been used.
4) A "matched" backing has been used that is
large in all directions.
5) The geometry of the aotive element has been
selected to reduce the degeneracies of the
normal modes of the usual piezoelectric disc
element.
Figure 1 is a schematic of this design. The
basic transducer consists of only two pieces. The
active element is a oone shaped piece of leadzirconate-titanate. The truncated end of the conical
element is about 1.5 mm in diameter, small compared to
a wavelength over the frequency range of interest
(nominally 100 kHz to 1 MHz). The backing is a brass
cylinder which is large both in axial and radial
dimensions, when compared to the element. Silver
electrodes are attached to both flat ends of the
active element. The larger end of the aotive element
is fixed to a small flat area on the brass backing
with heat-cured epoxy resin. Electrically, the
baoking aots as the non-grounded eleotrode for signal
detection. The small electrode acts as a grounded
connection to the mounting surface. The small contact
size makes the transducer an approximation to a point
receiver.

Introduction

Two years ago, we developed and began refining a
dynamic displacement transducer (Proctor, 1980, 1981,
1982; Proctor & Breckenridge, to be published) for use
as a secondary standard for acoustic emission
transducer calibration (and for acoustic emission
applications). Such a device should have a well
behaved, well defined and stable frequency response.
At that time, the available choices for a secondary
standard were either traditional commercial
piezoelectric transducers or capacitance transducers
similar to those used for AE calibration at NBS
(Breckenridge and Greenspan,1981). Almost without
exception commercial transducers have frequency
responses that are dominated, at least to some extent,
by resonance conditions. On the other hand, the NBS
standard capacitance transducer has several drawbacks.
Its low sensitivity, its delicacy and the extreme
reqUirements on the mounting surface make it an
unlikely candidate. As a result we investigated what
could be done with a transducer which was based on a
piezoelectric material. It was obVioUs that the usual
designs whioh are the basis for most commercial
devices would not suffice. The transducer which has
evolved is referred to as the NBS conical transducer.
This transducer serves quite well as a secondary
standard. The following collection of information on
the NBS conical transducer describes:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Design of an Improved Acoustic Emission Transducer

I

.

37mm

Electrical
lead

T

Extended cylindrical
backlni (brassl

E
E

\l3

notions behind the design,
performance,
construction details,
precautions and
uses.

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the NBS conical
transducer.
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3.

6

Some Step Foroe Resul ts

We have evaluated the new design using our AE
calibration faoility and procedures (Hsu &
Breokenridge, 1981). This oonsists of oomparing the
responses of the new NBS oon1cal transduoer w1th the
NBS standard oapacitanoe transduoer (Breckenridge &
Greenspan, 1981) using the same transient waveform.
The calibration is done on a large thiok steel block
whioh aots as an infinite half-spaoe.
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The surfaoe displacement waveform used is that
due to a pOint-foroe-step funotion on an infinite
half-space and results 1n the usual seismio surfaoe
pulse. Solutions for this case are desoribed by
Pekeris (1955) and others; see referenoes in
Breckenridge, Tsobiegg and Greenspan (1975). Figure 2
is a graph of the normal oomponent of the displaoement
as a funotion of time as caloulated for the material
of the NBS steel block whioh is part of the AE
transducer oalibration faoility. The
step-foroe-funotion input to the large steel block 1s
generated by breaking a glass oapillary (Breokenridge,
Tsohiegg and Greenspan, 1975). When oalibrating AE
transducers using the NBS faoility, the displacement
is measured using a standard capaoitanoe transduoer.
In general, the electrical signal from the oapacitanoe
transduoer obtained in suoh an experiment is almost
exaotly what the theory predicts. An example of the
displaoement signal from the standard capacitance
transducer is shown in Fig. 3. The decay of the
d.o. offset value is determined by the electronio time
constants of the measuring oirouit and by low
frequenoy mechanical oonsiderations of the transduoer
mount (and 1s of no interest for the frequenoy range
considered here). The displaoement shown in Fig. 2
was oaloulated using the measured amplitude of the
step-foroe, whioh init1ated the time response of
Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3 Aotual voltage/time response of the NBS
oapaoitanoe standard transduoer as measured
for a step foroe event produoed by breaking
glass oapUlary on a large steel block.

NBS
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TRANSDUCER AT
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The NBS calibration setup allows an unknown
transduoer to be oompared to the very accurate
vertioal response of the capaoitance standard. The
transduoer undergoing evaluation and the standard
oapaoitanoe transduoer are arranged symmetrioally with
the source as shown in Fig. 4, so that both experienoe

CONICA~

TRANSllIICER AT
THE EPICENTER POSITION FOR
TNROUCK PULSE CALI BRATI ON

Fig. 4 Sohematio of the surfaoe-pulse and
through-pUlse (epioenter) experimental
arrangements.
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Fig. 2 The seismio surface pulse according to
Pekeris Abscissa, time in mioroseconds.
Ordinate, normal surfaoe displaoement in
pioometers. Input,
point-foroe-step-funotion.
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Fig. 5 Measured voltage output vs. time for the NBS
oonical transduoer desoribed here. Input, a
point-foroe-step funotion on a large steel
block.
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the same displacement. Figures 5, 6 and 7 display the
pertormance characteristios ot the NBS conical
transducer. Figure 5 is the time response ot the NBS
conical transduoer to the step-foroe input. The
wavetorm is almost as good as that of the standard
capacitance transducer. The only significant
irregularity is the small undershoot at about 30~.
Figure 6 is the amplitude-frequency response of the
NBS conical transducer. In general, over the
trequencies of interest (100 kHz to 1 MHz), this
response curve has variations of less than 3 dB. The
phase-frequency response is virtually constant over
this frequency range, as is seen in Fig. 7. The
calibration process provides the means to convert this
comparison into an absolute calibration. The
displacement response is given in terms of decibels
relative to 1 VIm. This sensitivity oompares very
tavorably with that of most commercial AE transduoers
now available. Also of great importance is the faot
that the NBS oonical transducer responds to only one
physical parameter. In this case it is normal
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Fig. 7 Phase frequency response ot the NBS conical
transducer.
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displacement. As a result, the response oan be
correctly interpreted.
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4.

lD

Construotion Details tor NBS Conical Transducer

11

Ii. 1.
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Brass rod material, 38.1 mm (1.5") in diameter,
is used for the oylindrical transducer backings.
These backiDSs are cut to length (approximately 30 mm)
on a band saw. They are then mounted in a 38 mm
collet in a oollet lathe. They are marked on their
ciroumference so that they can be returnecl to the same
position in the oollet. Front and baok fiat surfaoes
of the baoking cylinder are turned on the lathe. The
ciroumferential edge of the front face is rounded to
a 3.2 mm (1/8") radius (see Fig. 8). The baoking is
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Fig. 6 Amplitude frequency response of the NBS
conical transduoer.
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CONNECTION

then zoemoved tJ-om the lathe. The front face is rubbed
down on No. 400 or 600 carborundum wet-dry paper,
which is backed with a flat glass plate. This lapping
operation is continued until all machining marks azoe
gone and the surface is faizoly flat to the eye. The
surface is then scraped with the edge of a microsoope
glass slide to remove the embedded abrasive and to
stazot the polishing process of this surface. The
reflection charactezo of the surface is improved by
this process. A small optical flat is then used to
see where further material removal should take place.
The flatness of the front face of the backing can be
further improved by repeating the process of soraping
and grinding preferentially. A diamond lap oan be
used to polish the surface each time the surfaoe is
examined with the flat. This cycle of grinding,
scraping. and polishing should continue until a flat
area 1n the center of the front face of the backing is
achieved. This flat area should be somewhat larger
then the larger area of the transduoer cone element
and it should be flat to within one fringe of ordinary
light. It may be helpful to use a diamond lap to
finish the polishing step as this opezoation nears
completion. The diamond laps we have used
sucoessfully are 25.4 mm (1") in diameter. made of
lead. and chazoged with 4 mioron diamond dust. The
final state of the front face of the baoking should be
brightly polished and flat as described above.
4.2.

balling up of the water when it is drying, the
surfaces are quite clean and ready for cementing.
They azoe cemented together with epoxy (Dupont 815).
Other low viscosi ty epoXies may work just as well.
Adhesion is usually very good. We use a jig that
oenters the element on the backing and also applies a
force to the cement joint while the joint is being
heat treated to cure. The joint is cured at 100· C
for 2 to 4 hours.

4.Q.

In order to insure proper alignment in
preparation for the cone-grinding operation the
baoking and element assembly is installed in the
collet lathe using the alignment marks previouslY
mentioned. A tOOl-post grinder is installed on the
lathe compound in such a manner that it will grind the
~ough element blank into a cone whose sides are
approximatelY 45 degrees. We use a small diamond
grinding wheel with water soluble oil as a lubricant
for this process. The cone is ground until the tront
face electrode has been reduced to about 1 mm in
diameter. See Fig. 1.
4.5.

other Operations

A small hole (No. 60 drill,.040 in.) is drilled
in the side of the brass backing. This serves as a
point of connection for a one prong circuit board
oonnector. A very flexible fine bare copper wire is
soldered to the prong connector and is used as the
signal lead to the amplifier.

Transduoer Element

The tzoansducer element blanks azoe cut out of
oommercially available PZT-5A stook which has the
proper thickness for the height of the cone, and whioh
has fired-on silver electrodes,and is polazoized. The
blanks are cut out using a brass "oookie cutter"
(brass tube) and abrasive. This cutter is slightly
lazoger in diameter than the desired rough cylindrioal
shape of the element blank. The present element blank
design has a height of 2.5 mm. The diameter of the
element blank is 6 or 7 Mm. This allows for gzoinding
of the cone to nearly a 45 degree angle. with the
front surface being 1 to 1.5 mm in diameter. Water is
used during the cutting process to keep the
temperatures low. The depth of the bore of the cookie
outter tube should be greater than the height of the
element blank being cut out. This allows spaoe for
the extra abrasive slurry whioh becomes trapped inside
the cutter during the grinding-outting operation.
After outting to the rough cylindrical shape. the
blank's two flat faces are worked with the diamond lap
mentioned before. A little bit of lapping and
checking with an optical flat will assure that the
element's two electrode surfaces are flat to a few
fringes of light. This needs to be done to assure
good bonding (acoustically) between the element and
the backing. Also, the front electrode needs to be
flat for good acoustical ooupling to the working
medium. (We have also successfully constructed
transducers With elements cut to shape by a commeroial
manUfacturer that have been attached to one of our
backings in the usual way.)
q.3.

Cutting of the Cone

4.6.

Plastic Skirt Guard

A thin plastic tube is tightly fitted around the
brass backing to act as a guard against the transduoer
rolling over. This skirt should be installed on the
backing sO that it extends beyond the front face of
the active element. Then the transducer is remounted
in the lathe and the plastic skirt is turned down so
the element front electrode sticks out beyond the end
plane of the skirt by about 0.005 inches. This allows
a few thousandths of an inoh clearance undezo the skirt
when the transducer is mounted on a surface. At the
same time, it protects the transducer from rolling
over on its side and damaging the small end of the
active element.
5.

Operating Precautions

When using this transducer, its useful lifetime
oan be lengthened by following this set of precautions
(see Fig. 1)z
A) Hake the electrical oonnection to the transducer
backing before trying to set the transducer on the
working surfaoe.
B) Set the transducer on the working surface with the
axis of the transducer perpendioular to the working
surface.

Element-Backing Joint

c) The working surface should be smooth, flat and
clean over the area of transducer contact.

The rough element blank is then cemented to the
cylindrical brass baoking so their axes line up. The
flat and polished surface of the backing and the
mating surface of the active element blank are cleaned
in strong laboratory detergent and hot water. They
are rinsed in mote-free distilled water and then
allowed to dry. If there is no pulling away or

D) Use a oouplant such as petroleum jelly between the
t~ansducer and the working surface.
E) Don't use a cement as a couplant.
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F) Keep the transducer front contact and the surface
where the transducer is placed free of dirt and
abrasive.

SIUlT II'UT WD (2 in.)
IIllII·SlIEIlIUl
PLASTIC TUBE
SKIRT

G) Do not move the transducer laterally without first
picking the transducer off of the surface.
H) Don't scrub or try to ring the transducer to the
surface. Let it sit on its tip by graVity.
I) Do not let the transducer fall over during
installation and use.
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.

SlJIfa lIlST BE
fUT AIlll HIlIIIZllIITAI.

The lifetime of the transducer is shortened by each
setting in place on the working surface.
J)

Fig. 9 Eleotrical details.

As configured in Fig. 1, the transducer is
normally used by setting it on and balancing it over
the front electrode. However, it has been used
suocessfUlly in other orientations with the proper
support clamping arrangement. Remember the tip of the
active element is fragile. The front electrode that
it sits on is a thin fired-silver coating. The
pressure at the tip is quite high. Under gravity the
front face experiences a pressure of approximately
7 MPa (1000 psi) when when sitting on a surface.
Thus, great care should be used to set the transduoer
on the working surface. The transducer front face
experiences wear every time the transducer falls over.
This occurs because it bounces against the edge of the
truncated part of the cone. Under that circumstance,
the pressures on the edge of the oone at the point of
impact are very high and probably will oause damage.
The plastic skirt desoribed above under Construction
Details will help prevent this kind of damage.
6.

TRIll
2OKO

Operating Instructions

The baoking is the signal eleotrode. As a
result, it should not be shorted to ground (see
Fig. 9). The front electrode is the grounded
electrode so it must sit on electrical ground. The
capacitance of the device is small (approximately 25
Picofarads). Any capacitance that is shunted across
the transducer reduces the signal output and the
effeotive transducer sensitivity. Thus, the device
should be connected to a measuring amplifier by a very
short, flexible, unshielded lead. The amplifier
shOUld have a very low input oapacitance and a high
input resistance. We use an amplifier (shown in
Fig. 10) which has an input impedance of 1 Megohm and
5 picofarads. The output of this amplifier, shown in
Fig. 10, should not be loaded by a resistance of less
than 1000 ohms.
7.

¥-

Fig. 10 Preamplifier constructed from linear
integrated oirouit LH-310N, Power
requirements + 9, -9 volts.
be used to capture time wave forms caused by two
processes: wave forms created by known sources
working on structures of unknown transfer functions,
and wave forms oreated by unknown souroes working on
simple struotures with known transfer functions.

Uses

This transducer was developed as a result of a
need for a secondary standard. One of these
transducers can be oalibrated using the NBS acoustic
emission calibration procedure. Then it can be used
to oompare the response of an unknown transducer to
the response of the seoondary standard. This could be
done by using a breaking pencil lead source or a
breaking glass capillary source on a plate.

We have used it to demonstrate the oapture of
signals due to a known souroe in a struoture. Figure
11 is the normal displacement waveform received on the
opposite side of a plate of thickness,d, where the
souroe and receiver are separated laterally by 2d.
The souroe is a point-foroe step fUnction (breaking
glass oapillary). This agrees very well with the
theoretical results of Pao, Gajewski, and Ceranoglu
(1979) •

In addition to fUture applications work, the
transducer also has several laboratory uses. It oan
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LOW TEMPERATURE BEHAVIOR OF LIQUID
COUPLANTS USED IN ACOUSTIC EMISSION
EXPERIMENTS
J. BARAM AND J. AVISSAR
ture variations. Moreover, the couplant material
itself may be an aooustic emitter, when it reaohes
temperatures in the vicinity of its glass transition.

Abstraot
This note presents the evaluation of low temperature behavior of liquid couplants used in acoustio
emission experiments. The temperatures where the
liquids themselves become acoustically active are
reported. In pulse transmission experiments, the
temperature dependences of the peak amplitude, the
pulse widths and the acoustic emission counts per
pulse were also measured. The impact of these dependencies on low temperature acoustic emission experiments is discussed. Generally, direct comparisons of
acoustic emission parameters are unreliable when a
liquid couplant is used at different temperatures.

1.

The aim of this paper is to present the results
concerning the behavior of seven liquid couplants
frequently used in AE experiments. several AE parameters were measured during the lowering of temperature,
down to the very temperature where the couplant itself
began to be acoustioally active.

2.

Two commercially available AE transducers were
used, one as an emitter, the other as a receiver
(5-1408, Dunegan/Endevco [D/£], sen Juan Capistrano,
CA). The emitter was driven by a pulser with 1 Hz 5 V
pulse. Both transducers were fitted with epoxy protective shoes, 3.125 mm thick (HYSOL Ra-2039). The
transduoers had slightly different calibration curves,
as shown in Fig. 1. The exact temperature dependence
of the sensitivities of the transduoers is unknown.
However, a typical behavior of the piezoelectric
constants shows negligible effects in the range of
250 C to _100 0 C. Moreover, the use of the two transduoers simultaneously min1lllizes effects due to the
transduoers.

Introduction

The field of aooustic emission (A£) is growing
rapidly in recent years. Not only as a nondestruotive testing method, A£ is explored in new
applioations, inoluding materials oharacterization and
basic materials research. Some studies have been
published concerning the stress waves emitted during
temperature induoed magnetic transition (Nomura et
al., 1977), martensitio transformations (Baram and
Rosen, 1979 and 1982; Speich and Fisher, 1972; Ono et
al., 1973; Hsu et al., 1978), other solid state
struotural phase transformations (Papa et al., 1979;
Van Doren et al., 1976), solidifioation (Feurer and
Wunderlin, 1979) and hydride formation (Canelli and
Canelli, 1981). In these experiments, the scoustic
emission signals are characterized by their amplitude,
frequenoy, or number of acoustio emission (ringdown)
counts above a fixed amplitude threshold. When only
qualitative correlations are sought, one may ignore
the alteration of the signal charaoteristios due to
the experimental set-up. One of the main souroes of
the alteration is the transmission of stress pulses
from the structure being monitored, through a ooupling
layer, to a piezooeramio transduoer, which has
generally a nonmetallic proteotive shoe. Hill and £1Darding (1980) have shown that the measurement
preoision and the magnitude of aooustic emission
signals are affected by the type and thickness of the
couplant. In fact, as will be shown below, the
velocity of sound through the couplant medium has its
importance too. Both features are affected by temperature changes. Thus, the validity of A£ measurements
needs to be reevaluated with respect to the tempera-
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Fig. 1 The calibration curves of the transduoers.
The transducers were coupled together by a liquid
couplant under examination, and olamped with a
constant force clamp (1.5 kgf). The whole assembly
was oooled down from room temperature to low temperatures in an evaporated nitrogen atmosphere in a vessel
containing boiling liquid nitrcgen. The cooling rate
was l oC/min, as higher rates generated noise from the
transduoers during oooling. The oooling lasted over 90
to 100 min for eaoh run. Eaoh oouplant was tested
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three times. The temperature was continuously monitored by a copper-eonstantan thermocouple, attached to
one of the transducers. The acoustic emission parameters recorded during the temperature excursion were:

where A is the wavelength in the couplant layer.
has no effect whatsoever on the inoident wave
(8rekhovskikh, 1980).

This property is equivalent to a frequency
filter, and is of course noticeable when the incident
plane wave is nonmonochromatic, as is the case with
AE. The "filtering" characteristics of the couplant
layer are temperature dependent. The thickness of the
layer may be affected by changes in the liquid's
viscosity, and by the longitudinal sound velocity c,
which varies with temperature. The impaot of the
couplant layer thiokness at a constant temperature has
already been demonstrated (Hill and EI-Dardiry, 1980).

a) the peak amplitude of the acoustic pulses
b) the pulse width
c) the number of AE (ringdown) counts per minutes,
above the fixed threshold of 1 V.
The pre-amplification stage had a gain of 40 dB
and the main amplification of 50 dB was used with the
bandpass filter set for 100 to 300 kHz. The threshold
of the amplitude deteotor, (Module 921, DIE) was set
to 30 dB. Modules 920 and 921, made by DIE, were used
to obtain the peak amplitude and pulse width, while
DIE Module 303 was used for AE counts measurements.

b.

The recording of the AE characteristics was
performed down to the temperature, at which the
specific couplant did emit significant AE. These
temperatures were determined by preliminary
experiments, where a dummy specimen was coupled to a
quartz waveguide by the coupling liquid. The waveguide was connected to the receiver transducer, which
remained at room temperature. The temperature was
progressively lowered, until the acoustic emission was
registered. This temperature is defined as T •
AE
The coupling media used in this study are listed
below (the capital letters are used as identification
labels) •

HV
SG
55M
DC

GL
SF

log,o 10g10 (" + 0.8) = n 10g10 T + C

According to that relationship, and to the
experimental behavior as reported by the
manufacturers, the Viscosity may change by a factor
of 10 when the temperature is lowered from roan
temperature down to _100 0 C. This change in viscosity
with the temperature may affect the effeotive
thickness of the liqUid couplants. In order to
evaluate the amount of thickness variability, one
assumes that the squeeze film equation is valid
(Moore, 1975). The term squeeze film applies to the
case of approaching planar surfaces, whLch have to
displaoe a visoous liquid between them. The fluid is
assumed incompressible, wedge and stretch terms are
neglected, and a constant force, W, is applied, then
one has

Transmission Through a Couplant Layer

The couplant layer between the transducers acts
as a plane parallel fluid layer of thickness d,
densitYpand longitudinal sound velocity c. The epoxy
protective shoes of the transducers are identical on
both sides of the couplant layer, and have acoustic
impedance r= pc. Waves propagate through the
couplant layerSae normal incidence. The reflection
coefficient R of the acoustic wave is a function of d,
p, 0, r and the frequency, f. R = 0 when r = pc or
sin(27T fd/c) = O. The first condition is not physical.
The second leads to
2fd = me

(II)

where h is the film thiokness, t is time, D is the
diameter of the transducers, and k is a constant
determined by the shape of the plate (k= 37T/611,
for a oircular plate). Equation (II) shows that the
rate at which the squeeze film thickness h decreases
with time is slower as time proceeds, and slower still
as the viscosity p is higher. In the present
experiments, assuming that enough time has elapsed at
the start temperature (60-100 sec), the initial
equilibrium thickness is reached before the decrease
of temperature. The increase in viscosity therefore
compensates for the further reduction in thickness
imposed by the constant force. Praotioally, no
significant change is expected in the film thickness
when the temperature is lowered.

(0

where m is an integer. This is also the condition for
total transmission, without any attenuation, from the
emitting transduoer to the reoeiver. For a given
thiokness d and wave velocity c, only the frequenoies
which satisfy equation (1) are fully transmitted.
This is the so-called half-wave layer of thickness;
d

= mA/2,

(3)

where" is the kinematic viscosity in centistokes, n
and C are constants for a given liquid.

Theoretical Background
a.

The temperature dependence of the couplant
thickness

The thickness of the layer is affected by changes
in the liquid's visoosity. The absolute viscosity p
is the ratio of the shear stress experienced by the
liquid to its velooity gradient. It varies
considerably with temperature and pressure. The
kinematic viscosi ty " is defined as pIp, where p 19
the density of the liquid. The viscosity-temperature
relationship is given by:

- Water soluble AE couplant (Duneganl
Endevco)
- Multipurpose ultrasonic couplant, high
viscosity (Sperry Part No. 50A4082)
- Silcone high vacuum grease (Edwards)
- 55M silicone grease (Dow Corning)
- Dow Corning 200, water clear silicone fluid,
with viscosity of 1000 cSt.
- Glycerine (Glycerol), analytical, C~H5(OH)3
- Silicone fluid, Grade 704 F4 (Edwards1

WS

It

c.

Acoustic Emission Characteristics

It is usually admitted that the damped sinusoid
affords an adequate spproximation of the transducer's
voltage response. The ringing down voltage of the

(2)
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amplified signal has the form:

peak of 5 V at the output reads 95 dB).

v = Vo exp(-Dt)sin(ct/fo ) ,

The pulse width was determined by threshold
crossings, and is therefore gain dependent. It is
important to choose the right dead-time setting in
order to prevent reflections from being accepted as
new events. Here, the 1 msec setting was employed.
The results in Table 1 are given directly in msec.
at room temperature and at TAE , respectively. The
precision is 0.05 msec.

(5)

where V is the maximum amplitude, D is the damping
constan~ of the transducer, and f is the center
frequency of the transducer. Theopulse width,
t-,
is the time for the signal level (for a given acoustic
emission event) to ring down to the threshold voltage
V. The number of counts associated with a given
a~oustic emission event, n, is the product of f and
t-. The observed-AE count rates (counts per se8) is
equal to n in the present case with the excitation
rate of 1 Hz, so that the ratio n/t- gives a rough
indication of the apparent center frequency. The
apparent center frequency is expected to vary because
of the filtering effect of the couplant layer, as well
as the temperature dependence of the resonant
frequency of the transducers.
4.

The AE count rates in Table 1 are for room
temperature and for TAE • respectively. The precision
is 10 counts/sec.
The folloWing facts evolve from the experimental
results:
a) All the liquid couplants behaved nearly
identically at room temperature, except the high
viscosity ultrasonic couplant, HV. The 5 V pulse that
excited the emitter transducer produced the peak
output readings of 84 to 85 dB with most of the tested
couplants. but the HV couplant attenuated the peak to
81 dB at room temperature. At TA~' these were reduced
to 76 to 82 dB. again with the el~eption of HV. which
increased the peak reading to 83 dB.

Results and Discussion

The experimental results are summarized in Table
1. The values of TA~ (in °e) are the temperatures
where AE activity was detected. The observed TA
value was always higher than the glass transitio~
temperature of the couplant. The precision is ±loC.
The peak amplitudes in dB (with the precision of 1 dB)
are the values recorded at room temperature and at
TAE • The amplitude detector connected to the distribufion analyzer enables the direct reading of the
count sent to the distribution analyzer module. An
appropriate calibration curve relates this count to
the peak amplitude at the output of the logarithmic
amplifier in the amplitude detector module (e.g., a

b) Host of the couplants became aooustically
active between _65 0 C and -75 0 C. while HV began
earlier. at _48 0 C, and SSM and GL muoh later, in the
vicinity of -90 0 C.
c) The peak amplitude was attenuated by lowering
the temperature down to T ,by 2 dB. The exceptions
were WS, with the attenua!ron of 8 dB and HV, with an
increase of 2 dB.

TABLE 1
Experimental Results
Type of

TAE

Peak Amplitude

Couplant

(oe)

Range (in dB)

Pulse Width

Count Rate

n/t-

(in msec)

(counts/sec)

(in kHz)

Room

TAE

Room

TAE

Room

TAE

Room

TAE

WS

-78

84

76

0.2

0.7

45

110

225

159

HV

-lI8

81

83

0.1

0.6

30

120

300

200

SG

-65

84

82

0.2

1.0

liO

150

200

150

55M

-89

8li

82

0.2

0.7

40

90

200

129

DC

-73

84

82

0.2

0.8

.liD

100

200

125

GL

-90

8li

82

0.2

0.5

liD

75

200

150

SF

-72

81i

82

0.2

0.9

1i0

130

200

14li
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S. 5, Ksu. J.H. Chen and P.C. Clapp (1918), phya.
stat. sol(a), 50. 393-398.

The values of n/t e were caloulated frOID the pUlse
widths and the oount rates data, and are given in
Table 1. One sees again a distinctly different
behavior of the HV oouplant, compared to the other
liquids. The couplants may be grouped in two
categories, considering the relative change of the
n/t e parameter with temperature. 50S change was
observe in DC, 55M, WS and HV, while only 30S
change appeared in SG, GL and SF.

D.F. Hoore (1975). Prinoiples and Application of TribololY,
Pergamon Press. New York.
H. Nomura, K. Takahisa. K. Koyama and T. sakai (1977).
cryogenios. 17 471-481.
K. Ono, T.C. Sohlotthauer and T.J. KOppenaal (1973).
'Proo. of the Ninth Sy!!!posium on Hon-Destructive
Evaluation. April 15-17. 1973. Southwest Researoh
Institute. san Antonio, pp. 386-401 (D-1336].

All the ohanges shown In Table 1 did ocour
continuously along the temperature deorease with no
detectable abrupt change. These experimental findings
show that a relatively wide range of usable temperatures exists for the acoustic couplants examined
before they become acoustically aotive. This point is
particularly important when performing martensitic
phase transformation experiments.

T. Papa. D. sette. L. Stagni and A. COngiu castellano
(1975), J. Test. and Eval •• 1. 118-50 (D-13S0].
G.R. Speich and R.M. Fisher (1972). Acoustio Emission.
ASTH STP 505. ASTH. Philadelphia. PA, pp. 1110-151.
[D-1666].

The changes in the n/t e values shown in Table 1
are a distinct indication that the wave transmission
in the various liquids is affeoted by temperature.
OYer the temperature range of interest, the frequency
oonstant of PZT ceramics varies about 5S. Thus, the
Observed changes are expected to arise from the
temperature dependenoe of the sound velooity and
attenuation of the liquid. The apparent center
frequencies invariably decreased with lowering the
couplant temperture. This may be due to a higher
viscosity level at lower temperatures, which
selectively attenuates higher frequency components.
The present study demonstrates the difficulty of
any direct comparison of experimental results based on
the acoustic emission count rates determined at
different temperatures. The change in temperature
itself introduces. thorough the couplant properties,
definite variability in the AE count rate. For the
same reason, pulse widths are not directly comparable.
In contrast, the temperature dependence of the
peak amplitudes is minor (except for the WS liquid).
An inorease of 2 dB does not appear to be a hindrance
for comparing the peak amplitude values from room
temperature down to -90 0 C. Naturally. this applies
only for the frequenoies emitted and recorded by the
transducers under investigation.
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ACOUSTIC EMISSION BEHAVIOR OF NICKEL
DURING TENSILE DEFORMATION
S.-Y. S. HSU AND K. ONO
noted serrsted yielding in a temperature range around
200°C. The effect disappeared after a wet hydrogen
anneal. It was thus attributed to carbon and/or
nitrogen interstitiala. SUbsequent kinetic studies
(Sukhovarov et al., 1962, Popov and SUkhovarov, 1964)
resulted in an activation energy of 125 kJ/mole (30
kcal/mo1e), roughly equal to the activation energy for
the diffusicn of carbcn in nickel (150 kJ/mo1e or 35.7
kcal/mole). Blakemore (1968) confirmed that nitrogen
charged niokel does not show strain aging effects
while nickel-carbon does. A recent study of Ni-200
(carbon content of about 0.1S) gave an activation
energy of 104 kJ/mole (25 kcal/mole), and the aging
phenomena were attributed to the interaction between
carbon vacancy pairs and dislocations (Cribb and ReedHill,1977).

Abstract
Commercial 99.6S purity nickel (Ni-200) was
studied in detail for its AE behavior. The specimens
slowly cooled from high annealing temperature exhibited much higher AE signal levels than quenched
samples. This is attributed to the existence of
solute pinning atmospheres around dislocations. The
kinetic study using AE technique quantitatively determined the activation energy of solute diffusion, and
was found to be close to the activation energy for
carbon diffusion in nickel. An AE souroe model, based
on the dislocation acceleration and/or deceleration
following unpinning, is presented. The effects of
deformation temperature, including dynamio strain
aging phenomenon, are also discussed.

In this study, the influence of impurities of
commercial purity Ni-200 specimens were studied in
detail through different testing temperatures and
different heat treatment conditions on AE behavior.
Since nickel also has a high stacking fault energy and
has a similar overall dislocation behavior to that in
aluminum, the comparison of AE behavior between nickel
and high purity aluminum (99.99S) reported in the
previous study (Hsu and Ono, 1980) will further
clarif)' the effeots of solute atoms in AE behavior.

1. Iatroduotlon
Acoustic Emission (AE) refers to stress waves
emitted from materisls due to transient disturbances
of a highly localized region inside the test pieoe.
Since signals generated by dislocation motions can be
detected, the AE technique is a useful tool for the
study of plastic deformation behavior. It has the
combined features of high sensitivity and dynamio
nature. Historically, it was the study of this kind,
first by Kaiser (1950) and then followed by Schofield
(1958, 1963) and Tatro and Llptai (1962), that
pioneered the current technology of AE. Since then,
numerous fectors which affect the dislocation
movements have been examined by AE, including the
effects of crystal structures, grain size, second
phase particles, stacking fault energy, and solute
concentration. For a detailed disoussion of these
topics, see reviews by carpenter and Heiple (1979),
Kishi and Kuribayashi (1979) and Scruby, et al (1980).
The effect of solute atom segregation, known to be an
important factor on dislocation behavior, has also
been detected by AE during initial yielding and
serrated yielding process (Eisenblatter et al., 1974),
but no detailed study of the extent of segregation on
AE has been reported. The purpose of this study is to
investigate more systematically the effect of solute
segregation on the AE behavior of materials.

2. Materials aDd bpert.eDta
An annealed 3.l8mm (0.125") thickness Ni-200
sheet was purchased from Huntington Alloy Co. The
chemical composition was 0.02S Si, O.OlS Fe, O.OlS CU,
0.24S Mn and 0.05S C. As-received material was co1drolled to 1.3mm (O.OS") thickness before machining.

Two types of specimen gecmetries were prepared.
The large size specimens were used for investigating
the effects of deformation temperature. It had an
overall size of 305mm x 25mm (12" x 1"), and the 8age
section was 32mm <1.25") long and 6.4mm (0.25") wide.
After machining, these samples were annealed at 1013 K
for 1 hr and slowly oooled in the furnace. The grain
size was 43 miorometer.
The small size specimens were used for studying
heat treatment effects and aging kinetios. The overall size of' these specimens was 152l11m x 2011I11I (6" x
0.8") with the 8age section reduced to 25mlll x 5.1 mm
(1" x 0.2").
After mechining, the speoimens were
annealed at 1073 K for 1/2 hr and quenohed into ioedwater. They were subsequently annealed at a lower
temperature between 373 and 673 K for 5 to 200 lIIin.

It has been established experimentally that
interstitial elements can cause serrated yielding and
strain aging effects in nickel. SUkhovarov (1962)
Received 23 June, 1982: in final form, 20 September,
1982. 5.-1.5. Hsu is affiliated with Dunegan/Endevco,
Rancho Viejo Rd, san Juan capistrano, CA and K. Ono is
with Materials Science and Engineering Department,
School of Engineering and Applied SCience, University
of California, Los Angeles, Calif. 90024. This paper
is based on the Ph.D. dissertation of S.-I.S. Hsu and
was supported by the Office of Naval Research, Physics
Program.
Joul"Ml of Acoustic fl:Ilsslon
Vol..... 1. Nu!ltlor 3. pp. 183-190

The samples were loaded in an Instron using a
pair of pin loadin8 gr1ps. Before a test, the holes
for loading pins were prestressed to minilllize friction
noises. The setup for tensile testing and AE detection
was the same as that for pure metals described in the
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previous paper (Hsu and Ono, 1980). Basically, a 100
kHz PZT element was attached to one end of a
waveguide. which was soldered to a sample. The
resulting output was amplified and the rms voltage was
monitored using a true-nus vol tmeter. The ~ominal
strain rate of the tensile test was 7 x 10 Is.
Suain ( t )
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•

1) AE signal level reaches a peak upon yielding
with the peak value of 20 to 301lV.
2) Vr vs. strain ourves are smooth. and signal
level deoreases gradually with work-hardening.

1m .--..:..----,,-----,,----,,---,-.-...,.--...,

The behavior of slowly oooled Ni shows that:

10011

1) AE signal level is about 10 times higher than
that in AI and Cu when the peak AE output near
macroscopic yielding is compared.

2500

2) V near macroscopic yielding is not smooth;
instead. ft contains numerous large spikes due to
burst-type signals.
3) After the initial peak. AE signal level drops
sharply to about one-fourth of the peak value. in
oontrast to the gradual decrease observed in AI and Cu
(Hsu and Ono, 1980) •

1000

I

:l

The main features for AI. au and quenched Ni are:

87)K
lIlY.)

4) Following the sharp decrease, the average AE
level remains nearly unchanged up to 20S plastic
strain and many excursions of Vr level are superposed.

These findings clearly indicate the differences in AE
behavior between the quenched and slow-cooled samples.
seo
IClekel

Figure 4 shows the variation of Vr-strain curves
as a function of deformation temperature. Only slowoooled samples were used in this experiment. Both 1£
and stress-strain behavior remained nearly identioal
for samples deformed below 673 K. The peak AE level at
the yielding increased 30S and AE level at lOS plastic
100

Fig. 1 Load-elongation curves of annealed nickel
tested at various deformation temperatures.
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Figure 1 shows the load-displacement curves of
well-annealed Ni-200 speoimens tested at various
temperatures. The curve for 573 K test is shown by a
dotted line. and that for 673 K by a dashed one.
Initial discontinuous yielding existed at temperatures
below 673 K and serrated yielding appeared between 473
K and 673 K. The work-hardening rate remained high up
to 673 K. resulting in nearly oonstant tensile
strength between 300 K and 573 K. as shown in Fig. 2.
Figure 2 plots the change of strengths as well as AE
signal levels with deformation temperatures. Above 573
K. tensile strength decreased rapidly with inoreasing
temperatures. These observations suggest the
existenoe of dynamic strain aging effects through the
prooess of solute atom pinning and unpinning of dislocations at temperatures below 673 K.
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The rms voltage of AE signals (V r ) vs. strain
curve of the well-annealed specimen deformed at 300 K
is shown by a solid line in Fig. 3. The characteritics of this AE behavior were typically observed in
other Ni speoimens tested below 673 K and were quite
different from that of AI and au previously reported
(Hsu and Ono. 1980). On the other hand, the
oorresponing curve for a quenched sample. also shown
in Fig. 3 by a dashed line. was essentially identioal
to those of Al and Cu.
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Fig. 3 The characteristios of Vr -straln curves of
nickel under slow-cooled and quenohed
(TQ = 1073 K) conditions. Deformation was
carried out at 300 K.
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strain doubled as temperature was raised to 673 K.
Fluctuations of Yr below 673 K were basically continuous signals in nature, and the amplitude of such
fluctuations increased with temperature. At 673 K,
large spikes were repeatedly detected between 151 and
301 plastio strain. At 773 K, fluctuations vanished
completely, but the max imum or peak AE output near
macroscopic yielding was still high. AE behavior at
873 K returned to the typical characteristics observed
in pure Al, which was also sim llar to that of the
quenched specimen in Fig. 3.
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The variation of maximun AE level observed at the
yielding with deformation temperature is also shown in
Fig. 2. The AE level upon yielding reached a maximum
at about 650K or 0.38 Till (T~ is the absolute melting
temperature of Ni). Thls fell into the same
homologous temperature ranges where the maximum AE
levels were reached in Al and Cu.
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Fig. 4 The effect of deformation temperature on the
V -strain ourves of nickel. a) 673 K
b) 773 and 873 K.

In order to clarify the nature of observed
effects of heat-treatment, a series of tests were
oonducted on small size specimens. These were given
different heat treatments. All the specimens were
first water-quenched from 1073 K. They were
subsequently annealed at various temperatures (373 K
to 673 K) for a period of 2ClO minutes, followed by
water-quenching. The heat-treated samples were then
tested at room temperature.

1) Quenching from 1073 K (as quenched) resulted
in low AE output levels and smooth Vr-strain curves,
as shown in Fig. 3.

2) With an increase of annealing temperature up
to 573 K, the peak AE level increased almost ten times
and the Vr-strain curve regained the characteristics
of slow-cooled specimens shown in Fig. 3.

The yield strengths of these samples changed only
slightly as a function of annealing temperature (see
Fig. 5).
On the other hand, AE behavior was altered
drastically. Three regions can be identified according
to the annealing temperature.

3) With a further increase in the annealing
temperature to 673 K, however, the AE characteristics
were almost identical to that from as-quenched one.
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Fig. 6 the variation of the peak AE output level
with annealing time and annealing temperature in nickel.

Fig. 5 The effeot of annealing temperature on the
peak AE output levels and yield strength of
niokel quenohed from 1073 K.
the lDaximUlll AE output at yielding 1s shown in
Flg. 5. the outputs of the samples annealed at 1173 K
to 573 K were greatly inoreased. these results
strongly suggest the possibility of forming solute
pinning atmospheres around dislocations in this
lIaterial. To fUrther identify the mechanism of the
formation of pinning atmosphere, a kinetio study was
oarried out to obtain the aotivation energy of
diffusing species. Aa-quenched specimens (1073 K, 0.5
hr) were annealed at 1173 K, 1193 K, 508 K and 523 K for
different perioda of time (5 to 200 mina.), followed
by water-quenohing. the peak AE level VB. annealing
time at different annealing temperatures are plotted
in Fig. 6. These ourves olosely resemble the strain
asing phenomenon in mild steels where interstitial
oarbon looking mechanism is the basio oause. For
impurity diffusion to the core of an edge dislooation,
Cottrell and Bilby (19119) caloulated the rate of
aooUlllulation. The number of solute atolDs relloved frOID
solution after time t (1n sec) at temperature T (in K)
is siven by:
Ct

= 3L(1l'/2)1/2

C [ADt/kT]2/3
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Fig. 7 log(l-f) vs t 2/3 plot indicating the effeot
of annealing temperature on the rate of AE
increase in nickel. Annealing temperatures are
indioated on the figure.

(1)

Ct = 1 - exp[-3L(1l'/2) 112 (ADt/kT)2/3]

where Co is the initial conoentration of the solute
atoms, A i8 an appropriately dim~sioned constant, L
is the di8location density (1n om ), k i8 the
BoltZlllann oonstant and D ~s the diffusion coeffioient
of the solute atom (in em Iseo) at temperature T,
reapeotively. This relationship is valid for the
early stases of segregation only. Harper (1951)
proposed a simple generalization to fit later stages
by assumins that the rate of flow is deoreased in
proportion with the amount already segresated. He
obtained:

and tested this relationship experimentally in ironcsrbon and iron-nitrogen alloysand obtained a good
agreements between the predioted and the experilDental
results. Similar dependence has been observed in
niokel-hydrogen alloys (Boniszewski aDd Smith, 1963).
In order to oonsider the annealing kinetics of
the AE IDsximUlll at yielding, we asaUlDe that the IDSXillUlll
1£ is proportional to the solute oonoentration at
dislocations. We oannot offer oonorete justifioation
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eloept to note that stronger solute segregation at the
dislocations produces higher AE level at the yielding.
as wUl be discussed fUrther. Following ~~ procedures
of Harper. we plotted 108<1-0 against t
in Fig. 7.
Here. f is the fraotional variation of the peak AE
level and is given by

4.

The major experimental findings are sUlDmarized in
the following:
1) Speoimens quenohed to 273 K from temperatures
between 1073 K and 673 K exhibit the oharaoteristic AE
behavior of pure Al and Cu when tested at room
temperature.

Vr - Vr •min

f

= --;:;----0;:--Vr .111 ax - Vr .min

2) Speoimens quenched from temperatures below 673
K or those slow-cooled possess distinct AE oharacteristios signifioantly different from those in Al or Cu;
that is, higher peak AE levels, many spikes in the Vr strain ourve upon yielding, rapid drop in the signal
levels after yielding and many nuctuations in Vr the
work-hardening region.

Vr ax and Vr.min... are respectively the maximUID and
mih'mUlD levels or Yr. These values correspond to those
observed in the slow-cooled and quenched ssmples. From
the data. Vr ma = 260 JlV and Vr in = 30 JlV were
obtained. A j~ linear relationA~lp is shown at all
four temperatures. This olearly indicates the
kinetics to be that of Cottrell-Bilby-Harper theory.
Figure 8 shows the plot of In(T/t) against the inverse
of the absolute temperature for the oase of logn-f) =
-0.2. The slope of this line gives the aotivation
energy Q of 138 kJ/mole (33.0 kcal/mole). This is in
good agreement with the aotivation energy for diffUsion of oarbon in niokel (34 to 35 koal/mole)
(Kovenski, 1963; Diamond and Wert. 1967). Thus, we
may conclude the annealing effect in quenohed Hi to be
due to carbon diffusion to dislocations.

3) The kinetios for the appearance of high AE
output levels oan be plausibly explained to be
oontrolled by oarbon diffusion to dislocations.
4) For slow-cooled specimens, the temperature
oorresponding to maximum peak AE output. Tc ' is about
0.38 Tm, whioh 18 in the sue homologous temperature
range as that of Al and Cu.
A.

\

\

_ I J-f I .

-e.'

.s

Published electron microscopy works on Hi
indioated the similarities in over-all dislocation
substructures among Al. Cu and Hi. For example. Swann
(1963) observed the struotures in Hi deformed at
moderate temperature (510 K) to be characterized by a
cell struoture with relatively sharp walls and oell
interiors containing few dislocations. In oontrast,
Hi deformed at low temperature (77 K) showed the oell
walls to be not as distinot a8 those at 510 K, and in
most regions the interior of the cell contained aoattered dislocations (Longo and Reed-Hill, 1914). The
stackil1l fault energy of Hi, al though S}Ul rather
poorly defined. is higher than 100 mJ/m (Gallagher,
1970). A comlDonly assumed value is 120 mJ/1i (MoElory
and SzkoDiak. 1972). whioh is between the !FE of Al (::
200 mJlII'2) and Cu (= 50 mJ/m2). Thus, the dialocation
glide behavior of Hi is expected to be similar to that
in Al or Cu. This should produce similar AE behavior
BlDons these three materials if illpuritiea oontained in
nickel are not involved:

. L - _ - L_ _..I-_--L_ _
1.1
J.f
J.t
1.0
1.'

..L._--ll..-_~

Fig. 8 The determination of activation energy.

Activation Energy

Radioactive-traoer
(Kovenski)

1112 kJ/mole
(311.0 koal/mole)

Internal friotion
(Diamond and Wert)

1115
(311.8)

Aooustio emission
(Hsu and Ono)

(33.0)

AE Behavior of Quenched Hickel Samples

The AE response of niokel quenched frOID
temperatures at 673 K and above displayed a simple Vr straIn ourve with a peak AE output level oomparable to
that in hIgh purity Al or Cu. Effecta from quenched_
in vacanoles and thermal stress introduced by the
quenohlng process ahould depend strongly on the
quenched temperature. Beoause of the observed
independence of AE behavior on the quenching
temperature above 613 K, the quenched-In V80ancles and
thermal stress are believed to have no effect on AE
behavior •

.... ,

Process

D18ouaa1oa

The niokel samples used in this study were leaa
pure (99.61) than Al and Cu (both 99.91 or better)
(Hsu and ono, 1980). Interstitial impurity atoma.
such as oarbon and hydrogen, have been found to pin
dislooations in niokel (Cribb and Reed-Hill. 1977).
It has been shown.however. that such pinnin; effects
disappear above 573 It. For example, aerrations in Nie alloys were observed by Hakada and Keh (1970) over
the temperature range of 223 K to 573 IC. and a peak in
the flow stress of niokel con~ainiD8 oarbon baa been

138
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Following Halen and Bolin (19711), Ono (1979) and
Landy and Ono (1982) derived the max imum of the stress
pulse (amax ) generated from dislocation motion. When
inelastic strain is created during the acceleration or
deceleration of a mobile dislocation, the stress
maximum is given by

reported at 473 K (Sukhovarov, 1962). For the Ni-H
system, the serrated flow was observed between 153 K
to 253 K (Boniszewski and smith, 1963), while the
static strain aging effect '188 shown between 323 K to
573 K (Macheraugh and Vobringer, 1963). Accordingly,
pinning effects from impurities are not expected to be
significant in samples quenched from temperatures
above 573 K. Combined with the observations in dislocation SUbstructures, we should expect the similar AE
behavior between Al, CU, and the nickel samples
quenched from 673 K and above. SUch expectation
agrees With the experimental findings.

a max oc: Sm h ·2
where ~ is proportional to the localized
strain fncrement and 4T is defined as the
the event. For the stress wave generated
dislocation segment with the length L and
moved dx, Eq. (5) becomes
a max oc: . L IJx/r 2•

AE Behavior of Slow-Cooled Niokel Samples

B.

The AE oharacteristios detected in the slowoooled niokel samples were distinctly different from
those in quenched ones. The kinetio stUdy given in
the last section suggests that the rate-controlling
mechanism for the transition of AE charaoteristics
from quenched type to slow-eooled type is the carbon
diffusion to dislocations. The major effect for the
carbon segregation is to form Cottrell atmospheres
around dislocations. If the effect of saturation is
ignored, the oarbon concentration around dislocations
ia given by (Hall, 1970)

C = Co exp(U/kT)

(5)

Rt max

= C L IJx/T

(7)

where Rt max is the peak voltage of the transducer
response, and C is a constant. It should be
emphasized here that the IJx value only takes into
account the non-equilibrium dislocation motion, i.e.,
when undergoing acceleration or deceleration.
Continuous signals are generated by random superposition of numerous pulses. These are due to a large
number of dislocation motion within the volume without
any spatial or time correlation. Hence, the rms
voltage output from the transducer Vr is given by
(Landy and Ono, 1982)

(4)

Vr = C'

IN

L IJx/T

(8)

where N is the event rate, that is, the number of
stress waves exciting the transducer per unit time.
To interpret the unpinning process with this
model, consider a simplified pinning atmosphere with a
square-well force-displacement curve as the
interaction force between pinning points and dislocations. Figure 9 illustrates such a force-distance
curve of the atmosphere. Under the imposed deformation
rate, the stress acting on a potentially mobile dislocation increases initially. At time t = 0, the
localized stress reaches ao ' a necessary stress level
to break dislocations away from pinning points without
thermal assistance. Once breakaway occurs, an
unbalanced force exits which would oause dislocation
acceleration to its terminal velocity. The equation
of motion for t > 0 is given by

.---B·V

aob = m' (dV/dt) + B V

(9)

where ml is the effective mass per unit length of the
dislocation line and B is the drag coefficient. Under
the follOWing conditions:

-r--+--_L..-_-';;:=:"'---X
I

(6)

The transducer reponse to such a wave pulse is (Ono,
1979)

where Co is the average carbon ooncentration and U is
the binding energy between a carbon atom and a
dislocation. Such an increase of carbon concentration
around dislocations will proportionally inorease the
stress ao needed to break the dislocation away from
pinning atmospheres and decrease greatly the number of
initial mobile dislocations. When the unlocking
stress is approached under tensile loading, both
dislocation unpinning and dislocation multiplication
will take place. In the following we will disouss how
such unpinning and multiplication process can produce
the peculiar AE behavior observed in the slow-cooled
specimen.

I
I
I

plastic
risetime of
by s moving
the distance

-4'X-

V = 0 at t = 0
and
V - aob/B as t - co ,
the dislocation velocity V can be obtained. Defining
the event duration to be the time period during which
the dislocation velocity becomes 90S of its terminal
velocity, and IJx is the distance the dislocation moved
between t = 0 and t = liT. Using Eq. (8), we obtain
the following expression for the transducer output
level due to the breakaway of a dislocation segment
length L:

I

: __
L
Fig. 9 A schematic diagram for the initiation of
dislocation motion. ao unbalanced stress
a: dislocation deceleration; B: drag coefficient; V: dislocation velocity. Dash
lines represent the stress field of pinning
atmospheres.

(10)
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This equation indicates that, when the strongly pinned
dislocations in the slow-cooled specimen are unlocked,
large acceleration due to large unbalanced force can
generate strong AE signals. Furthermore, because most
of the potentially mobile dislocations were pinned
initially, a high unpinning rate occurs on~e ~o is
reached. This would give high event rate N, contributing to higher transducer output voltage Yr'

yielding oan be initiated as glissile dislocations are
SUfficiently immobilized by tangling to allow them to
be pinned by hydrogen atmospheres.
Because the AE fluctuations occurred repeatedly
at a high rate during deformation, it is difficult to
analyze the relationship between AE fluctuations and
stress serrations of niokel in detail. However, the
interpretations on the DSA phenomenon can be used to
explain the general features of AE fluotuation, based
on the previous discussions of the AE souroe mechanisms. When the solute dragging force is overcome by
the increase of stress level, localized yielding
occurs. Dislocations either are unpinned from solute
atmospheres. or rapid multiplication processes,
leading to the increase of AE output levels. This is
quite similar to that observed during initial
yielding. exoept that the extent of such localized
yielding is smaller during DSA. Once unpinning or
rapid multiplioation ocours, stress level reduoes to
accommodate the imposed strain rate, and the AE output
level returns to the average level beoause those newly
generated dislocations are rapidly immobilized due to
dislocation-dislooation interactions. It is noticed
from Fig. 4 that the amplitude of AE fluctuations
increased when the deformation temperature was raised
from 300 K to 673 Ie. This increase refleots the change
of the solute drag foroe. although the change in the
extent of serrations is not obvious in the stressstrain curves The reason for the higher AE fluctuation
at elevated temperatures is not understood at present.

Equation (10) may also be used to explain the
maximum in AE output at yielding. This case applies to
quenched Ni as well as AI and Cu discussed earlier.
The underlying cause is dislocation multiplication due
to repeated operation of Frank-Read sources. Here.~o
can be considered as the critical stress for the
source operation at which a dislocation loop can
detach from the source and accelerates away. However.
the locally required stress for this process is
expected to be the lattice friction stress. This is
usally several order of magnitude less than that for
unpinning, resulting in the lower AE levels. The
stress for unpinning is typically close to the yield
stress. This is why the observed AE levels are higher
with the presence of solute segregation, even though
the number of unpinning processes is smaller than that
for multiplication.
C.

Dynamic Strain Aging Effect

Another AE characteristic which distinguishes the
slow-cooled nickel samples from the quenohed ones is
the presence of AE fluctuations during work hardening.
SUch fluctuations existed in the slow-cooled samples
deformed below 673 Ie. In the load-elongation ourves,
serrations of stress levels were observed at 473 K,
573 K and 673 K (Fig. 1). The perturbations in both AE
and stress were found to appear at the same strain.
When stress--atrain and AE-strain ourves are compared,
most large fluotuations correlate to eaoh other on the
two curves. The magnitude of the AE fluctuations was
about 10 times greater at high deformation
temperatures (see Fig. 4a). At higher temperatures
(773 K and 873 K). however, both the load serrations
and AE fluctuations disappeared completely (see Fig.
4b). It is therefore reasonable to conolude that both
stress serrations and AE fluctuations during deformation have the same origin. It should be noted that AE
due to dynamic strain aging haa been well documented
since the work of Lean et a1.(1958) for ambient temperature deformation in various materials. However,
observed behavior at elevated temperatures appeara
quite oomplex (Hsu, 1980) and needs further studies.
Evidenoe of serrated flow in Ni-C alloys has been
reported (Nakada and Keh, 1970; Blakemore, 1970; Sonon
and Smith, 1968). This Is generally known as dynamic
strain aging (DSA). To provide theoretioal interpretation. two approaches have been considered. One is
based on the Cottrell model (Cottrell, 1953) of the
periodic locking-unlocking process of mobile dislocations by solute atoms, while the other is derived from
dislocation multiplioation theory of Johnston and
Gilman (1959). Dislocation unlocking alone oannot
fUlly explain the DSA effects. beoause, based on the
miorostructural observations, higher dislooation
density has been observed in specimens with serrated
yieldings than those without (Dingley and KoLesn.
1967; Baird and Mackenzie, 1964; Brindley and Barnby.
1966). In hydrogen oharged niokel, Wiloox and Smith
(1964) proposed that the applied stress inoreases
until localized yielding is initiated, while the drop
in stress is the result of some sudden dislooation
multiplication prooess during yielding. The local

5.

Conclusions

This study demonstrates the usefulness of AE
technique for the study of plastic deformation
behavior. Through the AE behavior, the effeot of
solute pinning on dislooation dynamics is clearly
discernible and the extent of solute segregation oan
be studied quantitatively. The AE oharaoteristics of
nickel are:
1) For specimens without solute pinning atmos-pheres (i~., interstitial solute atoms randomly
distributed) the AE oharacteristics were similar to
those observed in pure AI or Cu (Hsu and Ono, 1980).

2) With the formation of dislocation pinning
atmospheres, distinot AE features were detected.
These inolude higher AE maxima at yielding, many
spikes in the Vr-strain ourve upon yielding, rapid
drop in the signal level after yielding, and many
fluctuations in the work-hardening region.
3) The kinetics for the appearance of high AE
output levels were controlled by the carbon diffusion
to dislooations.
An AE souroe model, whioh is based on the theory of

elastic wave radiation through dislocation
acceleration and/or deceleration was presented. This
model takes into account the sensor response to
continuous type signals and qualitatively explains the
increase of AE signal level due to solute pinning
effect.
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INSTRUMENTED IMPACT TESTING OF STRUCTURAL FIBER-REINFORCED
PLASTIC SHEET MATERIALS AND THE SIMULTANEOUS AE MEASUREMENTS
8.1. OCHIAI. K. Q. LEW AND J. E. GREEN
speculated that the first AE activity is associated
with matrix cracking and the second with fiber and/or
fiber-bundle fracture as well as crack propagation
through fiber bundles (Kline, 1981).

Fracture modes of fiber-reinforced plastic (FRP)
materials can be quite complex, due to the multiple
failure mechanisms present: fiber-matrix debonding,
matrix plastic deformation, fiber plastic deformation,
delamination, resin micro/macro cracking, and
fiber/fiber-bundle breakage. Accordingly,
nondestructive testing (NDT) of such materials is not
straightforward. A oombination of low-energy impaot
testing and simultaneous AE monitoring was undertaking
to address the feasibility of using this type of
dynamic test as an MDT method for structural FRP
materials.
Test materials were structural FRP sheet
materials; namely; three different sheet molding
compounds (SHC, fl4C and XHe) and more advanced
graphite/epoxy composites. Test panel (sheet size of
2.5mm x 100m. x 406mm . O.l n x 4n x 16n ) were
impacted by an instrumented striker (tup) attached to
a free-falling crosshead weight (DYNATUP 8200).
During the tests AE activity was monitored at the
surface of the sheet materials (Fig. 1). Load vs.
time data was recorded, processed, and graphically
displayed along with an energy vs. time curve by a
mlcroprocessol"-based DYHATUP ETI-300 system. The Ai:
oounts (60 dB of amplification into a one-volt
threshold at a bandpass of 0.5 - 1.0 MHz) and AE
signal traces were obtained by an Acoustic Emission
Teohnology (AET) 204B AE system and a Nioolet digital
oscilloscope.
Through-penetration tests were conducted to
determine the load level which produced incipient
damage in each material prior to the MDT procedures.
Figure 2 illustrates typical data obtained for loadtime measurements and AE signals. Due to the high
attenuation at these frequencies and the low acoustic
impedance of FRP materials, AI due to the initial
stress pulse was minimal. Two sets of high 8IIIplitude
AE activity were observed: the first corresponds to
an early discontinuity in the load-time curve and the
seoond appears near the maximum load. It is

t-----<>---o--o---t---+--Io--t--_o-_e_--r

AE

o

z

1

TIME (HILLl:SEC)
Fig. 2.

Through-Penetration Test of
Structural Grade RHC.

Table 1.
A series of impact tests on graphite epoxy composites
conducted by changing available impact energy.
Specimen 92 is through-penetrated by 12.711111l (O.SOI)
hemisphere indenter. Specimens 96 and 97 showed incipient
damage.
Available

Fig. 1 Experimental set up

Ab.o~bed

1lax1_

Spec:1...11
Code

EIleT81

l!De~81

(ft-1b)

(ft-lb)

Loa4
(lb)

AI
Total
Clnmta

112

11.3

12.1

69S

2014

113

7.U

4.92

700

1283

114

4.01

0.76

673

786

liS

2.11

1.08

516

238

1111

2.05

1.C1

50S

122

116

1.80

0.89

495

78

117

1.S8

0.76

425

-

119

0.91

0.35

337

0

1/8

0.89

0.32

343

28

1110

0.49

0.23

238

0
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These hypotheses can be examined by low energy
tests where the impact energy is less than that
necessary to cause damage to sound FRP materials. To
determine the low-energy test conditions. a series of
impact tests were conducted on graphite-epoxy
composites by (24mm x 76mm x 76mm or 0.95"x 3" x 3")
changing available impact energy (Table 1). Here. the
observed energy may be greater than the available
energy due to the energy gained by the crosshed during
span deflection. Figure 3 shows load-time and AE
results when the available energy is just above the
level necessary to cause material damage. Here. the
load instability coincides with the onset of high
amplitUde AE and the corresponding micrograph revealed
matrix cracking as well as crack propagation through
graphite fiber bundles. the total AE count for these
tests decreases with decreasing available energy.
becoming essentially zero for energies less than 1.4J
(1 ft.-Ib). However. when AE was deteoted. minor
matrix cracks were micrographically observed even when
no load instabilities were seen.
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Fig. 4 Low Energy Test of Structural Grade SHC.
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Fig. 3 Load-Time and AE results on graphiteepoxy composite when available impact
is just above the level necessary to
cause material damage.

rIf1E (MILLISEC)

Ug. 5 Low Energy Test of Structural Grade
SHe with Knit-Line Defect.

Figure 4 shows load-time and AE test data where
the elastic material response and the absence of AE
activity imply that no damage has occurred. Tests
conducted on defective materials show both AE
activities and asymmetric material response (FiR. 5).
the latter being caused by changes in specimen
compliance due to crack initiation and/or propagation.
Figure 5 also shows instability in the load-time curve
produced by the impact location being near a knit-line
defect.

REFERENCE
R.A. Kline. (1981). "The Effect of Microstructure on
the Meohanical Behavior of Sheet Holding Compound
Composites." Research Publication GHR-3895. General
Motors Research Laboratories. warren. Michigan.
October.

AE data can therefore be used to augment lowenergy impact data. furnishing additional indications
of the activation of pre-existing defects of various
kinds. It was also observed that. among the over 50
impact tests presently per formed. the use of seleotive
gain settings makes AE counts to be always zero for
elastic low-energy impacts on good materials. while
non-zero for similar impacts on defective materials.
These preliminary results provide support for the use
of AE techniques combined with low-energy impact tests
as a potential NDT quality control method for
structural FRP's.
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ON THE SENSITIVITY OF THE ACOUSTIC BARKHAUSEN/MAGNETOMECHANICAL
ACOUSTIC EMISSION EFFECT
A. E. LORD, Jr.
There has been a certain amount of interest
recently in the acoustic emission (AE) generated
during the magnetization of ferromagnetic materials.
The AE originates from a relatively small volume of
material where the spins have rapidly reoriented
("switched") to a lower energy configuration. The
magnetostrictive (magnetoelastic) coupling generates
elastic waves from the spin orientation changes. The
effect has been called the ABE, Acoustic Barkhausen
Effect (Lord, et al., 1974; Lord, 1975; 1yagi, et al.,
1981; Lord and ryagi, 1982); MAE, Magnetomechanical
Acoustic Emisaion (Ono and Shibata, 1980) or AEDH,
Acoustic Emission During Magnetization (Kusanagi et
al., 1979a; Kusanagi et al., 1979b). An early
observation very similar to the above was made by
McClure et al. (1974), but they do not seem to have
been acknowledged as such.
A qUite large body of literature exists for the
magnetic Barkhausen effect (MBE), which was discovered
by Barkhausen (1919). Recent reviews are quite
comprehensive in their references (Matzkanin et al.,
1979; McClure and SChroder, 1976). The purpose of
this note is to estimate the volume of spin switching
that can be detected with available AE technology.

of some -80 dB relative to 1 V per microbar. This
means that an AE having !4stress amplitUde of one
microbar will produce 10
V at the transducer. It is
commonly accepted in the AE-field that a voltage of at
least 10Jl, V is needed to easily make routine field
measurements. However, for the purpose of this note,
it is assumed that a value of 1.0 JlV. oan be observed
if state-of-the-art equipment and p~~oautions are
used. A stress amplitude of 1 x 10 Jlbar is thus
needed. The following experimental system will be
considered: a transducer peaking in response at a
frequency (wI2n? of 500 kHz, a bandwidth of 100 kHz, a
source to ~ransducer distance r = 1 em and a density
p= 8 gm/em. Putting these values in equation ~1)
with the ~~esorib~ stress limit of 0 = 1 ~140- 3 Jlbar
(= 1 x 10 dyn/cm) yields 6. V of 2.5 x 10
em.
There must thus be a local volume change of this size
to observed an AE. The relative volume change, gue to
magnetization, at saturation <6V) ,is some 10- in
many common ferromagnetios (Bozor~R. 1951). thus, from
a simple proportionality argument, if a volume
fraction Xi suffers spin reorientation (switching) the
relative volume change 6 Vi of the sample is
6.V i
With (6 V)

The theoretical results of Malen and Bolin
(197ij) will be used [Ono (1979) has restructured the
final form of the results of Halen and Bolin]. They
estimate theoretically the stress amplitude present in
the AE due to the sudden local change of inelastic
strain (The original article should be consulted for
approximations used in the initially rigorous theory).
Certain model sources were considered, including a
sUdden local change in volume (dilatation), which
shall be used here as the model for AE due to a sudden
switching of spins (and hence local change in volume
due to magnetoelastic coupling).

= w6~P
ij 1r r

6V sinw (ric - t)

-8

2.5 x 10
That is, a volume fraction 2.5 x 10
must switch to produce a detectable AE event~ F~r a
3
1 ClII sample this would be a t::.V of 2.5 x 10 cm. It
is established that the MB!6can de~'8t ~witching in
volumes of the order of 10
to 10 em (depending on
the particular work quoted). The ABE is therefore of
the same sensitivity as the HBE.
Matzkanin et al. (1979) have pointed out that
when inductively sensing the HBE from one surface of
the metal specimen, the effecive depth of measurement
is limited by eddy current shielding to a fraction of
a millimeter (for frequencies above 1000 Hz). However,
any intenally generated acoustic Barkhausen pulses
will travel rather unimpeded through the material to
the detecting transducer. Therefore, the power
spectrum of the Barkhausen noise can be observed to
much higher frequencies with the ABE than with the
MBE. An idea of this potential of the ABE can be
seen by comparing Figures 3 and ij of Kusanagi et al.,
(1979a) where acoustic information extends to 1 MHz
with Figure 8 of Matzkanin et al., (1979) where
magnetic information extends only to 2 kHz.

(0

where r is the position vector, t is the time, w is the
angular frequency (= 2 non , 6. w is the bandwid th of the
detection system, p is the density of the material,
and 0 is the velooity of the elastic wave.
The magnitude of 0 is probably reasonably accurate,
but the form of the reoeived disturbance from a step
funotion source is certainly not a sine wave. (This
point has been disoussed by ono, 1979.)

Barkhausen measurements are very difficult to
perform if precise information is desired about
changes in magnetization. The magnetiZing field is
usually applied at a very slow rate « 1 Hz ) to
elimiante as much as possible domain interactions. In
preliminary experiments, the author was unable to
observe AE when the magnetizing field was applied at

A typioal AE transducer has a peak sensitivity
Received 15 March, 1982; in final form 3 August, 1982.
The author is affiliated With Department of Physios
and Atmospherio SCienoe, Drexel University,
Philadelphia, PA 19104.
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(2)

the X corresponding to the

preViOUS!§m~alculated deteclability limit is

The result of Halen and Bolin (1974) for the
stress wave, 0 (r,t), generated by a sUdden volume
change 6v is
o (r,t)

= 10-6,

= (6 V)msXi

.Private communication from Alan Beattie.
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rates < 10 Hz. In light of the estimates of the
sensitivity herein. it is diffioult to explain this
lack of activity.
From a technical standpoint. however, the ABE
offers significant promise mainly due to its strong
dependence on stress and microstructural state of the
sample. The HBE has already found a certain amount of
use in nondestructive testing (Matzkanin et al.,
1979) •
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CONFERENCES AND SYMPOSIA
C,8. SCruby (who chaired the session) presented
an overview of acoustic emission techniques as applied
to nuclear NDE. D. Eitzen discussed 'NBS programs on
source characterization and transducer development,
while Y,H. Pao presented the theoretical and
experimental studies on point source AE using
deconvolution techniques. K. ono reviewed AE
behavior of nuclear pressure vessel steel. A5338 in
partioular, taking the effects of microstructure and
nonmetallic inclusions into account.

1982 ASNT Spring Conference, March 22-25, 1982
Boston, Massachusetts
One Acoustic Emission session was presented at
the Conference. The abstracts were pUblished in the
March, 1982 issue of Haterials Evaluation. In
addition, a paper on magnetomechanical acoustic
emission was given in the Railroad session. The
titles and authors of the talks are listed below.
K.

Contributed presentations were given by E.A.
CUlpan on the influence of prestr-ain and strain asing
for A5338 steel, H.A. CFostack on source location, V.
Streioher on pressure vessel testing, S. Yuyama on
corrosion fatigue in austenitic stainless, Y. Hori on
large piping component testins and K. Kuribayashi on
AE source characteristics using fracture test samples.

ono

Acoustic Emission (Chairmen, D.M. Egle and J.R.
Mitchell)
AE FOR BUCKET TRUCK TESTING
R.L. Robinson
ACOUSTIC EMISSION AND FRACTURE MECHANISM
IN TITANIUM
E. v. K. Hill and D.M. Egle

K.

ono

AE MONITORING OF LASER FUSION WELDING
A.E. Brown
AE FOR FRP PIPE TESTING
J. Crowell

ON

TOWARD AN UNDERSTANDING OF AE MONITORING
IN COMPOSITE MATERIALS
J. Duke, Jr., and E.G. Henneke

THE INSTITUTION OF METALLURGISTS MEETING
ACOUSTIC EMISSION - July 7,1982, BATH, U.K.

The Institution of Metallurgists held a one day
meeting on 'Acoustio Emission' at the University of
Bath on 7 July 1982. The event was a1llled at the
metallurgist and materials scientist with specific
problems to solve who had possibly no previous
experience of using acoustic emission methods, as well
as those with extensive knowledge in the field. An
exhibition of equipment for acoustic emission analysis
was run in conjunotion with the meeting and included
displays by Dunegan-Endevco and the SChool of
Materials SCience at the University of Bath. About
thirty delegates attended from a wide range of
industrial companies and universities. Topios
discussed ranged from acoustia emission responses fram
a dislooation loop moving through a single orystal of
aluminum to aooustio emission monitoring ot large
modern
blast fUrnaoes operating at temperatures up to
13000 C.

AE SOURCE LOCATION WITH A SMALL ARRAY
TRANSDUCER
W. sachse and S. sancar
RAILROAD (Chairmen: Harry L. ceccon and
John B. Pearson, Jr.)
THE DETECTION OF LONGITUDINAL RAIL FORCE
VIA HAE
M. Shibata, K. Ono and E. Kobayashi

FIFTH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON NDE IN THE NUCLEAR
INDUSTRY, Hay 10-13, 1982, san Diego. California

The meeting was opened by Pr-ofessor B. Ha.."ia,
University of Bath. He conslde"ed the o"iglns of
acoustl0 emission In that oraoks and rumblings in
trees, rooks. ships and other structures must be
givins warn ins of damage processes and perhaps even
1lIIpending fallure. A good medioal analogy to aooustio
emission in engineerins materials is the heartbeat,
where study of the rate, l'!egularity and pulse nape
leads to identifioation ot the system and camponent
defeots. The signifioanoe of early wol'k In the topio
by SChell on the clicks audible dUJPlng D8J'tenslte
tOFlllation, Cahn on twinning In UJPanlum and Kal.." on

One Acoustic Emission session was included in
this Conference, sponsored by American Society for
Metals. The session was organized by R.8. Clough and
H.N.G. Wadley of NBS. Four invited and six
contributed papers were given. Host of the papers
will be published in the Conference Pr-oceedings,
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the emissions detectable from polycrystalline metals
in tension was reviewed. From 1960 to 1970, extensive
work by Dunegan highlighted the potential use of
acoustic emission in fracture analysis and nondestructive inspection, which was essentially a study
of the defects present in components. This work was
further extended by Notvest who examined defects from
welds in steel by an acoustic emission method. Having
placed the technique in historical context, Professor
Harris outlined the objectives of acoustic emission as
deduoing materials response on a microstructural
level, studying structural behavior on a large scale
with relation to quality and the development of nondestructive inspection and predictive methods of
failure. The basic methcds of analysis including
counting pulses or events, rate count1ng and rootmean-square voltages of continuous emission were
explained together with more sophisticated approaches
of signal frequency, amplitude distribution and
location analysis. Many applications were mentioned
including emission from different nuclear graphites,
'self-cracking' at welds between different steels,
hydrogen embrittlement in fracture toughness tests of
steels and pressure vessel testing. Several of these
ideas were expanded by later speakers.

mechanioal testing.
Hr. H.I. Phillips, University of Bath continued
the meeting by discussing 'The Acoustio Emission
Monitoring of Composite Materials.' Emphasis was
placed on the teohniques of signal analysis employed
in burst testing, proof testing and fatigue monitoring
of large glass reinforoed plastic pressure vessels.
The philosophy behind current internationally approved
standards for quality assurance was explained.
Similar standards are at present being compiled for
filamentary wound composite plastic pipes used in the
oil industry. On balance. it was concluded that in
favor of acoustic emission inspection techniques, they
respond to aotive dynamic defects. can be used to find
defective regions of large structures and provide a
quantitative reoord of the vessel integrity. Against
the method is that identification of defeot type 1s
not possible, electromagnetio interference can be
trOUblesome and geometrical complexities may lead to
ambiguous looation analysis.
The afternoon session commenced with a talk by
Dr. J.A. Hudson, UKAEA Harwell, on 'The Metallurgical
Applications of Acoustic Emission.' He highlighted two
applications of acoustic emission to metals, as a
non-destructive dynamic indication of defeot growth
and as a means of characterizing deformation and
fracture prooesses. The latter use was concentrated
upon in the talk and, although work on defeot
oharacterization is at an early stage, some
encouraging results have been obtained. In both
single and polycrystal aluminum, the theoretical
aooustic emission response has been well correlated
with experiment for the movement of a glissile
expanding dislocation loop in its slip plane. At
present, aooustio emission 1s capable of detecting
intergranular and cleavage cracking in metals but is
not sufficiently sensitive to detect cracking at
carbides in steel or microvoid coalescence in the
failure of duo tile materials. Work is currently being
performed involving the study of crack and defect
growth using multi-channel recording.

Dr. R.D. Rawlings, Imperial College, London
spoke cn 'The Application of Acoustic Emission to
Ceramics.' At ambient temperature, these materials
are brittle and acoustic emission has been employed to
detect and quantify microcracking. This cracking can
be due to application of external stress and by
monitoring emission combined with microscopical
observation of the crack, the validity of various
fracture toughness (K Ic ) tests on alumina has been
assessed. Different K values from single edge
notohed and double oanlflever beams were brought into
agreement by detecting sub-oritical crack growth and
including this in the crack size at failure. Cracking
can also be due to a combination of external stress
and environment, that is stress corrosion cracking.
Work using aooustic emission in this field initiated
with the study of gabbro and granite rocks near the
San Andreas fault in California. Geologists first
proposed the now widely used method of analysis of the
slope of amplitude distribution curves in terms of a
'b-value' suoh that large b indicates intense low
amplitude aotivity and small b, a more uniform
amplitude distribution of events. This parameter may
be used with caution to classify the acoustio behavior
of different ceramics. A third source of
miorocracking is internal stress and an example of
this was given involving thermal cycling of uranium
dioxide fuel pellets. An interesting point about this
experiment was that the transducers were not attached
directly to the cracking material but were placed on
cladding around it. A further use of acoustic
emission is in the detection of fracture mode in
multi-phase-materials. This has been done in a three
phase porcelain used a8 an eleotrical insulator
containing mullite, quartz and crystobolite in a
glassy matrix. In addition to miorocracking, acoustio
emission is also of use in detecting flow and fracture
at elevated temperatures. Using alumina, at between
6000 C and BOOoC a dramatic increase in emission,
corresponding with an increase in Klc ' is obtained.
From SEH fraotoRraphy, a glassy phase is identified at
the grain boundaries, the increased aooustic response
indioating the change in fracture mechanism. A
further example given was the detection of phase
changes in curing oement, the amount of acoustio
activity oorrelating well with strength on subsequent

Dr. A.C.E. Sinclair, CEGB, Berkeley Nuclear
Laboratories, oonsidered 'The Assurance of Pressure
Vessel Integrity.' The role of acoustic emission here
is defined by the answers to a number of key
questions. What are the emission aotivity from
defects, espeoially welding defects, the detectability
of signals at necessarily remote sensors, the
aohievable location accuracy and the impact of the
acoustic emission results within the overall program
of vessel inspection? Dr. Sinclair ccnfined his talk
to pressure vessel steels used in light water nuclear
reactors. In laboratory tests, very few emissions are
deteoted on fracture of &mall specimens of accurate
specification material. However, for a complete
reactor vessel up to 20 em thick, many more emissions
are recorded due to weld defects and regions of nonspecification steel. Acoustic emission activity alone
does not quantify the severity or size of defects but
its use enables reasonable location of souroes which
can then be examined by ultrasonics or other
teohniques. Overall, the acoustic emission testing
provides an independent 'audit' within an interated
inspection program.

The meetins was concluded by Dr. L.M. Rogers,
Acoustic and Vibration Technology, Stockport, who
discussed 'The Application of Acoustic Emission in the
Offshore Oil Industry and in the Steel Industry.' This
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involves the in-service monitoring of the integrity of
major steel fabrications in hostile environments.
Much work was described on the evaluation of the
technique for application on several offshore
platforms particularly at K-nodes in the structure. A
144 transducer system which has been in operation for
two years on four hot blast stoves, working at 13000 C
in an acidic atmosphere of a large blast furnace in
the UK was described. The system is designed to
detect, locate and monitor stress corrosion cracking,
which may develop in the stove domes under normal
service conditions.

PATTERN RECOGNITION ANALYSIS OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION
WAVEFORMS FROM SIMULATED JOINT SPECIMENS
R.B. Molton, P.G. Doctor end D.S. Daly
8ettolle, Pac If Ic Nor"thwost Labo~ato~los
Rlchlend. lUI 99352
Tho objoc"tlvo of tho work doscrlbod In "this p.por Is to dovolop
signal enetysls tachnlquos that Clln alltOllllltlcally dlscrlmlneto betwoen
non-crItical ecoustlc emIssion (AE) from c~ack g~owth and acoustic
nolso sIgnals 5uch as frottlng of falltonors. Tho ultl"",to eppllcatlon
of thIs work Is fo~ In-flight AE monitoring of crltlal aircraft structurlls.
FatlgUll c~eck g~owth oxperlmunts wore porformed ~Ith con tor no"tched
pillte speclmen5 and slmule"ted Joint specllllOns of 7075-T6SI aluminum.
Tho o><perllllllntal condItIons wora controlled such that acoustic signals
woro obtelned frOOl crllck growth, creck Intorfaco rubbing, and from fastener
fro"tt Ing.

A.P.G. Rose

ThIs papor roports tho r89ults of pllttorn ~ecognltlon enalysls of
the slgnal5 using alltocor,.olatlon lags and statlstlal _sures of tho
signals and their power spoct~a as featu~es. The goo I of tho pattorn
recognition analysl5 ~as to Isolate crack growth AE signals from the
othor acoustic data. The rosults of this analysis Indicate that "tho
autocorrolatlon legs are the most Important foatures for discriminating
those slgnllis.

REVIEW OF PROGRESS IN QUANTITATIVE NOE
August 1-6, 1982, San Diego, California

DISTINGUISHING OF CRACK GROWTH FROM OTHER ACOUSTIC
EMISSION SOURCES BY PATTERN RECOGNITION
R.K. Elsloy and L.J. Graham
Inte~natlonel Science cente~
Thousand Oaks. CA 91360

Rock~oll

This is the sixth annual meeting for the review
of various NOE programs, primarily supported by the
Defense Advanced Research Project Agency. The meeting
itself was sponsored by Center for Advanced
Nondestructive Evaluation, Ames Laboratory, Iowa State
University. Since the meeting covers all the areas of
advanced HDE research, over 300 participants listened
to 125 talks. Thirty-two (32) poster session papers
were also presented. Of these, nine talks were on
acoustic emission. Most abstracts are reproduced with
the permission from the authors.

Acoustic emission 15 CClIIIlOtIly usod to monitor C~lIck growth. Howevor, acoustic 1Il!I15Slons an also be aused by othor source mechanisms
~hlch are not ~olated to Inclplont part falluro, the~oby leading to
felse prodlctlon of part fellura. In the C'se of festono~s In me"tal
parts, fretting can auso slgnlflant acoustIc omls"lon which Is un~o
lated to c~lIck growth.
Thill papor doscrlbes the uso of pattorn recognition techniques
comb I nod "I th tho p'roport 105 of "ave propagat Ion .nd f ractu~o lIlOch.n Ics
to distinguIsh frottlng frCXl\ crack growth and crack faco rUbbing. Data
from Joint lIpecllllOns of 7075-T65I aluminum havo beon analyzod. Distinguishing crack growth from fretting Is posslblo during e glvon porlod
of a glvon test. To do the sam over extended po~lodS of time .nd In a
verlety of geomotrles Is a more Challenging p~oblem.

"AE Source Location with the Small Array
Transducer (SAT)," by S. Sancar and W. Sachse (Cornell
University), and "Traceable Ultrasonic and AE
Measurement Standards," by D. Eitzen and G. Birnbaum
(National Bureau of Standards) were also presented.

ACOUSTIC EMISS ION LINEAR PULSE HOLOGRAPHY
H.O. Collins, l.J. Busse and O.K. Lemon
BoH'olle, Pacific No~fhwest Laborafories
Richland. WI. 99352
ThIs p.pe~ doscrlbes Acoustic EmIssion lIno.~ Pulse Holography
which combln05 tho adventages of Iinellr I...glng .nd acoustic emission
Into e slnglo NDE Inllpoctlon system. This unlqUll system produces a
ch~onologlcal IInoar holograph Ic lmego of e f lew by lit I II zing the
ecoustlc ono~gy omlttod during c~ack g~owth.

K. Ono

DEVELOPMENT OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION METHODS FOR IN-FLIGHT
IOIlTORING OF AI~RAFT STRICTURES

Convontlonlll linear hologr.phlc lmeglng uses an ult~lIsonlc t~ans
ducer to trensmlt enorgy Into tho volu... being I"",god. When tho creck
or dofoct rof loc"ts that ono~gy, "the crack acts as a now sourco of
acoustic "avos. To fOl'llWlate an IlIlOgo of th.t sourco. a receiving
"transdUCQ~ 15 scanned ovof "tha volUOlO of Interest .nd the ph.se of the
racelved signals Is lllOIlsu~od .t successIve points on "the scan.

P.H. Hutton and O.K. Lomon
8IIttelle, Pacific Northwest Labo~ato~les
Richland, WI. 99352
This pallOr provides an overview of an ongoing prog~am to utilize
acoustic eml!lSlon methods to detect fatigue crack growth In aircraft
structures dllrlng operation. Experl/IlOtItaI <nethods, Including Instru/IlOtItatlon. tost SjleClauns, nowly-develcped sensors, and QJCporllll6ntal
procedllres USOCf In acqlllring acoustic omIssIon wavoforms are described.
Fretting no I lOS ara producod at the Interfacos betweon 7075 el"",lnum
plates and a steel bolt during fatigue cycling of throe-part JoInt
speclmonll. A two-c:hannel waveform nocorder end analyzer rocords "the
exporlmental date for subsequent pettorn recognition analysis. The
obsorvod slgnalll cluator Into three distInct groups on tho sinusoidal
load curve. ay varying oxporl<nental procedures, thOS8 groupa of signals
an be assocIated "Ith crack growth, frettIng, and crack oponlng.

The Innovat Ion proposed In "this p.po~ Is the uf IlIzatlon of tho
crack gonereted acoust Ic omissIon as "the aCOllst Ic source and p~uco a
line I"",ge of tho crack '5 It grows.
A 32 point sampling erray was used to construct phaso-only Iineer
holog~al:lS of slmulatod acoustic emission sou~cos on lerge metal pl.tes.
The phasos a~8 calculatod using the pulso tlmo-ol-f1lght (TOFI times
from the !lOUrCO fo tho rClce'vo~s. Compllter reconstruct Ion of the 1""'90
Is accompllllhod ulling. one-dlmenslonel FFT .Igorlthm 11.0., backword
wave).
Expo~lmental ~osults .ro shown ~hlch g~aphlcally Illustrate the
unlquo acoustic omIssion Images of • slnglo point and a Iinoer crack
In II 600 In X 600 om >< 100 om stool plato.

Another aspect of the project Is tho dovalopment and ovel uatlon
of two no" GOnso,. .slgna haVing IlIlproved band"ldths. Calibration Information and porformanco of these S8l15Ors In fatlguo tost lIDnltorlng
ara dlGCullGOd. It Is posslblo to obtain well-defined data 1I0ts from
Joint specimens that can be llsed In pattorn recognition analysis. The
rosults of such analysis ara given In a COft1Ianlon paper. Tho futu~e
direction of this project In leading to In-flight I.E monitoring of alrcraf"t I" also p~esontod.
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IOlDl.STlU:TlVE INSPECTION AND EVALUATION OF
METAL ""'TRIX COolI'OSITES

Tha rola'ion of the occurrence of alrll'a.... acoust Ic omissions to
aircraft manoeuvro are reportod for Avro CF-IOO IIllPor forward wing
trunnions. Porlods of excess IVEl noise aro found when the alrframo
load Is changing during entry to and e>elt fl'''''' sustalned-G ...noeuvres.
During constant-G periods tho alrlra.... noise level Is roduced by a
fac'or of more than one hundred. Thaso quiet periods provide suitable
conditions for tho In-flight detection and monitoring of slow, stablo
crack growth In cOlll!lOn alrfralllO O\IIterlals.

J.C. Duke, Jr .. E.G. Henneke II, Anll Govada and D.A. UI"",n
VI rgln la Polytechnic Inst Itute and State Un Ivorsl ty
Blacksburg. VA 24061
Composlto ... tElrlals In general offer many IntEtrestlng problems tor
those resoarchorll Interested In developing nondestructive Inspection and
evaluation toOtheds. In partlculer, Ntal l!IIItrlx ~osltes otfer particularly perploxlng dlff Icultl8s for tho NIlE special I lit because 01 the
matrix ductility and tho INIterlal Inholllogonoity and aniliotropy. OIla does
not find a characteristic dal!IIIge state, for oxlllll»le, In these l!IIIterlals
all has boon found to doyolop In the lIlOt"e brittle. polytllOr llIllItrlx COO1JDsltEls. Also, at tho present time there are no falluro thoorlos eqUivalent to fracture l!8Chanlcs for lIollIogenooUll lIIIItorlals which can bo usod
to guide tho NIlE lIpeclallsf as to what type of flaw to look for. Indeed.
this may prow ultl...tely to be an adY4ntDge In that tho NOE specialist
can holp to Identify tho dal!IIIge and to dovelop the mechanIcs causing
tal lure. thoreby producing an NIlE methodology ccnslstont with both COIq)ononts Cl.o •• tho Inspoctlon and the IIl8Chanlcal lllOdoll of the NOE systQ/ll.

Simuitanoous In-flight acoustic emission _sur_nts In sy_trlcally located .. Ing trunnions are also reported. Tho ratIo of tha numbor of recorded avant counts In a cracked component to thaf in an uncr.cl<ed component dur Ing the s.... fli ght Is found to be linea r Iy related to tho total surface crack length for surface crack longths In
tho rango 0-11.... Thus, In-f I ight event counts can bo U'i8d as a quantitative moasure of crack size, providod the effocts 01 manoeuvres are
takon into account by recording data fran sylllllOtrlcally located COlq)Gnents.

In this preliOntatlon. two dlffarent mtal matrIx CClO1lOSlte systams
wII I be d IliCUSSOd. First. we will prellent tha rellu I ts of a program "'h Ich
InvostlgatEld nondolltructlva Inspection methods lor FpAI c~osltes. Tho
objective of this work was to apply several different NOE techniques to
FpAl coupon spocllll8ns subjected to various load histories end thereby determine which techniques might better Identify the Inltletlon and progression of damlllgo during loading. Tho particular techniques Investigated
Included x-ray radiography, Ultrasonic C-scan and Elttenuatlon, video
thenrography. ropllcatlon. stiffness change, eddy current and lICOustlc
.... Isslon. In $OIIlEI speclmans. the location 01 da""'90 dovelopoElnt ""s controlled by "",chlnlng notches Into the... Aftor tllorough Inltla' nondestructlvo charactorlzatlon. the specimens were fatlguod In three point
bending to Inltlato dalllllgo. Damage was eonltorod at Intorllllldlato fatigue
stages by applying the various nond05tructlvo tochnlques a!lllin. Ro;>llcatlon. radiography. and C-scan ....rEl found to bo tho botter techniques to
bo used for fpA'. Also, radiography and C-scan. when usod together. enablos ono to charactorlze tho nature of a given flaw, and flexural stiffness chango can be directly correlated to ..,torlal da""ge lin particular,
the longitudinal crack IElngth),
Secondly, the results of a study ","l be prosontod In ",hlch boron
carbide cooted boron f Ibor reinforced TI 6A1-4V metal mIIItrlx IIllIlter Iii I ..as
characterlzod In the as-recelvEld condition using a numbor of nondestructive Inspection INOE) techniques: ultrasonic C-scannlng. x-ray radiography, eddy current, and v I brothel"ll109raphy • Subsoquont to th I 5 the meter101 was IlIIIchlnod Into coupon type tensile specImens. During quasi-static
tensllo tasting of the specimens at constant rates of loading, acoustic
,,",Isslon lAE) and ultrasonic attElnuetlon wore monltorod. Retrospective
analysis of tho Initial NDI rosults In the vicinity of the final falluro
slto did not support any contention regarding Initially OKlstlng Imperfections. Post test IDOtallography. Auger electron spectroscopy (AES).
and extensive analysis of the continuously ocnltorEld AE rosults provided
Insight Into tho ..Icrosccplc defOt'l:llltlon mechanisms active In this I!llItorlal; tha ultrasonic attonuatlon results wero found to be ~Ie.."t.ry.
A MINIATURE oPTICAL ACOUSTIC EMISSION TAANSDU:ER

D.C. ElMlOny, M.w. GodfrElY .nd R.G. White
Oepartl'll9nt of Phys Ics
Loughborough University of Technology
loughborough. La Icestersh Ire LE II 3TU
Un Ited KI ngdon

September 5-8, 1982, Knoxvile, Tennessee
The 24th meeting of the Acoustic ~ission
Working Group (AEWG) was held at the KnoXVille Hilton
Hotel in Knoxville, Tennessee, september 5-8, 1982.
It provided participants s current review of the state
of acoustic emission work and the unique opportunity
to attend the Knoxville International EnerlY
Exposition - the 1982 World's Fair. This meeting was
organized by J. Whittaker and V.F. Hartman. It was
memorable due to the presentation of the fist AEWG
awards, in addition to the Fair, As reported in the
last issue, Dr. Clement Tatro and Mr. Harold Dunelan
reoeived the Gold Medal and Achievement Awards,
respectively. The followinl nine members were elected
Charter Fellows of the AEWG in recognition of
professional distinction and continued significant
contributions to the AEWG and to the advancement of
acoustic emission:
CUff D. Bailey
Steve H. carpenter
Tom F. Drouillard
Hal L. Dunegan
Robert B. Enlle
Allen T. Green
Phil H. Hutton
Kanji Ono
Clem A. Tatro
The new executive committee was elected as follow:

Tllo optical transductIon of acoustic emission signals offers many
advantages ovor piezoelectric davlces. These Include high bandwidth.
no modification to the signal as voll as providing contactless measureIIlOftt. Tho _jor difficulties associated with optical devices are stability against low frequency vibrations and the genorally complElx nature
of an optical Intorfe~ter. This papor descrlbos tho att"""ts to
miniaturize a Michelson InterforomEtter while at tho _
tleno overcoming
of the stability probl_ associated with theso dOYlcEls.
_

Davis Egle, Chairman
Wolflanl sachse, Vice-Chairman
Alan G. Beattie, secretary-Treasurer
William F. Hartman, Past Chairman

Activo stabilization of an Interfor'Oft'Otrlc tranGducer with dl""'nslons of '" 5 CIIl (2"1 cubo Ms boon achieved ovor 8 frlngos of red light
at \00 Hz and 4 frlngos at 300 Hz. The range of activo stabilization
of tho Intorfol'"CnlOter Is IlmltEld by the frequency responliO of tha largo
amplituda plozoelectrlc alemlllnt and the flltor characteristics of tho
feedback electronics. These 11I.ltatlons. both theoretical and practical,
together with tho crltorla for In-field applicatIon will bo discussed.
A sensitivity of D.5A [0.5 x 10-IOm) hes been achloved. Tha limItations
on this figure duo to noise and the factors govemlng tile various noise
contributions .. Ill bo considered.
III-FLlr>tiT CAA::!( LEt.'GTH

THE 24th MEETING OF THE ACOUSTIC EMISSION WORKING GROUP

USING
SY,.."EHOCALLY LOCATED ACOUSTIC EMISSION SENSOll~
ESTI~TION

S.L. McBride "nO LN. Maclachlan

The next meeting is scheduled for June, 1983 at
Philadelphia or Princeton in conjunction with the ASTH
meetinl. Program co-chairmen are Jack McElroy and
S.J. Vahaviolo8. The followinl meeting will be held
in Northern california with Allen Green as the prolram
chairman. It is to be coordinated with 8 CARP
meeting.
The prolram with a brief summary (prepared by the
meeting oo-ohairman, Jerry Whittaker) i8 reproduced
below.
K. Ono

Roy.. I Ml Ii '"ry Co II ego of C"nada
Kingston, Ont"rlo K7l 2\0. Canada
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SESSION 1:

Cu~rent

Open Discussion of

AE Topics

Chaircan: a. B. Engle. Lawrence Live~more National
Laboratory. Livermore. California
A User's Petspective of Small
Em(saion Eguipment

Compute~-Based

H. A. Hamstad - Lawrence Livermore National
Live~ore, California

S11P wore 1solated and deconvolutea. tne experlments ahow
that the deconvolution technique is effective in removing
the sianal perturbations and enables differentation between
sigosls from different sources.

Acoustic

S.

The Detected AE Sisnal, What Doea It Signify?

N. N. Hau, National Buroau of Standards, Washington, D.C.

Laborato~y,

The dotected At signal contains information about the
sourc., the propagation aedi~. and the len.o~. We analyze
the signal using varioul processing techniques to sort and
search answers to the above qu.stion.

The viewpoints of one user are prescntcd with respect to
systea design, system characteristics. A£ event characte~i
zation, AE display graphics, and AE post-test processing.
The AE instrument performance and ~eliability are discussed.
A proposal is made for a technique of initial and life-time
checking of the AE systea.

6.

Sources of Error in At Location Calculations

D. A. tiede and E. E. Eller. Dunegan Endevco
Son Juan Capistrano, California

Topics of Geoeral Interest

At event locations are usually based upon differences in

SESSION 11:

Theory and

Calib~ation

signal arrival times at leveral widely spaced senaors
(delta t sources). The moasured delta t values
are subjoct to perturbationl from a number of sources. Aa
a reault, tho set of maaaured delta t valuea from an event
is usually inconaistent to some degree. This paper
enumeratea source. of delta t error I and preaents
a family of curve. for arrival times trom sources at variou9
diatanees with various threshold settioss. The aim is to
arrivo at realistic est~tes of the amount of scatter in
delta t values that may be expected in A£ =aa9ureaents.
Then the performance of several different location
algorithms is compared uling perturbed delta t values.

1

Chairman: W. f. Hartman, Technology for Energy
Corporation
1.

A Stochastic Hodel for AE Signals and Its Application
to AE Detection Systeas

F. 8. Stulen. Battelle Colucbus Laboratories. Columbus, Ohio
A stochastic model is derived for the At signal which
explicity depends on the amplitude diatribution of the AE
events, the rate of emission, background noise and the
inatruaentation bandwidth. The model i. used to derive an
optimol threshold for an AE detection syatem. In thia
analyaia the optimal threshold i. one that minimizes the
probability of error. The errors are of two types: (1) The
first type is when the noise triggers the system and is
known as a false alarm. (2) The second error is a miss,
when an AE event is too weak to cross the threshold. The
analyses not only yield the optimal threshold but what level
of performance can be expected from a detection system.
2.

LUllCHEON
Presentation of the AEYC Achievement Award to
Harold L. Dunegan
SESSION Ill: Haterial. 1
Chairman: J. W. Whittaker, Union Carbide Corporation.
Nuclear Division

At Signals in Thin Speci=ens

W. Sachse, Cornell

Unive~sity,

Ithaca, New

1.

Yo~k

The features of signals ~esulting from simulated and actual
AE aources operating in thin specimens are described.
Examples of p~ocessing these signals to obtain the source
function will be shown.
3.

At Prediction of Stresl History in Soil and Rock

R. H. Koerner. A. E. Lord, Jr •• J. J. HcElroy. Jr •• and
W. L. Deutsch, Jr., Drexel Univerlity, Philadelpha.
Pennsylvania
Having ahown the initial technical feasibility of using the
acouatic emission mathod to predict previously applied
strese levels in both soil and rock in the laboratory, a
broeder program is now on80in8. Four aapects of the
probleQ (laboratory and field in both soil and rock) are
boing evaluated under U.S. Army Research Office sponso~
ship. Specific goals are to identify geo.tatic and/or
geolOgically mobilized strees levels in the field using the
At technique, (essentially a "Kaiser effoct" phenomenon).
The 14boratory teete are aimed at subatentiating the fiold
behavior under carefully controlled condition. and usina a
wide variation of test parameters.

Development of Software for Modelins and Calibration of
an A£ Transducer

J. R. Koulhton, Tenne.le. Teehnololical University,
Cookoville. Tennesaoe
Thrae transducers from one manufacturer were calibratod
using a set-up aimilar to that at NBS. The transducer
outputs were integrated to produce aignals proportional to
diaplace~nt. Forward and reverse FFT transfer functiona
vere used to derive the pole and lero frequenciea for the
tranaducer model. An isometric fFT plot is shown to iaprove
the view of the tranafer functioos. Models were develeped
from the FFT aignaturel and optimilod with a geometric
simplex algorithm.

2.

On Characterization of At Time Domaine in fiber
Composites

M. A. Hamstad. Lawrence Liver=ore National Laboratory,
Livermore. California

The model is used to doconvolute the tranaducer time domain
pulae to s reasonably leod representation of the calibration
displacement pulse.
4. Preliminary Exporience with Time Docain Peconvolut10n
of At frca Fibroul Compositea

Some actual AE tice do=ains are exemined relative to current
char4c~e~iza~ioQ by

ri •• time. peAk aaplitude. and event

duration. Limitatione are described. Sussestions ore Qode
for future, more sophisticated characterization.

J. W. Whittaker, Union Carbide Corporation. NucleAr
Division. Oak Ridge, Tonnels.e and J. R. Houghton,
Tennosaee Technological University, Cookaville, Tennessee

3.

At Honitoring of Crack Activity in lee

D. M. Cole, U. S. Army. Cold Regions Rosearch and
Engineering Laboratory, Hanover, New Hampshire

Tiae doaain deconvolution holda potential os a method of
removing structure- and gonitoring system-induced
perturbations from datected At. Preliminary laboratory
experiments were performed to evaluate recently developed
deconvolution aoftware. Waveforms from delaminetions in
fiberglass circuit board material and fixture-s~ecimen

A current re.ea~ctr proStam employe At techniques to monito~
cracking activity in ice. Meaningful interpretation of the
At data dependS upon a reliable correlation between the
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acoustic events and their .ources. This paper present. the
=ethod used to establish this correlation. A detailed
analy.i. of the tested specimen provide. estL=ates of the
size di.tribution and nuaber of cracks. A computer-based
AE system live. the amplitUde distribution of acouatic
event.. By assuming that the crock. produce acoustie
.ignal. in proportion to their .ise, a otati.tical
relationship emerges between the crack sise di.tribution
ond the amplitude distribution. This relationship then
provides a mOOnO of eotimatins the extont of cracking
.olely from the acoustic data.

mea.uremonts vere conducted on sampleo in the quenched and
temperad condition. to determine the effecta of teoperins
temperature on AE. Contin~ous and burat .ilnal. vere
detected. Continuous .isnals vere ob.erved in both L- and
S-orientation samples and attributed to the pia. tic
deformation of carten.ite or the ferrite matrix. Bur.t
eoi•• iona vere observed in the S-sample. only and are known
to reault from the decohe.ion of KnS inclusion.. The
interrelation of AE, tempering temperature, and tempering
time are di.cu ••ed along vith correlations vith interfacial
.egregation and general teoper e.brittle=ent.

4.

8.

Use of Acoustic £mi•• ion Technigue in Studying
Failure of Oxide Scale.

Acoustic Emis.ion from a Thin Graphite Epoxy Tube

H. A. Scarton, C-K Chung, and S-P Chen, Rennselaer Polytechnic
Institute. Troy, Nov York

A. A. Aohary and G. K. Heier, Univer.ity of Pittsburlh
Pittoburgh, Penn.ylvania and P.S. Pettit

AE va. empl~yed a. a tool in the analysis of local buckling
of thin graphite epoxy tubes. Ten prepreg-epoxy specicens
vere .ubjected to monotonic coapressive loads. Analysis of
tioe rste data versus time revealed a temporsl separation of
the local bucklinl effect. The peaks of rise time vere found
to correlate to circumferential mode number. Successive
sequential cumulative time-filtered amplitude distributions
indicste that the failure acenario vas associated with
delamination folloved by flber breakage.

Good oxide .cale adherence to the sub.trate i. an essential
requiroment for hilh temperature oxidation resi.tant alloys.
Tho present study e=ploy. the technique of acoustic emis.ion
to .tudy oxide scale failure. This technique ho. a sood
deal of potential for providing ba.ic information about
scale failure proce••es .uch es the temperature at which
the very fir.t crsckins occurs or the temperature at which
crack ins is most .evere. Using this technique the distinction between plastic deformation and crackins events can be
made. The spoIling o~ oxide scale on tvo diffsrent alloys
can be co=pared. It is hoped this technique viti also
distinguish between scale cracking and sca\a spalling
events. In this pre.entation the initial reoults of this
study will be presented.

Invited Pre.entation
riber Reinforced ke.ins - At Applications and Current
~
T. J. Fowler, Monsanto Corporation, St. Louis. Hissouri

COFFEE BIl£AK
SESStON Itt:
5.

Acoustic e..i .. ion (AE) has become established as an important
nondestructive test tool for evaluation of the structural
integrity ~f FRP tank., pipes, vessels, and monlift booms.
At is also beine used for quality control of automatic anc
aerospace structural components. In the laburatory, At i.

H4terials It

Effects of Temperins on MAE Responses of Several Steels

being "sed to pcovide insights into bilsie material beh,Jv,,,r

K. Shibata and l. Ono, University of California, Los
Ansele., California

and failure mechanisms. The paper revievs basic At phenomena
and provides a summary of the .tate-of-the-art of the method
and it. application to practical field test .ituations.

Kagnetomechanical acou.tic e~i.sion (MAE) in several normalized and tempered .teels val inve.tigated to evaluate
effect. of microstructural variations caused by teopering.
MAE .i8nals from 2 .ources vere clearly distinaui.hable.
One va. due to the movement of masnetic domain vall., and
the other vas due to domain wall rotation. Generally, HAE
va. suppres.ed after normalilin8 treatment and progres.ively
recovered vith temperins. Hovever, HAE reoponses shoved a
maximum vhen these vere plotted asain.t the conventional
te:pering pera=eter. The observed reduction of KA£ at
higher tempering temperature. vas accoopanied by a
contin~ous decrease in strenath.
6.

SESSION tV:
Chairman:
1.

Applicationo t
W. Sachse, Cornell University

Conical "Hi-Fi" Sensor Reveels AE Signal Waveform. in
Aircraft Structure

C. D. Bailey and W. M. Plesa, Lockheed-Georgia Company,
Marietta, Georsia, and W. C, Mallard, Georgia State
University, Atlanta, Georgia

Acoustic Emi.sion Genarated During the Deformation of
Heugond Metals

Characteristics of AE signal vaveforms in complex aircraft
structure are discussed. Surface vave. detected vith the
"lIi-Fi" flat frequency response transducer are compared with
the resonant frequency vaveforms output by conventional
detectors. It vas found that the .tructure acts as a filter
for the high frequency cooponents of the AE signal. Al.o,
high attenuation of the fir.t-arrival pulse may aCCOunt for
the apparent "lost-time" observ.d vhen a signal proposates
across a typical ving-plank joint. Although not verified in
this study, it is very likely that any variations in source
..echani.... may be masked by the effects of .tr~cture on At
signal vaveforms.

H. A. Frie.el, C. K. Chen, and S. H. Carpenter, University
of Denver, Denver, Colorado
The acoustic emi.sion genorated during deformation has been
investigated for a number of hexagonal metals. The metals
inve.tigated include magnesium, titanium, and zinc. Various
purities, orientations and testing modes vere used.
Twinning appear. to be the major .ource of acoustic emi.sion
although alip snd tvin srowth are also sourcas of acoustic
e01s.ion. The measured acoustic emis.ion i. stronSly
dependent on naterial and te.t parameters. Some very unique
behavior ha. been observed, for example, for certain
orientations of titanium the acou.tic emission decreases
vith on intrease in strain rate.

COFFEE BREAK
SESSION IV:

7.

Effect of Heat Treatment on Burst-Type AE of AS)) B Steel

2.

K. B. Teoh, K. Ono. and 1. Roman, Univer.ity of California,
Los Angele •• California

Applications II

NRC Program for Continuous AE Monitoring of Nuclear
Reactor Systems

P. II. Kutton, Batelle, Pacific Northwest Laboratories.
Richland, Waahington

The acoustic eoission characteristics of ASTH AS)) B .teel
were inve.tigated during tensile te.ting. Acoustic e=is.ion

~his
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presentation discusaes the status, reaults.

~nd

ongoina

3.

plans for the NRC sponsored program to develop application
At for continuous flaw detection of nuclear reactors.
It include. the results froa a recent vessel test perfor~ed
jointly with West Cerman scientists to evaluate aethodology
and interpretation relationships.
~f

3.

P. E. Wilson, Jr. and S. H. Carpenter. University of Denver,
Denver, Colorado

Rotating Machinery Diagnosi. with AE Technique

A data acquisition and analysis systea has been developed at
the University of Denver for acoustic emiasion research.
Data is acquired through a digital councing and analog-todigital interface built at the University of Denver. The
data is then stored and/or analyzed with an Apple 11 aicrocomputer. The theory of operation of the interface and how
it interacts vith the Apple 11 will be discussed, .a vill
some of the possible methods of analysis available vith an
Apple 11 aicrocoaputer. Design, language, and ocher
considerations for using an Apple 11 as the controller and
proceasor will also be touched upon.

1. Sato, Hitachi, Ltd., Ibaraki, Japan

Thi. paper describes acoustic eaission techniques vhich can
be applied to the dieanosi. of abnoraal conditions in large
.cale rotating aachinery such as .team-turbine. and turbinegenerators. As a means of aonitoring acoustic eai.aioD
.ignals froc rotating aachinery, we have developed both
bearing and rotor aonitoring tecbniques.
A frequency analysis technique in which signals are analyzed
after envelope detection vas found to be the aost useful
aean. of discri.inating signals from background noise in both
bearing tilt and rubbing diagnosis.
In order to detect and transait acoustic emission signals
froa an operating rotor, a wireless acoustic emission monitor
end aonitoring techniques were developed.

4.

An Acoustic Emission Data Acquisition and Analysi.
System Uains an Apple 11 Microcomputer

THE SIXTH INTERNATIONAL ACOUSTIC EMISSION
SYMPOSIUM, October 31 - November 3, 1982,
Sunsono City, Japan

AE Souree Identification of an Aircraft Monitoring
Application

L. J. Graham and R. K. El.ley. Rockwell International Science
Center. Thousand Oaks, California

The program (reproduced below) was announced by
Professor K. Yamaguchi, Chairman of the Program and
Paper committee of the Symposium. It includes a
special lecture by Professor Y.H. Pao and 58
contributed papers from eight countries.

AE oriainating in the vicinity of a fastener hole could be
due to crack grovth, faatener fretting, or other extraneous
lource.. An overview viII be presented of a cooperative
program on coaputer pattern recognition for identification of
the sources of individual A£ events as they occur. Progress
made at the Rockvell Science Center viII be de.cribed and
possible .eans for iaplecenting source identification in an
on-board A£ monitor ina system vill be discu.sed.

K. Ono
0pcaIaa Mdma
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Clement A. Tacro
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Recent Improvements in the Design of the NBS Conical
Transducer

I. "EFFECTS OF HEAT TREATMEH1' ON ACOUSTIC EMISSION PEAICS IN PREClPrrA110N STRENGTHENED ALlOYS-

C. Il Holi'le. RoctweIIln_I_~ Ilocty fII.. P\&lll, U.s.A.
S. H. C&qIenIcr.Ilepartaleo. of I'Io)'1Ico. UlliftnItJ or lIaMr. U.S.A.

T. H. Proctor, Jr., National Bureau of Standard.,
lIashington, D.C.

2. "AcousrJC EMISSION GINERAnD DURING PLAmC DEFORMATION OF 5052
AND ]0]4 ALUMINUM ALlOYS"'
IllCato aad T. T....... F.....ly of Enab*tittI. UlaJOG11lya Uoiftnity

Since the development of the NIS Conical Transducer for
lensing notm41 displacement, a number of recent improvements
have been aade in this device. The device converts normal
lurface displacement into a very faithful output signal. The
original device wa••oaewbat bulky, being 1.5 inch in
diameter and 1.25 inch in height. It also tended to be
easily damaged by impacting on the conical tip element.
Improvement. over the original high quality frequency
response will be discu.sed. Nev versions of considerably
lcaller siae vill be shown. A version with self-contained
catching aaplifier and ground shield will be ahown and
dllScribed.
2.

J. "EFFECT OF HEAT·TREATMENT ON BURST·TYPE ACOUSTIC EMISSION 01' AS3JB

STEELIl B. Teall, IC. 0110. and I. II<moan, Dopartment or Materials Sde_ .... ~ U _
• Ill, ofc.liromJa, U.S.A.
4. "AOOUmC EMISSION AND FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF PROGRESSIVE
FAILURE PROCESSES 1M BRItTLE MATERIALS"
M. Salato. S. NlIscll aad Il Nlshlmolo. Department or CMI EnPnm\na, Flallly or E ~
Ina. Tobam Unjyenllr
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Preamplifier Saturation Problems

Cbalmu:n: Z. He. R _ lostltu.. of

II. D. Jolly, Southwest Re.eareh Institute, San Antonio, Texas

-ina hulllllly. CblM

T. 0Iwl00. 1'......., of _

en-line AE applicationa .ometioe. involve very intenle low
frequency eoiae. Such noise ha. been found not only to
block the input to AE preaaplifiere, but al.o to senerate
harmonic tran.ient. that may be treated as valid AS burst
pul••s by soae signal proce.aora. A simple test to evaluate
preamplifier performance i. suggested.

G_
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I. "EVALUATION OF DAMAGE Gllownt IN OOMI'OSfTE MATERIAL BY ACOUSTIC
EMISSION ENERGY MEASUREMENT"
M. I. Sunda_ L C. MltlOharan. H. N. Sudh«odra and ViYtb NolIt. Nlllo... A......... tical
Labontory.lndia
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FIRST INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON ACOUSTIC EMISSION
FROM REINFORCED COMPOSITES
July 18-21, 1983, san Francisco, California, USA

further an exohange of information between speoialists
regarding their mutual acqUired knOWledge in both
examinations during manufaoturing and in-servioe
inspeotlons.

In order to bring together for the first time
all who have had a significant involvement in
applications, research, instrumentation, and codes for
acoustic emission from composite materials, and to
summarize what has been accomplished and set
directions for the future developments and
applications in this field, The Society of the
Plastics Industry will sponsor the First International
Symposium on Acoustic Emission from Reinforced
Composites.

The papers presented will deal with all
examination techniques, inoluding ultrasonics,
radiography, eddy ourrent, and acoustio emission, and
will conoern all oomponents of the reaotors ooolant
systems (piping, steam generators, vessel ••• ) as well
as fuel. Special sessions can be fooussed on speoific
topics as, for example, construction codes and
examinations reliability.

Pre-symposium one day educational seminar (July
18, 1983) will provide a background for people new to
the field of acoustic emission from composites.

Paper suggestions shall take the form of a 1100
to 600 words abstract in French or English. Three
copies of these abstracts will be sent, no later thsn
November 30, 1982 to:
COFREND
32, Boulevard de la Chape11e
75880 Paris CEDEX 18
FRANCE

Two and one-half days will be devoted to formal
presentations of papers and short summaries will be
distributed in printed proceedings at the meeting.
One half-day will be devoted to developing directions
for the future in acustic emission from composites.
Interested authors should send 200-400 word
abstracts for formal papers (3 copies), to:

BOOK REVIEWS

Dr. T. J. Fowl er

Monsanto COmpany
800 North Lindberg Blvd.
St. Louis, Missouri 63166, USA
Telex 44-7282
Telephone (314) 694-6979

ACOUSTIC EMISSIONS IN GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING
PRACTICE, ASTH
STP 750

Proceedings of a symposium held at the ASTH
meeting in Detro!t, Michigan on June 24, 1981,
sponsored by ASTH Committee D-18 on So11 and Rock for
Engineering Purposes. Edited by V.P. Drnevioh and
Richard £. Gray. Published by ASTH, 1916 Race Street,
Philadelphia, PA 19103, $25, 1981, 209 pages.
Publication Code No. 04-750000-38.

Deadline for submission of abstracts is November
15, 1982. Authors of selected abstacts will be
notified and receive instructions for preparation of
camera-ready papers by January 1, 1983. Manuscripts
will be due no later than April 1, 1983. The official
language of the symposium and the proceedings will be
English.

The program was opened by two state-of-the-art
presentations on rock and soil, respectively. In the
first review, H.R. Hardy, Jr. of Pennsylvania State
University discusses rock and rock structures
monitored by AE, and presents a complete historic
perspective of the growth of the area from Obert and
Duvall times to the present. After describing details
of AE instrumentation and methods of sensor
deployment, the area of A£ monitoring in the field is
presented. Here, separate descriptions of underground
storage, slope stability, tunnels, hard rock mines and
coal mines are presented. The rev iew end s with a
section on new and novel applications and includes 161
references. It is, indeed, a key piece of literature
in this area and worth the price of the STP on its own
merit.

Titles of summaries of current progress should
also be sent to Dr. FOWler. Deadline is January 1,
1983. Authors of selected titles will be notified and
receive instructions for preparation of camera-ready
four-page summaries by February 15, 1983. summaries
will be due no later than April 1, 1983.

SIXTH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON NONDESTRUCTIVE
EVALUATION IN NUCLEAR INDUSTRY
September 12-15, 1983, Grenoble, France
The Sixth International COnferenoe on
Nondestructive Evaluation in Nuolear Industry will
take place on September 12-15, ·1983, in GRENOBLE,
FRANCE. This conference is organized by the COFREND
(French Committee on Nondestructive Teating),
supported by numerous societies from allover the
world, specialized in the fields of nondestruotive
testing and nuolear energy.

In a collaborative effort, the Drexel University
group (Koerner, Lord and Mccabe) presents the review
of AE in solids and soil structures. After treating
signal strength, frequency and attenuation of AE waves
in soil, the review focusses on small scale
laboratory, large-soale laboratory and then field
testing. Conoentration is on soil mass instability
created by deformation and/or seepage along with the
potential use of the method in monitoring subsurface
grouting. The conolusions qualitativelY rank various
degrees of soil mass instability. Thirty-one
references are listed.

The main purpose of this sixth Conferenoe is to
give a survey of recent developments in nondestructive
testing methods applied to nuclear industry, and to
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The remainder of the STP presents five
additional papers on rock, frozen so11 and soil. The
paper by Boyoe, et al. is direoted at oategorizing the
AE response from a number of rook types in oompression
tests. Four basic types are observed, all of whioh
are variants of the originally proposed Hogi type.
Fish and sayles treat AE during oreep of frozen soils.
This is predominately a theoretioal paper, utilizing
rate process theory, which includes experimental
information as well. The Tanimoto and Nakamura paper
evaluates AE in solids under triaxial shear
oompression. COrrelations are presented showing that
AE rates are related to energy (work) and strain rate
as linear responses.
The Villet, et al. paper uses an AE sensor
behind a cone whioh is pressed into the soil. This AE
cone penetration, or acoustic cone, test shows that
the strongest correlation exists between the AE
aotivity (mainly amplitude) and grain size of the soil
being penetrated. Lastly, the Koerner and Hiok paper
on use of AE in solid and rock grouting uses the
teohnique as a diagnostio tool for the grouting
prooess. It appears as though grouting is indeed an
emittive phenomena and oan be suocessfully evaluated
using the AE method. Additional information is added
on the AE detection of seepage in laboratory tests
which correlates to previously published information
on field seepage monitoring. The general area is
certainly one in need of a suitable NDT monitoring
teohnique.

acoustic emission energy is emitted; and a study of
acoustic emission from single crystal copper by Ebener
and Schaarwachter are particularly noteworthy.
Acoustic emission from crack propagation is a
subject of substantial practical and theoretical
interest. 8nission may be associated with plastic
deformation ahead of the crack, fracture of inclusions
ahead of the crack, or propagation of the crack.
Papers by Holt and Goddard, by Ohira et al, and others
deal with the question of the origin of acoustic
emission during crack propagation. It appears that
the relative importance of the different sources
varies for different alloys. Several papers deal with
other aspects of acoustic emission from crack
propagation, including four papers concerning evaluation of structural integrity (primarily of large
pressure vessels) with acoustic emission.
The remaining papers deal mainly with the use or
potential use of acoustic emission for various special
applications, including the detection of the martensitic
transformation of small amounts of retained austenite in
low alloy steels, study of alloy solidification, study
of deformation and fracture during impact loading,
evaluation of the integrity of high temperature coatings
during deformation of the substrate, and evaluation of
the quality of soldered joints. There is, finally, an
interesting attempt by Hanacek and Weber to correlate
acoustic emission and deformation ca10rimet~.
The book contains a number of good, current
papers. The present status of several areas of acoustic
emission analysis is summarized and many potentially
useful ideas for future research are suggested. It
would be improved if it contained a subject index.

The organizers should be congratulated in their
efforts in the symposium (attended by about 150
people) and in the STP which resulted. It should
stand as an authorative piece of work for this
technique in the geotechnioal area.
Robert M. Koerner

eli nton Hei p1 e
Acoustic Emission
Proceedings of a symposium at Bad Nauheim, West
Germany, in April 1979, organized by the Deutsche
Gese11schaft fur Metallkunde (DGM). All papers in
English, translations by A. R. Nicoll. DGH Metallurgy
Information, 150 East 27th Street, New York, NY 10016,
$63, 19BO, 386 pages, ISBN 3-88355-030-2. (Also
available from American Society for Metals, Metals
Park. Ohio, $58, book code 6112R.)

NEW PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
AE TESTING SYSTEM AND DIRECTIONAL SENSOR
DUHEGAN/ENDEVCO. San Juan Capistrano, CA
announced a new mid-size 1£ testing system, DIE 8000.
It gives users a combination of analysis tools and
applications specialization. Up to 8 channels of AE
signals are processed by an integral computer for
various parameters and displayed continuously on a
split screen. A location plot indicates active areas
and can treat olusters~of activities as a single
entity. Statistical data is also shown as a graph or
a table.

Twenty-three papers are included in this conference proceedings. As would be expected, most of the
work is by German authors, but papers from Japan,
France. Great Britian, and Italy are also included.
Some papers summarize work which the authors have also
published elsewhere, but the original publications are
not always readily available.
The reported work includes a wide range of acoustic emission investigations. Several papers deal
experimentally and theoretically with acoustic emission from dislocation motion during deformation. The
excellent experimental study by Schmitt-Thomas et al.
on acoustic emission from 2024 Al, Al-4.3Cu alloy, and
Al-3Mg as a function of prior heat treatment; the
paper by Fleischmann and Rouby demonstrating shifts
with strain in the frequency at which the maximum

Also announced was a directional sensor. DIE
Hodel 9220H1. It is optimized for the monitoring
of steel structures and achieves at least 20 dB
reduction of signals arriving at right angle to 8
selected direction. The peak sensitivity of the
sensor is 59 dB relative to 1 Vlmls in the range
of 100 to 600 kHz.
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~f>lENTS

AE SIMULATOR FROM NEW PARTNERSHIP

10 MICROC<JoIPl1J'ffi-BASED AE SYSTEM

Acoustic Emission Associates, a new partnership
being formed by Adrian Pollock and Kevin Bierney in
Southern california, offer AE equipment and services.
AEA's first product, the AE Simulator, produces
electronically generated, AE-like waveforms with
widely variable parameters. It will be useful in
testing, checking,maintaining and trouble-shooting AE
mainframe equipment, inoluding multi-channel systems.
For further information, call Adrian Pollook at (7111)
1195-6152 or 493-2175.

Ag}' Corp., sacramento, CA announced enhancements
to its Model 5000 microcomputer-based AE system. It
now has Northstar Advantage microcomputer wi th full
graphic capabilities as an intelligent terminal and
with floppy or hard disks as data storage medh.lll.
'Ibis allows data storage on tape or disk continuously
at rates up to 500 events/sec. am programnlng
capabilities using high level languages. 'Ibe stored
data can be interchanged or accessed randomly. It is
availble on a new system or as a retrofit.

Newly released software increases the data
processing and storage rates and provides a lO-fold
increase in data storage density. 'Ibe operating
software also allows real time energy processing.

INDUSTRIAL LEAK LOCATION SYSTEM
Acoustic Emission Leak Locators Corp., 19205
Parthenia, Northridge. CA announced the AELL-IlOOO Leak
Monitor System. It provides up to 256 channels of leak
sounds monitoring for immediate detection and location
of gas or liquid leakages in industrial processes or
containment systems. Detected AE signals are computerevaluated for authenticity and alarms or controls are
automatically actuated. The fast response and exact
location capabilities minimize loss of costly product
and safeguard against release of toxic substances.

SURFACE DISPLACEMENT TRANSDUCER
Industrial Quality, Inc., Gaithersburg, HD
announced a high fidelity, high sensitivity transducer
for dynamic detection of surface displacement. The
new 101 Hodel 501 Dynamic SUrface Displacement
Transducer (with matching amplifier of unity gain and
shield) provides essentially flat voltage response
over the frequency range 50 kHz to 1 HHz while
maintaining the high sensitivity of a piezoelectric
transducer.
This new transducer and associated preamplifier
will be used for special applications of AE or
ultrasonic testing and for service as a secondary
standard for oalibration of AE or ultrasonic
transducers and systems. (See T.H. Proctor's article
on p. 173.)

INTEGRAL PREAMPLIFIER-TRANSDUCER
RENEWAL AND NEW SUBSCRIPTION RATES FOR 1983
Physical Acoustics Corporation, Princeton, New
Jersey announced an integral preamplifier-transduoer.
Model R15-1 has a transducer with a nominal resonanoe
f~equency of 150 kHz and encloses a low-noise 40 dB
preamplifier. It requires a single oonductor coaxial
cable, whioh doubles as power and signal cables. Peak
sensitivity is speoified as > 30 dB relative to 1 V
per microbar and the input noise is less than 1
microvolt.
AE SYSTEM IN NONDESTRUCTIVE CONTROL
CENTRO INFORMAZIONI STUDI ESPERIENZE (CISE),
Milano, ITALY has announoed a modular, multi-channel
instrumental system capable of detecting, locating and
characterizing in real time sources of AE in plant
components SUbjected to stress. The system has also
been used for inspection and in-service testing of
industrial plants and components by CISE personnel.

Base rate for one year (Jan.- Oct., 1983)

$110.00
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NOTES FOR CONTRIBUTORS
1.

General

The Journal lo/il1 publish contributions from all
parts of the I%rld and manuscripts for publication
should be. submitted to the E.ditor. Send to:

Professor Kanji Ona, Editor - JAE
6532 - Boelter Hall

University of California
Los Angeles, California

90024

U.S.A.

Applications oriented articles may be submitted
directly to
Dr. S. L. McBride, Associate Editor - JAE

Royal Military College of Canada
Kingston, Cklcatio K7L 21-13 Canada

TIle title should be brief. Except for short
comr.lUnications, descriptive heading should be used
to divide the paper into its cOl:lponent parts. Use
the International System of Units (S1).
References to published literature should be
quoted in the text citing authors and the year of
publication. TIlese are to be grouped together at
the end of the paper in alphabetical and chronological
order.
Journal references should be arranged as below,
including when available, the absttact number given
in T. F. Drouillard, "Acoustic Emission, a Bibliography with Abstracts," Plenum Press, New York, 1979.
The abstract number should be preceded by the letter
D and given in square brackets at the end of each
reference.

Communications may be sent to

II.L. Dunegan, D.O. Harris, and C.A. Tatro,
(1968) Eng. fracto Hech., I, 105-122
[04201.

Dr. A. G. Beattie. Associate Editor - JAE
SMdia National Laboratories
NDT Technology Division 1552
Albuquerque, ~w Nexico 87185

Y. Krampfner, A. Kawamoto, K. Ono and A.T.
Green (1975) "Acoustic fuission Characteristics of Cu Alloys under Lmi-Cyc:le Fatigue
Conditions" NASA CR-134766, University of
California, Los Angeles and Acoustic
Emission Tech. Corp., Sacraw.ento, April
{Dl036j.

U.S .A.

Authors of any AE related publications are encouraged
to send II copy for inclusion in the AF. T.iterature
section to
~k.

T. F. Drouillard, Associate Editor - JAE

Rock\.;ell International
Energy System Group
P.O. Box I,M
Golden, COlorado 80401

U.S.A.

All the manuscripts will be reviewed upon submission to the Editor. Only papers not previously
published will be accepted. Authors must agree to
transfer the copyright to the Journal and not to
publish elsewhere, a paper submitted to and accepted
by the Journal.
A paper is acceptable if it is a revision of a
governmental or organizational report, or if it is
based on a paper published in a conference proceedings
volume of l~ited distribution.
TIle language of the Journal is English. All
papers should be written concisely and clearly.
2.

Page Charges

No page charge is levied, except for the pages
that contain h.:l.lf-tone illustrations ($60.00 per
poge). In order to support the publication of this
Journal, the authors' organ~zation is requested to
purchase one-hundred offprints at $12.00 per printed
page.
3.

A.E. Lord. Jr. (1975) Physical Acoustics:
Principles and Hethods, Vol. 11, ed. N.P.
Mason and R.N. Thurston, Academic Press,
New York, pp. 289-353 [Dl094].

tbnuscript for Revie",'

Manuscripts for review need only to be typed
legibly; preferably, double-spaced on one side of the
pase only with wide margins and submitted in triplicate.
An abstract not exceeding 200 words should precede the
body of the manuscript for Research ':lOd Applicutions
art icles.

Abbreviations of journal titles should follow
those given in BibZiographie Guide foY' Editor'S mId
Author'S. In every Cllse, authors' initials, appropriate volill!le and puge numbers should be included.
Illustrations and tables should be planned to
fit u single column width (4.5") or a double width

(9").

For the reviewing processes, these need not

be of high quality, but submit glossy prints with
the final manuscript. Lines and letters should be
legible after the illustrations are reduced to 77%.

4.

Manuscript for Communications

Following review, the author is to type the manuscript Ilsing 6" (152 mrn) wide (6 1/1+" (159 l'llIl)
maximum) format with I2-point "Letter Gothic" rype
font. The style of references is identical as above.
5.

Review

All manuscripts will be judged by qualified
reviewers. Each paper is assigned to members of the
Editorial Board. The Board member may seck another
independent review. In case of disputes, the author
may request other reVie",~rs.
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THE SIXTH INTERNATIONAL ACOUSTIC EMISSION SYMPOSIUM

JOURNAL OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION
Aims and ScapI! of the Journal

2.

Journal of Acoustic Emission is an international
journal designed to be of broad interest and use to
both researcher and practitioner of ncoustlc caission.
It will publish original contributions on all aspects
of research and significant engl..oeering advances in
the sciences and applications of acousth: l!l:Iission.

Endorsement

Acoustic Emission Working Group (AEWG), the
Committee on Acoustic Emission Testing of Reinforced
Plastics (CARP) and European Working Group on Acoustic
£mission have endorsed the publication of this Journal.
3.

Governing Body

The journal 101111 also publish occasional critical re-

views, and the abstracts of papers recently appeared
elsewhere. Another section will be devoted to short
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AE EVENTS OF INTEREST

One hundred and fifty participants gathered for
the Sixth International Acoustic Emission Symposium
at FUj i Kenshuj 0 from 31 Oc tober to 3 Nov em ber 1982.
Review of the Proceedings volume by Dr. Pollock in
another section of this issue provides you with the
details of technical matters. The venue was splendid
and was spectacular when Mt. FUji shed her mantle of
clouds.
To some, the location might have been too far away
from the glittering lights of Ginza. The nearest city
was 15 minutes away by car. To most, however, this
remoteness was acceptable as lively discussion could
be carried on to wee hours with liquid refreshments.
Cost of room and board was certainly not Ginza-like,
but you can't of course satisfy gourmet's palate.
The photo above shows the members of the Organizing
Committee of this Symposium. From left to right, K.
Yamaguchi(Program Chairman), T. Fuji, K. lida , E.
Isono, H. Kitagawa(with Proceedings), Y. Mori, M. Onoe
(with Symposium sign), T. Watanabe, T. Kishi(Secretary
General) and T. Okubo.
Other photos (top to bottom) show Professor Onoe
opening the Symposium, a scene from the meeting hall,
Professor- Pao being introduced for his special
lecture and a shot at the welcoming party.
Cover photographs are the group picture of the
participants and the front view of the meeting place
with Ht. Fuji in the background.

LETTER

FROM

THE

EDITOR

With this issue, the first year of pUblication of Journal of
Acoustic Emission comes to the end. It was a successful year as a whole,
except for delays in the pUblication dates. We will strive to maintain
punctuality in 1983. Among many who have nurtured the birth of this new
journal, Drs. A. G. Beattie and S. L. McBride and Mr. T. F. Drouillard
are most responsible for the success. Also, we are indebted to the
members of the Editorial Board as well as to other reviewers for
conscientious reviews of papers. And we must thank the authors of the
papers for confidence in this fledgeling publication.
Special thanks are due to Tom Drouillard, who tirelessly compiled
over 1100 AE papers in four installments and to Barbara Brooks, who
typed most of the articles and word-processed into the final forms. She
was also the one who organized the SUbscription files, with little
compensation for all of the laborious tasks. We acknowledge the support
of the Department of MaterialS Science and Engineering of UCLA for the
use of various facilities needed in the preparation of this journal.
Financially, we have not reached the break-even point. Obviously,
we need more effort in securing additional subscribers. In this regard,
we appreciate the assistance of Acoustic Emission Technology
Corporation, which takes out a SUbscription for each purchaser of their
AE systems. We are also grateful for the three advertisers; AE
Associates, AET Corporation and Haydon & Sons. It is hoped that the
second year brings more ·help of these kind.
With an expanding load of review processes, we will add more
members to the Editorial Board. The addition has not been finalized, but
two new Associate Editors have agreed to help the review processes. Dr.
Roger Hill is the Associate Editor-Europe and Pro~essor Morio Onoe is
the Associate Editor-Japan. The expansion allows some review tasks in
the region of origin. Effective immediately, European and Japanese
authors are requested to submit their papers to respective Associate
Edi tor.
Finally, I must give you a sad news. Professor Julian R. Frederick
of University of Michigan passed away early March. He is well known and
has been active tn AE research for a long time. Julian was at the
Knoxville meeting of AEWG last September and was designated as the next
recipient of AEWG Achievement Award.
Looking forward to hearing any worthy news on AE topics,
Sincerely yours,

ii

IN-FLIGHT ACOUSTIC EMISSION MONITORING
OF A WING ATTACHMENT COMPONENT
s. L. MCBRIDE AND

In addition to airframe structural monitoring, a substantial amount of work has been done in
the laboratory in order to catalogue the details of
the acoustic emission behaviour of materials during
crack propagation (DrOUillard, 1979; Ono, 1979).
These studies can be divided into three general areas:

Abstract
A single channel acoustic emission data
recording system was flown for a period of 15 months
in an operational Avro CF-100 jet fighter. The
instrumentation, transducer and acoustic bond functioned successfully throughout the entire monitoring
period. In-rlight acoustic emission measurements on
the upper forward wing trunnion showed a wide variation in the number of events per flying hour although
the signal parameters (amplitude distribution and
frequency spectra) did not change significantly during
the monitoring period. It is shown that the amplitude
of the trunnion noises are typically an order of
magnitude greater than those expected from slow stable
crack advance in common airframe materials as measured
in constant amplitude fatigue tests. Near component
failure, however, signals due to crack advance could
be higher in amplitude than the largest trunnion
noises.
1.

J. W. MACLACHLAN

(a) An understanding of the low amplitude continuous acoustic emissions which characterize matrix
deformation.
(b) The relation between the amplitude and
frequency of occurrence of acoustic emission
events as they relate to fracture mechanics parameters, crack size and crack growth rate.
(c) The determination and understanding of the
source mechanisms of high amplitude burst acoustic emissions during tensile tests and crack
growth experiments.
In our laboratory, the emphasis has been on crack
growth experiments. We have shown quantitatively the
one-to-one relationship between the fracture of intermetallic inclusions and the occurrence of high amplitude burst emissions in 7075 aluminum alloys during
constant amplitude fatigue tests (McBride, Maclachlan
and Paradis, 1981). These studies provide a method of
determining crack face area in these materials ror
application to quantitative in-flight crack growth
monitoring. Determination of crack lengths by this
method would only be possible, however, if acoustic
emission signals due to crack advance can be identified in the presence of airframe noises and crack
face fretting and rubbing noises.

Introduction

During the past several years there has been
considerable work and effort directed towards inflight acoustic emission monitoring of airframes. Due
to the logistical difficulties and expense associated
with in-flight testing, however, only a few groups
have reported data actually recorded in flying aircraft (Day, 1968; Bailey, 1976; Bailey and Pless,
1976; Mizell and Lundy, 1976; McBride, 1978; Martin,
1980; Hutton et al., 1981; Scott, 1981). These inflight studies have been supplemented by acoustic
emission measurements during laboratory airframe fatigue tests (McBride and Hutchison, 1975; Pless and
Bailey, 1975; Mizell and Lundy, 1976; Pless, Bailey
and Hamilton, 1978; Rodgers, 1979, 1982; Black, 1981).
An important feature of acoustic emission as
a monitoring method is its ability to monitor large
areas of a component rather than a pre-determined,
small region excited by a mechanical or electromagnetic vibration as in ultrasonics or eddy current
techniques. If several sensors are used, location of
active sources is possible from comparisons of the
differences in times of arrival of the source signals
at the locations of the various sensors. In-flight
acoustic emission monitoring systems can, in principle, involve SOme combination of source location,
oross oorrelation, signal parameter analysis and the
relation of signal occurrence to external parameters
such as strain gauge or accelerometer readings.

The problem of determining the relative sizes
of airframe noises and crack advance signals in an inflight environment has been previously addressed in
three other aircraft types. Bailey and Pless (C-5A)
and Mizell and Lundy (KC-135) found that large crack
extensions could be detected on the KC-135 and C-5A
and that stable crack growth could be detected on the
C-5A. Rodgers reports that the F-105 has a high noise
level but that stable fatigue crack growth could be
monitored. A critioal part of any study comparing inflight airframe noises with acoustic emissions due to
crack growth observed in the laboratory is the relative sensitivities and frequency responses of the inflight and laboratory measuring systems. We have used
the helium jet for both amplitude and spectral calibrations and will present acoustic emission and airframe noise signals in terms of their amplitudes relative to the helium jet.

Received 26 January 1982; in final form 2q January
1983. Authors are affiliated with Royal Military
College of Canada, Kingston, Q\tario K7L 2'113 CANADA.

The component studied in this work is an
upper forward wing trunnion of Q340 steel (40 HRC) in
an Avro CF-l00 aircraft. This component is a major
load transfer point between the wing and the fuselage
and would be expeoted to generate many large amplitude
transient signals due to fretting (Bailey and Pless,
1981). This fitting develops a small crack at a bolt
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the CF-100 upper forward
wing trunnion. Also shown is the position of
the indicator crack under investigation here
and the position of the potentially critical
crack which was not present in any of the
airframes studied.
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hole (labelled 1n Fig. 1 as the indioator crack.
I.C.). The particular wing trunnion monitored here
had an indicator crack which was about 3 mm in length
and growing at a rate of about 5 microns per flying
hour as shown in Fig. 2.

I

I II
I
I
2
THOUSANDS OF FLYING HOURS

The in-flight acoustic emission data which
will be reported here were recorded o~er a period of
15 months during flights out of Canadian Forces Base
North Bay. Ontario. The in-flight signals will be
compared with laboratory acoustic ecission data
obtained for crack growth in 4340 steel and 7075-T6
aluminum during constant amplitude fatigue tests.
This comparison will provide an estimate of the feasibility of in-flight craok growth monitoring of these
COmDon airframe materials in a noisy environment. We
\lill conclude that the highest amplitude noises sensed
in the component under study oan be as muoh as 50
times Rreater than the largest aooustic emissions
expected to occur during slow stable crack growth in
oommon airframe materials.
2.

,
,, ,

;,

I

Fig. 2

3

Crack growth rate of the indioator crack in
the wing trunnion which was oontinuously monitored. Also shown is the monitoring period.

pretrigger mode which automatically rearms the transient recorder immediately after digital recording and
analogue output of each signal. The input reading
rate was selected to be 0.2 mioroseconds per point (to
permit recording of signals in the 0.1-1.0 MHz range)
while the output rate was chosen to be 20 microseconds
per point (to provide an analogue output signal in the
frequency range 1-10 kHz suitable for audio recording).
Using the normal pretrigger mode, the 6 bit, 256 word
transient recorder can achieve a maximum signal rate
of about 190 signals per second. To make full use of
this limited dynamic range, a series of preliminary
in-flight measurements were made and an input sensitivity selected to permit recording of the signals
near the high end of the amplitude distribution. The
signals thus recorded are suitable for speotrum analysis and can be used to obtain signal spectra representative of the highest amplitude trunnion noises.

Experimental

The apparatus used to ~nltor the acoustic
emission information from the upper forward wing trunnion is illustrated in Fig. 3(a). The recording
equipment was looated in the oookpit and rooket bay as
shown in the figure. The stress wave picked up by the
sensor (a Dunegan/Endevoo 59201 transducer) was amplified by a battery-powered, 0.1-1.0 l-fHz bandwidth
Panametrics preamplifier, was captured in a transient
recorder (Biomation 610B) and was recorded on audio
tape as a 1-10 kHz bandwidth signal. The preamplifier
and audio tape recorder were maintained by maintenance
personnel and operated in flight by the navigator.
The transient recorder was operated in the normal

The tapes were sent by maintenance personnel
to the Royal Military College for detailed analysis.
A schematic diagram of the data analysis system is
shown in Fig. 3(b). During analogue data analysis,
the signals on tape were indiVidually captured in a
Biomation 805 transient recorder operated in the singleshot, pretrigger mode. The signals were then anal-
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Fig. 4 The helium jet oalibration of the transducer/trunnion/instr~entation system as measured in the
laboratory with the calibration signal applied
at the location of the crack.
regular intervals and revealed no change in eqUipment
performance over the monitoring period of 15 months
(81 flying hours).

Fig. 3(b)

Schematic diagrac of the data analysis
system used to measure the peak amplitude
and the frequency spectra of the acoustic
emission events. The analysis instrumentation included a storage spectrum analyzer
and an oscilloscope.
yzed using a Nelson-Ross storage spectrum analyzer.
In this case, the input rate of the transient recorder
was selected to be 20 microseconds per point (the same
as the output rate used for the original in-flight
recording) while the output rate was 50 microseconds
per point. The overall effect of the chosen recording
and analysis input and output rates is to ~p the
original real-time signal frequency range (0.1-1.0
MHz) into the analysis frequency range (0.4-4.0 kHz).
Calibration of the amplitude, time and frequency
ranges was accomplished using sine wave calibration
signals which had been inserted at the preamplifier
input and then recorded on audio tape. All spectra
reported are the maXimum envelopes of the stored
spectra obtained using a resolution of 120 Hz, a scan
width of 4 kHz and a sweep time of 2 minutes. The
spectra presented are typical examples of the highest
amplitude signals occurring among the hundreds of
spectra analyzed. Amplitude and frequency are reported
in terms of the calibration signal amplitude and frequency at the preamplifier input.

Initial in-flight aooustic emission measurements were made on the CF-100 airframe which contained
the largest recorded crack in the operational fleet (a
5 em through-crack in the upper forward starboard wing
trunnion). Data from this cracked trunnion and from
the uncraoked upper forward port trunnion were
reoorded on separate but similar flights using the
apparatus shown in Fig. 3(a). The cracked trunnion
appeared to be core active acoustioally and emitted
higher amplitude signals than the uncracked trunnion.
It should be noted, however, that while these data
were recorded on similar flights, possible variations
between the flights have not been taken into account
and the source or nature of the higher activity of the
cracked trunnion is not precisely known. Proceeding
on the assumption that the enhanoed activity of the
oraoked trunnion compared to the uncracked trunnion
was due to the presence of the crack, the in-flight
monitoring study was initiated. An airframe with a
trunnion containing a 3 mm crack, growing at a rate of
5 microns per flying hour (see Fig. 2), was selected
for oontinuous monitoring.
3.

Results and Discussion

The data obtained during the continuous monitoring period (81 flying hours) demonstrates the
variation in acoustic emission activity and provides a
measure of the magnitudes of airframe noises in this
oomponent. Figure 5 shows the number of signals per
flying hour for 60 oonseoutive flying hours and illUStrates that the flight-to-flight variation in the
number of signals per flying hour was oonsiderable.
These signals above a selected threshold were recorded
from the upper forward wing trunnion containing a 3 mm
through-erack.

Calibration of the mechanical system was
carried out using the helium jet (McBride and
Hutchison, 1976, 1978; Acquaviva et al., 1980). The
helium jet calibration for the transducer/trunnion/instrumentation system as measured on a trunnion in the
laboratory is shown in Fig. 4. Also. a helium jet
calibration on the trunnion intact in the aircraft
wing was performed during a wing disassembly for
periodic NDT inspection of the crack. This latter
calibration is included in Fig. 7. In both cases
(Fig. 4 and Fig. '7) the helium jet signal was produced
at the location of the crack and spectrum analysis was
carried out using the same instrumentation as for the
in-flight noise spectra. Calibration checks of the
instrumentation, transduoer and bond were performed at

The amplitUde distribution of signals aocumulated over many flights and bandpass filtered using a
20 dB/octave filter centred at a real-time frequency
of 500 kHz is shown in Fig. 6. Most of the signals
have an amplitude of about 15 times greater than the
helium jet oalibration signal (0.07 mV for this
225
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Examples of the frequency spectra of the
largest observed in-flight acoustic emissions
which occurred in the same trunnion at qUite
different times (60 flying hours apart). The
helium gas jet signal spectrum shown was obtained with the calibration signal generated
at the location of the crack while the aircraft wing was detached for a periodic IIDT
inspection of the indicator crack.
system) with a small number of signals reaching a
factor of 50 times greater than the helium jet.
Figure 7 shows examples of the spectra for two typical
high amplitude in-flight signals recorded 60 flying
hours apart. Also shown is the spectrum of the helium
jet calibration signal. The acoustic emission signal
spectra are similar to each other and to the helium
jet spectra (apart from the difference in amplitude)
with the differences between each being no greater
than differences observed between signals recorded
during the same flight. While no other CF-100 components have been studied by us, in-flight noise data
recorded from a variety of CF-100 upper forward wing
trunnions in different airframes, from a CF-104 wing
attachment fitting and from a CT-114 rear horizontal
stabilizer fitting all have maximum recorded acoustic
emission amplitudes which vary within a total spread
of about z10 dB of the results reported bere for the
continuous monitoring experiment. The magnitudes of
the signals recorded during the continuous monitoring
experiment are therefore taken to be representative of
noisy components located at load transfer points such
as wing attachment fittings. The conclusions reached
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Fig. 7

AMPLITUDE
DISTRIBUTION

0.2

The amplitude distribution of in-flight
recorded acoustic emission signals. The data
and calibration signals were each passed
through a 20 dB/octave filter centred at 2 kHz
(500 kHz in real time). Under these conditions the helium gas jet signal amplitude is
0.07 mY.
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Fig. 8 Examples of the frequency spectra of the
largest occurring acoustic emissions due to
crack growth in the trunnion material (4340
steel, 40 HRC) as measured in the laboratory
during constant amplitude (R=0.5) fatigue
testing. The helium jet signal speotrum shown
was obtained with the calibration signal
generated at the location of the crack in the
laboratory speoimen.
here involve noise levels which are higher than those
expected for many airframe locations and can be
regarded as providing a reasonable estimate of the
upper bound of airframe struotural noises.
To establish the feasibility of in-flight
crack growth monitoring for the wing trunnion studied
here, we compared laboratory crack growth acoustic
emissions from airframe materials with the largest
recorded in-flight airframe noises. This laboratory
data was obtained from speoimens of dimensions 250 mm
x 28.5 mm x 4 mm (MoBride et al, 1981). Figure 8
shows the largest observed emissions from trunnion
material (4340 steel) during a constant amplitude
fatigUe test tor slow stable crack growth (R=0.5,
lIK ( 10 HNm-3/~ da/dn or 0.1 microns/load cycle) and
near specimen failure (da/dn =1 micron/load cycle).
CorreSpOnding data tor another impOrtant airtrame
material, 7075-T6 A1 is shown in Fig. 9. During slow
crack growth, the largest occurring signals are less
than the amplitude of the helium jet oalibration
signal tor both materials. In 7075-T6 Al the burst
emissions result trom inolusion fracture. Hence,
their size distribution depends predominantly on the
size distribution of the if;0lusiOns and varies little
with lIK for lilt ( 10 HNar 3 2 (MoBride et al., 1981).
This means tbat for airoraft grade material, tbe largest
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Fig. 9 Examples of the frequency spectra of the
largest occurring aooustic emissions due to
crack growtb 1n 7075-T6 Al as measured 1n tbe
laboratory during constant amplitude (R=0.5)
fatigue testing. Tbe belium jet calibration
signal shown vas obtained with the calibration
signal generated at the looation of the crack
in the laboratory specimen.
occurring burst emissions due to slow crack growth
have amplitudes up to about that of tbe belium jet
noise signal (Harold, 1978; Paradis, 1979) as illUStrated by the sample speotrum sbown in Fig. 9. Near
failure or during a gross overload, acoustic emissions
occur whiob are much larger than those due to slow
crack growth (at least x20 for 4340 steel (Fig. 8) and
at least x100 for 7075-T6 Al (Fig. 9». Since inflight trunnion noises are commonly an order of magnitude greater than the helium jet amplitude (Fig. 7),
it follows that slow stable crack growth signals will
have an unfavourable signal-to-noiee ratio should they
occur simultaneously with other airframe noises. If,
however, a crack is SUbjected to a gross overload, we
expect the resulting crack advance signala to be
greater in amplitude than the airframe noiaes, particularly in the case ot 7075-T6 aluminum. Such an
indioation of orack advanoe would oocur near component
failure and to a lesser extent might result trom
oooasional unusually high loads in the oomplex flight
spectrum.

These results and deductions based on Cf-l00
upper forward wing trunnion data are also valid for
the CF-l04 (Starfighter) n5 wing attachment fitting
and the CT-114 (Tutor) rear horizontal stabilizer
fitting. Due to the particularly noisy location of
the component selected for this test, this paper
arrives at a lower signal-to-noise ratio than would be
expected for the majority of airframe components.
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EFFECT OF CRACK PRESENCE ON IN-FLIGHT AIRFRAME
NOISES IN A WING ATTACHMENT COMPONENT
8. L MCBRIDE AND J. W. MACLACHLAN
Abstract
The relation of the occurrence of airframe
acoustic emissions to aircraft manoeuvre is reported
for Avro CF-100 upper forward wing trunnions. Periods
of excessive noise are found when the airframe load is
changing during entry to and exit from sustained-G
manoeuvres. During constant-G periods, the airframe
noise level is reduced by a factor of core than one
hundred. These qUiet periods provide a SUitably low
airframe noise level for the in-flight detection and
monitoring of slow, stable crack growth in common
airframe materials, even in a noisy load transfer
component such as the wing trunnion studied here.
Simultaneous in-flight acoustic emission measurements
in symmetrically-located airframe components are also
reported. The ratio of the number of recorded event
counts in a cracked component to that in an uncracked
component during the same flight is found to increase
linearly with the measured crack face area for through
crack lengths in the range 0-5 me.
1.

Introduction

aircraft manoeuvres to determine the extent to which
it is possible to separate out orack growth signals
from airframe noises using an external parameter such
as the output of a strain gauge, load cell or acoelerometer. The particular oomponent studied is the
CF-100 upper forward wing trunnion. This component is
expected to be very noisy due to its funotion as a
load transfer point (Bailey and Pless, 1981).
In this paper, we will present two main
results. One involves the relation of airframe noises
to some specific flight manoeuvres of the CF-l00 aircraft. It will be shown that even in the noisy component studied here, there can be quiet periods during
flight. These quiet periods are found during steady
and sustained loading of the airframe. This will lead
us to the conclusion that acoelerometer or strain
gauge outputs could be used to isolate noise-free
regions during which slow, stable crack growth would
be detectable, should it ocour.
The other main result is the correlation of
acoustic emission activity due to craok face rubbing

or fretting with known crack size.
Acoustic emission provides a potential method
for monitoring cracks within large volumes of a component using a passive sensing system. This aspect
makes it attractive for in-flight monitoring of airframe components, particularly for bolt or fastener
holes and components which reqUire considerable disassembly before performing conventional NDT inspeotions.
In-flight acoustic emission monitoring has already
received considerable attention (Day, 1968; McBride
and Hutchison, 1975; Pless and Bailey, 1975; Mizell
and Lundy, 1976; Bailey, 1976; Bailey and Pless, 1976;
McBride, 1978; Pless, Bailey and Hamilton, 1978;
Rodgers, 1979, 1982; Martin, 1980; Hutton et al, 1981;
Scott, 1981 and Black, 1981).
We have previously reported (McBride and
Maclachlan, 1982) that in-flight airframe noises such
as those due to the rubbing and fretting of bolted
structures are likely to be considerably more frequent
and of higher amplitude than signals due to slow
stable crack growth in airframe materials. In the
component studied here, it was found that many hundreds of airframe noise signals per flying hour are
deteoted while Bailey and Pless (1981) suggest that in
the order of only one signal per flying hour would be
expeoted from slow, stable crack advanoe. We reported
that not only are there many more airframe noises than
crack growth signals but that the airframe noises can
be larger than the crack growth signals by more than
an order of magnitude. In this paper, we investigate
the relation of the ocourrence of airframe noises to
Received 26 Januspy 1982; in final form 24 January
1983. Authors are affiliated with Royal Hilitary
College of canada, Kingston, Q1tario K7L 2W3 CANADA.
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This 1s accom-

plished using two sensors, eaoh looated symmetrically
on the airframe. A new parameter, He/Nue ' is introduoed. It is defined to be the ratio of the number of
events deteoted above threshold in the cracked component, Ne , to the number of events detected above the
same threshold in the symmetrioally-located, uncracked,
~control~ oomponent, Hue' as measured on the same
aircraft and during the same flight. A linear trend
is found between Ne/Nue and the measured crack face
area. The interpretation of this result is based on
the following two premises. Firstly, for the symmetrically-looated components studied here, the port and
starboard locations have SUfficiently similar inflight noise behaviour and seoondly, an additional
noise contribution ooours in a cracked component due
to crack face rubbing or fretting. We will show that,
for the oase studied here, Ne/Hue determined during a
flight lasting no more than one hour oan provide an
estimate of crack size in the oracked component.
2.

Experimental

The apparatus used to record the acoustic
emission data is a dual ohannel version of that previously described (McBride and Maolachlan, 1982).
Here, however, the main body of the equipment was
mounted on a removable rocket bay cover. The preamplifiers were attached inside the wings and bolted to
wing aooess panels. The transduoers were aooustioally
ooupled to the port and starboard upper forward wing
trunnions (Fig. 1).
Briefly, the operation ot the data recording
apparatus is as follows. When an aooustio emission
signal larger in amplitude than a preselected thresh0730-llQ50/8210122W3Sto2.00
FIlIl....lon Qooup
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the helium jet. This calibratIon shows a substantial
frequency dependence due to the effect of the component and the nonuniform but highly reproducible
frequency-dependence of the helium jet (Acquaviva et
aI., 1980).
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In-depth data analysis was carried out using
the microprocessor-based apparatus described elsewhere
by Pollard (1981) and shown schematically In
Fig. 3(a). The AE signal recorded on cassette tape
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The helium gas jet calibratIon for the
D9202/trunnion/lnstrumentatlon eystem as
measured In the laboratory.
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Fig. 3(a)
Calibration of the system was carried out as
described in our previous paper. Amplitude and frequency calibration of the eleotronios was produced in
terms of a sine wave inserted at the preamplifier
input. Overall system calibration was aocomplished
using the helium jet (MoBride and Hutchison, 1976,
1978; AcquaViva et 81., 1980). The sensors used were
the D9202A transducers developed by the Dunegan/Endevco Corporation for in-flight aooustio emission use
in the Lockheed C-5A study (Bailey, 1976). This
transducer type is insensitive below a frequency of
about 300 kHz and has a relatively flat response
thrOUghout the frequency range 300 kHz to 1 KHz as
determined by the spark bar oalibration method.
Figure 2 shows the helium jet system oalibration for
this transducer attached to a CF-100 upper forward
wing trunnion excited at the location of the crack by
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MICRO
COMPUTER

I

old occurs at the transient recorder input, it is
digitally recorded at 0.2 microseconds per point and
outputted onoe at a rate of 20 microseoonds per point.
The 6 bit, 256 word transient recorder then rearms.
Hence, each acoustic emission signal in the frequency
range 0.1-1 KHz can be recorded on audio tape in the
frequency range 0-10 kHz at a maximum rate of up to
190 signals per second.
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The dual-channel data collection system used
to record in-flight acoustio emission signals
from two symmetric locations in the same
aircraft (upper forward wing trunnions).

Fig. 1
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Schematic diagram of the system used to
measure the characteristio parameters of
the signals on tape and store them on disk
prior to analysis.
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Schematic diagram of the system used to
analyze the data on disk. Hard copies of
the plots produced on the graphics terminal
were obtained using a line printer.
was amplified, envelope-followed and captured in a
transient recorder. Samples of the signal were taken
by the mioroprooessor and this data reoorded on disk
along with the time of occurrence of the signal. The
data disks were then examined using a data analysis
system (Fig. 3(b» which allowed a variety of graphs
including peak amplitude versus time, event number
versus time and peak amplitude d1stribution to be
plotted on a high resolut10n graphlcs termlnal and
pr1nted out on a line printer.
The rationale for the dual channel system was
to increase the amount of data which could be recorded
during each flight and to permit comparison of data on
two trunnions during the same flight profile. With it
we were able to record data from seven pairs of upper
forward wing trunnlons, each palr located in each of
seven different aircraft. Figure 4 shows the upper
forward wing trunnion and illustrates the position of
the indicator crack. Some of these trunnions had
indicator through-crack lengths ranging up to 5 mm

while others were uncracked. In all cases. only one
trunnion in each pair was cracked in a given airframe
and the crack sizes were independently measured by
magnetic particle inspection. The data set thus provides a range of crack lengths in a variety of trunnions. each with an uncracked "control trunnion" in a
symmetric location in the airframe.
Based on some preliminary flights. a specific
flight pattern was selected to investigate the relation of the occurrence of airframe noises to flight

o

o

o

manoeuvres. This test flight consisted of a climb to
4000 feet followed by a sequence of +2G. +3G and +4G
right and left turns. each sustained for about 1
minute. The total test flight time was about 1 hour.
During eacb flight, data were recorded simultaneously
from the symmetrically-positioned sensors on the port
and starboard upper forward wing trunnions. The data
thus obtained were analyzed to obtain cumulative
events and signal peak amplitude as a function of
time. A time record of the flight was prOVided by the
navigator to allow us to relate the acoustic emission
behaviour to specific in-flight manoeuvres.
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SCbematic diagr8JII of the CF-100 upper forward
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The in-flight recorded acoustic emission
oumulative event-time plot for two
symmetrically-located uncracked upper forward wing trunnions on the 8lUII8 airfrlUllG
during the S8JIIe flight.
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The in-flight recorded acoustio emission
oumulative event-time plot tor two
symmetrically-located upper forward wing
trunnions on the 88JIIe airtrlUllG during tbe
same flight. The port trunnion is uncracked and the starboard trunnion contains a oracle with a orack faoe area greater
tban 9 mm 2 •

3.

Results and Discussion

The cumulative event-time behaviour produced
by our test flight is shown in Figs. 5 (a), (b) and
(c) for three different aircraft. These data exhibit
a characteristic step-like pattern during the periods
of controlled-G manoeuvres regardless of the presence
or absence of a crack. The similarity of the general
form of the cumulative event-time behaviour of cracked
and uncracked trunnions is further illustrated in the
(/)
~

1.0

zw
>
w 0.8

Figures 8-10 illustrate in more detail the
relation of the occurrence of airframe noise to flight
manoeuvre. Figure 8 shows the cumulative event-time

II-

0

a: 0.6
w

II)

~

is known to be the case for the components studied
here. More data would be reqUired before addressing
the problem of estimating crack size via He/Ntie for
two symmetric locations both containing cracks. In
addition, the validity of this scheme for in-flight
crack size estimation will require extension to other
components in other aircraft. These studies are currently underway. Nevertheless, it is widely known
that crack face rubbing and fretting can produce
acoustic emissions. The only questions that remain
are whether these are sufficient to significantly
increase the total trunnion noise and whether airframe
noises are sufficiently symmetric at specific locations of interest in a given airframe.
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The in-flight recorded normalized acoustic
emission cumulative event-time plot for two
upper forward wing trunnions (one oracked,
one uncracked) on the same airframe during
the same flight. This plot is derived from
the data of Fig. 5(b).
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• entire flight
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normalized cumulative plot shown in Fig. 6 for the
data of Fig. 5(b}. A difference does exist, however,
in the total number of signals from each of the two
trunnions, the cracked trunnion always generating the
larger number or signals. This result suggests that a
procedure of comparing the actual number of acoustic
emissions greater than a selected threshold from a
cracked and from an uncracked component in symmetric
locations in the same aircraft and during the same
flight could take into account the effect of flight
profile on the occurrence of airframe noise. Figure 7
shows a plot of the ratio He/Hue as a function of
known crack face area. Here Ne is the number of
signals occurring on a cracked trunnion and Hue is the
number from the uncracked trunnion for one test
flight. For this group of aircraft, six contained a
crack in one trunnion but not on the other symmetrically-located trunnion. It is interesting to note
the linear trend in the relation between Ne/Hue and
crack face area for the range of 0-9 ~ of crack face
area (Fig. 7). One aircraft whioh contained a trunnion with a crack greater than 9 ~ showed a considerable positive deviation from the linear behaviour
observed for smaller cracks.
While there is not sufficient data to state
categorically that the increase in ratio with crack
size is due entirely to crack size, the available data
strongly suggests that it is so. Henoe, the possibility exists for estimating crack size on the basis of
Ne/Hue using data acoumulated during a test flight
lasting no more than one hour. This present result
assumes, of oourse, that only one component of the
seleoted pair of symmetrio locations is cracked. This
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232

The ratio of Ne/Hue of the number of inflight recorded aooustic emission signals
from symmetrioally-looated cracked and uncracked upper forward wing trunnions (during
the same flight) versus the crack face area
in the cracked trunnion. Each data point is
for a different airframe. The. gives the
ratio through the oontro~led-G manoeuvre
portion of the flight while the • gives the
ratio for the entire flight.

plot obtained for a +2G, +3G, +4G flight sequence.
For one flight, the acoustic emission amplitude recording range was 2 to 20 mV (Fig. 8(a}) while for the
other the recording range was lowered by 20 dB to 0.2
to 2 mV (Fig. 8(b}). The general behaviour exbibited
is that when the airframe is being loaded (roll-in) or
unloaded (roll-out), excessive noise is emitted by the
airframe and detected at the trunnion locations by the
acoustic emission sensors. During sustained-G
manoeuvres the trunnion location becomes relatively
quiet. Tbis effect is most marked for the highest
constant load. Indeed, for sustained 4G manoeuvres,
hardly any noise signals are detected. Those which
were detected, occurred almost simultaneously with a
signal from the other symmetrically-located trunnion.
He believe that the small number of rogue signals
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Figure 9 shows a typical amplitude-time plot
for acoustic eaission events occurring during a 4G
turn in one airframe. Each data point indicates the
occurrence of an event with the peak amplitude shown.
From Fig. 9, it can be seen that signals occur over a
wide amplitude range during roll-in and roll-out,
while the trunnion is virtually silent throughout the
entire recorded amplitude range during the constant 4G
region. This result is typical of both cracked and
uncracked trunnions. Thus, even when a crack is
present in our component, the airframe noises emitted
are minimal during constant high-G manoeuvres. This
observation was extended to lower amplitudes in two
airframes. There it was discovered that the
quietening persisted to a trigger level which was a
factor of 10 below that used to obtain the result in
Fig. 9. We conclude that, for the component studied
here, by confining the recording of data to constant
high-G conditions, the signal-to-noise ratio for inflight detection of crack growth is improved by a
factor of more than 100 compared to that obtained for
an arbitrary flight profile.
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We believe that the improvement in signal-tonoise ratio, which is achieved here under constant high
loading conditions,is sufficient to permit the inflight detection of crack growth in common airframe
alloys. This deduction invokes the data presented in
a previoUS paper (McBride and Maclachlan, 1982) which
reports typical CF-100 upper forward wing trunnion
noises and examples of acoustic emission signals,which
result from slow crack growth. There it is seen that
at a frequency of 500 kHz, the in-flight noises have
amplitudes no greater than about 50 times the amplitude of the helium jet calibration signal. In 7075-16
Al, crack growth acoustic emission events extended up
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observed during sustained 4G manoeuvres were produced
by buffetting, and hence, were the result of instantaneous variations in G. Instrumented recording of G
(or some other suitable parameter such as a strain
gauge output) would be required to resolve this matter.
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Number of in-flight recorded acoustic
emission events vs. time during a series
of left turns (acoustic emission range 2
to 20 mV). The starboard trunnion is
uncracked while the port trunnion contains
a crack with a crack face area of 1.5 mm 2•
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Number of in-flight acoustic emission
events vs. time during a series of left
turns (amplitude range 0.2 to 2.0 mV).
The starboard trunnion is uncracked while
the port trunnion contains a crack with
crack face area of 1.5 mm2 •

Fig. 9
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Amplitude VS. time plot ror in-flight recorded
acoustic emission events occurring during a
4G turn in an uncracked upper forward wing
trunnion.
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were supplied by the National Aeronautical Engineering
Laboratory, NRC, Ottawa, Onto The data analysis
system was designed and constructed by Maj. M.D.
Pollard of RMC. Specific supporting funds were CRAD
3610-208, CRAD/DREP 329 F044 06792 and DAS-ENG 320
F222 06299•
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LEAK DETECTION USING ACOUSTIC EMISSION

A. A. POLLOCK AND S.-Y. S. HSU
Abstract

dominant over viscous drag effects [contrast slow
streamline flow in which viscosity prevails (Cottrell,
196q)]. The ratio of inertial effects to viscous
effects if represented by the dimensionsless parameter
known as the Reynolds number:

This paper discusses the physical origin of leak
noise, as well as the practical applioation of AE leak
detection method. The AE method has the capability of
locating the leak, continuous leak surveillanoe and
monitoring hard-to-aocess locations. The physical
origin of leak noise is caused by the fluctuating
pressure field associated with turbulence in the
fluid. The oonditions of the onset of suoh
turbulenoe, as well as the different oharacteristios
between gas leaks and liquid leaks are disoussed.
Important oonsiderations when applying this teohnique,
inoluding sansor selection, detectable leak rate,
sensor to leak distance, and dependence of signal
level to leak rate, are discussed and then illustrated
with an eX8lllple. A review is given to the published
applicability studies on two important areas whioh
affect the detectability the most. Finally, several
field applioation examples are provided to illustrate
the practicality of this AE leak detection method.
1•

R = pllr 171 •

Here, P is the density of the fluid, r is a
oharacteristic length such as the radius of the tube
carrying the fluid, II 1s the flow velocity and 71 1s
the viscosity of the fluid. Density and viscosity are
sometimes ccmbined in a single term, the so-called
kinematic viscosity K =71IP.
It has been found that the onset of tU~bulenc,
occurs when the Reynolds number is around 10 to 10
(Cottrell, 196~). This fact can be useful in
estimating whether a given leak oan produce an
acoustio signal. Consider the following:
It is desired to know what the minimum
detectable flow rate is along a hypothetioal leak path
through the tube sheet of a steam generator in a
pressurized water reactor. The tube sheet is 250 DIIII
thick.

Introduction

Acoustic detection of leaks was already
practioed before the growth of the acoustic emission
(AE) industry (Dawes, 1967). As soon as AE
researchers began to monitor hydrotests, they
encountered signals from leaks in valves and flanges.
Incidental leak noise is often a positive nuisance in
an AE test, as it tends to obscure the signals from
defects that are the main SUbject of interest.
Sometimes, however, as in certain hydrotests on
nuclear plants (Jax, 1980), leak detection is a useful
side benefit of the AE test and is oonsidered as one
of the aims of the project. Other times, leak
detection may be the sole aim of the aooustic
monitoring program. Feasibility of leak detection by
AE depends on three faotors: the sound radiated from
the leak, the attenuation between leak and sensor, and
the background noise. This paper disousses the first
of these factors from a fundamental viewpoint, and
gives examples of the practical capabilities of the AE
leak deteotion method.
2.

Let us calculate the flow rate at which a
Reynolds number of 1000 would be achieved under
streamline flow conditions. Assuming the leak path to
be in the form of a cylinder of length l and radius
r, the volume flow rate, according to Poiseuille's
formula, is
H

~

Isin

(2)

(3)

Taking the visoosity of water at 2S00 C as 0.09
centipoise, the pressure differential as 50 bar and
using the other numerical values as given above, this
expression yields H = 0.004 milsec at a Reynolds
number of 1000. If we accept the assumptions implicit
in this simple approach, we can expect a leak rate of
the order of 1.0 ml/min to produce an acoustic signal
under these partioular oonditions. If this figure is
not too high to be of interest, the analysis could be
extended to the next question, the question of
detectability at a realistic distanoe in the presenoe
of baokground noise.

The physical origin of leak noise is the
fluctuating pressure field associated with turbulence
in the fluid. Without turbulence, there is no reason
for a leak to be noisy. TUrbulenoe is a condition of
flow instability in which inertial effects are highly
Received 12 January 1982; in final form, 17 December
1982. A. A. Pollock is affiliated with Aooustic
Emission Assooiates, 30100 Town center Drive, Suite D,
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677. S.-T.S. Hsu is with
DuneganlEndevco , Rancho Viejo Road, san Juan
Capistrano, CA 92675.
YoIIIII. 1.......Il.r II

=·7Tpr

where p is the pressure differential across the tube
sheet. Combining this with formula (1) for the
Reynolds number we can eliminate rand 11. Here,"
is taken as the average velocity in the leak path,. or
pr 2ISLI'}. This leads to

Physioal Basis

Jo....n.l ot AooIIStlo £l>lnlon

(1)

Turbulence in the fluid produces a fluctuating
pressure tield that bears on the oontaining structure
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and the resulting movement can be communicated to a
nearby sensor. Also, the pressure fluctuations
radiate acoustic energy directly into the fluid and
this energy may be detected by a remote sensor either
on the containing structure or in the fluid itself.
The theory of acoustic radiation from monopole, dipole
and quadrupole sources in fluids has been nicely
presented by Lighthill and Ffowes-Williams (1971).
Turbulence is essentially a quadrupole source; the
radiation efficiency of an acoustic quadrupole rises
as the fourth power of the frequency until the
wavelength shrinks to a dimension comparable with the
size of the source. Thus, the source will be most
readily detectable at the high end of the spectrum of
the basic pressure fluctuations at the point of
origin. That spectrum will be determined by geometry,
velocity, and fluid parameters. At the source, one
would expect a higher flow velocity to bias the
spectrum towards higher frequencies.

continuous on-line surveillance and monitoring hardto-acoess looations. Questions frequently raised when
this AE method is considered are:
A.

In practice, the leak noise is wide-band, ranging from
below 1 kHz up to around 1 MHz (Jax, 1980; Dau, 1976).
Due to the higher attenuation with increasing
frequency and the mechanical noise at low frequencies,
most systems operate in the range of 100 to 1100 kHz.
Sometimes, when the background noise is not a problem,
vibration transducers (accelerometers) are added to
monitor the low frequency signals (below 50 kHz).
Published data cover three orders of magnitUde in
frequency and there is as yet no precise rationale for
determining the optimum monitoring frequency.

Two points of contrast between liquids and gases
arise out of the foregoing discussion. First, since a
typical containing structure is acoustically well
matched to a liquid but badly matched to a gas.
structure-mounted sensors will be appropriate for
liqUid leaks but microphones may be more efficient
sensors for some gas leaks. second, gas leaks of
practical interest are virtually always turbulent
whereas this is not the case for liqUid leaks. The
reason for this may be found in the much higher
velocity of a typical gas leak [often of the order of
the speed of sound (Cottrell, 1964)] and in the lower
kinematic viscosity of the gaseous medium (K is six
times higher in water than in air at atmospheric
pressure). These factors together lead to a much

B.

Minimum Leak Rate Detectable:

This factor varies greatly with the fluid, the
pressure difference across the orifice, the orifioe
size and the detecting instrument. In the case of
laboratory testing, Shack and Ellingson (1978)
detected a gas leak rate of 100 mIlsec through a
1.5 mm (0.06 in.) diameter orifice, but the signals
were one order of magnitUde stronger for a 0.25 mm
(0.01 in.) orifice with the same leak rate. Dickey et
al. (1978) reported a measurable leakage of 2 mIl sec
for a 27.6 MPa (11000 psig) high pressure air valve.
Detection of a gas leak as small as 0.3 mIl sec through
a flow control valve operating at 2100 psig was
reported by Smith et al. (1979). In the case of field
monitoring, the ASTH recommended practice tor AE leak
detection quotes about 1 ml/sec for liquid or 10
ml/sec for gas. The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
requirements for light water reactors state that the
leak detection system should have the capability of
detecting leaks less than 3.8 liter per minute (63
ml/sec). several successful field detection cases
will be described later.

higheJ" Reynolds numbeJ" fOJ" gas than fOJ" liquid, fOJ" a

given orifice at a pressure differential of the order
of a few atmospheres. Air will normally be turbulent
for orifice sizes greater than a few hundredths of a
millimeter at one atmosphere differential pressure,
and for proportionately smaller orifices at higher
differential pressures.
Thus, in practice we can pretty well count on 8
gas leak being turbulent; the limitation is that if it
is very small, we may not have enough sensitivity to
detect the sound above electronic noise. With
liquids, on the other hand, well-conceived
instrumentation is generally more than adequate for
the detection of nearby high-frequency turbulence; the
limitation is that we cannot casually count on the
leak being turbulent in the first place.

C.

Distance from Leak to Sensor:

This is an important factor since the acoustic signal
diminishes in amplitude as it travels away fJ"om the
source, according to familiar laws of acoustics.
Thus, in designing a monitoring system or inspection
procedure there is a trade-off between the sensor
spacing and the minimum leak rate detectable.
Techniques for locating leaks are based on searching
for the point of highest signal amplitude with a
mobile sensor, or on comparing the measured signal
amplitudes at several fixed sensors. Examples of leak
location will be discussed in the later sections.

Once turbulence is established, the acoustic
energy radiated from a leak increases strongly with
increasing pressure and flow rate. These effects are
not straightforward and several different empirical
relationships have been reported in the literature.
3.

selection of sensor Frequency:

D.

Pract.ical Leak Detection

Relationship Between AE Output Level
and Leak 'Rate:

A good approximation in the form V« MS where V
is the rms or average signal level, Mis the leak
rate, and s is 8 constant, has been reported in many
cases. The value of the exponent s depends on
individual experiments and Jax (1980) reported s
values between 0.7 and 2.0 in many cases.

The technology of acoustic leak detection has
been developing through laboratory work and field
testing experiences. Basically, two types of
detection method are used. The first one consists of
a microphone that picks up airborne Ultrasound,
typically in the 36 to 411 kHz frequency range (Dawes,
1967; Dau, 1976). The second method, which is the
main concern of the present discussion, deteots
structure-borne signals by attaching a sensor on the
structure. Such 8 practice utilizes the technique of
aooustic emission and is capable of leak location,

As an example of leak detection. a 300 ml gas
cylinder with less than 100 psig cylinder pressure was
used to test the leak through its valve orifice.
Figure 1 shows the schematic set up. The leak rate
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Figure 2 shows the frequency response of the
flat displacement sensor. The major frequency content
of the detected signals in this cas was below 200 kHz
for leaks smaller than 1 m1/min. Larger leak rate
increased the amplitude of higher frequencies. The
frequency response of the leak signals from the other
three transducers indicae that they followed the
sensor resonance frequency. Among all sensors tested.
59204 had the best overall ensitivity. especially for
the leak rate below 1 m1/min. The signal spectrum of
89204 is shown in Fig. 3.

Flo1ollleter

I
V4

M=ia==:8f={
,

100 pstg

Cylinder

V3 - - - - -

Transducer

Using an 59204 sensor, Fig. 4 shows the
variation of 1£ signals with leak rate at several
different pressures. The vertical axis is the ratio
of signal noise level in decibel. It is shown that
the slope or exponent, s, varies with both the leak
rate and the pressure difference, ranging from 1.1 to
2.9. The minimum leak rate detectable with pressure
difference higher than 345 kPa (50 psig) was about 0.4
m1/min. This value 1s quite small compared with other
reported data.

Fig. 1 Experimental set-up for leak detection
was controlled by adjusting the value V3. A
displacement-sensitive sensor with wide frequency
bandwith up to 1 MHz range was first used to examine
the frequency contents of the detected signals, after
that three resonance type sensors were used to
evaluate their sensitivities. The resonance
frequencies of the sensors are: DIE 89204---50 -350
kHz; DIE 09203---100 - 400 kHz; Endevco 2213
acce1erometer---32 kHz. The output signals from the
sensor were fed into a DIE Model 4103 Portable
Activity Monitor. The monitor amplification was set
for 70 dB and the internal filter was 20 to 600 kHz.
The monitor output was then fed into an HP 3400A RH5
voltmeter and an HP 8553B-8552B spectrum analyzer for
signal analysis. Two f1owmeters, one with a full
scale of 10 m1/min and the other with a full scale of
1 m1/min, were used alternatively to indicate the
large or small leak rate.

4.

Applicability Studies of Leak Detection

In the previous section, we discussed general
considerations for applying acosutic leak detection
methods. Before monitoring full size facilities or
components, it is helpful to obtain better signal
characterization from controlled leak conditions so
that optimum instruments can be selected. Because the
spectrum and attenuation characteristics of signals
affect the detectability the most, many studies have
concentrated on these two factors. A review of such
work is given in this section.
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Frequency spectra of leak signals detected
a displacement-sensitive sensor at three
different leak rates.

by

A.

Leak signals from relief valves and tUbe walls have
been analyzed in regard to their frequency spectra.
Hartman and McElroy (1979) compared AE signals from
two safety/relief valves of the BWR plant with and
without a leaking pilot seat. As shown in Fig. 5, AE
signals in the frequency bandwidth between 6 and 8 kHz
are affected appreciably by leak noise. That
frequency range was later selected for on-line
surveillance.
In another study, smith, et al
monitored leaks through a needle valve with a
controlled leak rate (1979). They observed that
although the rms signal level increased with leak
rate, no significant shifts in the frequency content
were detected, as indicated in Fig. 6. The frequency
content generally followed the frequency
characteristics of the transducer-amplifier system,
resulting in a significant signal drop at frequencies
below 300 kHz. Another valve leakage study, by Dickey
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Fig. 3 Frequency spectra of acoustic leak signals
detected by 89204 transducer at three different
leak rates.
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wi thout leakage (Copyright, Am. Soc.
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Reprinted with permission from page 207,
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et al. (1978), gives different frequency responses for
air valves and water valves. On the high pressure air
valve, most spectra were recorded over the range of 0
to 250 kHz. Peaks were found in the range of 50 to 60
kHz and 170 to 180 kHz due to transducer response and
valve geometry, and did not depend on leak path or
leak rate. For a ball water valve, on the other hand,
detectable leak signals were observed only below 75
kHz. Leak detection for components other than valves
have also been reported. One example is the stUdy of
tube wall leakage in 8 rector (Kupcis, 1976; Allison
et al., 1974). The detected leak signal is in the
frequency range from from 0 up to 1 MHz, with the most
sensitive range coinciding with the resonance range of
the transducer (300 to 600 kHz). Figure 7 shows one
result of this test on three leaking tubes and one
sound tube.
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Frequency spectra of suspect presure tubes
(012, E18, H17) compared with a sound tube
(Fig. 9) in a CANDU reaotor (Reprinted by
permission of the Council of the
Institution of Mechanical Engineers from
page 23, Kupcis, 1976).
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In summary, the results of these studies support
the early statement that the leak noise near the
source is wideband, and the detected signal spectrum
is dominated by the frequency response of sensOrs and
components. Dau (1976) suggested that leak signals
can be displayed most effectively by using amplitUde
vs. frequency data rather than signal amplitude alone.
This seems to agree with the findings shown in Figs.
5, 6 and 7.
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Leak source location determined by the
attenuation data given in Fig. 5
( Copyright, Am. Soc. Testing and Hat.,
Philadelphia, PA. Reprinted by permission
of Am. Soc. Nondest. Testing from page
54, Lord et al., 1977).

dependent for leak signals than for burst-type
signals. An approximate expression for attenuation
behavior was given by Jax as follows:

Signal Attenuation Studies

Ln

As stated earlier, attenuation of acoustic signals
determines the necessary spacing of transducers. This
is especially critical on pipeline leak detection
because sensor spacing determines whether such
application is economically feasible. The first
attenuation stUdy on leak signals available in the
published literature is given by Lord et al. (1977).
On a 76 mB (3 in.) diameter pulsating bleeder line
with insulation, they measured the leak signals on
both sides of the leak with an accelerometer reaonant
at 5 kHz. Figure 8 shows the attenuation of acoustio
emission count rate as a function of distance from the
leak, and Fig. 9 gives a graphic method of determining
the leak source. The signal attenuation value 18
about 1 dBlm (0.3 dBltt) at 5 kHz. Jax (1980) noted
that attenuation characteristios are more frequency

(1/ A)

oc rf

(4)

where A is the signal amplitude, r is the distance
from the leaks and f is the center frequency of the
sensor. This equation applies to posi tions away from
the leak source. Recently, ICltajima et a1. conducted
extensive studies on the attenuation of acoustic lea~
signals in power plant piping and tubes. and reported
that attenuation behavior varies with shape, size and
with the type of fluid carried. Considerably large
signal attenuation per unit length near the leak
source was also noted. A sUllllllary of this work can be
found in Leaver and Harris (1981). The insulation
material outside the pipelines is another important
factor affeoting attenuation behavior, but no study 1n
this area has been reported.
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In addition, other factors related to the
acoustic leak detection technique have also been
investigated. For example, leak detection in nuclear
plant environments is strongly affected by the
background noise levels, and the frequency spectrum
and amplitude of such noise have been measured in many
cases. A comprehensive review of these studies can be
found in Harris et ale (1980).

5.
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Field Experiences in Leak Monitoring

Successful applications of acoustic leak
detection in various piping and pressure components
over the past ten years have proved the usefulness of
AE technique for on-line monitoring. In this section,
we will present several published examples to
illustrate the practicality of such method.
A.
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Pickering Reactor Fuel Channel (Kupcis,
1976: Allison et al., 1974)

The purpose of this work was to identify, among 390
pressure tubes in a CANDU reactor, those tubes which
were leaking heavy water. The techni que by
successively isolating each section and monitoring the
heavy water collection rate was very time-consuming
and results were ambiguous. The acoustic monitoring
technique used two transducers to the end fitting of
each tube and detected the increase in the signal
amplitUde. in one unit, 390 tubes were scanned and
two leaking tubes identified in five hours. The most
sensitive indication of leakage was shown to be the
increase of signal amplitUde within the resonant
frequency range of the transducer, as shown in Fig.
7. The frequency range emphasized in this test was
300 to 600 KHz and the leak rate was about 0.3 mil sec
at 8.3 MPa (1200 psig).
C.

/

Elk River Nuclear Reactor (Parry and
Robinson, 1970)

This work as been considered as the earliest use of
the acoustic emission principle to locate the leak
(Dau, 1976), although the signal detected were not
caused by the turbulence of single-phase flow as in
ordinary leak detection practice. The problem was to
locate the leak in the reactor primary system piping.
A prior laboratory test demonstrated that under the
plant's operating conditions, burst-type signals can
be generated in the crack area when water is forced
through the crack and coils to steam within the length
of the crack. During plant test, 21 transducers were
installed and the leaking crack previous found by the
helium leak detection method was located by the
appearance of burst signals. The frequency range was
150 Hz to 150 kHz and the leak rate detected was
estimated to be 0.3 ml/sec at 0.62 MPa (90 psig) Dau,
1976).
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Leak source located based on the change of
acoustic signals measured by different
transducers mounted at various distances
from the leak (Copyright, Am. Soc.
Testing and Mat., Philadelphia, PA.
Reprinted from page 201, Hartman and
McElroy, 1979).

increase in background level on all sensors. The
suspected leakage was confirmed by pump operation
personnel almost ten days later when considerable
leakage was observed. The frequency bandwidth used in
this work was in the range of qOO to 800 kHz.
This work demonstrates the locatibility with this
method. A leak on a small chain Une connected to the
cold-leg piping was indicated by the increase of
acoustic signals. As shown in Fig. 10, the leak can
be clearly identified at a location near Channel 23.
The frequency bandwidth used was 300 to 700 kHz.
6.

Conclusion

Compared with other leak detection techniques.
acoustic emission methods offer advantages in regard
to leak 10cat10n, continuous on-11ne surve11lance,
high sensitivity. quick response time. monitoring
hard-to-access looations, and potential estimation of
leak' rate. Many successful application of AE
techniques have demonstrated these advantages. The
specification required for the minimum detectable leak
rate in nuclear facilities can also be met With this
method.

Peach llottom Atomic Power station (Hartman
and McElroy, 1979)

The purpose of this work was to monitor the nozzles,
pipes, and valves at various locations in the plant by
the AE method and to compare the result with those of
traditional methods. The AE monitoring had been
carried for more than a year by the time the results
were published. Over that period, one recirculation
bypass line indicated an occasional increase of
background noise. first by one sensor. Then there was
considerable increase in burst signals and an overall

Effectively applying acoustic detection methods
requires full characterization of the particular leak
signals, including the frequency spectrum,
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attenuation, and minimum leak rate detectable under
given test conditions. Once this information is
obtained, an optimum detection system can be set up
for either short-term proof tests or long-term
surveillance.
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ACOUSTIC EMISSION FROM GLASS/POLVESTER
COMPOSITES; EFFECT OF FIBER ORIENTATION
F. J. GUILD. B. HARRIS AND A. J. WILLIS
Abstract

polyester/epoxy compatible finish). A wet winding
technique was used, the fibers heing drawn through a
bath of catalyzed resin [2J TiRonax 71 catalyst + 0.5S
cobalt napthenate/styrene accelerator <O.4S solution SCott Bader accelerator 'E')] and wound onto a nat
plate, followed by curing for 3 hours at BOoC. The
finished composites were single ply laminae with V =
0.43. Specimens of seven orientation8 werg cutofrbmo
the sheet and tested with fibers at 0 , 30 , 45 , 60 ,
75 0 and 90 0 to the long axis (the stress axis) of the
specimen. Nominal specimen dilllensions were 300 mm
x 25 mm x 4 mm.

A series of experiments has been carried out to
investigate changes in the amplitude distributions of
acoustic emissions monitored during tensile tests to
failure on uniaxial grp composites when the load is
applied at various angles to the fiber direction. The
amplitude distributions associated with specific
failure mechanisms show characteristics differences,
although the variation with sample orientation is not
as clear cut as might have been expected. Thus, while
the occurrence of high amplitude events could be used
to anticipate failure in samples of all orientations
0
from 30 to 75 0 , the dominant failure mechanisms in
the different orientations are quite different.
Single failure mechanisms nevertheless give rise to
given amplitude distributions which remain unchanged
throughout a test and changes in these distributions
occur at expected changes of failure mode. The
observed changes were consistent with distributions
characteristic of individual failure mechanisms.
1.

2.2 Mechanical Testing

Tensile tests were carried out on unwaisted
coupons, with aluminum end-tags to prevent grip
damage. The end surfaces of the coupon and the
surfaces of the end-tags were abraded before clamping
in the Instron grips without using an adhesive.
Previous experimental experience has established that
this method produces no extraneous emission. The
cross-head speed used was 0.5 mm/min,_~!,h gave an
effective strain rate of about 3 x 10 s
• Time to
failure varied from about 1300 seconds for 00
specimens down to about 80 seconds for 900 specimens.

Introduction

The study of failure mechanisms in composit~
materials, especially glass fiber reinforced plastics
(grp) , is becoming increasingly important as the use
of the materials in critical, load-bearing
applications proliferates. Acoustic emission (AE) is
a promising tool for studying the progressive
degradation under load which takes place in grp (e.g.,
Sims et a1., 1975; Fowler, 1977; Harris et a1., 1979),
and in particular amplitude distribution analysis may
be a useful aid in interpreting acoustic emissin
behavior (Phillips and Harris, 1980; Guild et al.,
1980). The results reported here are from a series of
tensile tests on unidirectional glass fiber/polyester
resin composites with the fibers oriented at various
angles to the tensile axis. Since the deformation and
fracture behavior of such composites alter markedly as
the orientation changes, it would be anticipated that
these changes would be reflected in the AE behavior,
although it does not follow that the same could be
said of composites of more complex structure.
2.

Experimental Details

2.'

~aterlal

2.3

AF. was monitored by an Acoustic Emission
Technology Corporation (AETC) Hodel 203 amplitude
distribution analyzer with a 60 dB preamplifier. This
analyzer has sorting range of 60 dB and 51 channels;
channel 0 has a threshold of 10 mV and channel 50 a
threshold of 10 V. Channels 0-49 are 1.2 dR wide and
channel 50 registers .all events with amplitudes
greater than 10 V at the unit. The AETC equipment and
our data analysis procedures allow information in the
lower channels to be neglected when necessary in order
to ensure that the effective threshold is ahove
background noise. In this series of tests, background
noise was present in channels 0 to 3 and channel 4 was
therefore the lowest channel for which data were
included, with a threshold of 17.38 mV at the input.
The frequency range of this unit is 100 kHz to 1 MHz.
The definition of an event is that lOOps ."dead time,"
with no emissions above a threshold, must occur
between separate events. This threshold is set
separately, with a potentiometer, to be just below the
threshold for counting. The transducer used was an
AETC FAC-SOO transducer, which is
flat frOIll 100 to
2000 kHz. The sensor was located at the center of the
test coupon and held in place by a minature G-cl8lllp.
This clamp has rubber surfaces contacting the sensor
and a rubber disc clamping the other side of the
coupon. Silicon grease was used as the couplant.

s

The material used was Cellobond A283/270
polyester resin reinforced with unidirectional glass
fiber (Pilkington's Superwind 20/40; 2400 tex,
Received 18 August 1982; in final form, 16 Decelllber,
1982.
F.J. Guild and B. Harris are affiliated with
SChool of Materials SCience, University of Bath, Bath
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Acoustic Emission Equipment

OUr amplitUde distribution unit has been
modified for data collection by interfacing with a
Digital Equipment Corporation Minc-11 computer. This
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system allows the occurrence of events of known
amplitude to be associated with other parameters such
as time or load, which are simultaneously recorded by
the computer. The experimental data are subsequently
transfered to a Prime 750 computer at the SCience and
Engineering Research Council Central Computing
Laboratory (Rutherford) for detailed interactive
analysis.

3.

Acoustic
emission
events

5 trength
(MPal

1000

10000

Experimental Results

3.1 Consistency
Four specimens of each orientation were tested,
although in some cases grip failure or repeated
slipping in the grips meant that the AE and load/time
data could not be properly sychronized when replaying
the test from the data f11e. However, where
comparable results were obtained for nominally
identical specimens, they were reasonably consistent
as shown by the example in Fig. 1 which compa&es
graphs giving events versus stress for two 60
speicmens for various channel ranges. The agreement
in both the shape and val ues of the graphs for the two
speoimens is good, given that these are composite
materials for which a good deal of inherent scatter is
always expected.

Total events
in range
200

100

1000

10+-----------r-----L.-4
30
60
Orientat ion to)
Fig. 2

.... specimen A
-specimen B

Tensile strength and acoutic emission
(accumulated events) at maximum load, as
functions of orientations.

TABLE 1.

4-50

SUMMA.R.Y OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION RESULTS
OrientatioD

100

0

o
Fig. 1

12-19
_020-50
30 35

20
Stress 1M Pa)

Comparison of aooustic emission test
results from !wo nominally identioal
specimens (60 orientation).

Max.

stress
MPa

Total
in
events Events
ch.4-50 Ch.4-11

c:haIme1 raqe
Ch.12-19 Ch,W-SO

606.8
23020
14071
3782
108.1
*1078
* 891
*154
300
63.4
727
624
87
0
45
39.6
121
175
42
600
29.7
161
123
24
0
75
20.5
174
117
42
0
90
23.6
28
23
5
*acoustic emission results up to 66% maximum stress.
0
200

3.2 Comparison of Results from Different Orientations

5167
* 33
16
12

14
15
0

stresses therefore being known, acoustio emission was
only successfully recorded in this test up to 661 of
the maximum stress as a result of an equiPlllent
mal function.

Results from tests in the seven orientations are
summarized in Table 1, which shows the failure
stresses and numbers of AE events reoorded in
different channel ranges up to maximum load, and in
Fig. 2, whioh gives an overall indication of the
variation of strength and total number of event at
maximum load as functions of orientation. The data in
Table 1 refer to single tests rather than averages in
order that the relevant AE results can be direotly
oorrelated with loading and failure Sf a given sample.
Aooustic emission results for the 20 orientation are
inoomplete. Although speoimens of this orientation
were sucoessfully loaded to failure, the fallure

The results in Table 1 and Fig. 2 show that
values of fallure stress fall in the expected fashion
with increasing angle between the fibers and stress
axia. 0 There appears to be a SIIlal1 increase beheen
9 = 75 and 9 = 90°, but. as discussed below, the
failure mechanisms for these orientations are similar
and the SIIlal1 differences lDay be attributed to the
inherent scatter found in any results from grp
composites. Total numbers of AE events recorded are
generally higher for the lower angles. and more events
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20000
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0

4-50
0

500

10000

12-19

OL-"!2~00~~4;:OO~:6;0~0-800
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100

200

6=30 0
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150

400

100

4-11

en
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-<a
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50

12-19

12-19

20-50
oJ-..,c;.......==;:40:==::...-':':60~~

20-50

0L--,....0-===2=0=---:l.~40:-200

200

8=60 0

4-50

150

150

6=75°

4-11

4-11
100

100

50

50
12-19

20-50
0"'~-'~-~~""':f::3~0-

30

8=90°

4-S0
4-11

20

10
J2-19

oL-c=.=:::,O;:::==-,=""f......-

Stress (M Pal
Fig. 3

AccUDulation of 1£ events in different
ohannel ranges Cor the different
orientations.
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Stress

\9

tend to occur within the higher channels, but these
changes are not entirely consistent.

Fibre stress
(M Pal

Graphs showing the accumulation of events within
different amplitude channel ranges for the seven
orientations are shown in Fig. 3. When comparing
these graphs it is important to note the large
differences in scaling. The reSUlts shown in these
figures relate to events recorded up to maximum load
only, because the complexity of failure mechanisms
beyond this point is often only erratically registered
by the AE output. Events recorded before and after
maximum load can be accurately distinguished in posttest analysis since, as described above, load values
and AE data are simultaneously recorded by the
computer. Many recorded events are thus discarded
before analysis. Figure ~ sho~ load vs. time and
events vs. time graphs for a 45 specimen. At maximum
load 175 events had been recorded: it can be seen that
at this point the event count rate increases suddenly
and many more events were SUbsequently recorded.
These effects, occurring precisely at maximum load,

700
600
500
400
average stress in
fibre direc tion

300

shear stress

~
normal stress
.
/

200

40

.-...

100

20

.... -.

Totat Load
events (kg)

O~---.-......;;.,.;:=~--.....;·~O

30

350 500
300

Shear stress
and
Normal stress
(MPa)

60

Orientation

90

Orientation dependence of resolved
(average) stresses in the fiber
directions, a' , normal to the fibers, 0' ,
and in shear BaraUel with the fibers,q •

Fig. 5

400

(°1

200 300

p

FUled symbols:

values calculted frOID
measured values of tensile strength.

200

Closed symbols: values calculated from
interpolated values of tensile strength
from Fig. 2.

100

o~--===:::::=:::=------......---l.

100

Fig.

~

200

interface failure resulting from tensile stress normal
to the fibers; and fiber-matrix interface shear
failure resulting from shear stress on planes parallel
with the fibers. It is important to note that
'debonding' failure, with cracks running around
fiber/matrix interfaces, can result from either of the
last two mechanisms, and fiber debonding also occurs
from tensile stress parallel to the fibers. The
different stress components at failure corresponding
to these mechanisms can be simply estimated by
resolving the applied stress along the given planes.
If the angle between fibers and tensile axis is 0 and
the applied tensile stress is 0', the resolved stresses
are given by:

250

Time (sees)
Logd/time and total events/time graphs for
~5
specimens.

were observed for all orientations except 00 •
Acoustic emission results at maximum load were not
obtained for the 200 orientation because, as stated
earlier, no emIssIon was successfully monitored beyond
66S of the maximum load in this orientation as a
resul~ of equipIlent malf'unction.
The count rate for
the 0 orientation increased suddenly just prior to
maximum load. We consider that the distinction
between events occurring before and after maximum load
is important. It is the critical damage process which
lead to failure which merit study, and for composites
these mechanisms may be very different from the
mechanisms occurring during and after gross failure.

4.

Average tensile stress parallel with fibers:
a'

p

=

CT

cos 20

Average tensile stress normal to fibers;

Discussion

O'n

=

a'

2
51n 0

Average shear stress parallel with fibers;

4.1 Failure Mechanisms

Tp =

The major failure processes in grp composites
lDay be broadly classified as fiber failure (with
associated fiber debonding) resulting from tensile
stress parallel to the fibers; matrix or fiber-matrix

CT

sin 0 cos 0

Variation with specimen orientation of these resolved
stresses, caloulated from experimental (or
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interpolated) tensile failure loads, are shown in Fig.
5. These values are useful in the discussion of
fracture mechanisms for different orientations, but
they have been calculated assuming a homogeneous
material with a homogeneous stress state. an
assumption that is obviously invalid for highly
anisotropic composite materials. The detailed
micramechanics of the material must be taken into
account for more accurate estimation of the stresses
in the different directions. The values of resolved
stresses in Fig. 5 must therefore be treated with
caution. although they do provide some useful
insights,

Total events
in range
20

15

300

75 0

600

,I
I

i

10

I

II

0

The 0 orientation fails as a result of tensile
stress parallel with the fibers. CT • and the 900
orienttion fails through the actioR of the tensile
stress normal to the fibers, CT. The value of CT at
failure for the 20° orientatioR reaches approximBtely
0
15S of the value of the 0 orientation. Values of the
tensile stress normal to the fibers at faUHre, CT •
are approximately identical for the 45 0 • 60 • 75 Dnd
900 orientations. which suggests that tensile failure
normal to the fibers is an important d8lJlage mechanisms
at failure for all of these orientations. The high
value of CT for the 45 0 orientation confirms that
failure foP this orientation cannot be wholly
attributed to the interface shear stress T. Indeed.
the value of the interface shear stress atPfailure,
0
T • is a maximum at only about 15 and thereafter
seeadily decreases with further increases in O. For
relatively small deviations from 00 alignment.
therefore, the failure of unidirectional composites is
likely to be controlled by interfacial shear. whereas
between 300 and 60 0 normal failure is also important.
These suggestions regarding failure mechanisms are
similar to those made by Crivelli-Visconti et al.
(1980) from their tests on balanced (to) l8lJlinates.
Chamla and Sinolair (1977) have shown that the shegr
stress component ig actually a maximum when 0 = 10
and have used a 10 off-axis test as a method of
measuring the interlaminar shear strength of uniaxial
oamposites.

I

I
I

5

I

I
,..,,.

0 - -.........- - -..........- - - -.........
20

Fig. 6

40
6065
Stress (M Pal

Comparison of events in channels 20-50 for
different orientations.

with the amount of elastio strain energy released
during the event and its rate of release (Phillips and
Harris, 1980: Guild et al., 1980). The strain energy
release is obviously related to the failure mechanism.
but further considerations may also be important.
This point is illustrated by the ocourrence of high
ampltiude events; the summary in Table 1 indioates
that the numbers of events occurring in channel 20 snd
above are very similar for the 30°, 450 • 600 and 75
orientations, Whereas no events in this channel range
were recorded at all for the 90° orientation. Figure
6 compares the occurrenoe of events in this range for
these four orientations. These results show that the
ocourrence of the high ampltidue counts could be used
to antioipate failure for specimens from any of the
orientations, although as disoussed in seotion 4.1
above, dominant failure mechani8llls might have been
expeoted to be different for the different
orientations. thus, the occurrence of these high
amplitude events is assooiated with the catastrophio
oraok propagation and assooiated high release of
strain energy occurring at failure rather than with
the failure mechanisms themselves. Information
regarding failure mechanisms may be sought from more
detailed consideration of the acoumulation of events
in different channel ranges.

OUr deductions regarding failure mechanisms must
be related to the agpearance of speoimens after
failure. For the 0 specimen, an obviou anomaly is
found: from theoretical considerations it is deduced
that the failure mechanism i8 fiber failure with
associated debonding, but final failure actually
occurred by splitting parallel to the tensile axis
along fiber/matrix interfaces. This is the usual
observation for tensile tests on 00 unidirectional
fiber composite materials, and presumably arises from
inevitable misorientation resulting in bending and
twisting. However, most of the events arising from
splitting should occur after maximum load and are
therefore ignored in our analysis. OUr analysis
oonoentrates on the different oritioal failure
mechanisms, fiber fallure and associted debondlng.
whioh occur prior to maxim\ID load.

The resul ts in Fig. 6 show meaningful
comparisons between several different orientations.
Total n\IDbers of events recorded for the different
orientations have also been usefully oompared (Fig.
2) • The linearity of this logarithmio plot between 00
and qso is very marked and may be significant:
however, more results at low orientations are required
before any oonclusions oan be drawn. OUr
investigations have revealed no further useful
oomparisons between several orientations either in
terms of total events or percentage of total events
recorded in various channel ranges; oomparisons were
sought in terms of thresholds of AE recording and in
terms of behavior throughout the test.

4.2 Aooustic Emission Behavior
The assooiation of failure mechanisms in
oomposite materials with the 8IJIplitudes of acoustio
emission eventa has been the subject of oonsiderable
disoussion in the literature. Although some authors
have suggested that a direot correlation between event
8IlIplitudes and failure mechanisms may be possible. our
earlier work has suggested that the amplitude of an
acoustio emission event should rather be assooiated

0

We propose that failure of the 75° and 90
orientations arises almost exolusively as a result of
stressea normal to the fibers. The acoustic emission
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debonding. This mechanism gives rise to a particular
amplitude spectrum which remains unchanged throughout
the test.

results for these two orientations (Fig. 3) show a
marked similarity in that significant numbers of
events are not recorded until at least 501 of the
maximum stress. whereas events begin to accumulate
near the start of the test for all other orientations.
This also suggests that normal failure is the most
catastrophic failure process; it is not initiated
until a higher percentage of the msximum stress is
reached, but after initiation it proceeds rapidly with
a constant. relatively high, count-rate. However.
although the oversll pattgrns of accumulation of
events for the 15 and 90 orientations are similar.
the &m8litude distributons are quite different. For
the 90 orientation no events occur in channel 20 or
above. although some event do occur in channels 12-19
at failure. At the maximum stress. 181 of events are
in channel 12 or above. but this percentage lIIay not be
meaningful as the total number of events recorded was
only 28. ~e total number of events (114) recorded
for the 15 orientation is much higher and
approximately 351 of them were in channel 12 or above
throughout the record ing of acoustic emission. The
difference in the distribution of the amplitudes of
acoustic emissions may be related to the higher strain
energy releases which may arise in the 15 0 sample from
misorientation of fibers with respect to normal
failure.

Acoustio emission resul ts for the 200
orientation (Fig. 3) are unfortunately incomplete. but
the results available from the start of the test show
many similarities to the 00 results. The shape of the
curves is exponential. with events accumulating
uniformly in the different ohannel ranges. However.
the propor510n of high amplitUde events is much lower
for the 20 orientation; about 141 are in channel 12
and above. and around 31 are in ohannel 20 and above.
The results in Fig. 5 indicate that interface shear
failure may be the dominant failure mechanism for this
orientation although some fiber-failure and normal
failure may occur at frature. The acoustic emissions
(Fig. 3) are therefore expected to ariae from a single
failure mechanism, interface shear failure. This
single mechanism gives rise to a fixed amplitude
spectrum. which again relllains constant throughout the
recording. However. the distributions of amplitudes
is markedly different from the distribution for the 00
orientation. with a far lower proportion of events
being of high amplitude.
The failure of the 300 • 45 0 and 600
orientations is more complioated. Figure 5 has shown
that the values of the tensile stress normal to the
fibers 0 at failure.
er • is approximately the same fgr
the 45 and 60 0 orieRtations as for the 750 and 90
orientations. At failure. therefore6 the dominant
failure mechanism for the 450 and 60 orientations is

The acoustic emission curves for the 00
orientation (Fig. 3) show the typical exponential
shape which has been observed for many unidirectional
fiber reinforced materials tested parallel to the
fiber ax is. A large proportion of event are of high
amplitude; about 401 are in channel 12 or above, about
251 are in channel 20 or above. and there are no
signficiant ohsnges in these proportions throughout
the test. This may be attributable to the single
mechanism contributing to the failure of this
orientation. namely fiber failure with associated

~:c~~ ~ob~r~~~:~i~:i~~~:: 3~:~::rth::ea~:~~~::

emissions from
recorded until
fibers. ern. is
attained until

oonstrained normal failure are not
the tensile stress normal to the
around 11 MPa. This value of a' is 0 not
about 501 maximum stress for thQ 115

'IABLE 2.
OCCURRENCE OF HIGH AMPLITUDE EVENTS

Orientation
30°

stress
(% max)

total events
(c:h.4-S0)
45
135
248
448
727
2
6
9
24
175

% events frolll
Ch.U

8.9
10.4
7.7
8.0
80
14.2
100
20
0
45°
40
16.7*
60
1.0
1.2
80
30.9
100
20
8.3
600
12
40
6.1
33
5.0
60
60
80
11.0
73
161
100
23.6
'" spurious result arising from law total number of events.
20
40
60
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and 600 orientations and around 101 maximum stress for
the 300 orientation. However, the acoustic emission
results for these orientations (Fig. 3) show that many
acoustic emission events are recorded at lower
0
stresses. The acoustic emission results for the 20
orientation show that acoustio emission events arising
from the shear stress, T , start at very low stresses.
It is 5hereSore PDs&ulatid that the early events for
the 30 ,45 and 60 orientations are mostly
attributable to interfacial shear mechaniSIDs, wile
the later events may be also attributable to normal
failure. The acoustic emission results for these
three orientations are summarized in Table 2. They
show that, unlike the other orientations, the
proportion of high amplitude events significantly
increases during the test. This change is consistent

~~~~s:r::::g~y~::u~~:e~::et~:e:~of~~~~:~tion,t o
~::t~:~n;:on~~:;t::~~~e,illustrated by results

5.

Conclusions

These results illustrate the potential power of
IIIIIpl1tude diatribution analysis of acoustic emission
for the understanding of failure mechaniSllls in fiber
reinforced composite materials. The importance of

::;~gb~~h:o~~~;~~::c~n~:::~~: ~~a~:~n1;8e:nd

90 orientations, when the aotual failure mechanisms
are identical. Single failure mechanisms give rise to
liven amplitude distributions whioh remain unchanged

throughout the teat,

Changes in amplitude

distributions occur at expected ohanges in failure
mechanisms; these changes are consistent with the
distributions recorded for the single failure
mechaniSllls. Further underatanding may be gained from
our present development of quantitative methods for
the desoription of the amplitude distributions.
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CHAGES IN ACOUSTIC EMISSION PEAKS IN PRECIPITATION
STRENGTHENED ALLOYS WITH HEAT TREATMENT
C. R. HEIPLE AND

which the peak occurred. also changed in a
systematic way with heat treatment for some of
the alloys tested. Beyond the rma voltage peak
near yield, a substantial second peak. typically
occurring after about 1 percent plastic strain.
was observed in three of the alloys - 7075 AI.
2219 AI, and Incoloy 903. Some indications of
the second peak were also observed in 6061 Al.
The location of this peak. as a function of heat
treatment. and other characteristics of the
second peak when it occurred. are reported here.
Amplitude distributioQs of the acoustic emission
signals cbanged during the tests for 80me of
these alloys. Amplitude distributions were taken
for different positions on the acoustic emission
peaks and at strains beyond the peaks.

Abstract
Acoustic emission was measured during tensile
deformation in a number of precipitation-strengthened
alloys as a function of prior heat treatment. The
alloys tested included 7075. 6061. and 2219 aluminum;
a modified A-286 stainless steel (JBX-7S) and an
experimental beryllium-containing stainless steel; and
Incoloy 903. A rms voltage peak was observed in all
the alloys near the onset of plastic flow. and a
second peak was usually observed in 7075. 2219. and
Incoloy 903 at plastic strains greater than 1
percent. Some evidence of a second peak was also
observed in 6061 aluminum.
Changes with heat treatment in the stress and
strain at which the second peak occurred were
consistent with the peak arising from the fracture of
inclusions. The shifts in the location of the peak
were in a direction so as to make the stress on the
inclusions at the second peak relatively insensitive
to prior heat treatment. The amplitude distributions
of acoustic emission signals were also consi8tent with
this interpretation. The 8train at which the first
acoustic emission peak occurred also varied with heat
treatment. but the dependence of peak location on
prior aging was different for the various alloys.
1.

2.

Acoustic emis8ion has been measured during
deformation as a function of prior heat treatment
in a number of precipitationoostrengthened alloys.
including 7075. 6061. and 2219 aluminum alloys;
JBX-75 (an alloy aimilar to A286) and KBB (an
experimental alloy age-hardened with a NiBe
precipitate) stainless steels; and Incoloy 903.
The acou8tic emi8sion parameters mea8ured
included the rma voltages as a function of
strain; the peak beigbt. plastic strain and
stress at wbicb any rms voltage maxima occurred;
and the amplitude distribution of the acoustic
emission signsls for various strain intervals.

Received 2 November 1983. C.R. Heiple is attiliated
with Rockwell International. Rocky nats Plant. P 0
Bol 46Q, Golden. CO 80Q01 and S.H. Carpenter is with
Department ot Physios. University ot Denver. Denver.
CO 80208.
Jour".l or AcOWlUO Ililluloll
Yol... I, aDbff •

Experimental

Acoustic emission was detected during
tenslle tests with a Dunegan-Endevco (DIE) 8140
transducer. which is a PZT-SA piezoceramic,
resonant-type transducer witb a 140 kBz resonant
frequency. The transducer was located on the
gage section of the samples and was coupled to
the sample with a viscous resin (Dow 276-V9).
The output of the transducer was amplified with a
Panametrics MOdel S050AE-160A preamplifier (tests
on Incoloy 903 used instead a DIE Model 802P
preamplifier) and amplified further with a DIE
Model 301 totalizer with a frequency bandpass of
100-300 kHz. Measurements were generally ude
witb a system gain of 100 dB (85 dB for lncoloy
903). The amplified and bandp88sed signal was
measured witb a Hewlett Packard 3400A rms
volbBeter. Amplitude distributions of the
acoustic emisslon signsls were determined after
preampllficatlon (60 dB gain) witb a DIE 920
Distribution Module. Detailed measurements were
made on 7075. 6061. and JBX-75. with less extensive measurements on the other all07s. Hear the
end of the study. a Nicolet Explorer III digital
oscilloscope was obtained. Traces of the
acoustic emission signsl after preampliflcation
were obtained at several strains for a few
samples of 7075 Al and JBK-75.

Introduction

The initial part of this investigation
involved measuring. for a series of heat
treatments. the height of the rma voltage peak.
which occurs in these alloys near the onset of
plastic flow. The results of these measurements
have been reported elsewhere (Heiple et al ••
1981). In addition to changes in peak height
with prior heat treatment. the plastic strain. at

a. H. CARPENTER

Deformation of the tensile samples vas
produced with a universal testing uchine. baving
a screw-driven crosshead. at a nominally constant
. crosshead speed of 0.05 mm/min. Sample deformation vas measured with a 12.7 mm gage (0.5 in.),
10 percent extensometer attached to tbe tensile
bar gage section. An extensometer was not used
for the Incoloy 903 tests and sample deformation
waa calculated fr01ll the load-time curve. witb
testing machine deformation subtracted.
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TABLE 1
Nom1nal Composition of Commercial AluminUlll Alloys Studied
2219

6061
0.2
0.28
1.0

Cr
6.3

Cu
Kg

...illL
0.23
1.6
2.5

0.3

Hn

Si

0.6

Zn

5.6

Zr

0.18
0.1
0.06
Balance

V

Ti
Al

Balance

Balance

TABLE 2
Beat Treatments Used for Commercial Aluminum Alloys

Alloy Solution Treatment. Aging Treatment

Telllper
Designation

Predominant
Precipitate
Expected
GP (1)
GP (2)

6061

7075

S45·C, 15-20 mn
54S·C, 15-20 min
545·C, 15-20 mn

-78·C. < 2 hr
20·C, - 6 months
17S·C, 1 hr
17S·C. 4 hr
17SoC. 8 hr

54S·C, 15-20 min

205·C. 24 hr

S4S·C. lS-20 min
S4S·C. 15-20 min

48ZoC.
482·C.
48Z·C.
48Z·C,
482·C,

15-Z0
15-20
15-20
15-Z0
15-20

mil
m1n
mn
min
min

_78·c,

<2

Overaged

9'

o

9

None
GP needles
GP needles
T6

Overaged

hr

12O·C. 1 hr

l20·C, 8 hr
l20·C, 25 hr
17S"C. 8 hr

"&zSi llDds
MszSi llDds
Hg zSl
platelets

T6

• T73

None
GP spheres
GP spheres
GP apherea
H' and/or H
HgZnz

• All samples vater queached after solution heat treatment.
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TABLE 3
Composition of Iron - Base Alloys Studied
KHB.
Heat 5

JBK-75
Cr

13.5 - 16

Nt

29.0 - 31.0

20
30.5

1.0 - 1.5
0.30 max

Ko

Hn

0.01 - 0.03
0.010 max

C
P

V

.15
.03

.3

.004
.07

B

1.4
1.0

.07
.01

2.0 - 2.3
0.15 - 0.35
.001 max

Ti
Al

15.3

.01
.2
.027 - .058

0.010 lII8X
0.20 max
0.1 - 0.5

S
Si

.44

Be

Fe

37.5

.05

Co

Nb

Incoloy
903

2.8

+ Ta

Balance

Balance

Balance

TABLE 4
Heat Treatments Used for Iron - Base Alloys

Alloy
JBK-7s

Solution
Treatment*

Aling Treatment

98s·C. 1 hr
He quench

Set 1**: None
Set 1: 67S·C; 1/2.
1.4.16.64 hI'

98S·C. 1 hI'
Be quench

Set 2**: 720·C; 1/2.
1,2.4,16.64.256 hI'

985·C. 1 hI'
Be quench

Set 3: None
Set 3: 720·C; 1.4.
16.64.256 hr
500·C; 1/2.1.2.4.8.
16.32.72 hI'

KHB

600·C; 1/2.1.2.4.8.
16.32.72 hI'
Iacoloy
903

980·C. 1 hI'
980·C. 1 hI'

None
720·C. 8 hr. cool at
lOO·C/hr to 620·C.
hold 8 hI'

Predominant
Preelpitate
Expected
None
y'

y'.

'I at 16 or
IDOre hours

None

yl, 'I at 16 or

IDore hours

GP zones only
GP zones initially.
8 1 after 1-4 hours
None
y.

y'

* Except as noted. all samples water quenched after solution heat
treatment and agins treatment.

** Sets 1 and 2 homogenized 4 hI' at 120S·C and cold swased 62 percent
prior to solution treatment.
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Outputs fro~ the rms vol~eter, load cell,
and extensometer were all recorded on strip
chart recorders, yielding a record of these
parameters versus ti~e. Stress and rm8 voltage
were then replotted from these data versus
strain. Noise was subtracted fro~ the measured
rms acoustic emission voltage using the relation
V2 rms '" rm8 m2 - rms n2 , where V rms is the
actual rms voltage of the acoustic emission
signal, rmsm is the measured rms voltage, and
rmsn is the rms noise voltage (Ramstad and
Mukherjee, 1974).
The tensile bars used for most of the tests
had a circular cross section of 4 mm diameter
with a 19 mm reduced section and threaded ends.
This tensile bar is one of the smsll-size round
tension test specimens proportional to the standard round specimen (see Fig. 8 of ASTM, 1979).
Tension samples for testing KHB and Incoloy 903
were pin-loaded, sheet-type specimens which were
essentially subsize versions of the standard
pin-loaded tension test specimen (see Pig. 7 of
ASTM, 1979) >and had a reduced section of about
25 mm. The nominal gage section width was 5.1 mm
and the thickness was 5.1 mm for the KHB samples
and 3.3 mm for the !ncoloy 903 samples. At least
two samples of all alloys for each heat treatment
were tested and the results averaged, with the
exception of the 500°C aging sequence for KHB for
which only one sample at each heat treatment was
available. The grips of all samples were preloaded to at least 150 percent of the expected
ultimate load before testing in order to minimize
acoustic emission from the grips during the
actual test. The grips were preloaded with a
compressive force using a fixture and technique
similar to those described by Dunegan and Tatro
(1971).
With the exception of JBK-75 and KHB stainless steels, the alloys tested are commercial
alloys, whose aging behavior has been extensively
investigated and described in the literature.
The available information is summarized in Heiple
et al. (1981). The compositions and heat treatments for all the alloys tested are given in
Tables 1-4. Because neither JBK-75 or KHB are
commercial alloys, a brief description of them is
included below.

observable n begins well before ~x~m strength
is achieved by aging. As would be expected from
the complex composition of the alloy, a number of
minor phases have been reported (Thompson and
Brooks, 1975). The precipitates expected after
the heat treatments used in this study are given
in Table 4.
The KHB alloy is an exper~ental austenitic stainless steel which originated from an
effort to make a useful alloy from berylliumconta~inated type 304L stainless steel scrap.
Substantial nickel additions to 304L were
required to maintain an austenitic structure
because Be is a powerful ferrite stabilizer.
The composition of experimental heat 5, which
was used for the work reported here, is given
in table 3. The alloy is single phase austenite
after solution heat treatment at l150 0 C followed
by a water quench. The initial precipitates
during aging between 500 and 600°C are coherent
disc-shaped Guinier-Preston (GP) zones. At 600°C
and above, these GP zones grow into semicoherent
disc-like 8 t HiBe. Aging at higher temperatures
will convert the 8' into incoherent 8 NiBe (Carr
and Heiple, 1980).

3.
A.

Results
Characteristics of the Second Acoustic
EmisBion Peak

Acoustic emisaion and stress versus strain
are plotted in Pig. 1 for a 7075 Al sample. The
two acoustic emission peaks are clearly distinguished for this material and heat treatment.
Peak I refers to the peak near yield, and Peak II
refers to the peak at higher atrains. Note that
in Pig- 1 and all subsequent figures. acoustic
emission signal voltages are referred to the
transducer output, i.e., the measured or calculated values have been divided by amplifier gain.

0.3,---------------,

Alloy JBK-75 is an age-hardenable austenitie
stainless steel based on the commereial A286
alloy, but with chemistry modifications to
improve resistance to hot cracking during welding
(Brooks and Krenzer, 1974; Brooks, 1974). The
primary modifications are an increase in nickel
and a decrease in Mo, C, P, S, B, and Si. The
composition range for JBK-75 is given in
Table 3. Age hardening is achieved by precipitation of yt, Ni a (Ti,Al), after solution heat
treatment (Thompson and Brooks, 1975). The yt
precipitates as spherical coherent particles in
the range 500-S00oC. The yt precipitates grow
with increased aging t~e and provide increased
strength. Overaging leads to conversion of the
yt into the equilibrium n, HiaTi, which usually
forms a cellular precipitate and generally nucleates at grain boundaries. Formation of optically

RMS
Acousnc
EMISSION

STRESS
(MPe)

IPYl

2GO

_STRESS
0-0

RMS Acoumc EMISSION

2

4

STRAIN (PeT)

Pig. 1.
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Acoustic emission (referred to the transducer
output and corrected for noise) and stress
for a 7075 Al tensile bar aged 1 hr at 120°C.

0.,

The height of Peak II in 7075 A1 is
essentially independent of heat treatment. as
shown in Pig. 2. The response of Peak I to heat
treatment is also shown in Pig. 2 for comparison. The stress and plastic strain at which
Peak II occurred in 7075 A1 are shown in Pig. 3.
The same variables are plotted for 2219 Al in
ligs. 4 and 5. and for Incoloy 903 in Figs. 6 and
7. Note that Peak II was not found in the
severely overaged. ·0·. condition in 2219 Al or
in the solution treated and quenched condition in
Incoloy 903. Peak II. if it existed in 6061 Al.
was too small and broad to be characterized. The
height of Peak II appears to depend on heat
treatment in both 2219 Al and Incoloy 903.
although Peak II was only observed after two
(Incoloy 903) or three (2219 Al) different heat
treatments because of the limited number of heat
treabDents attempted with these alloys.
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The first rms voltage peak occurred at
strains less than 0.2 percent, commonly used to
define yield, for all materials tested after all
heat treatments employed. The location of the
peak varied systematically with heat treatment
for several of the alloys. However, the depen-dence of peak location on aging varied for these
alloys. In KHB, the plastic strain, at which the
peak occurred. increased substantially with
increasing aging time (and hence increasing yield
strength) as shown in Fig. 8. However, in
JBK-75 , the peak instead shifted to somewhat
lower plastic strains with increased aging
(Fig. 9). The shift was fairly small and was not
apparent for initial aging, well before maximum
strength (Fig. 10). In 6061 Al, the plastic
strain at which the peak occurred was largest in
the slightly underaged condition, and decreased
sharply for either more or less aging (Fig. 11).
The peak location appeared independent of aging
in 7075 Al (Fig. 12), and insufficient data were
available to establish a trend in 2219 Al
(Fig. 13).

1DDO

Plastic strain and rms voltage at the Peak I
maximum. and yield stress. in JBK-75
stainless steel as a function of aging time
at 720 ·e.
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Fig. 10. Plastic strain amd rms voltage at the Peak I
maximum. and yield stress, in JBK-75
stainless steel as a function of aging time
at 675 ·e.
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Amplitude distributions were taken at different points along the acoustic emission curves
for all heat treatments attempted in 7075 Al.
The amplitude distribution reported is the number
of events at each amplitude. normalized by dividing by the total number of events in the distribution. The amplitude distributions of signals
in strain intervals including moat of Peak I vere
independent of heat treatment. except there was a
slightly larger proportion of bigher amplitude
events in the solution treated and quenched condition. The fraction of bigh amplitude events in
Peak II was bigher than in Peak I. The amplitude
distributions from Peaks I and II are compared
for a sample sged 8 hours at 120·C in Fig. 14.
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Plastic strain amd rma voltage at the Peak 1
maximum. and yield stress. in 7075 AI
as a function of aging.

Comparison of amplitude distribut10ns from
Peaks 1 and II in 7075 Al aged 8 br at
120·C. The strain intervals over whicb tbe
distributions were taken are indicated in
tbe insert.

The rma voltage versua strain tor the sample is
included in this and subsequent figures of the
same type. vith the strain ranges indicated over
wbich tbe amplitude distributions were taken.
The amplitude distribution for Peak 11 in Pig. 14
vas typical of all the heat treatments except
1 bour at 120·C. For that uncleraged condition.
tbe amplitude distribution in Peak 11 was more
like tbat in Peak 1. Amplitude distributions
were taken both on tbe rising and falling portion
of Peak II for several s8lllple8 and there was no
significant difference.
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The acoustic emission signal from 7075 AI
appears continuous when monitored on an oscilloscope. However. the actual signal contains many
small bursts. A 1.7 ma portion of tbe acoustic
emission signal from 7075 AI recorded after
preamplification (6OdB) of the transducer output
is shown in Fig. 15. The recording vas taken
near the Peak 1 maximum for a sample solution
treated and quenched. S1m11ar records are not
available for the other beat treatments. but
would be expected to be s1m1lar.

Plastic strain and rma voltage at the Peak 1
maximum. and yield stress. in 2219 AI as a
function of heat treatment.
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The behavior of the amplitude distributions
from 6061 Al was quite similar to that observed
in 7075 Al. Again there was little dependence of
the amplitude distributions from Peak I on heat
treatment. except that the solution treated and
quenched sample had a slightly higher proportion
of high amplitude events. No distinct Peak II
was observed in 6061 Al. but signals from the
strain range where Peak I I would be expected had
a substantially higher fraction of high amplitude
events than the signals from Peak I. The amplitude distributions from Peak I and a strain
region beyond Peak I are compared for a sample
aged 8 hours at 175°C in Fig. 16. Again, in the
underaged condition (1 hour at 175°C), the
proportion of high amplitude signals was lower in
the region where Peak II is expected than in
samples more fully aged.
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Fig. 16. Comparison of amplitude distributions from
Peak I and a region where Peak I I is expected
in 6061 Al aged 8 hr at 175°C. The strain
intervals over which the distributions were
taken are indicated in the insert.
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The most dramatic changes in amplitude
distribution were observed in JBK-75. Only
Peak I is observed in this alloy, and amplitude
distributions were taken on the rising (low
strain) side of the peak. the declining side. and
well beyond the peak. A comparison of the amplitude distributions on the rising and falling
sides of Peak I in a sample aged 4 hours at 675°C
is given in Fig. 17. The distributions well
beyond the rms voltage peak contained a somewhat
smaller fraction of high amplitude events than
the distributions on the declining side of the
rms voltage peak.
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Fig. 17. Comparison of amplitude distributions from
the rising and falling portions of Peak 1 in
JBK-75 aged 4 hr at 675°C. The strain
intervals over which the distributions were
taken are indicated in the insert.

Portions of the acoustic emission signal
from JBK-75 were recorded after preampl1fication. Both before and after the rms voltage
maximum, the signal consisted of fairly well
defined bursts, Fig. 18. However, at or near the
rms voltage maximum, the signal appeared like a
classic continuous emission signal (Fig. 19).
Amplitude distributions close to the rms voltage
maximum could therefore not be obtained and would
not be meaningful in any case.

4.

Discussion

A.

Peak II

The acoustic emission in Peak 11 has been
shown to arise in 7075 Al from the fracture
and/or decohesion of inclusions (carpenter and
BIggins, 1977; Ham8tad and Mukherjee, 1975;
Cousland and Scala, 1981). Evidence supportiog
this conclusion includes the obaervations that
Peak 11 essentially disappears in compression.
that no internal friction peak is associated with
Peak II while there is an internal friction peak
concurrent with Peak I, and that Peak II only
occurs after significant plastic strain.

There were modest changes in the amplitude
distributions with heat treatment. The change
was a shift of the amplitude distribution to
higher amplitudes for heat treatments Which
increased the magnitude of the rma voltage peak.
This shift may be real. However, it could eas11y
be an artifact associated with the increased
level of Wcontinuous Wemission near the rms
voltage maximum.
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McBride et ale (1981) have recently investigated acoustic emission during slow crack growth
in 7075 Al. They found quantitative agreement
between the amplitude distribution of the burst
acoustic emissions and the area size distribution
of the large intermetallic inclusions in the
alloy. When high purity material without these
inclusions was tested, no burst emission was
observed. Furthermore, when the alloy was in the
"0" condition, no burst emission was observed
either. In the latter ease, inclusions on the
fracture face were unbroken. These observations
indicate the emission is associated with
inclusion fracture rather than debonding.
Our observations on the behavior of Peak II
with heat treatment are consistent with the peak
arising from inclusion fracture during deformation. For the three alloys in which Peak II was
definitely observed, the plastic strain at the
Peak II maximum was lowest for the maximumstrength aging condition. (The stress, at which
the Peak II maximum occurred, was correspondingly
closest to the yield stress for the maximumstrength aging condition.) The data are consistent with the view that a substantial local
stress, greater than the yield stress even in the
maximum-strength aging condition, is required to
fracture the inclusions in these alloys. The
required local stress is achieved by a
combination of the average applied stress and
the stress concentration resulting from plastic
flow. Thus, less plastic flow is reqUired to
achieve particle fracture in the maximum-strength
condition, as observed. If the matrix 1s sufficiently soft, then a stress high enough to cause
general particle failure cannot be achieved and
no Peak II occurs. This was apparently the case
for the as-quenched condition in IDeoloy 903 and
the "0" condition in 2219 Al. Even though the
yield strengths of the averaged and ·0" condition
2219 Al were nearly the same, the ultimate
tensile strength in the "0" condition was only
94 MPa while the overaged alloy work hardened
much more and the stress at Peak II exceeded
270 MPa in the overaged condition.

~.O
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500

1500

TIME (JL8EC)

(b)
Fig. 18.

Acoustic emission signal from JBK-75 aged 16
hr at 675°C. <a} system noise level (b)
acoustic emission before the Peak I maximum.

+1S'Or------------------------,
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During deformation, the stress on an
inclusion differs from the stress in the matrix
because of a difference in elastic moduli between
matrix and inclusion (inhomogenity stress),
because of accommodation stresses between the
inclusion which is assumed to only deform elastically and the plastically deforming matrix
(plasticity stress), and because of different
thermal expansion coefficients of inclusion and
matrix (misfit stress) (Shibata and Ono, 1978a;
1978b).

·10.0

The misfit stress does not, of course, arise
from deformation but is generated during the heat
treatment of the alloy. The calculated misfit
stress for modest temperature chsnges can greatly
exceed the matrix yield stress (Coade et al.,
1981). Under these conditions, plastic flow will
instead occur in the matrix around the inclusions
and the actual stress in the inclusions will be
on the order of the matrix yield stress (Coade
et al., 1981).

-111,oL------...,500~-------=1OOO=,..-------=1500=,.......

nilE. JL81C

Fig. 19.

Acoustic emission signal at the Peak I
maximum in JBK-75 aged 16 hr at 675°C.
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Shibata and 000 (1978a) have calculated the
inhomogenity and plasticity stresses in an oblate
spheroidal inclusion oriented so that the broad
faces are parallel to the stress (and deformation) axis. The tensile stresses, inside the
inclusions, parallel to the applied stress are
given by

1
p

a

- C E* £

P

(inhomogenity stress)

(1)

If the inclusions are assumed plate-like
(aspect ratio between 0.1 and 0.01) and E* is
taken to be 100 GPa (15 x 10 6 psi), then the
constant b from Shibata and 000 (1978a) has a
value of about 1.5. Using equation I, the
inhomogenity stress calculated at matrix stresses
corresponding to Peak II for the various heat
treatments tested in 7075 Al is tabulated in
Table 5.

(plasticity stress)

(2)

If it is assumed that the plasticity stress
is proportional to £p 2 as observed by Coade

et al., (1981) up to 0.5 percent plastic strain
and is linear with £ thereafter (with the
slope at 0.5 percentPplastic strain) and furthermore that the proportionality constant (1.6 x 10 6
HPa) is the same in 7075 Al as that found for
spherical silicon particles in Al-Si-Hg alloy.
then the plasticity stress can be estimated. The
estimated plasticity stresses at the matrix
strains corresponding to Peak II are tabulated in
Table 5.

where 0A is the applied matrix stress E* is
' the
Young , s modulus of the inclusion, £ is
matrix plastic strain, and band c ~epend on the
aspect ratio of the inclusion, the ratio of matrix and inclusion elastic moduli, and Poisson's
ratios of the matrix and inclusion. The parameters band c can be obtained from plots in the
paper by Shibata and 000 (1978a) for the case
when Poisson's ratio of the matrix and inclusion
are both equal to 1/3.

Finally, the misfit stress needs to be
approximated in order to estimate the total
stress on the inclusions at Peak II for the
various heat treatments. The coefficients of
thermal expansion for the inclusions in 7075 Al
are unknown. but are probably s1a11ar to a
borosilicate glass (4 x 10-6/·C, Anon. 1967),
considerably less than the value for aluminum
(23 x 10- 6/·C) (Anon, 1967). The misfit stress
arises primarily durins the cooling cycle from
asing rather than after solution treating because
of the low yield stress in the aolution treated
condition (Coade et a1., 1981). the misfit
stresses. calculated usina the analysis of
Shibata and ODo (1978b), are siven in Table S.
Por the aolution treated samplea and overased
aamples, the calculated miafit atress exceeded
the yield stress, so for these conditions the
misfit stress was taken to be equal to tbe yield
stress. The aspect ratio of the inclusions was
aasumed to lie between 0.01 and 0.1, E* was
assumed to be 100 GPa. and all the misfit streas
was assumed to be developed during cooling after
aging (or from 175·C for tbe solution treated
samplea).

Coade et al. (1981) have measured experimentally the stresses on spherical silicon particles
in an Al-Si-Hg alloy during deformation of up to
1 percent plastic strain. Their results agree
with the prediction of Shibata and ODo (1978a)
for the inbomogenity stress, but not for the
plasticity stress. ODade et al. (1981) found
instead that the plasticity stress was considerably smaller in magnitude and proportional to
£pZ at small strains, with possibly a linear
dependence on £p at higher strains.
A rough calculation of the stress on the
inclusions at the Peak II max1mulll for various
heat treatments of 7075 Al can be made on the
basis of the work of Shibata and 000 (1978a,b)
and ODade et al. (1981). The inclusions in commercial 7075 Al are complex intermetallics with
either Si or Fe as the major constituent and probably containing substantial oxygen (EI-Soudani,
1973). TO the best of our knowledge, Young's
moduli of these inclusions have not been determined, but they probably 11e in the range of a
borosilicate glass (50-70 GPai Anon. 1967). Cu 3Al
(81 GPai Guillet and Leloux, 1967), AlzCu (95
GPa. Guillet and LeRoux, 1967). and FeO (145
GPa - calculated from a shear modulus of 54 GPa
(Jackson et al., 1978) assuming Poisson's ratio
to be equal to 1/3).

With the possible exception of the overased
material. the total estimated stress on tbe
inclusions at the Peak II maximum is roughly the
same for all beat treatments in 7075 At, as
expected if the acoustic emission peak arises
Table 5

Estimated Streas (HPa) on Inclusions at Peak II Maximum, 7075 Al
£

Yield

,

Plastie1ty TOtal
!!!!!!!. Stress

!!.!:!!!.

Solution treated.
quenched

180

275

3.2

-180

410

470

700

1
8
25
8

490
535
555
405

545
570
580
445

2.2
1.7
1.2
1.6

-285
-285
-285
-405

820
855
870
670

310
230

845
800
735
485

Beat Treatment

hr
hr
br
hr

120·C
120·C
120·C
175·C

Peat II Misfit

Inhomosenity

Peak II
Stress

(X)

280

!!.!:!!!. !!!!!!.

!SO

220

from inclusion fracture. The observations that
the height of Peak II was independent of heat
treatment and that no large shifts occurred with
heat treatment in the amplitude distributions of
acoustic emission signals are also consistent
with the inclusion fracture strength being
insenstitive to aging treatment.

Another model has also been proposed (Scruby
et al., 1981) based on increased glide distance
of the dislocation packets associated with strain
localization caused by cuttable precipitates.
For both these models, the strain at which the
maximum acoustic emission occurs depends on the
details of the interaction between precipitates
and dislocations. This interaction will be a
function of the precise nature of the hardening
precipitates, which differ for the different
alloys. Different dependencies of peak location
on heat treatment are therefore anticipated for
the various alloys, but knowledge of the
dislocation-precipitate interactions is presently
inadequate to predict or even rationalize the
observed changes in peak location.

The other observation on Peak II was that
the amplitude distribution contained a higher
fraction of high amplitude events than Peak I.
This difference is consistent with the two peaks
arising from different mechanisms. Finally,
while no distinct second peak is observed in
6061 Al, the amplitude distribution of signals in
the strain region where Peak II would be expected
also contained more high amplitude events.
Apparently there were not enough inclusions fracturing to create a distinct rms voltage peak.
Amplitude distributions with higher fractions of
high amplitude events were not seen beyond Peak I
in JBK-75 or KBB.
B.

5.

Conclusions

The magnitude, location in stress and
strain, and amplitude distribution of the second
acoustic emission peak, centered beyond 1 percent
plastic strain, have been measured as a function
of heat treatment in 7075 Al, 2219 Al, and
Incoloy 903. The results are consistent with the
peak arising from fracture of inclusions during
deformation. Amplitude distributions sUSgest the
same process occurred in 6061 Al, but there were
insufficient inclusions fractured to produce a
well defined acoustic emission peak. The fracture strength of the inclusions is insensitive to
aging treatment, so the peak occurs at greater
plastic strains in the underaged and overaged
conditions. The increased plastic strains are

Peak I

The major observation from Peak I, aside
from changes in peak height with heat treatment,
was the strong reduction in the size of the
events with increasing strains from the rising to
the falling sides of the peak in JBK-75. Peak I
is generally accepted to arise from dislocation
motion, although the details of the reaponsible
dislocation mechanism are still the subject of
some debate (Carpenter and Heiple, 1979). Most
explanations for the reduction in emission with
increasing strain following the rise to the peak
invoke a reduction in dislocation glide diatance
with increasing strain caused by obstacles to
dislocation motion created by the deformation
itaelf. The shorter glide distance means the
moving dislocations generate smaller elastic
waves, and eventually the events become too small
to be detected. At> least in JBK-75, the
predicted shift toward smaller events with
increasing strain through Peak I is observed.
Unfortunately, systematic amplitude distribution
measurements were not taken on both sides of
Peak I for the other alloys tested.

required to build up suffieient stress for fracture of the inclusions. If the matrix is sufficiently soft, adequate stress to fracture the
precipitates is not achieved and no peak occurs.
The first acoustic emis8ion peak, centered
near the onset of plastic flow, also shifted
location in strain with aging treatment. the
dependence on heat treatment was different for
the various alloys, probably because of differences in the details of dislocation- precipitate
interactions in the alloys.
In JBK-7S, amplitude distributions on the
declining (high strain) side of the first peak
(and beyond) contained a much higher proportion
of B1lI811 amplitude events than distributions on
the rising side of the peak. The shift in amplitude distribution is consistent with dislocation
models for the origin of the acoustic emiasion
peak near yield, which suggest that the reduction
in emission at larger strains arises from restriction of dislocation glide distances from
obstacles created during plastic deformation.

The varying dependencies on heat treatment
of the location of Peak I in the alloys tested
cannot be easily interpreted. The authors
(Heiple et al., 1981) have proposed that in alloy
systems where cross slip is difficult, precipitates--lf they are not too strong--can serve as
breakable or cuttable obstacles and lead to the
formation of dislocation avalanches, and thereby
increase acoustic emission near the onset of
plastic flow. In easy cross slip systems,
dislocations tend to cross slip around precipitates, rather than form pile-ups, so that
p~cipitates do not generally lead to increased
acoustic emission except, perhapa, for a rather
narrow size and strength range. These considerations do not apply if the obstacles are Cottrell
atmospheres, and high levels of acoustic emission
may be observed in either easy or difficult cross
slip systems when solute atmospheres prOVide the
pinning. The changes in the height of Peak I
with heat treatment for the alloys described here
are consistent with this interpretation.
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A MINIATURE OPTICAL
ACOUSTIC EMISSION TRANSDUCER
D. C. EMMONY t M. W. GODFREY AND R. G. WHITE
active stabilization of instrument against low
frequency Vibrations. This has advantages over a
thickness mode piezoelectric reference in that the
excursions of the reference mirror can be several
wavelengths for the application of relatively low
voltages. However, optimization of the stabilization
must be a careful trade-off between bandwidth and the
range of stabilization.

Abstract
The optical transduction of acoustic emission
signals offers many advantages over piezoelectric
devices. These include wide bandwidth, no
modification to the signal as well as providing
contactless measurement. The major difficulties
associated with optical devices are stability against
low frequency vibrations and the generally complex
nature of an optical interferometer. This paper
describes the attempts to miniaturize a Michelson
interferometer while at the same time overcoming some
of the stability problems associated with these
devices.

2.

The principle of operation of an optical
interferometer is well known. Brieny the optical
path difference (OPD) between a sensing beam and a
reference beam varies as shown in Fig. 1. When the
OPD is zero, or an integer number of wavelengths, the
two beams constructively interfere leading to a
maximum signal on a photodetector (A). When the OPD
is given by (n+lt2 ) A where A is the light wavelength,
then the photodetector signal is zero (8). It can be
seen that the sensitiVity of the interferometer is
given by dI/dx and this is a maximum when the OPD is
an odd number of A /4 at C. Therefore to maintain
maximum sensitivity the reference mirror must be
adjusted and maintained to satisfy this criterion.
This is known as optical stabilization and is normally
carried out by means of some active element in the
interference beam together with feedback to maintain
the mid-fringe position near C. The sensitivity is not
a strongly varying function around C. A 20S excursion
from C only results in a 2S change in calibration.

Active stability of an interferometric
transducer with dimensions of about 5 em (2") cube has
been achieved over 8 fringes of red light at 100 Hz
and 4 fringes at 300 Hz. The range of active
stabilization of the interferometer is limited by the
frequency response of the large amplitude
piezoelectric element and the filter characteristics
of the feedback electronics. A sensitiVity of 50 pm
(0.5 A) has been achieved.
1.

Interferometry Design

Introduction

The ideal acoustic emission transducer will
possess a number of characteristics. It Will not need
to be contacted to the surface being investigated and
therefore will not ioad the surface in any way.
Consequently, the signal being measured will be
unchanged. Because the optical sensing beam is
without mass, it is theoretically oapable of a very
wide bandwidth. Light can be focussed and therefore
the area of the surface being investigated can be very
small. Conventional piezoelectric transducers do not
fulfill the above criteria but they are very
sensitive. capacitative transducers can be made to
have a high sensitivity but at the expense of large
interaction area and a requirement for a high degree
of finish on the structure surface.

Palmer and Green (1979) have used the Hirau or
Fizeau in-line interferometer as well as the
Michelson. In the former, the reference mirror is on
or near the focussing lens which leads to a compact
design. This design is particularly insensitive to
axial bending, but in any attempt at miniaturization
the position of the reference mirror is rather
DETECTOR

Palmer and Green (1979) and Vilkomeson (1976)
have investigated the use of optical interferometry to
measure SIllall high frequency displacements such as
those associated with acoustic emission events. The
interferometers tend to be relatively large
instruments requiring substantial mechanical stability
and are therefore rather unsuited to most practical
experimental enVironments.
A microscope interferometer has been modified
using a cantilever driven reference mirror to allow
-x
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Fig. 1
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Michelson lnteferameter and photodetector
output as a function of optical path
difference.
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inaccessible. In the Michelson interferometer, the
reference mirror is parallel to the axis of the
instrlDent as in Fig. 1. In order to compensate for
low frequency vibrations, the reference mirror must be
capable of moving at the same speed as the sUbject
mirror and the amplitude of the reference mirror must
also be equal to that of the sUbject. Thickness mode
ceramics typically have piezoelectric coefficients of
the order of 1 nm/V. This implies that 300 V is
required for one complete fringe traversal. This is
the lowest voltage acceptable if an over-under switch
in the electronic circuitry is to be avoided with the
associated dead time in these arrangements (Palmer and
Green, 1979), In order to provide continuous access,
it was decided that the optical stabilizing system
should be capable of compensation over several fringes
and that this was best done using a reference mirror
attached to a piezoeletric bimorph, which acts as a
cantilever.

-

-

BEAM SPLITTER

t-

MIRROR

,..,.,.=""'-----........j---I

REFERENCE MIRROR/BIMORPH

I
t-- 311lm

Fig. 3

I
I
I

Fig. 2

Detail of bimorph element and reference

mirror.

Initially, an optical bench interferometer was
constructed for feasibility tests. Then, a sUl"face
finish interference microscope objective was adapted
by the installation of a 3mm long piezoelectric
bimorph element with a 1mm diameter alUllinized milar
mirror at the free end. The details of this
construction are shown in Fig. 2. The electrical
drive to the bimorph is produced using a negative
feedback technique with the frequency response
controlled by two first-order Butterworth filters
designed to cut-off at the upper frequency of the
unwanted vibrations. The characteristics of the
bimorph are such that the 8IIIplitude is 1 pm With the
application of 150 V. The characteristics of the
bimorph ae such that the displacement amplitude is 1
~m with the application of 150 V.
SUch a cantilever
approximates to a simple harmonic oscillator with a
sharp resonance at 25 kHz.
The cantilever stabiliZing element as it
translates along the optical axis also unavoidably
introduces an off-axis tilt to the reference beam.
The effect of this tilt on the calibration of the

Modified interferometer microscope
objective.

interferometer, via distortions of the interference
pattern, is approximately 0.1S, and therefore
negligible, when the interferometer is accUl"ately
aligned, that is the reference mirror is at the exact
focus of the laser light. This condition is
relatively easy to obtain by observing the

interference fringe structure.
A full account of the stabilization and
cantilever properties Will be given elsewhere. The
interference objective is based on a Michelson
inteferometer With the beam splitter cube arranged to
lie just above the normal specimen sUl"face (Fig. 3).
In its unmodified state, the objective may be used
with white light; that is, the reference arm exactly
matches the distance to the focus. The reference
mirror mount was removed and replaced by the
cantilever mirror and its associated power supply
leads.
A 2 mW HeNe laser was coupled to the
inteferometer by a rigid rectangular box containins a
10x microscope objective and a 50S reflecting beam
splitter, The optical system is shown
diagrammatically in Fig. 4. The sinsle transverse
mode HeNe laser has a beam diameter of about 1mm and
the 10x objective spreads this beam to fill the
interference objective. The laser radiation traverses
the interferometer and retUl"ns to the beam splitter
where half of the returning laser energy is deflected
to the silicon photodiode. This simple photodetector

PHOTODETECTOR

I";.....,,r----_
- - -- ----

-Y------EJ

BEAM SPLITTER

LASER

- - - -....

INTERFEROMETER

Fig. 4

Instrument layout shown dlagramatioally.

is used to detect high frequency oscillations as in
acoustic emission and also acts as the sensor in the
optical stabilization feedback loop. The photodiode
is arranged in its photoconductive mode so that the
signal appears across a bias resistor. This signal is
then amplified using a readily available and
consequently fairly low frequency operational
aJIIplifier (an lJ4318). The upper frequency response of
500 kHz was limited by the need to operate the
amplifier with sufficient gain to produce a usable
signal, therefore reducing its frequency range.
Recent experiments have shown that the figure of
500 kHz may easily be extended to several megahertz by
use of a higher performance operational amplifier.
Work is still being carried out to optimize the
frequency response and noise limitations of the
device.
The low frequency limitations are set by
decoupling the amplifier from the photodiode and bais
resistor using a simple RC filter with a cut-off at 6
kHz. (The feedback was provided through a pA7111
operational amplifier dc coupled to the photodiodebias resistor combination.) The value of 6 kHz is
somewhat arbitrary; indeed low frequency information
is still available as it is contained in the feedback
voltage applied to the stabilizing element.
In the present arrangement, the utilization of
laser beam has not been optimized. Only 12.51 of the
HeNe laser beam is returned to the photodiode.
3.

Characteristics of the Transducer

The performance of the transducer was assessed
and amplitude calibration carried out using a
cantilever target and a thickness mode piezoelectric
plate. The cantilever target, which was essentially
of the same construction as the stabili~ing reference
mirror, was driven by an r.f. oscillator at 50 kHz and
the lIDplitude was such that more than one whole
interference fringe was displayed on an oscilloscope.
This determined the photodetector output vs.
displacement and allowed the minimum displacement
above the noise level to be measured. This figure was
then confirmed by using the thickness mode ceramic at
the S8IIIe frequency but with a displacement amplitude
down to the noise level using the theoretical
piezoelectric coefficient.
The minimum detectable displacement measured as
described above was 0.05 mm (0.5 A). calculations on
shot noise for a Michelson interferometer employing a
2mW laser as a light source suggest this figure is an
order of a magnitude too large (Kwaaitaal et al.,
1980). The major contribution to the degradation of
the signal-to-noise ratio was found to be loss of
light energy in the system due to unwanted
reflections. In addition to increasing the shot noise
to signal ratio, this also puts more stringent
reqUirements on amplifier noise levels. The system
was limited by amplifier noise; laser noise was not a
problem.
The characteristics of the stabilization loop
were also determined. A long cantilever element and
mirror acting as an objective surface was given with
an oscillator. The ability of the stabilizing system
to maintain the fringe mid-point as the amplitude of
the oscillations increased was noted as a fUnction of
frequency. The system was able to maintaln stability

over 8 fringes at 100 Hz, but only 2 1/2 fringes at
500 Hz. Using more elaborate electronic filtering, it
should be possible to extend the 500 Hz figure to 3
1/2 fringes. The present stability range is the
result of carefUl optimization of the bimorph length,
the feedback fil tel" points and the total system gain.

II.

Conclusion and Discussion

The prototype transducer described here uses a
small interferometer; 10x surface finish microscope
objective, made by Vickers Instruments, York, United
Kingdom. The while instrument including laser light
source has dimensions 5 x 5 X 40an. Several
modifications can in principle lead to a very compact
overall instrument. It is stated above that the
optical system is very wasteful in laser light and the
12.51 figure does not include reflection losses. The
laser input/output beamsplitter could be dispensed
with by positioning the photodetector in the unused
beam of the interferometer opposite the reference
mirror with an immediate improvement of light on the
detector of 11001. Furthermore. the signal -to-noise
ratio could be improved With the use of a higher power
laser.
The removal of the input/output beamspl1tter
would lead to a shortening of the light source unit
but the need to fill the microscope objective aperture
may still reqUire a diverging lens. Considerable
reduction in size is feasible with a change in light
source. The use of a semiconducting injection laser
is an obvious choice although a move into the infrared
may involve a reduction 1n sensitivity as well as
difficulties in setting up the instrument.
In conclusion. it should be possible to increase
the sensitivity to 5 pm (0.05 A) by adopting some of
the above modifioations and by making use of low noise
detector/amplifier combinations.
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CLASSIFICATION OF NDE WAVEFORMS
WITH AUTOREGRESSIVE MODELS
RONALD B. MELTON
Abstract

generated data that establishes the feasibility of the
approach and relates it to conventional pattern
recognition. The third section describes the
application of the approach to acoustic emission data.
The final section discusses the results and scme of
the research issues that surround this approach. This
work was done at Paoific Northwest Laboratory (PNL),
operated for the Department of Energy by Battelle
Memorial Institute.

This paper describes a new approach for
classifying NDE waveforms. Using this approach a set
of matched fn ters are constructed, one for each
category of waveform, based on parameters from
autoregressive models. The method offers advantages
in terms of hardware implementation over conventional
pattern reoognition approaches. Feasibility is shown
using computer generated data. Results are then
presented for real data from acoustic emission
experiments.
1.

2.

OVer the past fifteen years, new approaches to
spectral analysis have been developed as an
alternative to approaches using Fourier transforms.
These new approaches, all of which have been shown to
be equivalent (van den Bos, 1971), are called
autoregressive (AR) modeling, max !mum entropy spectral
analysis (MESA), and linear prediotion (LP). They
have been developed respectively by statisticians,
physical scientists, and engineers for applioations
within their partioular areas of endeavor.

Introduction

In recent years signal processing and pattern
recognition techniques have been successfully applied
to the problem of classifying several types of
nondestructive evaluation (NDE) data including eddycurrent (Doctor and Harrington, 1980), ultrasonic
(Busse et al. 1981; Rose et al. 1980), and acoustic
emission (AE) waveforms (Hutton, et al. 1981;
Harrington and Dootor, 1980; Malton et al. 1982). The
techniques that have been developed, however, are
computationally complex to the point of prohibiting
real-time proceasing of NOT data for on-line
monitoring/inspection applioations. This is mainly
due to the fact that the features that have been found
to be important in the classification process have
been calculated via transforms such as the fast
Fourier transform (FFT). For ultrasonic and acoustic
emission waveforms, the situation is made even worse
by the broad bandwidth of the data.

The essence of these techniques is that they
allow high resolution speotral estimates to be
computed from limited amounts of data by extrapolating
(predicting) data values between the measured points
defined by data sampling. This increases their
spectral resolution making it much greater than that
of the Fourier transform techniques for any given data
set (Burg, 1967, van den Bos, 1971).
Mathematioally, the model is viewed in the Ztransform domain as an all pole filter, H(z), excited
by a white Gaussian process, U(z) (Makhoul, 1976). The
transform function for this relationship is written
as:

In this paper a new approach is desoribed for
classifying NDE waveforms. Using this approaoh a set
of matched filters are constructed, one for each
category of waveform, based on parameters of
autoregressive models of the data. This approach has
advantages in terms of real time processing because
the matched filters can be implemented as recursive
digital filters. This means that the waveform data
may be processed serially.

fez) = U(z)H(z)

(1)

Figure 1 represents this graphically. Here U(z), H(z)
and fez) are the complex Z-transforms of the
corresponding sequences un' hn , and Yn' In other
words:

The first part of the paper presents background
on autoregressive models and shows how suoh a model
aay be viewed as a recursive fUter. The second
section describes an experiment with computer
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U(z)

This leads us to the main idea in this paper,
which is the use of such spectrally matched recursive
filters to classify waveforms from different sources.
The next section of the paper considers the use of
these filters to classify computer generated data.
The results of such a classification are compared to a
conventional pattern recognition approach using the
filter coefficients, namely the ak , as pattern
recognition features.

+00

=

~

(Z)

n=-oo

if we let z = exp(Z7Tfi) then we have the more
familiar discre~e Fourier transform. Here, f is the
frequency and i = -1.
Since H(z) is required to be an all pole filter
in our model, we can rewrite it as:

3.

G

This section presents the results of a computer
experiment designed to test the hypothesis that
recursive filters, whose coefficients are the average
autoregressive parameters: for two categories of
waveforms can be used to discriminate waveforms from
each category by examining the prediction error of the
two filters when each is applied to an unknown
waveform.
To test this hypothesis, a set of test data was
generated for two different autoregressive processes.
Fifty waveforms were generated for each process using
the following equations:

H(z) = A(z)

where A(z) is a polynomial in z, whose roots are the
poles of the model and G is a constant gain term.
Thus, we may write:
GU(z)

= Afi).

y(z)

Rearranging equation q we have:
Y(z)A(z) = GU(z).

(5)

If we write out A(z) as a polynomial, we have:
A(z)

=1 -

+00
~

(~z

-«

Feasibility of Approach

Process 1:
).

k=1
SUbstituting equation 6 into equation 5, and
rearranging we have:

(6)

= GU(z) + ~

(akz-k)y'(Z)

k=1

(7)

If we now take the inverse Z-transform of both sides
of equation 7, we have:

= GUn

+

~

k=l

(akYn-k)

= O.5*x2n- 1 -

O.25·x2n-2 + wn

The next step in testing the hypothesis was to
compute a second order autoregressive model for each
waveform. This was done using the FTMXL subroutine in
the !MSL (1982) SUbroutine package. This subroutine
implements the Box and Jenkins (1976) iterative
algorithm for computing Aft parameters. Figure 2 shows
a cluster plot of these parameters. The vertical axis

+00

Yn

- O.5*x1 n-Z + wn

Process Z:

+00

y(z)

= O.75*x1 n- 1

(8)

Thus for this modeling approach, the current
value of Y is seen to depend only on the past values
of Yn and na sample, u , from a white noise process.
In practice, the modeY is limited to a finite number
of poles and takes the form:

ClUSTER PLOT OF

e r--
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TIIfl=I:.;;H;.:;IHG=-lJl=TR~

(9)
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for a p-th order model.

~

This model is equivalent in form to a p-th order
recursive filter with input u and output y. We have,
then, a mathematical model of the data, y, that
consists of a linear filter that, when excited by
white noise, has the same speotral properties as the
data. We can think, therefore, of this filter as
being speotrally matched to the data.

~...

...•

o~

....

~-.'It

I

To compute the filter coeffioients, equation (9)
is thought of as a regression equation with y , the
independent variable. The dependent variableH are
represented by the y -k' the regression ooeffioients
by the ~, and the rBsldual error by the au. Thus,
the name autoregressive modeling since the Rata is
regressed with itself. au may also be thought of as
a prediction error, thus tHe term linear prediction.
For more details and an explanation of the term
maximum entropy, the reader is referred to Childers

i-· sa

Fig. 2
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independent set of w. This data was classified using
the filters derived ¥rom the first set of data. Figure
5 is a cluster plot showing the results for accuracy
was 96S.

is AR parameter 1 while the horizontal axis is AR
parameter 2. Note that the parameters form two
distinct clusters corresponding to the two sets of
test waveforms. The centers of the two clusters
(computed by taking the average of each parameter
within each category) are:

4.

After its feasibility was established, the
approach was applied to acoustic emission data (AE) to
test its performance on 'real world' data. The AE data
was generated experimentally using a simulated joint
specimen of 7075-T651 aluminum. The specimen was
configured such that it generated AE from bolt hole
fretting and crack growth. Further details have been
reported elsewhere (Hutton and Lemon, 1982, Melton et
al. 1982). The data were recorded using wideband
piezoelectric transducers and a Biomation 1010
transient recorder with 8 sample rate of 5 MHz and a
buffer size of 11096 points.

AR Parameter 1 AR Parameter 2
Process 1:

-0.119089

0.731169

Process 2:

Application to Acoustic Emission Data

-0.25951

Using these average AR coefficients as parameters for
two recursive filters, each waveform in the test set
was categorized based on the difference between the
prediction error of the category two filter and the
oategory-one filter. This is represented
diagramatically in Fig. 3.

For this analysis, 1167 AE waveforms were
considered, 230 fretting waveforms and 237 crack AE
waveforms. For each waveform a thirtieth order
autoregressive model was computed using the algorithm
presented by Andersen (19711). This algorithm stems
from maximum entropy method of spectrum analysis
developed by Burg (1967, 1968). For each class of

The results for classifying the waveforms with
recursive filters were excellent. Figure II is the
same as Fig. 2, but with the misclassified waveforms
identified. Note that one category-two waveform and
three category-one waveforms were misclassified. This
is a 96S performance rate. An independent set of 100
waveforms were generated using the same procedure
outlined above for the first set but with an
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The results of conventional pattern recognition
were excellent. Using the autoregressive parameters
as features, a multivariate linear decision rule was
calculated using the ARTHUR pattern recognition
package (Duewer et al.). In doing this, 80S of the
data was used as a training set and the remaining 20S
as a test of the decision rule. The results of this
analysis were that for the training set, 98S or the
fretting and 100S of the fretting and 98S of the crack
AE were correctly classified.

°

Classification Results for Training Data.
X and + Repesent Hlsclassified Points.
2&8

Following the conventional pattern recognition
analysis. the average autoregressive parameters from a
150 waveform subset of the data were used as the
coefficients for the matched filters. These filters
were then used in the manner described above to
classify each of the 467 waveforms. including the 150
in the 'training' set. The results of this
classifioation were that 84S of the crack AE was
correctly classified as well as 771 of the fretting.
5.
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CONFERENCES AND SYMPOSIA
The 11th Meeting of the European Working
Group on Acoustic Emission
Each year EWGAE meets in a dltferent country
and, for the first time tor a number of years, the
meeting was held from 28 September to 1 OCtober 1983
at 5egrate, Milano, Italy. This meeting was sponsored
by Centro Informazioni Studi Eaperienze (CISE).
The first day was spent discussing the
development of a number of European codes on AE. This
was not a tull meeting of EWGA!, but was open to, and
attended by, those people with a strong industrial
interest in successful standardization and application
of AE techniques.
Following a call for a name change frOlll the
(U.S.) Acoustic Emission Working Group, regarding the
use and development of an artificial AE source by
Nelson Hsu (U.S.A.), and the turther development of
this source by Arved Nielson (Denmark), it was decided
that the source should be called the Hsu-Nielsen
source. As the European cede does not refer to the
source by name, no further action was needed.
A document regarding the preferred format for AE
eX8IIIination records was sUbmitted. It was decided
that the document should contain two parts: a format
tor the user (the customers) and a more detailed
format including set-up procedures (for the examining
body) with a division of emphasis to thick-walled and
thin-walled structures.

An interim code called "Acoustic Emission
Examination: Leak Detection" was approved. The code
is subject to comments before final approval as a full
code. A code submitted by P. Runov (T.U.V., Koln)
relating to the testing of small parts, after
discussion was adopted as an interim code for comment.
Phil Cole (Dunegan/Endevco, U.K.) submitted
data on their experiences testing FRP vessels using
AE. Dr. Wills (British Petroleum, U.K.) raised the
question of the status of the CARP Recommended
Practioe in Europe and a sUb-eommittee was set up to
eX8llline the CARP document and bring forward a dooument
on FRP vessel testing. P. Dumousseau (CETIH, France)
submitted a document on AE terminology and this was
offered for comment/modification by members.

Dr. S. Yahaviolos (U.S.A.>, gave a detailed run
down of existing ASTH ·Codes" and current developments
in this area. or particular interest vas the
information that ASHE had begun to consider the
development of AE codes. P. tQIIousseau reported that
AE codes were developed or being developed in France
relating to leak detection during hydrotest and also
FIP vessel testing.

Throughout the conference the equipment
manufacturers had their latest equipment developments
on display and we continue to see growth in equipment
versatility and the range of applications.
One impression I got this year, perhaps for the
first time, was that AE application is now beginning
to grow beyond the evaluation stage, providing regUlar
routine solutions to manufacturing and field H.D.T.
problems. The effect seems to have been to weaken
research effort. Perhaps those involved in research
should be busy identifying and investigating tuture
areas for R&D so that progress in the effective
application of AE can continue

ROGER HILL
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order to evaluate tho pro-

transduco". 4JS4 t!lou CO\IPl1Il9 vitb the nrfaco.

of two lt1IIdII of UtaA1_ ud &1zeca1_ 8hHte, >4\1cb !lave UIl4orlJOllll
.,."i0Q8 ~

of a concnte

noleS a

.-.ue ......

~tlIUoa

&lid a nlCllllllt u

W%O _ -

liS IB& pio-

molKtr1c tnIllIducu. ft8y UIov .,.,,1ou put1c:ular1ue., tdl1cb !lave
boea nloted vith aetall=vical .tructure &lid defomatioA

~

s. n"NDJlllPllIl - lattolle-IIlDUtut a.v.
ae-y

of the pradacts.

Accord1a9 to aetallllr91cal

~

oUc oaiu1Oll of Utu1= u, a
poat _

_..

csacr-a.e npl.dly _

it u

IIIaaw1Jlq uvenl

aad AJllP11Jlq <I1rac:t1cm,

ceft&1Il _ . , 1AtlIIllIive _
~y

.....s-.

tello;nph1c&1 ob..rveUaDa lIIl4

up to

~.

I'ZlUIktut a.D. - hden1 11Dpa!1l1c of

&CClU-

the y1eleS

cSaco

(coaua-. &lid bunt

_

VMk lIIl4 lIlIUOl'II. aad

~ ••

Ili9bU ODly

lICOQ8Uc
~

a1Cr'O aad

CllI<:l"O

cnck1Jl9 1A

bv~

typo

lIB

o1AJll&1a. 'ltlo

c:ncu

pro-

UlpUtllde "....,. of theM 019Ul.

u

Uoat 45 dII &boft nouo 1..-.l. lafon faUlIn of tho apoc1llloll tho

-.1. .ioDl lIII9Prt to . . _ute th. .o vuuUaDa vith nepocUVlI put1-

cipatioA of .Ud.1q &lid tw1aa1a9. _1th a1rCOft1_.

1o&41.nv _ .

lIlI1c .111910 c:rynala aad polyc::&'1aUU1Ae rock lIlI1t. 'ltloM

lItIoH ClBlI noU' the noclt1ll9. 111-

.14D&l. type.

IlIl1a.1al lIIl4 tr1&e1el

lJl other

U

&llIi••1aIl

CCUDt d . . . 4nDat1cally.

10114 du1Jlq U1u1al 1o&41.nv.

Cv1JlIl1Il'I ocean.
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rUe is con.1ated to tho

..a-

IN-P'IELD EXPBRIZHCB IN aI«lITIaf IDf1'l'01UHG OF RarATING MACBIHERY

ACODS'nC BMISSIaf IN COlLS

BY D1DIlXlUI.ATBD RBSCiNIWCE ANaLYSIS

BY
M. C. RBYMCIm -

R. DE tIJL - CGR -

by

crms - Prance

ISIIY-les-~1Deaux

G. BOZZACCBI - C. CAR'1'OCZTI - C. DE MIc::BELIS - C. SALll

- Franco

Istituto G. DonltClazU - Rovara - Italy
The

atUc!10B

of IIlicrosoiSlll1c aet1vity an coal specimen have been

real.1zed with the assiatance of c::BRCBAR (cenue d I Z'twSe et do RetsGrcbe
aw:'

le charbon - Prance) tor prov1c!1nq necessary coal aample (BouUli!l-

I'U

de ProVenCe).

Diaqnastic IIiqn1ficanco of hi;h frequency vibration (aP) analysis of rotat1DV lII&Chin.ry 1s diacuslled. lUtS llDd cSemocml.atad spec:t:um

In spite of rosearch into tho detectien and predict1cn of deep

of the lIP' siqnal are the dJ.a;Do.tic parametars considered en the

aa1ne instability usinq the acoustic amiasion (A.B.) I:DOzUtorinq mathod

~

continue. to be ccmductlld, tho special interest in this study is a

of previoua laboratory testa. Results of in-field testa per-

famed for over two years w1th bath portablo and continuous IDCDito-

width band of special knoVled.qe of tho frequency speCUWII and llcaust.1c

r1n; equip:lleDt are pre.anted and diacua.ed. lIP' vibration monitoring

e.a1ssian count for various strea..-statos.

lIIOOta

A aeries of cyl1ndxical specimons were studi.od in uniAXial COlIIPres-

all the nec.sauy requirement. for a canai.tent lIl&chiDe lllOni-

torin; technique •

• ion tll.t and mJ.cro.eislllic actiVity in a frequency band 0-20 leBz.

we bave separated the specimens within three cat890de. according

ACOOS'l'IC BMISSIC»f HBASORIiXEN'1'S QI FIBER GLUS MATBIUALS

to the existenee or nat at defecu and their orientation.
by

a) Spec1lllans without crack
b) Spec1mens With cracks nonlal to the direction at applied stress
c)

B. P'CIN'rAD, P. TONOLJNI - CISB - seqrate - lUlano - Italy

Specilllena with cracks parallel to the direction of applied stress
PrcllI the relationship between rate COWlt and lalSd,

we have

G. l"CmZANO - BNEL-cPCIE - Venezia - Italy

mado

'!'be \lIOn and I:DOre d1ffuae use of the f;lbor glass IIlllterialS in

the bypathea1s for the different procea.es.
1)

Por spec1laena Without detect and with defects nonlal to the direction
of applied sueas, acoustic em1sdan rate count increases at about
SO, and 80' of breaking lolSd. That will seem to 1nd1cllte that naz:mal
cracks close without acoustic tIIIl.1ssian and follow then the 8&IlIe

Exper1m8nts were perfozmec! on an annular apecimen of fiber

explained by the appearance and the prapaqation of lllicrocracks fol-

91ass material applied to tho construction of the pre.sure vater

lowed by a period of stabilizationJ the nev increaaing of activity

pipe.·

may be related to the macroscopic prapaglltion of

The experimantal set-up is deacribed and the behaViours of the

the cracks.
2) 8pec1meDs With

Acoustic lfm1aa10D examination may be a ;004 lIllItbod for cbaracteriz1nq the fiber 9la8s materials dUr1nV laboratory _asurements
cOlllpOllanu dudnq the byckoteat.

'1'he increase of acou8tic emission at SO, of breaking lalSd may be

eo, Sa)

fine the proper DeD destrw:tive test1DV tecbniques.

of the lMCbaDical properties and for controlling the presaurued

process that spec1maD1l without defect.

at Ilbout

the con.truet1oD of plant and lItrUeturo cCClpCDenu. abllge. to de-

~ol

defecu present an important count rate since

the loading begings dUe to a macroscopic progression of the crack.

par&lDet:ers (total count1n; and count rate, amplitw1e diatribu-

B

tion, pula 4uration of the aCO\llltic emis.ion .venu) versus lOac!-

1D9 are reported

and discus.ed.

PrClll the analysis of .pecua, the authors hypothesize that the
ol:l.ervad high froquccy short duration siqnals uy be related to
fraet:urin; t.bz'ough coal (int:8r;ranular) while law frequency long
4uration ai;nala observed may be related to .licS.inq alan; shear sur-

by

fllce. (qra1n boundari.s).
The .ame ph8DCXll8Nl are oba.rv.d by CEUGB and

R. ft'1'I

and

BEIJ)I!GBR (USA)

Me CABB (USA) in coal.
ICClUS'1'IC BMISSIaf '1"ES"1'ING OF AJDUJU, IWILD"1'S

TWo possibl. application. of acoustic a i•• ion (AB) testiDq techni-

by

ques for the evaluation of

W.B. SWAIN

%Ddept. '1'estinq Lab•• Inc. - searcy - USA
'ftlis pnaentat10D rill caver tho need for acoustic

c;pJl

anl! CI'R cCllllpO• .t.te material. are presen-

tod.
'1'he fir.t refer. to GPR prepnq laminate. fabricated with differct
~sa1on

test-

fiber or1entatioDa and vuioua pr••sun - ta:perat1a. cycl.sl an AB

inq of urial lIl&D11fts. 'l'he d1acua.1on w1ll include I

t ••tin; technique was used to d8tect str1=tural vuiaticu inl!uc.l! 111-

- Acoustic 1fm1•• ien equipment

to th. II&ter1al by diff.rent cure cycle.. AB 1. shawn to be capable of

.tructur.

- calibration of sensors

di.cr1lll.1nat.1D9

- Areas of monitorin; 1mportance

dependant properti.s induced by intaDtional cure cycl. var1atian.. OD

- '1'e.tiDq procedure

the ba.h of the ezper1mlulQ1. nault. 1c • . - . po.eib1. 1:0 bypathe.ue

-

Data

acquisit1cn aDd J:eporta

nth ntf1cient r.liab1Uty betwHD d1tferat

the succe.sful d8tecticD.

tb.zcuvb an ad8qwlte AS test1n9 procedure. of

- Interpr.tation of r.sul t8

accic!ent:a1 non CODfomJ.ti•• to the fabr1.cation cycl. spec1f1catJ.ona

- statistical iDfozmatleft of fi.ld experience

of GI'R COII;lODenta.

IIlIlm; other topics covuecS in this pn.ctat.ion, v1ll be th. 9Ui-

'l!ua MCOD4 application 1& ccmcUll*1 with AB c.8tiD9 of quui-1aotZ'!.

t1cation of d8fecta found 4uriDq I..B. te8t8 and a discus.1on of .ta-

pic

t1IItical data p..iDed frCIID ovu 4000 actual fiell! testa pertozmed

Th. infiunce of .tackicq aequance

~t

Harth AIIlUica and th8 lUl! But. A mort 8UIIIIlUY "ill men-

tion otbar appu.eat1cna of A.B. nch u

era

laminate. with diff.rct

lCIIiDate. 1& • _11 3cnoIm

pr•• auze v••••l. lUll! p1pe-

.t:ackiGV
CD

~I

pneratect at a lll:lDiDate ed4e 4ur1D9

lin.s.
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MqUDCe.

and t:h.1cJase•••••

th. tallure 1IOde. of COIIlPO.ite
th8 tr.t.cS1MD8101la1 stnss seate

1.oad1D9 i. atr1.c1:J.y dependeDc

CD

.taelUA9

HqUace &Ad 1JI _

cue. tile edqo .U. . . . . cu

Ua1aau.

ecfge daaaqe ~ ~ tbrCNQb tile _Un

Also th1c:1a1e.. 1. 1alovD to lIltllWllCe the laaiAaU failure

.s..t1Ilod

eequenc:e.

~c:e

All

1 ••• doIlaaiAau,on.

lDOCIo..

by

.taeklllq

H. raKIGLIIft"1'I. D. sc:»IllClLO

to c!e1Ale1JlaUOIl actually exh1!llt th18 plle"_nllll llIlly

for th1cb..... suff1clUltly

1l191l. I!IIper1aelltal data

CISB - sevxate - X1UDo - Italy

eItovoI4 that e ..eIl

.tae:kU9 MqlWDCe p¥odIlced a typlcal All pottam. Ilor..... er delamlllaUon

'11la CISB aet1v1ty ia the c!eve1GpoRt. of acout1c: teehn1quu ap-

u18U9 .... clearly e1o;nalle4 by All reepGll8e. prov14ad lt oc=ad at

pl1ecS CD leak doIteet1cn IleqUl ia 1971.

a loa4 sufflciently 1 _ tIlaIl tile llltizata load. Bo81do1•• cmly the
c!e~ecUOD

of

~e

At. tile pre.at ... are atwlylllq the fauiblllty of a _

0Cl:UZ%U9 earl1.r tIlaIl tile flllal ta1lure 18 of ....y

n1C utllocS for the prompt leak c!eteeUoll ia

clUUO-

Il19Il preaaura fH4vatar

Ide. an All baA<! l:lOft1tor1ll9 teellll1que 1. tIlerefon proposed for structural p¥aheatara of tIlem&l JOVK p.1&llte.*
inc".r1ty earve1l1ue:e of CFR COIII(lOdta eomponeDU that My dolllDinate
'l'he syst:. 18 buecS OD a IIOIl iavaaj,,,.. tranaducer aDd oa til. audur1Ilq tIleir servlce.
lya18 of the h19b frequency no1ee present. ClJl the _tal of the ......
pmat.
:.DE Dl:'nlC'naf EXPEIlIEIICB IH PEI!Il1IAftR PREIIEATERS AIlD BO:a.mts

~e

QF I'OQB PLAIml BY KlAlfS QF AalUSTle 1DfI'l'CllUXG

by

A. Azzaa -

cn - Seqrate -

S. a ~

-

lAilorDtory te.U c!eterll1lle4 the 1JI.=-t confJ.quraUOIl &IllS

tIlo IlIA1n physical pulIIHtu. of tile -ratem.
'l'he
til carr1.d out on a fllV faecSw&_ prehaat.an pve
prolll1a1ll9 resllltll and the necaaauy data for. proper &1qnal

lUlallO - Italy

~cm41

t1oJWI9.

BNEL/eDl - IUlaIIO - Italy

lIP to day two liae. of fHdvatar preheatera of two 41ffennt pavor

III _ y pno:... plute .arly leak doItee:t1oll 1. of ,,1t&l nee...l-

plant: Wl.1U are contiauoualy aau.torecS by th1. ayee-.

ty for vu~ reuon.. euc:Il . . 1I1D1Il1&.!1Uo1l of til. acape4 qu4IlUty of duprClld fllUda. ~UoIl of WlVlUlted doImfl_ c:baaical

'1'lOO different rup=r.. of • fev tube. of the CCllIpOft&nU ~toreeS
lIVe promptly c!etaetecS by tIl1s _
&qII1p1l1Clt: aIl4 at _
tJM &lao

....

_ t of tile pre.aure c:ba.nqe tranIIa1t.ted by til. _tar •

nacuoae.
'l'O

lJItenupUo1l of tile EUptUn p=ce•• in lte 1JI1t1al

tIl1s a1a CllE &Ad DIEL have cSevelopecS u

for tile early leak doIteeUo1l
plallu OlVrlt1llq at
~e

f~

Il19Il pnuw:e

.u-

by tile lAvas1.,. acouaUc -rae-. _ 4 BUDD. baaed _

1Ils"'-taUoll syst_

buzldle c;omp:IlUIDte of .lectrlc paver

aDd

DlnoQIIlC:B QF SIII1'B

Il19Il taperature*.

AIi1l lIClIlllDIG QF GLUS .AftIc:LES CII

mB AalUSTJ:e EIlIllSICli UDV1OQ1l QF ~

tecbII1qIuI 18 buod 011 a ~tor1ll9 ia a COIlvea1Clt frequaac:y

by

baIl4 of tile 1I01se preMllt both 1Ils1de the pr••eurue4 flu1d of preIle&~

3. IIOL':DS:" lIIC: - 1lamSt&4t. - recSeral bpQbUc of GerIIlany

aIl4 wide til. bollu _"lron_n.

1ncr_.

III Jl.OZlM1 openU'V1I COlId1t1011a tile acout1c 110188 baa relaUvely
Low level. but lt nma.rlcal:oly

tile _ _a-

AcouR1c UI1••1cIl (UI aeu,,1t.1.. of 8IIott-f1lln-nllltorced

if • leak 18 produced ia tile

tIlorllloplUUC. have been s1:Wl1eeS at. the !leUUdla. IlIDatatoff-IIl-

CClIIPODat.

aUtat.. DaaStedt/GeDlllDY a1zIce 1977. lQlare. . pnrioualy n;1aua-

'l'he teeha1que .... been te.ted for eeveral year. on 41ff.rent paver

p.1&llU nth very saU.factory nllllJ.te. I t 1. applieeS

IlOV

t10n of

en 1n4wIU1al

scal. botll on tile Il19h preseun pre-heatera and on til. bollera of

countll aIl4 -N9Y nte. . . . pouible only. _

r~

&qII11DU't. iacludu

.e,,~

IIOW

the a441~ pouiblllty of analys1nll

.11191. _ u ia tile U1pl1t:w!e-tiM cbIUne. sa.ide. on-l1JI. In.-

n l ~ectr1c: JOVK plantll of BNEL. At til. pr.sent tha syse-.

ve.t1.qaUon. a lII&9Ilat1c tepe recorder allan .tonqe &IllS po.t pro-

naIM4 SUILD. 1. wt&lleeS on a great nUldler of tIlUlllll-eleCUlc uniU.

ce•• 1119

'l'he syse-

rel14b1llty fully uU.fleeS the projoct cbaraeteristlc••

~e lQZVeU.1&Ilce

-r.teII

of deteete4

_u.

'l'O ••pa:rllote po••ibl. falllln IIl8Chan1au apec~. of polycutlo-

18 quite .1lIIple. %1:. _111 COlllllOllOlltll aro.

nate fUled "LtIl ;1". putLcle. of 41ff_t. shape (bead&. f1hns

a ploaoaleeulc proesuro Uansducer. a cllUge UIplifier aIl4 a poaabud

of 41ffllrent lenvth) aIl4

fUtar (one for each . . . . - t . poiatl. a

rirat re.lllu &11_ to

rIIIII

volmotor. a lIIU1t.icb&n-

nel c:bart recorder aIl4 alum board.

41st.r1buUolUl of

~ mo.t. s19l\1f1c:AIlt. reslllta obta1JlecS from lonq period lNftelllanca

are

.Lvnal

_1oIl.

a1qnal chanctad.U~. by

ClU'!IY. peak apl1tllde &IllS ••

v.

abMrV1nll

_to lSsara-

&1qnala of .1ae:tUll. ahape Offen • po. .ibllJ.ty to detulll1ne Ul4un-

bl.

BVAI.UU'IaN BY A.B. QF FAIIoUaB _V1Cll11l

by

e. c:aamva.

.ue..

ruu;e

QF IlIlIIG'OIIC!Il PLYJIEIIU: PClMS

rate. wLtho\ac ...tarial fa1J.lln &ad to abaarw tile

~

~

by

be_ n p l _ • IIlIlIlIler of U&d.f.UODa1 atruetura! .ter1&1.a. 'l'heir

Aft 1lIlf1Aetor1q service. - 8nmhall 8toc:llp)rt - lIIl1ted ~

tile _ l l e aIl4 nemaral ~ of tile. . focu.

'l'he IlllGU code of preDUce for tile

niaforced ntll "ar1oaa _ U of fiberql. .a 18 41acuaMel..
~ ~ lSyoa;a1c:. be".. beCl ~ by _ _ of Ac:auaUc

of acoust.1c

llI1sa1a. ~tor1llV tile

dlIr1nll

to _

aDd the COIIIlta.

'l'he conclu.iona are that. frKt:ure 4ynamJ.c. c:llan9. nth tile fiber-

Vlu. _tAIlt:. wban tile latar

1IIc:ftl.....

IIZI:XlIlIlS

L.M. IllaIlIS

pec:llaDical Ileban-r 18 CD be c:baraetaria.d.

ClU'9)'

rca IIDIaHA'nCtr

- It&ly

IlIlpand.ed pol~c utar1al. (fOUl&I. re1Dforce4 by f1bu1lua.

....a.

appaa-

of &peCial fallure NCbaD'p . . a fa='t1cn of SUa1n.

A.B. AlIllLYSIS IllJRIHG PIlIDOI' ftS2'IJIa - IIIaB c:lXlE SUIIC:IIIXIP PIICIQICICIIlDID

IQZZQLA..

FacolU 41 IqeqIleria - lIIl1ven1U 41 _

1l19IlU.

ware 1II"uUqated UDder

Uoa for each u_ial. ,Utar1nll tile rocordold _ u by auppr•• a1nll

reportees.

III th1a

bcmd1IslI

41s~

tAIl.Ue .UenqtIl.

~Uon

-ua1nlll Uau the facton tlbic:b _

of 41ac:rete aovce.
be _14anlS

tbat . . .t1sf~ 8UIIdard of _ t 18 acIlJ.evecS
_~.

QaanUf1c:at1nlll of the. . facton and the apec1f1c:&-

t10a of • IU.n1IIlID aanaiUv1ty suet be oS=e before All nllllJ.tII _

u.

be clu.Lf1ecS ia reJ.aUoll to defect: aiqn1ficanc:e. '=lIft. . lII&doI

II1Dce tile 1n41v1dual fibera are 1... scruMel.. ~. Clta1la

by tile locat1on ~OCSe nbJ=ap. 111

daIiIIge. UlII1ted to tile polYlllK1c: utrtx.

be de.cribed.
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..uav the. . abject1"...

wlll

DzscaIPTICIiI

or

mB PROCEDOIUIS APPLIED 'l'O ACClUsrIC !:MISSION

BXAMIHATICII DtJRIN(; PRBSSClU: VESSEL m1JR\ffESTS

by

by

M. SOREL - C. SCBBPACZ

B. P'ON'1'ANA, P. Ta«JI.IHI, G. VJ:LLA

C!:'1'IH - sa1Dt Et10nne Cedex - Pnace

CISB - S89l'ate - Milano - Italy

IadwltrLal Wle of the acowttic emiaaJ.cm techD1que Illlly c:onstituto
All

efficltmt

IIIHDS

'l'bis paper descr1bes work aIOC!al1tiell ued by CISE in Acoustic

for the quality c:oatrol of dampers mac!o frClll

2:II1ssicD (AB) IlCD1toring of thicJt-lRIll preswre

ela81:c:meter•

VUlIOla

cmriDg fust

hydroteat.*

'1'he 1DveatJ.pt1cn baa shovn that application of a tonslle load

'1'hese procec!uru wen defined C0D8iderin9 both C1S2 experLtmce

at a low level, baa1cally not detrimental to the product, llIAy use
the ac:oullt1c 81gnals ea1tted to separato, vlthout U1bisrulty, defect

relatively to such kind of teats aDd the B1:Ilndarl1a aJ.%eacly exJ.stent

fn. cSAmpers frem those c!lIl:DpeJ:s whleb hove:

(JSHDI-NDIS, AS'ltI, ASKE, !NGAE).

The ma1n parllllletus considered are I

- Pollutlon, by silicone lubricant, of the lIlGtal cap-ellllJto1IIeter

- preosura vessel c:haracter1Btics and pressuriziDCJ lICbedule

interface
- Lack of adbesJ.cm at the clIDtre, for a surlac:a area 16

- technical

2•

1IIIIl

With certaiD add1ticnal testa, 1t is reasonable to envilillge

- classification of located AB sources.

- VuJ.can1sation at too b1CJh a tOlllperature

A particular IlttaDtion was devoted to real-tillSe evaluation of AS

- Lack of adbes10n at the centre, surface areA 4 1IIIIl2

generated durinCJ all phases of pressure increaso aDd to necesllary

p1ftAlly, the 1Dvestiption bas shown that the method cannot

operations allowing a correct prosecution of pressur1z1nq test.

he used WIlD the defects to be detllctsd are as follows:

ClasaUicat10n of AI: 8CUl'ces.located durinlJ hydrotest, pe%fol'lllG4

- Excessive pre-heatinCJ of the cap

em the basis of activity ener9Y and t1me-cl1atrlbutioa of AS events

- Lack of adhesion at the edCJe, up to 16 . 2

allova to diat1DCJu1sb tho sources requiring further uam1nations

However, it should be stated that thesa two lAtt8r types of

by ather MDT =etboc!a frail those not a1gDificaat for preasure "..8801

defect do not noticeable lcwor the llI8chanica! properties. It ls
the~ore s~ioua

struet:ural int8CJr1ty.

if dley CanDot be detected.

COMPAR%SCIl
S'l'RBSS _VB DlIBSIaH

ar

PRESSURIZED COMPCIO!Zft'S OORING stlCCESSIVB

BmRO'1'ESTS - INPLmarcz

ar

ar

AN IH'l'BRHEDD'l'Z TBBRMAL '1'REA'1'MEH'1'

1l. B%LL

v. S'rlU:1CBBR - Itnftwerk ODicm - BrlaDfJOn - !'ederal Republic of Gezmany
SCBWEllCBk - GD - Poderal Republic of Gemaay.

Robert GordcD' s InatLtute of

TechDolOCJY - Aberdau -

UDit:acl

JtiftfJl!cm

Although codea exist for tho applicatiCD of A.B. testiD9 CD large

It.D. ElOIILDCIt - "1'UIN-S'1'V'1"l'GART e. V. - Pedaral Republic of GemaDy

lItZUCCUrell Uttle
~

A.B. AC1"1'IV1'1'r USDG

STATBooOI'-'1'BB-AR'l' DfS'1'RUMBN'1'ATIaf

by

Accord1l1lJ to the

A2 datact:1cD system

- execution lIlGthodolOCJY of AB c:ont:rol =riDlJ bydrotellt

utemd1DlJ thJ.s 1Ddwttrial sortinlJ procells to dalllpers which have:

not

cbaract:~1l1tica of

- ~1lt1an t.eehD1ques

effect, the activity of acoustic emission

atteDt10D has been give to the teatiDg of small

laboratory apeciuDs.

=riDCJ successive hydroteats up to a cert:A1.D pressure decreases ra-

1ft this pa~ CODSidaratJ.cm 18 lJiven to faet:ors affect.iDq the appl1-

pidly.

cation of Il llI04em A.B. system (tho Aft 5000) to the toat1elJ of lIlIIall

If eme applies thenzl treatllleDt"
~~,

to A teat

similar to in-service ccmd1tioDs,

spec1meDa so that the asaxialum vaJ.J.d information is Available. RelNlta

ac:ouat1.c: emission 1Dc:naaes aqiDg iD amount aDd

are preaeated fftlll a variety of lIIII.tarials tested.

V1th zeqard to the enuw rel...... 'l'hlll reaulta of three test aeries
u . pnaeatae!.

A.B. SIGRAL ANALYSIS IHTEXDDIG 'l'O c:muw:TERIZB
CRACK PBOPAGI.'1'ICIf Df CUT IRON
by

J.L. R01JX

P. 'l'CIROI.IHI - CtsB - S8CJl'&te - M11aDo - Italy

P'RANATCIIB - ParLs La DdfOlUle - Prance

G. RARDCIHI - M'B - Bnecu - Italy

'fhe iDformat1oD lJiven by acoust.1c 8lU.aa1on about cracks (deteet1em,

In ord8r to reach a full qualUicatJ.cm of Acouatic ElDissiOD (AE)

noc:ivity and localization) are often to he c!1seuesed.

1IOt:bcKt it La necuaary to perlom experiments em full acale ecmponeata

we

contaJ.DiIlCJ real and sevue flAn.
A a1CJn1,fLcant U llICln1tor1DcJ vu orqanLzecS by Aft and CtsB duriDq
All ~ t

41sc=im1nAt1on.

on Y junct1.oD of a wa.tar pipe-. cracks were detectae! by

'1'be puEpOSlt 111 to get a reUable 1nc!uatr1a1 appUcat10n nth a quick

ultruonic 8XUI1Dat1on in tba weld of • closure head of tho byc!raulic

response.

proof.
AD U

hove beqan a pl'OCJrlllD to try to kftcw the characteriat1cII of crack

&Cowatic sitplAlll and the bcv to UN these iDfol'lllAtion for a systlllllllltic

Pirst, we have das1ped a new type of steel test samples IIDCS choHn
auveil1aDce of the tM1d dur1D9 hydrotoat .... plAlmed.

vide bud trlUl8C!w:ers and a 300 lib: - 4 HB& electronic c:banDe1.

'ltle apuimlIDtal Mt-ap and tba operation perlomed =r1nCJ the
41ff~lIDt

we

hove

fU8t uaed empirical testa for wa.v. pattern rOCOCJDJ.tJ.cm, then .... hove

pbaaea of the experimeDt ue dellCr1hec! aad the IlllliD results

developed a

ue repartee! and clU=ased.

IIO~

able to sort eracJc acoustic lNrata fzcm llturbs

and other trana1onta.
'1'tut8e 4evaloPlll8llta are illustrated by resulta c:oUeeted c!ur1Cq ta-

t1que testa en ata1nle.a steel. BaIlIPlee.
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rem

or

AIl'nPICDL SCURCES

OZ2a••0 filter. aro a1lllDat tho . _ which woro carr:l.ed out thzcuqh
.taodard acouoUc tecbllJ.qu•••

PRQl'JIlaflCN S'MDIES

lIIlother examplo 1. tho

CUD

of a car roar-axlo mado up 1rOIl pi.ea.

woldod toqother by • robot. '1'Il. probl. . va. v.rify tho woldillq intoqr1ty autalllltically after tho woldillq lJ.ao. '1'Ilrouqb

Rorue Veritu - IIOeV1It - I/Ozway

Det
~

uua

tho voldillq. wu corrolated with tho dacay t1IIIoo of the IIl1.cropbcllo

aw:taco dUplac:_t for 2 cU.fterent arU.tio:1a1 aouro:u

oipal fUterod OIl tha J:OOOJIlUICO froquoncioo of tho compoIlont uc1-

hove bH!l uuurod a. function ot propaqaUon di8tanco on plat.o.
~

iniUal,

All

pbyo1cal otudy of tho probl_ va fOWld out that tho 0qoodao••" ot

tated 1apuloively. '1'Ila pr. . .1lCCt of a vold1ll9 defect on tho eo:aponont

d11'ec:t1onal c:IIarlu:teri.Uc. ot tho acoustic rad1ation frCIII

the. . _ . hove bH!l llIDaaw:ed to tacU1tato a CGIIIP"hDn8ivo

'lOt tho docay-t1llMl. aborter of a cU.fferont _ t in tho cU.ftorOllt

interpr.tat1CA ot the .ipal pr0p&9ation in plato••

fraqllonc:l.eo depolld1llq DIl tho kind of dofoct.
OZ2a0 appl1cat1on of L.It. apano10n to tho docay-tiIlIeo COIIl1Il9 from

a NlllPl. ot axl. . IInwJ.ded a ..at of par_ton by wb1cb the J.doIlUf:L-

APPLICAflCN ClP ACCUSTIC TIlIl:IIHIguES 'l'O l"LA1l DIAGNOSTIC

catiOn of tho difforont kind. of voldillq defocto wea po••iblo.

DI SYSTIlIlS AIID e:acPalEN'1'S

G. RDSPA - G. TIIImItl - A. ALPDII

by

Contro R1corc:ho FIAT S.P .1.. - Cd>aall4JlO (Torinol - Italy

eno ot tho mat difficult prClbleu autolllot1vo
i. quality control on

~o~

1Ildu~

II. CllEllFAOUl - UIl1voroity of '1'eCbIloloqy - COlIlp1tqn. - Franco

dealo with

and cClqlOnDAta Dettoro thoae are anembled

an tho veh1clo.
Oft tho ...OIllbly

Unto, .neral toat. All carried out oubjoctivoly by

0u.otoA1.nq toO tho =100 tho component or tho

~t=

=1to durin9 ito

DulalJO lllDIl1torin9 ot .trueturo. and failure prodicUcm are ouont1a1

vozIUn9 or a. a rooult ot an utornal uc1taUon.HowadaYIl, Ilcvever,

ro. .arch cIoou1Ilo for ac:ouatJ.c OllIUoicm.

pJ:Oduct1on and atandard1Zation constra1na roqu1ro au_tic, quantitaUvo and objoctive quality control to.to. AccIUat1c

toc:ImiqI>.. ot ".i-

To doto. various uper1lllolltal .tudio., ll&1Illy faUquo-to.t lllDIl1tor1ll9,

"Y.-

qnature llftalyo100 toqother with ataU.tic uthodo a1.low autolllDUve on-

have 9 i -

91A.ora to oolvo tho probl_ ot au_tic tlaw d1a9llOat1C

ro.urch llOrk to cOllllect Acouat1c _u1Oll rooulta to d8IIl&90 thoor1...

011

p1Clc-up and ito poo1t101l, and tho lllDot ou1tablo tecllniquo of ".1qnatur.
utract101l"

in ordar to 'lot tho m.t di&9llO.tic

~omaUan

fr~tary

rooulto. So,

VII

"" fUIt pr6let a cdtical 1II&1Ylu of plOov1oua

COlltontD ot tho probl_ ollould be ClXactly 1cIlovn.

'!bus one .Ilould tind out tho lllD.t ou1tablo .:l.pal, tho lllDot ou1tablo

but.

have OIltored upon a

AIld to apply tho toc:bIlJ.qua to 1Ilduatr1a1 prol:llalll.

and cClllPOnOllto. III ordar to ach1.". a uaetul appl1cat1oll ot tho.o

toeIlIl1qu.. tho pbyo:l.C41

IlUlllOJ:OWI

l'. .oarell

1Hl1On. 'l!Io

lIla1Illy c:OIl01dorod eapClCto lira' Illlltor1a1. and A.E. IllOchaIl1_, corro1&tiOllO

with tracturo a:oc:baIlJ.c., lJ.lll1taUOIl8 ot uaed OlII'u1lllolltal llIOthoda.

'!bOIl, VII

about tho

pro.lIIlt ctXIIOJ:1IIIoIltal rooulto ach1ctVed dur1ll9 c:ra.ck iIlJ.t:La-

tion and PJ:Ol'&9ation to.ta OIl 2024 and 2618 &lulll1.llJ.UIII a1.loy.. '!boy IIOr-

probl_.
For OUlIlpl. in tho ca.o ot U

01\91110 va fOWld out that

all

aco:oloro-

utor located OIl tho CRIlkca.. wall .... _ry ou1tablo bocauao tho 0:1.-

mt to allow and d1ac:uaa the .volut1oll. of A.E. oJ.qno1 and tho rolat1ona
with fractur. IIIctCb&Il1C p"_tor••

tiM tho accoleration contribuUona

"" aloo pre.ct an appUcat10ll of A.E. to dotect tho propaqat1Oll

fr= all tho caopollonto iDo1do tho on91110 ••9. tho valv. tappato, tho

atart1llq of eracka inU:1ated dur1ll9 fabr1cation UIld8r tho otainlelll

pal treD it contain. at tho _

oteo1 0:1addin9 ot lI=l.ar prooaw:. _ ....1 Doul... AcouoUe =1u1on

COalloct1ll9 rode and tho =ank ohott.
syncllron1z1ll9 tho accoloromotor o1qnal with tho 0I\911lo uvular FO.
o:I.t1on (by uana ot a 'r.D.C. p1clc-up coupled with apark pluq pick-upl
tho nooded conelat1on between OVOIltO and

malfunction 10 obtainodl.

Xl1ov1ll9 Il1'tI and froquonc10. in which maltuDct1on. aro ;rov1ll9 up 110
acc.loraUDIl 1IldQced

011

dlllllDftatrlited itl ab1l1ty to dotDct the .tart1Ilq ot the crack 01ther in
ota1llleo. oteol or 111 baao IDOtal. IIOreover, lIlllPUtuda of aJ.9Ila1o ccmf:Lrmod
tho oxJ..tellce ot two populationo corrospoDding to FopIl9atJ.CIl in tho two

cCllcomod .tooll.

81191110 c:ronkeu. vall va arrive to tho malfUll-

ction .1qnaturoo and thoD to tho malfunction.

d1qno~o

ACOUSTIC DlUSICN APPLICAflCN 'l'll I'AflGllE TESTS

throuqh tho

or

llClDl!S

rca

ClPFSIlCR8 PLATPQlIIIS

fUtoring ot tho ayIlehrcll1'1:ed accolorclllletor o1qnal.
With th:L. typo of t1IIIo domain analyo1. 10 thon poolliblo to detoct
D. 1IOZZB'1"!'I, 1:. Faft'»fA, C. PAHZAIfI, F. 'l'llIlCLDI1:, G.

tho type ot dofoeta,

- for valve rllttl. in opon1Jlq or clo01ll9 valvo in inlot or outlet llIld
tho c:y11lld8r

R. IlUllDI
'l'I!aItlIlUE - VOIICl&1.a - Italy

- for COJIIlOCt1:uI rod kIloc:Ic tho cylJ.Ddor.
'Zbo _

probl_

c:lUl

be carried out by a atatiatic&l tocbllJ.qua,

tho Looft-Drh_ apan.101l.

to

vm.a

CISB - SOqratll - IIJ.1aIlo - Italy

Offaboro platf_, o8l'OC'1a1ly llI10D iDotalled 111 a bo.Ulo OIIn-

A oupl. of OI\9iDoo 10 requ1%ed with tho k1!l48 of tlaw ... vant

rOIlIlIlIDt, 0lql0J:101lC0 fativua 1oad1Ilq whida l:I&y be 10 1mportont . . to

~ . By 0&1y1ll9 tho _tbod 011 ou1tably pro-procoond .1-

91- oor1ou d0014n IIJ:Obl. . . aIld be

palo c:clll1.oq freD tho 0IlCJ1ou 0 . .t aacorzelated p"_tuo with a

b1tIl

~o_t1oIl ·contoIlt

~.

obcnlt tho diocdlll1Mt1oIl of tho na. . 1.

'!be _Cbod &loo IlrovJ.do. a Mt of 0opt1llal0 tUtuo by

whida cl...U1eat1oll of flaw:-

aaalo9 dav1cu too.

tho

c:lUl

officiOlltly earr1.d out throuqh

.trueturo.

A qr.at

Ii

pouiblo lllDdo of failure for

ro.oarcb offort :I.. CUJ:J:OIltly devoted to tho dovelopllOllt

of d1a9llOat1e uthada or pzocodur.a which ora upoetad to 1IIc:r. . .e
tho ro1J.abJ.11ty and, pouibly 111 tho _
but10ll to rodw:t1oD of 1A8pocUOD co.U.
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!llturo. to 91_ a COIltri-

AcOaaUc

em1u~ lA&)

qpun au

~

t:be C1Dac praa1ailllJ cecIuU.-

'*'

que. 1C
KCUlly ~f_ vuy h1Qb uu1Unty co ~UA9 crecka
&11Gw1Jl9 &leo a _ u - a &lid _ c a .-cure -'-CIn'1JI9.
'ftla P~"&Dt w~k 18 -m1A9 tile AB deCKUon dur1Jl9 tho faUp.
te&UA9 up co cup_a of cw coupl.. of _ 1 wldec! tWNlu- ,01llte+.
1Il t:be fun caat, rem OD tho UDeUffaed ,01llc. &lid u1a1 force ....
.ppU..s. nD9ill1J fzeD -590 IlH co +590 lIB with a COD8t&DC a1.Dna... eyel••

1Il tho PCODd cart. NIl OD DOde. 1IIte=allll' et1ff_d by wlded dnV••
t:be uU1 fo~ .... nD91nv frc= -1325 lIB CO + 1325 1lH.

DIe AB eqW.pMDC lINd .... a CIIllUc:baDMl . , . _ f . nal. tiM U
decaet1DD &Dd &D&1YD18. DIe

noulu

of tho

c..ca

ccmf1=ed thot. _

111 p n _ of opariouo IIACb1De ao1o&•• 1C .... po. .1b1e. by _
t:be AB UCbDJ.qua. CO decaet &lid pnc1.e1y 1oc:4ca tile

c~1ICIto

of

FQp&9a-

Uaa 111 tho otnetun &lid aUo CO pt aD 1Dd1cat1Oll of tha crack
uteaUoD &lid of 1te avolllt1oD

+

eteve.

'ftla t . .te wou. pezfozmed 111 tho ~ _ of a A.auch c~1od out by
C2ft1a, ~ , 1'I'JU.UII NAVY, 'I!ICIlCIlllBE v1th f1D&Dc1a1 ouppon
of c::ECA. Ill&1A COIIuacco&". rrAt.S11lD, techD.lca1 la~. DICIIOIIUE.

Meetings of Japanese Committee
on Acoustic Emission (JCAE)
JeAl has been associated with the Japanese
Society for Non-Destructive Inspection (JSNDI) for the
past few years and is also known as 006 Special
Research Committee. Professor M. ~oe (University of
Tokyo) is the chairman. The meetings are held every
two months or so and the proceedings (30 to 40 pages
each, in Japanese) are pUblished by the JSNDI.
Three recent meetings were held in Hay. July and
December 1982. The proceedings from these meetings
are nUlllbered from 65 to 67. The titles and authors of
the presentations are given below. (Individual author
oan be contacted directly or through the JCAE;
c/o 006 Committee (JCAE)
Japan Soc. Non-Destr. Insp.
Hashimoto Bldg
5--4-5 Asakusabashi
Taito-ku, Tokyo 111 JAPAN
10 May 1982 (Tokyo)

15TH Subcommittee E 7.04 on Acoustic Emission
The latest subcommittee meeting was held on
January 25-26, 1983, at Ft. lauderdale, Florida.
Twenty four members and seven visitors attended the
meeting.
The subcommittee has been reorganized to expand
the number of sections from four to six. The new
sections and their chairmen are: 1) Terminology, R.B.
Engle; 2) Sensors, A.G. Beattie; 3) Instrumentation,
J. McElroy; 4) Metallic Applications, W.F. Hartman; 5)
Fiber Reinforoed Composite Applioations, S.
Vahaviolos; 6) Continuous Emission Applications, N.
Hein. There are three dccuments that are either in
the 18TH balloting process or are about to start it.
These are: "standard Q.lide for Determining the
Reproducibility of Acoustic Emission Sensor Response,"
which suggests several methods of cheoking or matching
sensors; "standard Praotioe for Leak Detection and
Location Using Surfaoe-Mounted Acoustic Emission
Sensors;" and "Standard Practice for Acoustic Emiasion
Teting of Fiberglass Reinforced Plastio Resin (FRP)
Tanka and Pressure Vessels." Other doouments that are
being developed include one on the Primary Calibration
of Acoustic Emission Sensors, one on Continuous
Monitoring of Pressure Boundaries using Acoustic
Emission, one on Monitoring Rotating Machnery and four
on fiber reinforOed composite applicat.1ons, i~cluding
Piping; Structures; Ladders and Hotstioks; and Aerial
Manlift Devices. In addition to the normally scheduled
semiannual meetings, a sympos1l.a is being planned for
the January 1985 meeting on "Acoustic i1Dission
Mon1tor1ng of FRC Structures."
Membership in 18TH seotions is open to all. ~e
does not have to join the 18TH to participate. The
next meeting of E 7.04 is on June 19-23, 1983 in
lCansas City, Missouri. Anyone interested in the above
proposed standards or developing other standards for
acoustio emission is invited to attend.

ALAN G. SEATIlE

Proceedings No. 65

"AE Applications to Equipment Diagnosis and Quality
Control"
Developaent of Acoustic Leak Detection in a
Primary Cooling System
Tadashi Uckikawa, Kensiu Watanabe,
Tanemichi Kitahara and ICiminori Shiba
(Power Reaotor and Fuel Dev. Corp.)
Rotating Machinery Diagnosis by Acoustic
Emission Technique
Ichiya Sato, Takao Yoneyama, Soji sasakai
and Takashi Yatanabe (Hitaohi Research
Laboratory. Hitachi, Ltd.)
Diagnosis with AE on Gas Insulated Switchgears
Maaami Honda. Hirokuni Aoyagi, TetBuya acano
Hideo Iwasaki and MalIIoru IzUllli (Toshiba Corp.)
Acoustic Emission in Glass Fiber-Reinforced
Cement Composites
Hironori Otta (Asahi Glass Co.)
Application of AE to Products Quality Check
Kazutoshi Takahashi, Hideoki ICozono
(San Denshl Ind.) and Hasaru Takahashi
(Asahi Chemical Ind. Co.)
The EWGAE Code for AE Ex8lDination
Hiroyuki Fujita (Institute of Industrial
SCienoe, University of Tokyo)
5 July 1982 (Tokyo)

Proceedings No. 66

"Current Status and Future of Photo-Acoustic
Spectrosoopy"
Prinoiple and Practioe of Photoacoustic
Spectroscopy
Takehiko Ishiguro (Electro Technical Laboratory)
Investigation of Nonradiative Processes in
Semiconductors by Photoacoustic Spectroscopy
Nobuo Mikoshiba (Researoh Institute of
Electrical Communication. 1bhokU University)

Electron-beam Acoustic Microscopy
Toshiald Ikcma, Kohei Mori zuka, Ycshio Adachi
(Institute of Industrial Science, University of
Tokyo)

The 10th World Conference on Non-Destructive
Testing
The 10th Conference was held in Moscow on
23-27 August 1982. Over 1000 participants heard
some 300 papers. Twenty-four (24) papers on 1£
with the following titles and authors were given
as listed below (preceded by the conference
paper number):

The AE Generation in the Drying Process of
Hardwood Lumber
Hasami Noguchi (Tokyo University of Agriculture
and Technology), Yukio Kagawa (Toyama
University) and Joe Katagiri (Mitsubishi
Electric Corp.)

lA-l6--Numerical simulation of acoustic
emission: H. Onoe, and J.W. TS80 (JAPAN)

Report of the Fifth International Conference on
NDE in Nuclear Industry
Yasuhiko Mori (College of Industrial Technology,
Nihon University) and Kazuhikc Kuribayashi
(Faculty of Engineering, University of Tokyo)
3 December 1982 (Kure)
and 1£"

lA-17--Acoustic emission source
characterization: R.E. Green (USA)
lA-l8--Detection of acoustic emission by 8
waveguide: I. Grabec (Yugoslavia)

Proceedings No. 67 "Fracture

lA-19--The problem of choosing transducers for
receiving aooustic emission signals:
H. B. Gitis, B.I. Domb, A.G. Kopanski and
V.N. Scsedov (USSR)

AE Characteristics and Fracture Toughness Test
of Glass Fiber Reinforced Plastics
Hidehiro Kishimoto, Kasahiko SUzuki
(Toyota Technological Institute)
Kei1chi ShimOlllura, Hideld Seldne (Facul ty of
Engineering, Tohoku University)
and Kazuhito Fujino (Asahi Chemical Industry
Co.)

lA-20--Research into crack growth process in
steel by acoustic emission: V.I. Scrokin.
V. F. Zmitruk and V. S Urusov (USSR)
1A-21--On the use of acoustic emission for
testing physical and mechanical properties of
composite metals: V.H. Bobrenko. H.S. Vangely
and V.V. Gradlnar (USSR)

AE Characteristics of Fracture Process in FRH
Takanori Ohira, Teruo Kishi (University of
Tokyo) Hirohito Kiyashita, Yutaka Kagawa and
Eiiohi Hakata (Waseda University)

1A-22---Investigation of acoustic emission of
dislocation pile-ups: V.S. Boiko, V.F. Kivshik
and L.F. Krivenko (USSR)

Fracture and 1£ in Adhesive Bonds of Gypsum
Board
Satoshi Teramura, Takao Take and Koichi
Tsukiyama (Onoda Cement Co.)

lA-40---Preventive detection of incipient failure
and improvement of availability of French !'WR
using acoustic emission: B. Audenard and
J. Marini (FRANCE)

Crack Monitoring in Drying Shrinkage and in
Fracture Toughness Test for Concrete Material by
Keans of 1£
Kasanori Izumi, Hirozo Mihashi and Noriald
Ncmura (Faculty of Engineering, Tohoku
University)

1D-23---Acoustic
fatigue loading
D. Hozzetti, R.
F. Tonolini and

emission mcnitoring during
of nodes for offshore platforms:
Brandi. E. Fontana, C. Panzani,
G. Villa (ITALY)

2-6--Experience of aooustic emission application
for technological and in-service inspection:
V. N. Bachegov. A. I. Gorbunov, Yu. B. Drobot. Yu.
I. Likov. B. Ya. Haslov, V.N. Ovcharuk and
A.S. Ostritski (USSR)

Behavior of 1£ on Large Fracture Toughness
Testing
Takayoshi Yamauchi, Masanobu Satoh,
Tetsuo Nakamura and Ikuji Hanao
(Takasago Technical Institute, Hitsubishi Heavy
Industries)

2-20---Detection of wire breakage during tensile
fatigue tests of wire rope: Y. Toda, H. Yokota
and H. Hanzawa (JAPAN)

AE Monitoring during Fatigue Test of a T-Shaped
Welded Pipe Joint
Kenichi Yoshida, Junji Takatsubo, Toshiald Otani
and Hiroshi Yokogawa (Chugoku Government
Industrial Research Institute)

3-5--An acoustic emission monitor for a plant
surveillance system--theoretical background and
realization: E. Pridohl and H. Hauersberger
(GDR)

Relation between Growth of Electrioal Tree in a
Plastic Insulation Material and 1£
Characteristics
Hiroyuki Fujita. Kusuo Yamaguchi and Takamitsu
Nakanishi (Institute of Industrial Science,
University of Tokyo)

3-10---Acoustic emission in coal and masonry
tunnel: H.C. Reymond, H. Clergeot, B. Lumeau,
F. Perrot and R. De Mol (FRANCE)
4-7--Wave propagation and experience in acoustic
emission testing of nuclear reactor components:
E. Waschkies, P. Heeller and E. Votava (FRO)

Report of the 10th World Conference on NonDestructive Testing
Yoshiniri Hashiko (Nippon Steel Corporation)
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4-12--Inspectlon of TC4 high pressure vessels
via acoustic emission technique: lb. Jln, G.
Song, D. Uing, C. lbu and C. He (CHINA)

1983 !SIT Spring Conference, 7-10 March 1983,
Orlando, Florida

4-22--The use of acoustic emission for
estimating high pressure vessel conditions:
V.I. Ivanov, A.N. Rjabov and V.N. Kuranov (USSR)

A Panel session on 1£ for Complex Aerospaoe Materials
and an AE session with six papers are planned. One
more paper is in Marine MDT session. The titles and
authors of these presentations follow;

4-26--Introduotion of acoustic emission into the
periodic proof tesitng of pressure vessels:
H.
Kuehnioke,
G. Hauersberger and M. Schade (GDR)

Panel Session - AE for Complex Aerospace Materials
B. Boro Djordjevic, Martin Marietta Labs, Baltimore,

MD (Chairman)
J. C. lUke, Vlrginia Polytechnic Institute,
Blacksburg, VA (Cochairman)
J. S. Cargill, Pratt & Whitney, V. Palm Beach, FL
0. Egle, University of Oklahoma, Norlllan, OK
J. carlyle, Naval Air Dev. Center, Varminster, PA
A. T. Green, Acoustic Emission Tech., Saoramento, CA
S. L. MoBride, Royal Military College, Kingston,
Ontario, CANADA

4-30--Practical experiences with acoustic
emission on big pressure vessels:
P. Tscheliesnig and H. Theiretzbaoher (AUSTRIA)
5-4--Acoustic emission on stressed conorete: C.
Birac, D. De prunele, Ph. Jamet, M. Astruo,
and M. Kavyrohine (FRANCE)
5-5--Aooustic emission characteristics of fire
brioks: T. Shirai va, Y. Sakamoto, H. Yamaguohi,

AE Session
Materials Charaoterization by means of the AcousticUltrasonic Technique
J. C. Duke, Jr., E. G. Henneke and V. V. Stinchoomb,
Virginia Polytechnlo Institute, Blacksburg, VA

T. Suzuki, K. Fujisava and T. Arahori (JAPAN)
5-7--The applioation of the acoustio emission of
porous brittle materials by looal strains for
testing of physical and mechanioal properties:
L.A. Kozak, V.M. ICabysh, J. Dognalek
and S. Modry (USSR, CZECHOSLOVAKIA)

AElFlaw Characterlzation for Jluclear Pressure Vessels,
P. H. Hutton and R. J. Kurtz, Batt.elle Northwest.,
Riohland, VA

5-13--Application of acoustic emission technique
to the study of structural oeramics strength
under conditions of mechanical and thermal
loading:
G.A. Gogtsi, V.A. Kuzmenko, S.V. Grishakov, A.N.
Negovski, A.V. and Drozdov (USSR)

Faotors affeoting the Generation of 1£ in Adhesively
Bonded SHC Composites
R. A. nine, University of Qclahoma, Norman, OK
Homomorphic Deconvolution of AE Signals
H. Scarton, J. MoDonald, R. P. Kraft, Renaselaer
Polyteohnio Institut.e, Troy, NY; J. Erkes and S. R.
Mannava, General Electrio, Scheneotady, NY; and H.
Chaskelis, Naval Researoh Laboratories, Vashington, DC

5-17--Explanation of the deformation kinetics of
high impact lIIultiphase polymers by means of
acoustic emission: M. May, G. Leps and J. Bohse
(GDR)

AE Souroe Identification of an Aircraft Honitoring
Applioation
L. J. Graham, Rookwell International Scienoe center,
Thousand oaks, CA

6-9--Analyais of acoustic emission data using
pattern recognition method: F. Lefevre,
P. Gallard and J.F. Chretien (FRANCE)

EValuating Super-plastio Forming/Diffusion Bondins
(SPF/DB) of T1 Structures with AE
S. J. Vahaviolos, Physioal Acoustios, Prinoeton, NJ
Conference ~ Periodic Inspection ~ Pressurized
Components, 12-14 Oatober 1982, London

Harine NDT session
Study of Point Loaded Composite Plate
N. Joshi, Coppin State College, Baltimore, MD

1£

At this conference sponsored by the Institution of
Mechanical Engineers, three AE papers were presented.

Abstraots of these presentations are published in the
February 1983 issue of Materials Evaluation.

and Estimation of Flaw Significanoe in Reactor
Pressure Boundaries
1'. H. Hut.t.on and R. J. Kurtz, Battelle Pacific
Horthwest Laboratories, Richland, VA

1£

SympoSium: Nondestruot.ive Methods for Haterial
Property Deter'lllination, 6-8 April 1983, Hershey, PA

Interpretation of 1£ Signals
P. HeeUer, Fraunhofer Institute, Saarbruoken, FRG

Four papers out of 115 total are to be presented from
1£ field.

Analysis of Acoustic Leak Detection for Ught Vater
Reactor Piping
0. S. Kupperman, T. H. Clayton, Argcnne National
Laboratory, Argonne, IL and 0. Prine and R. Groenwald,
GARD, Ino., Niles, IL

Nondestructive Determination of Residual and Applied
Stress by Hioro-Msgnetic and Ultrasound Hethods
Eo Sohneider and L Altpeter, Fraunhofer Inatitute,
Saarbruoken, FRG (V. Germany)
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Haterial Characterization with Laser AI Hethod
S. J. Vahaviolos, Physical Acoustics. Princeton, NJ

Hardbound. 545 pages. 55 papers; ¥ 12,000 plus
shipping.

AE during Machining
A. Arora and Y. Haerhe1m. Rockwell International
Science Center, Thousand Oaks, CA

For a full list of titles and authors. see Journal of
Acoustic Emission, July 1982, pp. 217-219.

First International Symposium ~ M from Reinforced
Composites, 18-21 July 1983. San Francisco, CA

RegUlar as clockwork, the Proceedings of the
biennial Acoustio Emission Symposia held in Japan
provide a fine. reliable record of progress in our
field. The organizers of the 1982 conference marked
the beginning of this series' second decade with a
graduation from softoover to hardcover binding. A
high standard of workmanship was maintained in the
papers presented.

Thirty-nine presentations are scheduled for this
inaugural symposium. Final program will be released by
1 Hay. 1983 from the Society of the Plastic Industry,
Inc. the sponsor of the symposium, One day eduoational
seminar Is planned for 18 July to provide a background
for those new to the field of AE from composites. For
more information. write to

In his introduotory remarks, Professor Horio
Onoe recognizes progress in standardization.
quantitative data handling, calibration, applioation
and integration of AE with aooustio signature
analy8is. Through a olosely cooperative and
interdisciplinary approaoh the next decade will be
even more fruitful than the last.

Structure and stress Analysis of Steels by Ul trasonic
and Micro-Hagnetic Methods
P. !beller, Fl-aunhofer Institute. Saarbrucken, FRG

The 55 papers are divided among the following
teohnical categories: deformation in metals (9
papers), nonmetallio materials (6), stress corrosion
craoking and fatigue (4), instl'l,mentation and wave
propagation (5), wave analysis (4). fracture (7).
phase transformation (3). sensor calibration (4),
monitoring teohnology (4), pressure vessels (4) and
advanced application (4); and there is the text of a
special lecture on transient AE waves in elastio
plates by Professor Pao of Cornell, an author1t.aUve
summary of the state-of-the-art in this important and
fast-clarifying area. The oonference had many other
highlights too, that are oovered in full in the
oonference proceedings.

Hr. J. S. McDermott

Inti AI Composites Symposium
'n'le Society of the Plastios Industry, Inc
355 Lexington Ave
New York, NY 10017
Call for Papers
of Progress in Quantative
1983, Santa Cruz, CA

~

~,

7-12 August

This review meeting is the latest of successful annual

satherings of scientists studying advanced NDE
teohniques. It is sponsored by the Center for Advanoed
HOE at the AMES Laboratory. AE has always been
represented and you are invited to submit an abstract
by 15 Hay. 1983 to

Among the materlals-oriented papers. an
impresslve contribution was the work of Teoh. Roman
and 000, whioh olarifies the distinot roles of MnS
inolusions and dislocations as AI sources in A5338
steel, through a series of ex periments on different
heat treatments. A paper by Shiraiwa et al.
illustrates the practical importance of AE from phase
transitions in ceramios during thermal oyoling. In
Takahashi's paper, AI spectral types are related to a
fracture mechanics model of oraoking processes in
granite. In the work of Yoshida et aI., AE during
fatigue cycling is analyzed acoording to its time of
ooourrenoe within the oyole, and interesting
relationships are found. Yuyama, Klahi and H1samatsu
present a sUlDlDary of their comprehensive researoh on
AE from corrosion fatigue in 304 stainless steel and
stress oorrosion cracking in Ti-6Al-4V. Ueda et al.
present the first study on AE from amorphous metals,
and Chen and Carpenter identify twin nucleation and
growth as the main souroe of AI in polycrystalline
zinc. Other papers deal with precipitation
strengthened alloys. dispersion hardened alloys. 5052
and 2024 aluminum, nickel, iron and silicon-iron,
stone and oonorete, composites, silicon nitride and
alumina oeramics, and steel in fatigue.

Dr. D. O. Thompson
Energy and Hineral Resouroes
Researoh Institute
AMES Laboratory
Ames, Iowa 50011

~

Heeting of Acoustio £mission Working Group

Heeting 1s scheduled for 26-29 June 1983 in Princeton,
NJ. Details will be anolD1oed shortly. Those interested
in presenting a paper at the AEWG meeting should
contact Dr. S. J. Vahaviolos at Physical Acouatlcs if
they have not reoeived the anounoement by mid-April.

BOOK REVEW

A highlight among the instrumentation papers was
Hl1tsuma's description of a high-performance, realtime speotrla analyzer specially developed for AE
work. Tiede and Eller present a systematio disoussion
of source location errors. and other papers deal with
locat.1on algorittlms and wave propagation effects on
location and leak deteotion in reaotor piping and
'Tee' junctions.

Progress in Acoustic BIIls8ion: Proceedings of the
6th International Acoustic BIIlasion Symposium
Susono. Japan. October 31 - November 3. 1982. Edited
by H. Onoe. Ie. Yamaguchi, and T. 1C18hi; publ1shed by
the Japanese Society fbI' Non-Destructive Inspection,
Hashimoto Building, 5-4-5 Aaakurabashl, T8ito-ku,
Tokyo. 111 Japan.
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In another groups of papers researchers close in
on the physics of wave generation at moving cracks.
Pollock reports on the fine structure of the signal
generated by craok jumpa. Q1ira and Kishi boldly
apply the dynamio Green's function approach to
conventionally shaped fracture specimens. Other close
studies of waveforms using flat-response sensors is
presented in the papers of Mori. Obata and Aoki and
Ohno and co-workers. Kuribayashi and Kishi present
intriguing results on the use-of two different
deformation mechanisms. Takashima, Higo and Nunomura
give a stimulating paper relating different fracture
processes to spectral shape and signal r1setime.

PROGRESS D ACOOSTIC DtISSml

We are pleased to announce the availability ot a
limited number of copiea of Progres8 in Jeoustlo
E.1551on. Review by Dr. A. A. Pollock is given at
left and its contents were pUblished in Journal of
Acoustio £mission. VolUllle 1, Number 3, 1982.
PROGRESS in ACOUSTIC EMISSIOH was published by the
Japan Society of NonDestructive Inspection,
Tokyo, Japan, 1982. It is avallable from the Acoustio
£mission Group by a speoial arrangement with the JSNDI
and costs $60 per copy (surface postage included).
Foreign order must be prepaid; Add $15 for air mall to
oversea address. PaYlllent must be in US currency drawn
on a US bank. send an order to

Ookouchi, Takahashi et al. write an important
paper clarifying the role ot ItlS impurities as sources
of AE during fracture tests on SM50 and SSlll steel.
Nozue and Okubo. on the other hand, dealt with the
relationship between AE and intergranular microcrack
areas in 113110 steel. Zhu and Peng and Q1 employ the
J-integral in their fracture mechanical approaches to
crack diagnosis by AE. (This and other papers from
China were not presented orally at the Symposium,
however.)

ACOUSTIC EMISSION GROUP

6532 Boelter Hall
University of California
Los Angeles, California 900211
You may order directly to the JSNDI enclosing a check
for 15,000 yen (including estimated shipping cost) at
the address given in the previous page.

In the area of sensor calibration, Breckenridge,
Watanabe and Katano report on an international
collaborative exercise between NBS and Nippon Steel in
which results obtained by the major standard
approaches were compared. A self-reciprocity
calibration technique and a new wideband sensor
ooncept are reported by Yamada, Onoe et al. Wood
reports on the use of the Hsu-H1elsen source.

VIDEO TAPES

Special lecture given by Professor Pao at the 6th
International AE SYlllposium can be viewed on a video
tape (1/2-in., VHS format, standard reoording speed).
send $25.00 to AE Group to cover the cost of a blsnk
cassette and copying (or your cassette and $15.00).
A copy of the paper wlll be sent with the tape. The
cost also inoludes royalty to the lecturer.

The papers on AE from martensitic phase
transformations break new ground in the aoientific
analysis of this etfect. Electrical resistivity
measurements to aooompany measurement of AE from phase
transformation are a unique feature of the third paper
in this group.
The COnferenoe Proceedings contain much new,
signifioant scientific information about AE and
surprisingly few papers on practical applioations.
But among the applications papers, Tsukamoto and
Iwasa's work on large superconducting magnets is
excellent, while Fujita, Yamaguchi and Nakanishi give
an intriguing deaoription of crack growth in plastic
insulators breaking down in high electric fields.
Armor and Graham report on a major and promising
program on steam turbine monitoring, and journal
bearing diagnosis is diaousaed by sato and co-workers.
There are papers on spot weld monitoring by Vahaviolos
and Slykhoua. on acousto-ul trasonic inspection by
Rodgers, and on mining by Li. In the olassic field of
pressure--vessel testing, the proceedings inolude
reports on FRP vessels, on large--specimen model
tensile tests. and on a new assessment parameter for
fracture initiation. Fbntana et al. summarize the
field experience accumulated at CISE. and global
mooels of fracture estimation and oontrol are preented
in the papers of Yamaguchi et al. and Khan et al.

RENEWAL AND HEW SUBSCRIPTION RATES FOR 1983
Base rate tor one year (Jan.- Oot., 1983)

$110.00

Postage

U.S. (fourth olass)
U.S. (first olass)
Canada & Hex ioo
All other areas -- Surfaoe
All other aress -- AIR mail

$00.00
$04.00
$04.00
$10.00
$25.00

Discount

Payment with order
before 31 December. 1982
-$10.00
before 28 February. 1983
-$05.00
No disoount given to order requiring
invoicing.

PaYlllent must be in U.S. dollars drawn on a U.S. bank.
Bank oharges for foreign ohecks will be assessed to
the sUbaoribers. who remit in non-U.s. oheclca.
JOURH\L OF ACOUSTIC EMISSI~ is p.1bllSheCf _by the

Overall. theae Proceedings make a very valuable
addition to the AE literature, presenting much new
information of high quality. They will oontinue to be
in demand long atter the oonferenoe has passed, as haa
been the oase with their predecessors.

Acoustic Emission Group, Room 6532 Boelter Hall,
University of California, 1Ds Angeles, CA 90024 USA.
(213) 825-5233
UJltor-PUbllsher: Kanji Q'1O

Editorial Assistant; Barbara Brook
Cover Design: Robin Web

ADRIAN A. POLLOCK
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SPECIFY THE SIGNAL
THAT SIMULATES AEI
FIRST INTERNATL SYMPOSIUM
ON AE FROM REINFORCED
COMPOSITES
18-21 July 1983
San Francisco, California

THIS IS THE TOOL FOR •

AE System Checkout and Calibration

•

AE Systam Maintenance

•

Multi-Channel Source Location Check

•

Training Course Demonstrations

System calibration hee been one of acoustic emission's outstanding problems for yeers.
that can do it.

At leet, here's the instrument

The AE SIMULATOR generates precise, repeat-

abla waveforms with variable carrier frequency, rise rstB, decay
rate and amplitude -

matched to the rsnge thet conventional

AE systeme are designed to measurs.

And with the help of

the AE SIMULATOR's inter-channel delay. you can check the

The registration form for
the Symposium is reprinted
below. Anyone interested in
attending this meeting on
rapidly expanding field is
urged to mail in the form as
soon as possible. Note that
advance registration closes
on June 20. Take advantage
of lower registration fee
that advance registrant
receives.
Plan also for the pre-conf.
educational seminar. It
covers introductory topics
for those new to this field.
Mailing address is;

source location ability of multi-channel AE ayatems, or build
complex waveforms to sea how your AE System will handle
precursors and wave raflectiona.
Call or Write ACOUSTIC EMI88IaN ASSOCIATES
30100 Town center Drive, Suite D
Laguna Niguel. California 82877
(714) 485·6152 or 0141483-2174

Name

_

Affiliation

Mr. J. S. McDermott
Intl. AE Composites Symp.
Soc. for Plastics Industry
355 LeXington Avenue
New York, NY 10017 USA

Mail address

_

City/State/Zip

_

Country
Please register the above and send full Symposium details
with ground travel information May 1. Enclosed is our fee
on the basis of the adjacent schedule.

BASIC REGISTRATION
(includes Symposium malerials and services. badge.
Preprinl. reception. luncheon @ S125.oo/personl

PRE·CONFERENCE SHORT COURSE
Notes: This specialized meeting reqUires payment with
registration, in US currency. Attendees unable to remit fee
because of tentative plans, currency restrictions, etc. will
be welcome at the Conference as On-Site registrants at
the surcharge rate. Advance registration closes June 20.

@ $40.00 per person

Additional PREPRINTS
@ S35.OQ each. IAher the Symposium. Ihe mail
order price will be $50.00 plus shipping.)

ON-SITE REGISTRATION
surcharge of S15.00 per person after June 20

Additional registrants from the same organization may
photocopy or send a facsimile of this form.

Less $25.00 if speaker or Session officer
Total in US currency:

Thank you for your cooperation.

_

NOTES FOR CONTRIBUTORS
1.

General

The JournaL ~111 publish contributions from all
parts of the ~orld and manuscripts for publication
should be submitted to the Editor. Send to:

Professor Kanji Ono, Editor - JAE
6532 - Boelter Ha 11
University of Californl.1
Los Angeles, Cal1forn1a 90024

U.S.A.

Applications oriented articles aay be subaitted
directly

[0

Or. S. L. HcBdde, Associate Editor - JAE

Royal Hilitary College of Canada
Kingston, Chtario K7L 2\1) Canada

The title should be brief. Except for short
communications, descriptive heading should be used
to divide the paper into its component parts. Use
the International SystClll of Units (sO.
References to published literature should be
quoted in the text citing authors and the year of
publication. These are to be grouped together at
the end of the paper in alphabetical and chronological
order.
Journal references should be arranged as below,
including when available, the abstract nueber given
in T. F. DrouUlard, "Acoustic Eabsion, a Bibliography with Abstracts," Plenuc Press, !:CW York, 1979.
The abstract number should be preceded by the letter
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